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The dramat·jc increase in the nJmber '6T" imnitgran\:
children in British schools during the last decade~~ s .
posed many difficult problems. Forbo-t h . cduca/t i onis ts;\ j
and s 0 ci a 1 sci e n t·i s t sin t ere s ted i nth e pro b 1e ni·s 0 f
culture conflict and resocialization, it pr ese nts a
a real, urgent but imm e ns e ly interesting issue to be
stud·ied. The research ·in the f'ield to-date ha s been
a 'I m0 s tell t .j r ely 0 f a qua ·1ita t .j ve nat urea n d qu a n t i t a t i ve
~tudi es a re almos t non -ex i ste nt . The pres e nt study was
undertak e n to compare the so cia - per s onal adjustment of
immigr ant c h'ildrl:: n in a North Lon don school~ v/it h (l
con t 1" 0 1 9 l" 0 up 0 fEn 9 .j i sh c h·i 'I d r en, and t 0 stu ely the
cOY'\"' C1 a t e s 0 f s ue Ii
ad ju s t ill e n t
A \lJ e 'I 1 - ad j 11 St (-; d
pe r so n was defined as an individual who is
(a) socially acceptable,
(b) pey'son a lly satisfied~
(c) free from anxiety, and
(d) has an objective se lf ·-c oll ce pt.
'·he variable s for the st udy of their rel ationship
with i adj ustment ' we re chos e n partly as a r es ult or the
survey of previou s studies and par t l y through a survey
of the opinions of teachers of imm igra nt childr e n. The
investig a tor s pent about eighteen months in the schoo·'
as a schoolteacher for the purpose of establishing
rapport. No formal testing of any kind was carried out
until the inve s tig a tor had e stablished rapport with
children of alZ races and was be ing perceiv e d and
categori s ed primarily as a teacher and not as a member
I
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Of any part icu lar race.

The sample consisted of 174 West Indian (90 boys and
84 girls) and 76 Cypriot (38 boys and girls each) children
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at the school. This comprised the entire immigrant
population at that school, with the exception of three
Cypriots who could not speak Eng11sh and hence could
not be tested, and a few children of other races whose
number was too small for any statistical analysis.
A specially constructed adjustment scale (composed
of four sub-scales - social acceptability, personal
satisfaction, freedom from anxiety and objectivity of
self-concept,) Raven Progressive Matrices, Mill Hill
Vocabulary Scale, New Junior Maudsley Personality
Inventory, Cotswold Personality Inventory, a semistructured interview, and school records were used as
measuring instruments.
English children were found to be better adjusted,
more personally satisfied, less anxious, less extraverted, less interested in things but more interested in
ideas than immigrant children. Immigrant children were
found to have a less objective self-concept, lower
academic achievement, lower attainment in written
English, vocabulary and fluency of spoken English, and
lower non-verbal intelligence test scores than English
children. No significant differences were found between
social acceptability, non-academic achievement, interest
in people and attitude towards school scores of English
and Cypriot children. West Indian children were more
interested in people, had a less unfavourable attitude
towards school, a higher non-academic achievement, but
were less socially acceptable than the English children.
The Cypriots were found to be better adjusted, more
socially acceptable, less anxious and as having more
objective self-concept but lower non-academic achievement and less interested in people than the West Indians.

;;;

No significant differences were found between the
personal satisfaction, academic achievement, attainment
in written English. vocabulary and fluency of spoken
English, I.Q., extraversion, interest ;n things and
ideas, and attitude towards school scores of the two
groups of immigrant children.
'Adjustment' of immigrant children was found to be
positively and significantly related to their academic
a chi eve me nt, at t a i nmen t 'j 11 \lJ r itt en Eng 1 ish, ext r a ve r s ion,
interest in people, attitude towards school, and friendship with English children. Family size, interest in
t lli n g s, 'j n t c Y' est i n 'j de a s ~ and d iff ere nee bet wee n v 0 cat ional aspirations and expectations were found to be
negatively and significantly related to 'adjustment',
No relutionship between 'adjustment' of 'jmm'jgrant chi'ldren
and age, age at the time of emigration. length of residence in the U.K., intention of returning home, living
with one or both parents, working mother, non-academic
achievement, fluency of spoken English, vocabulary,
intelligence test scores, expectation of high status
jobs, and aspiration of high status jobs, could be
establ'j shed.
The results showed that there was very little mlxlng
among children of different races. Only 22.4% of the
West Indians claimed the friendship of even one English
child while only 14·5% of the Cypriots and 2·9% of the
Hest Indians claimed an English chi'ld as the'jr 'best
friend', Only 13'2% of the Cypriot and 2-9% of the Hest
I n d ian f ami 1i e s \',1 e \" eon vis; tin g t e rills yJ i t han Eng 1; s h
fam'j'ly ; n the'j t ne; ghbourhood.
Case histories of five most 'well-adjusted' and five
1e a s t '\'1 ell - a djus ted' Cy Pr; 0 tan d ~J est I n d ian chi 1d r e n
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each were recorded. Some suggestion were made about
the suitable actions that could be taken by the various
people concerned with the education of immigrants and
some proposals for further research in the area were
outlined.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM
There has been a dramatic increase in the number
of immigrant children in British schools in the last
decade. Some of these children were born here of
immigrant parents and speak English with a perfect local
accent, while others have arrived with a completely
different cultural background and various stages of
schooling behind them. Some, for example, Cypriots, are
generally treated as whites, others as non - whites. Some
children have spoken English as their mother - tongue all
their lives, whilst others can hardly understand it. The
problem of integrating these children from such diverse
backgrounds into the British school system has indeed been
demanding. Add to this the emotional overtones of race
relations and one has all the ingredients of an explosive
situation.
Most parents, teachers, local education authorities,
and social workers realise the tremendous difficulties
facing these children, but are hampered in their efforts
by a lack of guidance derived from the findings of sound
empirical research. Does speaking a language other than
English in their homes hold them back? Is a strong
involvement with their home culture antagonistic to their
adjustment to British school life?
Although this problem has been the subject of much
popular controversy, there has been virtually no scientific
exploration of the British field. After reviewing the
current work on research and teaching of immigrant
1

children, Goldman (1967) came to the conclusion that
there is an urgent need for research in this area since
research at present, is practically non-existent. Of
late, there has been a noticeable increase in the number
of discussions in the popular press and educational
journals, about the problems of educating immigrant
children. Conferences of the teachers most intimately
concerned have been organised. Such discussions have,
with rare exceptions, been based on personal experience.
The London Head Teachers Association (1965), for example,
put forward its view that children who have attended
infant schools in this country are more easily integrated.
lilt is the experience of junior and secondary schools,
that children who had full range of training in an infant
school in this country are much less of a problem than
others who come direct from an area where educational
facilities are either completely lacking or deficient in
qualityll. This rule, presumably applies to all children,
regardless of their colour, cultural background or
attitudes. Hawkes (1966) noted a tendency amongst teachers
to stress the role of language in bringing about integration. IIAgain and again teachers and observers have sa'id
that language is the key to the problem of integrating in
the educational system ll . On the other hand, some people
who are presumably just as qualified by virtue of their
experience, have denied altogether that immigrant children pose a problem. They admit that the incidence of
maladjustment amongst immigrant children may perhaps be
a shade higher than the indigenous population but these
1I0ccasional cases of maladjustment can be put down to
bewilderment at the sudden transition from one country to
2

another".

(Times Educational Supplement 27th August,

1965).

While such generalizations based on personal
experience are perhaps useful for discussions and pooling of experience, they are very poor substitutes for
sound research, as guidelines for action. The distortion
of an individual IS perceptual process through attitudes,
stereotypes and conceptions of human nature held by the
individual, is too
well established to be discussed
he re .
An implicit .assumption behind all the discussion
seems to have been that int egra t io n of immigrant children
is of vital importance; that once integration is achieved
al'l vdll be well. The term 'integration ' has been most
commonly meant to imply acceptance of the newcomer by
society while he reciprocates by understanding, or even
adopting the traditions and the ways of life of the
culture in which he finds himself. The thinking appears
to be along the lines that since immigrant children wish
to enter an existing system, it is they who should make
the necessary adaptations to fit the system. The idea
that these children have their own unique contribution
to make; that changes must necessarily be made in the
teaching methods, organisation of classes, techniques
of assessment of educational potential, to meet the needs
of these childl~en, is usually ignored.
Integration could be at two levels. At the surface
level it may produce only outward conformity to social
norms and values while at the deeper level it may result
in complete identification with the society with which
the individual is integrated. The surface level integra3
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tion could be produced by a system of rewards and
punishments. Brunswik (1947) reminds us that forced
integration may lead to the very 6pposite of the desired results. "Forced submission to authority
produces only surface conformity countermanded by
violent underlying destructiveness, dangerous to the
very society to which there seems to be conformity.
Only a frightened and frustrated child will tend to
gain safety and security by oversimplified black-white
schematizations and categorizations on the basis of
crude extel'nal characteristics". Do these children
wish to be integrated? Is integration indeed as
desirable as it is often alleged to be? Hoyt (1963)
after examining the integration policies of the U.S.A.,
U.S.S.R., South Africa, New Zealand and India has given
a timely warning against a very potent danger. "We see
very clearly the advantages of our own culture, but we
do not see our own limitations, nor do we see the values
that others have and lose when they come in close contact
with us".
Integration at the surface level may appear at
first, to solve the problems of a society which suddenly
finds itself confronted with a large number of strangers
without having evolved successful ways of coping with
the problems of resocialization of the newcomers. But
external integration would, in the long run, solve nothing. It would merely help to create a class of
individuals readily distinguishable by their external
appearance, overtly complying with the social norms,
but full of resentment and contempt towards the social
structure which put them in that situation: In the last
4

analysis, it is the adjustment of the individual which
must concern us most. If the aim of education is to
develop 'the whole man' then it is 'adjustment' rather
than 'integration' that should be stressed. Integration
would be but one of the necessary conditions for adjustment. Adjusted pupils would be integrated pupils.
Awareness of the fact that a feeling of being
wanted is essential for integration (and therefore for
adjustment) seems to be lacking in Britain today.
Studying the process of integration in the U.S.A.,
Havinghurst and Neugarten (1959) remarked "It cannot
be stressed enough that a feeling of being wanted and
being needed by the community in which the refugee,
immigrant and migrant lives provides the basic framework within which an education programme can successfully
operate so as to integrate such 'foreign children'.
Schools are powerful instruments in promoting such
concepts".
It seems thus, that adjustment of immigrant
children should be our aim. The adjustment would be
brought about not through external pressures, but by
internalization of values and norms, by self-acceptance
and acceptance of others. While studying Puerto Rican
children in New York, Morrison (1958) found that favourable attitudes towards school, peers, and living in New
York were characteristic of rapidly adjusting children.
The t~inistry of Education pamphlet "English for
Immigrants" (1963) also emphasised adjustment rather
than integration. lilt is part of a school's general
responsibility to assist its pupils to become adjusted
to the environment in which they find themselves and
5

indeed its success in so doing will largely affect
its success in its more specifically educational
objectives ll •
Adjustment, thus, shoul d be the central concern
of educationists interested in the problems of
immigrant children. Yet there is an almost complete
lack of research evidence about factors, influences,
conditions and traits which are conducive or otherwise to harmonious adjustment of children and migrant
parents allover the world. Seigel (1957) in his
Philadelphia study is only scratching the surface when
he states lIit is difficult to escape the general
indication that the Philadelphia migrant perceives his
Philadelphia milieu as somewhat distant and unfriendly.
It is also hard to avoid the general conclusion that
it is difficult to adjust to a social world that is
so perceived ll • Roucer (1962) studied educational
problems of children from immigrant, refugee and
migrant families in the U.S.A. He points out that
lI a djustments outside the home, as well as within it
are fraught with conflicts for the child of this type.
To all the possible class disadvantages are added the
ethnic, and possibly also religious differences that
set it apart from the mainstream of dominant culture
around it. Sooner or later the child often feels that
the two worlds are incompatible; that it is a handicap to
be a foreigner, and that social rewards go to those
who succeed in completely sloughing off the signs and
symbols of their origin. Paradoxically the ones that
are best adjusted to their home-culture patterns are
usu~lly the least likely to succeed in the larger society".
6

Although migration is older than civilization
itself, mass migration on the presr-nt: scale is a
comparatively recent phenomenon. It poses extremely
important but very subtle problems for the social
scientist. As Kelman (1965) has pointed out, only
through systematic application of social science can
these problems be solved and humanity helped.
"psychology and social science in general can be
instruments for the liberation of man that can help
to counteract the massive forces towards dehumanization
with which our world is confronted. Through analysis
and understanding of human dimensions of our social
institutions we hope to increase the likelihood that
they would serve human purposes. Through systematic
application of social-psychological concepts and methods
we hope to contribute to the rational solution of social
problems, consistent with fundamental human needs of
security, d'ignity and personal fulfilment".
Taft (1962) has tried to put the problem of adjustment and assimilation of immigrants in a theoretical
framework. liThe assimilation of immigrants can be treated
as a case of socialization, or more strictly resocialization, involving such psychological factors as change in
attitudes, values, and identification; the acquisition of
new social skills and behaviour norms; changes in reference and membership group affiliations; and emotional
adjustment to a changed environment. The study of
assimilation of immigrants can serve as a prototype for
other social processes whereby a group imposes pressures
on new members to accommodate their attitudes, behaviour
and affil'iations".
7

In view of the above discussion, it is proposed
to study the socio-personal adjustm~nt of immigrant
children in a London school and to determine the
factors that are related to their harmonious adjustment.
WHO IS AN IMMIGRANT CHILD?
Although some local education authorities keep
records and publish statistics of immigrant children,
there seems to be no generally agreed definition of an
'immigrantchild ' . Leeds Education Authority, foY'
example, def·ines, 'immigrant children ' as "co·loured
children born in tropical countries of the Commonwealth, or children born in this country at least one
of whose parents was from a tropical country". (Butter-·
worth, 1967). This definition is ambiguous on many
points. vJhat exactly is tropical Commonwea·lth? Who
should be regarded as coloured? Are Cypriots coloured?
Is Northern Australia part of tropical Commonwealth?
Is Cyprus? Should a child of West Indian parents who
settled in Britain during the 19th century still be
regarded as an immigrant?
The Schools Council sent two questionnaires to
Chief Education Officers on 1st November, 1965 to obtain
factual data about immigrant children. The Council IS
definition of an ·immigrant child rested on one criterion ...
English being child's second and not first language. Thus
the term 'immigrant child ' included
(a) all West Indians
(b) children of Asian, African, European and other
immigrant groups and children of mixed marriages, irrespec~ive of their place of birth provided they normally
spoke a language other than English as their mother-tongue.
S

The rationale of including West Indians among nonEnglish speakers was that a very large majority of them
speak a type of 'Creole English' as opposed to 'standard English'.
The Council's definition errs in including all West
Indians and other immigrant groups regardless of their
period of residence in this country. There is a small
group of fourth or even fifth generation immigrants
resident in several sea ports. To classify children
who not only speak 'standard English' as opposed to
'Creole English' but speak it with a heavy local accent,
as immigrant, is obviously unsatisfactory. They are
immigrant neither in letter nor in spirit.
The Ministry of Education (1963) pamphlet 'English
for Immigran-ts' fai led to define the term 'immigrant
as did the circular 7/65 Education of Immigrants. On
enquiry by an unnamed association the Ministry defined
the term 'immigrant child' as lIa child born ovetseas or
in Britain during the last ten years, of Immigrant
parents" (Power, 1966). The Plowden Report (1967) seems
to think along similar lines. It did, however replace
the 'last ten years' by a definite date. The tcport
defined an immigtant ch·ild as "a child born abY'oad of
immigrant parents or born in this country of parents
who emigrated after 1955 11 •
The definition leads to an apparent contradiction
in terms. How could a child who was bOY'n here and is a
British national by birth and nationality be classified
as an immigrant? But Power (1966) points out that
'immigrant child' is a technical term which is applied
to ~hildren with certain socia-cultural backgY'ounds and
I
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who may need special educational treatment. liThe notion
of 'immigrant born here' corresponds to an educational
reality as many teachers know from their own personal
experience" (Povler, 1966). The official thinking seems
to be that although the choice of a date would necessarily be an arbitary one, a period of 12 years is long
enough for the parents to have been sufficiently
acculturised for their children not to be classified
as immigrants.
The official definition, however, does not clarify
the pas i t"i on of ch-j 1 dren of mi xed parentage no)' does it
take account of the home culture of the child) the first
and foremost indication of which is the mother-tongue
of the child. An Australian child could hardly be
regarded as 'immigrant' in the sense the Department of
Education meant the term to convey.
For the purpose of this thesis, therefore, an
'immigrant child in England' is meant to include children
(a) who were born abroad of immigrant parents or
who were born of parents at least one of whom
has emigrated to England since 1955; and
(b) whose mother-tongue is other than standard
English.
COLOURED
The t e )~m 'c a lou red' i s g i vend iff ere n t mea n -j n gin
the various English-speaking multi-racial societies. In
South Africa, the only country in the world where the
term has received official recognition) it is applied
only to the people of mixed racial parentage. The races
are. thus classified as Whites, Coloured, Ind-j ans, Bantu,
10

Chinese, etc. In the United States of America the
term 'coloured' is usually applied to local Negroes
and other dark people of African ~tock. Turks, Arabs,
Chinese, Hawaians,Puerto Ricans and other people with
pigmented skins are not regarded as coloured. "In
Britain the term 'coloured' has very wide connotation.
British people do not differentiate between the various
immigrant groups from the different parts of the
tropical commonwealth. The shades of colour, to which
most of the immigrants are extremely sensitive, means
little or nothing to English eyes" (Hill, 1965).
The term, in fact, includes every non-white person
in Britain. Thus half or full Chinese, Indians,
Pakistanis, Arabs, West Indians, Africans would all be
regarded as coloured. The term is used througho0t this
thesis in the traditional British sense. Thus a
coloured child could be defined as a child with at least
one non-white parent.
The adjustment of immigrant children can only be
discussed against the background of the state of race
relations in Britain today. It is therefore proposed to
examine very briefly, the present racial situation in
Britain and to set the problem of immigrant children in
its historical perspective.
THE PRESENT RACIAL SITUATION IN BRITAIN
There are four major groups of immigrants in this
country. The largest group of all are the West Indians.
Most of them are unskilled or semi-skilled workers in
transport, industry and building trades. Very few of the
West Indian males are skilled workers and professional
personnel are rare. Apart from working in factories,
11

a large number of West Indian females are employed in
hospitals and the catering trade. By virtue of the
nature of their employment West Indians are concentrated
almost exclusively in urban districts and large towns.
They usually go to the same church as the local population
but have their own social clubs. Overwhelmingly West
Indian social clubs, dance halls have developed only
when they have been excluded from sharing these facilities with the indigenous population. Western dress is
worn by both men and women. They profess Christian
faith and speak English as their mother-tongue. Their
language, however, is a form of Creole English and is
different both in structure and pronunciation from
standard English.
Indians form the second largest group of immigrants.
There are two quite distinct groups amongst Indians.
The professional group which includes doctors, teachers
and the like, is scattered allover the United Kingdom
and originates from all parts of India. They speak
English fluently, though sometimes with a sing-song
accent and usually face few problems of integration.
The semi-skilled and the unskilled worker group of Indians
is much larger in size. An overwhelming majority of
this group originated from rural Punjab and to a lesser
degree from Gujerat and the South. Their mother-tongue
is Punjabi, Gujerati, Tamil ot anothet Indian language.
They do not speak English on arrival and some cannot
speak it even after sevetal yeats of tesidence in the
U.K. Their food is distinctively Indian, some being
vegetarians. Men wear western clothes while the women,
on the whole, prefer their sarees and salvars. Western
12

dress and going out for work is an exception rather than
the rule. They are usually Hindus or Sikhs, (though
some may be Muslims or Christians) by religion and have
their own places of worship and keep their own religious
festivals. Attending English social clubs or dance
halls is strongly disapproved by their own community.
Social activities are almost totally restricted to their
own ethnic group. There is little mixing of sexes and
it is not uncommon to find a girl born and brought up
in England to be married, through parental arrangement,
to a boy in the Punjab she has never seen in her life.
The Pakistanis are the closest knit group of
immigrants. Like Indians there is a small group of
Pakistani professional people in this country. The
large unskilled and semi-skilled worker group originates
from the Punjab) Bengal and Azad Kashmir. A very large
proportion of the married men have left their families
behind. The proportion of married men living alone is
highest among Pakistanis. The men wear western dress
but the women keep to their traditional costumes. Sexual
segregation is strict and communication across sexes rare.
Women are rarely allowed to go out to work. Urdu or
Bengali is spoken at home. Few speak English on arrival
and even after several years English is spoken with
difficulty and only when essential. They are Muslims
by religion, have their own mosques and keep their own
religious festivals. Religious rituals are rigorously
adhered to and pork is not eaten. They usually prefer
their own food, see Indian or Pakistani films and listen
to Eastern music. Social interaction is almost totally
lim~ted to their own ethnic group.
13

Cypriots also form two sub-groups, the Turkish and
the Gr e e k CYPrio t s . The form era r e - Mus 1 i ms by r eli g ion,
the latter Christian. Most of the Cypriots are in skil led, semi - skilled or unskilled occupat "i ons. They speak
Greek or Turkish as their mother - tongue and have settled
mostly in and around London. Of the immigrant groups9
they have perhaps been most easily assimilated . This
may be due to the fact that they are generally treated
as whites and their community is not so stron gly opposed
to integr a tion as, for example, the Pakistanis.
Although there have been pockets of coloured popula tion at s ome sea ports for a long time , an influx of a
large number of Commonwealth immigrant s has been a rec e nt
phenomenon . The second world war could be regard e d as
the turning point in the history of Commonw ea l t h immigr a tion to Britain. Arrival of a large number of Common wealth troops who saw much wider economic and education a l
opportunities here, closing of the United State s for th e
West Indian immigrants by the Johnson Act, mushrooming
of the number of overseas students who carri e d first
hand information back to their countrie s 9 relativ e eas e
of travel , all contributed tow a rds a rapid in c r ea se in
immigration to Britain.
Prior to the second world war, race rel a tion s were
hardly a problem in Britain . Talking of the good old d a 'y~;
Gardiner ( "'965) said IIIn Illy student days ju s t befor e th e
last war, when race problems were discussed in Britain,
it was always in connection with the United Stat es , South
Africa, East Africa, and other Iremote parts of the
world. There was unanimous and public condemnation of
rac~ theories and practices associated with the Nazi
l
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regime in Germany. Now we read that the Ku Klux Klan
cross has been burned in England, something that people
who think they know and understand Britain find hard
to imagine
Britain was probably the only country in the world
that allowed unrestricted immigration from a group of
nations of unequal social, political economic developments. As a result the number of immigrants increased
quite sharply in succeeding years. A steady trickle
just after the second world war had developed into a
flood by 1961. No figures are available for the period
before 1955 but table 1.1 sho\'JS how the number of
immigrants had increased from 42,700 in 1955 to
136~400 in 1961.
By this time it had become apparent
that some restrictions were necessary. This led to the
passing of the Immigration Act (1962) which restricted
entry into Britain of all Commonwealth citizens except
(a) students and visitors
(b) immigrants resident in Britain and returning
from abroad
(c) spouse and dependants of immigrants already
here
(d) persons who were issued 'employment vouchers '
(e) individuals who had already secured an offer
of appointment in the U.K.
Even after the restrictions imposed by the 1962
Immigration Act, voices were being raised that immigration
constitutes a very potent threat to the stability of
English society and the numbers should be further reduced.
I nab 0 0 k wi t h a rat her pro v 0 cat i vet i t 1e The Una r me d
Invasion Lord Elton (1965) argued that mass immigration
ll

•

II

ll
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Table 1.1
NET IMMIGRATION FROM COMMONWEALTH

EXCLUDING WHITE DOMINIONS
Years
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

\lJe s t
Indies

India

27,550 5,800
29,800 5,600
23,000 6,600
15,000 6,200
16,400 2,950
49,650 5,900
66,300 23,750

Pa k is ta n

Others

TOTAL

1 ,850
2,050
5,200
4,700
850
2,500
25,100

7,500
9,400
7,600
3,950
1 ,400
350
21,250

42,700
46,850
42,400
29,850
21 ,600
57,400
136,400

I

I

l-.

Net immigration equals the number arriving in Britain
from a given area minus the number returning home from
Britain.
Sources
Hansard March 18, 1965
Home Office Statistics, Cmnd 2379 and 2658
White Paper on Immigration Cmnd 2739
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constitutes lIa social crisis, the gravest social crisis
since the industrial revolution. Already the mass
immigration of the last decade has created many problems
which we have not solved, and is still creating them.
Already it threatens to bring about changes far reach ing and wholly unplanned into the character of Britain
as we have kno\l·Jn it
The Labour party while in opposition had strongly
objected to the passing of the 1962 Immigration Act.
When it gained power , its policy was completely reversed.
Not only did it now accept that the 1962 Act was necessary~ but also that the restrictions imposed by the
1962 Act were insufficient. The annual net immigr a tion
of around 60,000 was deemed to be too high and unaccep table . The 1965 Immigr a tion Act abolished the right
ofen try 0 f per son s who had bee n 0 f fer e d em p 'loy men 'C i n
the U.K . and restricted the tota'i number of voucher holders to 8,500 in anyone year. The 1968 Immigration
Act further abolished the right of entry of children
under 16 if both his parents were not living in the
II.

U. K •

Arguments have been advanced that there is a
likelihood of an even greater increase in the immigrant
population through the natural birth-rate which is
higher alnong immigrants. The Economic Intelligence
Unit (196 2) estimated the birth - rate among immigrants
to be about 25 per 1,000 compared to 18 per 1,000 in
the native population. Waterhouse and Barbban (1964)
also found similar differences between fertility of
immigrants and indigenous groups . Such differences
would, however , disappear if the two samples were
17

equalised in age. Most immigrants are young and their
birth rate could not be legitimately compared with the
birth - rate of an all-age sample.
Immigrants are often distressed to discover how
little the ordinary "man in the street" knoliis about their
countries. There is a tendency to lump West Indians,
Africans, Indians and Pakistanis under one label 'coloured'
and to be quite ignorant of the cultural variations
between the immigrant sub-groups. The fact that an urban
educated Indian may have more in common with an English man of similar background than with an uneducated
Pakistani with a rural background, is seldom realised.
Of late, there seems to have been some appreciation of
the fact that problems of adjustment of Indian and
Pakistanis, who live in close-knit communities may be
very different from those of West Indians. Robin (1965)
is obviously writing about both Indians and Pakistanis
Ivhen he said "In many \lJays the \4est Indian immigrant is
culturally our own poor relation) poOr indeed, but our
own. The Indian is not in that position. Whether Sikh)
Hindu or Moslem, he arrives with a religious and cultural
tradition which can compare with our own. Nobody who
has ever made contact with one of these cultures in India
has any doubt of this, whatever value he may place upon
In d ian c ul t ur e". The rei s 1 itt 1e des ire a In 0 n g \'10 r kin g
class Indians and Pakistanis to integrate. They have
their own religious activities, entertainments, clubs,
pubs, newspapers, social activities and the like.
Contact with English people is often limited to interaction at work, shopping and other essential activities.
In fact, the community operates its own 'voluntary
18

apartheid l and intends to practice it. The West Indian,
on the other hand, looks upon Engl~nd as his mothercountry. He shares with English people two major
aspects of his life, religious faith and language. He
wishes to be integrated into English society and its
culture as thoroughly and quickly as possible.
The immigrants are distributed across the country
in clusters of national groups. Southall has a large
population of Indians, Bradford of Pakistanis, Brixton
of West Indians and Islington of Cypriots. The sociopsychological factors which have produced this are
these. The first need on arrival of an immigrant is
to find somewhere to live. In a strange land he feels
a little less bewilderment and insecurity if he can
share accommodation with someone who at least shares
his language, food habits and cultural background. This
concentration of immigrants in national groupings seems
to be a universal phenomenon. It is certainly true of
the U.S.A., Canada ,and Australia. An Englishman who has
to live in an Indian town, for example, would probably
head straight for the English quarter of the town.
For a coloured immigrant in England who wishes to
break away from home culture, it is difficult to find
accommodation in the low immigrant concentration areas.
He is discriminated against by white landlords, by
building societies and estate agents. The only way he
can buy a house is to borrow money from finance companies
charging exorbitant interest. The monthly repayments,
as a consequence are too large for him to manage without
letting part of his house. The only houses that he can
afford to buy which are big enough for both family
occupation and letting are old houses in relatively
derelict districts. The house once bought is immediately
let to other immigrants. White people next door start
thinking about selling their house which may be bought

by another immigrant probably from the same country.
English people start moving out of the street and
immigrants begin moving in, gradually the whole street
becomes predominantly immigrant. And so the vicious
circle continues.
A similar process takes place with regard to earning a living. The immigrant learns from his fellowcountrymen that there are only certain jobs for which
he is likely to be accepted. He usually applies to firms
which already employ some immigrant workers~ and it
seems that there is gradually emerging a norm in Britain
that people of certain nationalities do certain kinds
of work.
Reactions to the arrival of immigrants have varied
from welcome to intense disapproval. A smali number of
people have pointed out the advantages that immigrants
bring to themselves and to the community at large. The
Assistant General Secretary of the T.U.C. once declared
that but for immigrant workers there would be an 'economic
disaster ' (Birmingham Post 2nd 111arch 1954). Mr. St.
John Stevas~ ~1.P. (1965) pointed out that "a total of
forty per cent of our doctors up to consultant level
and fourteen per cent of the junior hospital staff
come from the Commonwea 1 th ".>
People disapproving of the arrival of a large number
of Commonwealth immigrants have been both more numerous
and vocal. The opposition seems to have increased with
the number of immigrants. Deakin (1965) has drawn
attention to the fact that in June, 1961 a Gallup Poll
showed that 21% of a sample of the British electorate
were in favour of free entry, 68% wanted restrictions
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and 6% were for a total ban. Another Gallup Poll taken
in July 1964, found that only 10% favoured free entry,
68% were for restrictions and 20% for a total ban.
Deakin (1965) is of the opinion that immigration has
been one of the central issues in the 1965 elections
in many constituencies, of which he has studied six
in detail. Chater (1966) has analysed the main fears
of the British public. The apprehensions were that
1. Coloured immigrants are responsible for the housing
shortage.
2. Coloured workers threaten British wages and
condit-ions.
3. Imm"igrants are holding back the education of our
children.
4. Coloured immigrants bring diseases into Britain.
5. Immigrants have caused an increase in crime.
6. Immigrants are dirty, noisy and always causing a
nuisance.
7. Immigrants are a heavy burden on our social
services.
8. Inter-marriage may lead to degeneracy, social disorder and moral corruption.
9. Their mora"1 and social standards are "lower than ours.
10. If immigration is not stopped immediately we will be
ruled by them in 20 years time.
Richmond (1955) conducted a survey of British
attitudes towards coloured 'colonials' in 1951. He
concluded that roughly one third of the British population is extremely prejudiced, one third mildly prejudiced, and the remainder tolerant. Banton (1958)
however, maintains that although evidence of discrimina21

tion is undeniable, colour prejudice was not so widespread as Richmond had predicted. He interviewed a
national sample of 300 and found that none of his subjects supported the theory that biological differences
are relevant to questions of social equality. Only
10% of the subjects contributed to the theory of
racial superiority and 2% supported it wholeheartedly.
In a later survey, Banton (1959) found that only 4% of
the respondents thought that coloured people are
inferior to whites.
Glassand Pollins (1960) found that 15% of the
sample in their survey was tolerant, 10% extremely
prejudiced and the remaining showed varying degrees of
prejudice. Collins (1957) found considerable regional
differences. According to Collins prejudice in the local
population is dependent on the size and composition of
the immigrant community, the period of immigrant settle ment, and the composition of the native population.
Hill (1965) conducted an attitude survey of 120 people.
His t e s te e s rep res en ted a c r 0 s s - sec t ion 0 f 1 and 1a d oj e s ,
householders, employers and employees in dense, medium
and low immigrant concentration areas of London. He
found that 20% of his sample were severely prejudiced
and 30% considerably prejudiced.
It is interesting to note that N. Oem (1953) himself a Nigerian, found considerable evidence of colour
prejudice in the entire range of the white population.
He concluded that a coloured person feels that almost all
whites are basically prejudiced, that skin colour affects
all social relationships across the colour barrier and
that the sooner this is accepted the easier it will be
22

to achieve social justice and fair play.
It appears that a considerable hardening of opinion
has taken place since Banton conducted his survey. His
work was done prior to the arrival of the main body of
immigrants. With the arrival of much larger numbers of
non-white immigrants, propaganda put out by a number of
pressure groups to support their demand for restrictions
on immigration, Banton·s findings certainly seem out of
date. The more recent surveys seem to be supporting
the view that prejudice is far more wide spread than was
imagined even five years ago. Since the situation is
changing fairly r a pidly, it would be worth while to
look in some detail at the most recent survey of dis crimination conducted by the Political and Economic
Planning (1967).
The survey was conduct ed to inve st igate discrimina tion or potential discrinlination against immigrants from
the West Indies, India, Pakistan and Cyprus in the fields
of employment, housing credit facilities, insurance and
personal services in six areas of Britain. A total of
974 immigrants we re intervi ewed. 'The nationality of
interviewer and interviewee was kept the same, i.e. an
India~ was interviewed by an Indian, a West Indian by a
West Indian and so on. Interviews with persons in a
position to discriminate were carried out. ·Situation
tests· were also conducted. The ·situation tests· were
carried out by a team of three research workers, a
coloured immigrant, a white immigrant, and a white
Englishman. All the three research workers applied
independently to employers, landlords, building societies, car hire and insurance firms. The occupational
23

roles and requirements were controlled and where these
had to be varied slightlYi they were always in favour
of the coloured applicants.
The intervi ews revealed little evidence of racial
prejudice. Regardless of their personal feelings, the
. interviewees felt that all people should be treated
alike. They acknowledged, at least verbally, that th ey
v/ere against discrim'ination on racia'i grounds. \~here
evidence for discrimination by them was undeniabl e,
they blamed others fOl their act'ion - lithe customers
w0 u 'I cI nit 1 'j k e 'j t
0 the rem p loy e e S w0 u '1d 0 b j e c til.
The situation testing , however , revealed a
COin P 'I (~ t e 'I y d iff ere n t s tor y .
A sub s t a 11 t'i a 'I d 'j s c r 'j In i i1 a t'i 0 n
against co'iour ed irllll1'j9rants \·vas discovered in all asPC-)cts st ud 'jed.
There vJas cons id er-db 'le eV 'jd ence that
the discrimination was bas e d larg ely on colour, the
\lJ est Ind 'ian be'inq discriminated aga'j l1 st mo st, the
Cy p r'j 0 t s 'I e a st.
The bel'jef that immigran ts tend to be hyper '"
sen s -j t 'j V0. abo ute 0 'loll ran d see d 'j s c r i III ina t ion wher e non e
exists, was un supported by evidence. On the contrary,
a detailed examination of the discriminatory behaviour
showed that
( a ) claims of discrimination by immigrant s were
supported by unequivocal, or at le ast strong
circumstantial, ev idence ,
(b) discrimin at ion occurred on many occasions
without the immigrant being aware of it. For
example , a coloured immigrant may be charged
higher rates for car hire or motor insurance,
or he may be told that the job has already
n
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been taken or the house let,
(c) immigrants tend to avoid situations in which
they might be discriminated against. For
example over two-thirds of Asians studied
had never applied for accommodation to a
white landlord whom they did not already
k n OvJ •
The report came to a conclusion that the degree of
discrimination claimed by immigrants is far less than is
otherwise suggested by independent evidence. Surprisingly~
the evidence of maximum discrimination was found among
those with highest qualifications, general ability and
familiarity with the British way of life. Of those with
English trade qualifications, 70% had experienced discrimination~ 44% with G.C,E. etc., had such experiences
while only 36% of those who had no qualifications reported
to have been discriminated against. A considerable difference was found in the behaviour of senior employers
and trade unionists at the national level and the local
managers and shop-stewards. While the former group was
strongly in favour of integration, the latter practises
discrimination, sometimes overtly but mostly covertly.
The survey concluded with the following conclusion.
"This "is the situation \'Jlrich exists nov.,!.
It exists
when; in both emp"'oymeni: and hous"ing, many "immigrants are
following ways of life which do not bring them into
contact with potential discrimination. There were some
suggestions from people in a position to discriminate
that time would reduce discrimination; familiarity would
reduce hostility and make immigrants more acceptable.
Such optimism is not borne out by the findings of
25

the research, which show two main trends:
(i) As immigrants become mori accustomed to
English ways of life, as they acquire higher
expectations and higher qualifications, so they
experience more personal direct discrimination.
This is apparent in the local differences between
areas with established communities as opposed to
new communities. It is reflected in the experiences
of schoo1-1eavers who are the children of immigrants.
Inevitably their number will increase.
(ii) Awareness of discrimination, prejudice and
hostility tends to make immigrants withdraw into
their own closed communities. (Institute of Race
Relations, 19G7).
Legislative action to fight discrimination was
first sought in 1965. The 1965 Race Relations Act had
the following main provisions:(a) it prohibited racial discrimination in public
places on grounds of colour, race, ethnic or
national origins,
(b)
it made incitement of racial hatred a criminal
offence, and
(c) it created a national Race Relations Board and
severa·1 Loca·1 Conciliation Committees to deal
with the contravention of the Act. The conciliation committees were asked to secure settlement between the parties as far as it was possible and to use the threat of prosecution
in a criminal court as a last resort.
The P.E.P. survey (1967) discussed above, made a
dee~ impression upon the government.
It soon became
26
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obvious that the 1965 Race Relations Act left and
major areas of discrimination outside its scope. As
a result , at the time of writing, the Race Relations
Bill (1968) was before Parl"iament. The bill proposes
to make di sc rimin at ion unlawful in the provision of
goods, f ac ilities and services 9 employment, trade union
membership, and buying, se lling or renting of houses.
Th e contr a vention of the provisions of the bill are to
be dealt \;J ith °i n the sa me manner as the contravention of
the 1965 Race Relations Act . If a person feel s that he
ha s been discriminated against in the areas covered by
the bioI °1, Ii e 1 0 d9e s ac 0 mp °1 a i n t ~\J i t h the L. 0 c a °1 can ci 1 i a t ion COin 111 oj t tee .
1ft hat com mit tee 0 n ma ki n 9 e n q l! i r °i e s
i s satisfied that discrimination ha s take n place, it
would try to settle the matter by reconciliation. Only
when reconciliation ha s failed s ha ll the offender be
prosecuted in a court of l aw.
It thus appears t hat th e rapid build-up of
cool 0 ur e di nlin i 9ran t s has res u °1ted °i n s 0 me de 9 r e e 0 f
alienation between the va riou s racial groups, though
the s oj t ua t"i a n s til °1 a p pea r s t 0 bere 0' a t i ve °1 y fl wi d
s in ce the racial attitudes do not seem to hav e hardened.
With this background, it is now intend ed to examine
the education of immigrant children in Broitoish sc hools.
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CHAPTER 2

THE EDUCATION OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN
IN BRITAIN

At first the problems faced by immigrants were in
the fields of housing, employment and personal services.
Education did not pose a serious problem until about
1960, as the number of immigrant children in British
schools was small. Talking about teaching race relations in schools Polack (1957) wrote liThe average child
in 'this country differs from hi,s counterpatt in many
other countries owing to the fact that he is not actively confronted with racial differences in his own early
experience ------. Although English children have
little actual experience of other tacial groups, they
are soon made awate of the existence of the British
Commonwealth and in all sorts of ways are impressed
with a sense of kinship and responsibility towards other
Commonwealth countries, inhabited by peoples of every
r ace and col 0 u r
As 1 ate a s 19 65 J 0 I' dan ( 1 9 65) \va s
\AI r i tin g II t~ hat has bee n pub 1 ish e don i mm i g I' ant sin
Britain usually only refers in passing to the education
of children; generalizations are commonplace, as a rule
unsupported by statistical evidence ll • The usual pattern
of arrival among immigrants has been that the bread
winner of the family arrived first, established himself
in the U.K., and was then joined by his family. On the
whole, West Indian parents have left children to be
looked after by relatives or grandparents while the wife
followed the husband shortly after his arrival in
Britain. lilt has been estimated that, between 1955 and
II •
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1960, 100,000 children were left in Jamaica by emigrating families ll (Lee, 1965). Indian, Pakistani and
Cypriot wives, on the other hand, tend to join their
husbands much later and usually bring the children
with them. Studying emigration from the Punjab, Shaw
(1966) observed 1I\~hen a family man emigrates he gen erally leaves his wife and family behind, returning
every few years for a social visit and also to increase
his familyll. Many of these families ~Jhich were left
behind are nq~ gradually being called here.
Tapper and Stoppes (1963) have suggested that
better educational facilities for children have been
one of the chief motivating forces behind immigration
to the U.K. They point to the excellent att e ndance
record of the immigr a nt children in support of their
claim. A closer examination shows this view to be
fallacious. A substantial proportion of immigrants
have left their children behind to be educated in their
home countries. Even when they come here, it is
primarily for the purpose of uniting the family rather
than providing better educational facilities for the
children. Nevertheless, in the last five years there
has been an increasing tendency for all groups of
immigrants to send for their families to come to
Britain. Table 2.1 shows that in 1963 children formed
a significant proportion of immigrants entering the
U.K. and that the proportion of children was much higher
in 1964 than in 1963; a trend which is likely to con tinue for some years to come.
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Table 2.1
IMMIGRATION INTO BRITAIN
~1en

Women

Children

Total

(a 1963)
vJest Indians
Indians
Pa k -j s ta n i s

12 %
62 %
69 %

36 %
18 %
18 %

52 %
20 %
13 %

27)086
42,109
29 , 573

(b - 1964)
vJest Indians
Indians
Pa l<i s tan 'j s

10 %
40 %
34· %

37 %
27 %
19 %

63 %
33 %
47 %

35,672
44,468
27,260

--

-

-

-

--

--

Source B.B.C. (1965) Colour in Britain .
It is almost impossible to trace the increa se in
the e xact numb e r of immig r ant children in Briti s h
school s during the last decad e. There has been a marked
reluctance on the part of both De partm e nt of Educ ation
and Science and the local educa t ion au t horities to keep
separate r e cord s of immigrant childr e n. At the end of
Nov e mber 1963, in answer to a question about the numb e r
of immigr a nt childr e n in school s Mr. C. Chat away ,
Parliamentary Secret a ry to the Minister of Education
replied that the information was not av a il able. This
forms part of a general reluctance in government de pa rtments to keep any count of coloured persons in the
country, lest they may appear to be discriminating. For
example, Part III of the white paper, Immigration from
the Commonwealth vias \Hiting about lithe presence in
this country of nearly one million immigrants from the
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Com m0 nwe a 1t h II . ' The whit epa per was not d r a vii n g its
statistics from any official source, but seems to have
been relying on a series of articles in liThe Times ll
which appeared under the heading liThe Dark Millionlf.
It was not until 1966 that any statistics about
immigrant children were collected on the national
level. The first authoritative figure of immiQrant
children seems to have appeared in the Plowden Report
(1967) and Hunt Report (1967) which put the total
figure as 131,043.
Table 2.2 and 2.3 show the distributions they
quote of immigrant children in British schools.
Table 2.2
IMMIGRANT PUPILS IN JANUARY, 1966
CLASSIFIED BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN AND SEX
-

-

West Indian
Indi an
Pakistani
Cypriots (Greek)
Cypriots (Turkish)
Othe rs
Tota 1

Boys

Girls

27,330
13,897
5,069
4,869
1 ,934
14,697
67,796

29,887
10,418
2,791
4, 783
1 , 709
13,695
63,247

107\TNumber
%
57,217 43.7
24,315 18.6
7,860
6.0
9,652
7.4
3,643
2.8
28,356 21 .5
131,043 100.0

Source Hunt Report (1967)
There are several indications that the number of
immigrant children is likely to continue to grow in the
next few years. Firstly a significant portion of the
immigrants, especially the Asians, are yet to be joined
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by their families. Secondly the immigrants tend to be
both young and mainly working class; their natu0al
increase may be expected to be larger than the average
for the totaZ population of the U.K. Thirdly, as an
investigation by the Haringey Tea~hers Association
(1966) showed there are more immigrant children
in junior than secondary schools and more in infant
than in junior schools. An examination of table 2.3
would show that this is true at the national level.
Table 2.3
IMMIGRANT PUPILS IN JANUARY, 1966
AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL PUPILS
CLASSIFIED BY AGE-GROUP AND SEX
Boys
6 and under

2. L1,

7 - 10

1.8
1.6
1.5
1.8

11 - 14

15 and over
All immigrant pupils

G-j r 1 s
2.4
1.8
1.4
1.6

1.8

Source Hunt Report (1967)
Although immigrant children form 1.8 per cent of
the total school population of England and Wales, they
are very unevenly distributed. Rural schools have
virtually no immigrant children while some urban schools
have alarmingly large proportion of immigrants. The
Commonwealth Advisory Council (1964) noted that lithe
evidence from one or two areas showed something a good
deal more disturbing than a rise in the proportion of
immigrant children in certain schools: it showed a
tendency towards the creation of predominantly immig32

rant schools, partly because some parents tend to take
native born children away from schools when the proportion of immigrant children exceeds a level which suggests
to them that the school is becoming an immigrant school.
If this trend continues, both the social and the educational consequences might be very grave
In Southall,
for example four schools had more than 30% and one had
nearly 60% immigrant children (Lee 1965). Of 103 schools
in Harringay, 39 had 20% or more immigrant children and
of these, 23 had 30% or more. Since the statistics were
collected on 1st October 1965, the figures have steadily
increased (Haringey Teachers Association, 1966).
Since immigrants tend to settle in relatively
decaying part of the cities where educational facilities
are already under pressure and poor, a very high
proportion of immigrant children, in absence of any
special help, puts an almost unbearable burden on the
resources of the schools. The speed with which the
number of immigrant children can build up can upset the
planning completely. One school in Southall, for example,
"had 55 immigrant and 150 English children in 1961; in
1963, it had 130 immigrant and 90 English children. An
infant school in Islington had 163 immigrant children
(55 per cent) in 1964. In 1960, it had 10; in 1954, 3".
(Lee 1965).
Another problem is that immigrant children arrive
and leave all through the year. Harringay Teachers
Association (1966) for example, gave the following
figures:
School 1
15 out of 16 casual admissions were
immigrant.
ll

•
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26 out of 32 casual admissions were
immigrant:
46 out of 56 immigrant children moved
School 3
out.
83 out of 106 immigrant children moved
School 4out.
All these figures refer to one school year.
It is obvious from the above discussion that the
build-up of imlnigrant children has been both rapid and
uneven. It is now proposed to have a very brief look
at the reactions to the arrival of a large number of
immigrant children in British schools.
School 2

REA CT ION S TOT HEAR RI VAL 0 F

It~ tH

GRAN T CHII. DREN

As might be expected the arrival of immigrant
children in large numbers has met with reactions varying
from strong disapproval to welcome. Unfortunately no
statistical surveys of public opinion on the issue of
education of immigrants have yet been conducted; the
material discussed here has been published as personal
opinions of teachers, administrators, and others, in
educational journals, popular press and official reports.
The first reaction of the local education authorities
was to deny that immigrant children posed any serious
problem of any kind and to attempt to sweep the issue
under the carpet. Hawkes (1966) in his book on immigrant
children in British schools has remarked liThe ma"in hindrance to public concern has been the unwillingness of
national and local authorities alike to reveal the
extent of 'immigration problems ' at all. Because of the
atmosphere which tends to surround the immigration issue
in this country, the very act of facing up to the need
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for special teaching has seemed .like a sort of disgrace ll . For example, tv1 r. -Turner, Assistant Education
Officer, Inner London Education Authority told the
Times Educational Supplement that in Inner London there
was no immigrant problem. IIAlthough in 1964 there were
more than 40,000 immigrant children in London schools abo~t half West Indians and Indians and the rest
Greek and Turkish Cypriots and others, he believed,
nevertheless, that there was no immigration problem in
the city·s schools. The immigration problem was, he
claimed, very largely the creation of journalists on
the look out for a sensational copyll (Times Educational
Supplement, 17th September, 1965). This appears to be
a wholly unrealistic attitude for an educational administrator to take. The first step towards the successful
solution of any problem must surely be its recognition.
As Hawkes (1966) has pointed out that educationists
amongst others must recognize the fact that Britain is
already a multi - racial society. Many of its schools
would soon be, if not already are, multi-racial in
character. If the transition is not to be accompanied
by discord, frustrations and tensions, the time to act
is now. The practical implications of the transition
must be analysed and acted upon as early as possible
if we are not to be overtaken by events. Already
coloured members of our community, in both housing and
education, are being segregated in certain relatively
under-privileged parts of certain cities and towns. ·
The problem of evolving ghettoes is being reinforced by
coloured children being taught in schools which have
poor buildings, higher pupil-staff ratios, and
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relative lack of cultural stimulation. If no acti on is
taken immediately, there seems to be every lik el ihood of
emergence of a distinct coloured class on the American
pattern, lower than working class on the social ladder,
and having inferior education and e~ployment prospects.
It would appear that a small number of people have
welcomed the presence of immigrant children in Br itish
schools. Trevor Burgin (1 964) the headmaster of Spring
Grove Schoo l in Huddersfield, which, because of its
special English department, had all Huddersfield
i mm i g ran t chi 1 d r en c han nell edt h r 0 ugh °i t, V! ro t e ,
liThe impact and exc it eme nt of beoing a multi-racial
school is invigorating as well as being highly infectious.
We feel mo s t strongly that al l our children, English
and non - English are mo st fortunate in growing up together
in this spirit of affectionate, good-natur e d tolerance
and acceptance of eac h otherll. Such point s of v·iew,
however, have be e n expressed infr e quently.
The increasing number of immigr ants at school, on
the other hand, has considerably increased the apprehension of the local population. Writing about New York
Rose and Rothman (1964) noted liThe turmooi 1 begi ns \·"hen
the ratoio in the school reaches a certaoin Itip poinV,
a point at which the stUd e nts (bo th white and Negro)
feel that the school is about to become overwhelmingly
Negro eve n though the actual percentage may be 25 to 30.
It is then the fear of invasion supp l ants the idea of
integration, and children (and their parents) begin
to develop concern about the behaviour patterns which the
newcomers bring I'iith them ll . A s oimi lar tendency was
reported in Britain in a publication by the British
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Broadcasting Corporation(1964) pub~ication 'Colour in
Britain'. It quoted a cofrespnndent of a Midland newspaper which emphasised the strain placed by immigrant
children upon schools in many areas. liThe chief cause
of racial tension is not housing, personal habits or
fear of 'cheap labour' but the nagging fear that children will be held back at school by immigrant children
whose standards of literacy and intelligence are much
lower". In his survey of Pakistanis in Bradford,
Barr (1964) found a different picture from the one
revealed in 'Colour in Britain'. Barr found that although there was a high proportion of immigrant children
in some schools~ there had been few complaints by
English parents that their children's progress would be
held back by the presence of a large number of nonEnglish speaking children. Nor did he note a tendency
among white parents to attempt to transfer their
children to schools where the proportion of non-white
children was low.
In a series of articles 'Reaction to Immigrants '
published in the Times Education Supplement (September
1965) and based on interviews with a number of parents,
headmasters, teachers and the like, it was obvious
that the problem had aroused a widespread concern
amongst the local population. The headmasters and headmistresses reported, however, that the people who complain about immigrant children the loudest have never
bothered to find out how immigration has affected the
school. This leads one to conclude that the general
st~te of race relations in the community ;s strongly
reflected in parental anxiety. A Birmingham headmaster
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was quoted as saying "I walked into my local pub the
other night and I was the 'only foreigner this side of
the counter". In his view there It/as a colour bar in
reverse in Birmingham. "Immigrants It,ere getting away
with many things including crime which the local population would not". Obviously he was airing his highly
prejudiced views. Another pessimistic headmaster said
liThe first one comes and can be the cause of much
interest, curiosity and even good humour . With just a
few there is little difficulty with speech or behaviour.
The'y s 00 nco n for m. But wit h inc rea s e cI n umbet s the nee d
to conform is l e s se ned and ' an enclave is formed which
has little or nothing to do with the ma i n stream of
the school".
There seems to be a general lack of aw a reness, even
among the teachers of immigrant children) about the
cultural, social and religious backgrounds of the new comers. On being confronted with these children their
first reaction is one of bewilderment. Bra z ier (1965)
noted that embarrassing mistakes are sometime s made.
For example, Jorow a h Singhs a young Sikh boy not yet
t ~rbaned, was escorted from reception to toilets by
helpful little girls, until, breathless, Ann dashed into
the classroom and told the teacher "Please ~·1iss, it
ain't a girl".
Another headmaster is obviously puzzled and a little
amused by the behaviour of young West Indians. "A few
Hest Indians · have no sense of urgency. After spending
two years in ensuring that the street was clear at B.55
I now have a small core of little coloured children who
stroll, hand in hand, down the road, long after the
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school has started. I know that in , their hearts they
are sorry for me. It is obviously beyond their compre hension that a full grown man should get so steamed up
about five minutes \I/hen most of the day still remains
A useful piece of advice is given by another interviewee.
IIWhen immigrants come to our schools we must meet them
with open minds and open hearts. This does not mean
that we should not learn as much as we can about their
way of life, their country and their backgrounds from
reliable sources. The more we truly know about them
will help us to be more sympathetic to their needs,
provided we are aware that there is never a typical
immi grant
The reactions of immigr a nt children on arrival in
this strang e land are even harder to discern. What
evidence is available is, with few e~ceptions, based
on ieport s by teachers and others about what t hey think
immigrant children feel. Edson (1966) who had dealings
with a considerable number of immigrant children noted
liThe Asian immigr ant child 'is usually quite unprepared
for his uprooting, and his first reaction on arriving
in this country is inevitably a feeling of shock and
bewilderment. His eyes and ears are assailed by a
welter of new sights and sounds, as well as experiencing
the physical shocks of the rigours of an alien climate.
Once in school he has to come to terms with yet another
set of conditions, where differences will affect him more
intimately, and where the mastering of a new language
is only one of the problems he has to face
Burgin
and, Edson (1 9 6 6) fee 1 t hat s c h 0 0 1 mus t bet he 1e a s t
bewildering aspect of his new life. IIWhen the Indian
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and Pakistani children in their suZwars (pyjama-type
trousers) tunics and flowing scarves of colourful silk
cross the threshold into our grey school building, they
seem to bring an Arabian Nights· atmosphere of colour
and mystery. They bring too, experience of a culture
so different from our own that their lessons within
the classroom must be the least bewildering of their
encounters with our way of life ll • Experience has
shown, however, that even school may pose formidable
problems for the immigrant child. The London Council
of 'Social Sciences (1964) noted that imndgrant children
were expected to live in a large town although the
majority come from rural areas. They were used to a
different system of education, different teaching
techniques, with no idea of using books and no encouragement to use their own initiative, so that when a
teacher here told them to go and look something up for
themselves they had no idea where to begin. Added to
this, they were unused to regular attendances and were
having domestic difficulties in settling down to life
with their parents. In some case there were language
difficulties also where the children came from islands
where French patois was the primary language. Most
writers seem to indicate that language and difficulties
of communication are a major stumbling block in the
way of successful adjustment of immigrant children.
Discussing the teaching of English to immigrants
Derrick (1966) noted liThe pupils may fail to comply
with school rules and codes of behaviour because they
cannot be made to understand them, or
because at some stage
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they may seek to protect themselve~ by pretending not
to understand them -----.- Often immigrant pupils are
blamed for making no progress in English when in fact
they have not been given a true opportunity of learning
it. Teachers who try and fail~ find their pupils making
no progress~ can hardly be blamed either: we are often
the worst teachers of our own mother-tongue simply
because it is our mother-tongue. We learnt it and we
do not know how we learnt it~ and certainly we find
; t very hard to teach it sllccessfully".
The Plowden Report (1967) has put t~e problem in a
nutshell. The immi grant chi 1 dren "have often been
abruptly uprooted~ sometimes from a rural village
community and introduced, may be after a bewildering
air flight, into crowded substandard housing in an
i ndustri a 1 borough. Thi s happens to European immi grants
from Cyprus, Italy or Eire, as well as to the Commonwealth immigrants from the West Indies, parts of Africa,
India or Pakistan. When the immigrant is Hindu or
Muslim, and has special religious or dietary customs,
difficulties for both child and teacher increase
greatly. The worst of all is that of language. Teachers
cannot communicate with parents; parents are unable to ask
questions to which they need to know the answers. It
is sometimes impossible to find out even a child's age
or medical history. Opportunities for misunderstanding
multiply".
The problems are not confined to children who
arrive from an alien land. There is some evidence that
th~ problems of children of immigrant parents who were
born and brought up in England may not be dissimilar.
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In a large study of immigrants in Sparbrook Williams
not edt hat II The p l~ 0 C e s s 0 f . g r 0 \lJi n g u pin t his c 0 un try
presents even more complicated problems for the immigrant
children. Not only are their parental standards despised
either by the community as a whole or at least by their
peer groups; their roles are frequently inapplicable in
this country. Certain modifications, even if minimal,
have therefore to be made by the parents. Either the
role mod e ls offered by the white society may be unattain able through discrimination (for example the purchase
of a single - family house in a better district), or the
children may be prevent e d from following English models
by parents who are not willing to allow their children
to ado p t com p "I e tel y a 1 .j en pat t ern s ". (R e x and f·100 r e) 1966 ) .
The immigrant child is thus faced with two contradic tory social and cultur a l patterns and is expected to
adju s t to both of th em. Col"l·ins (1957) feels that until
adolescence the horne culture holds sway but with the
approach of adolescence the child is increasingly in fluenced by the socia"1 and cultural va"lues of the
English society. Neverthel ess , the immigrant child
suffers from consid era ble insecurity, uncertainty and
anxiety about hi s role. On the other hand liThe ObserveI'"
(lOth September 1967) publish e d ·interv"iews with some
immigrant adolescents and young adults. The interviewees
seemed to reject the values and mores of a society
. which largely rejected them. It would appear that a
good deal of uncertainty exists about the perception
that immigrant children have of their social environment
and only an objective research programme can supply the
necessary information.
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EDUCATION OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN: ACTION
The Ministry of Education (1963) pamphlet No.43
EngZi s h for Immigrant s was the first official publica tion dealing with the 'immigration problem ' in schools.
The pamphlet gave some background knowledge of countries
from which immigrants originate and discussed the
methods and techniques of teaching English as a foreign
language both to immigrant children and adults. It did
not touch upon the social aspect of the problem. The
Second Report of the Commonwealth Advi s ory Council (1964)
retommended that teachers of immigr ants should f amiliar ise them se lves with- the culturaL and social backg round s
of thes e children and that they should also have knowledge about the different national , cultur a l and racial
questions.
In the summer of 1963 , English par e nts a t Southall
be gan to campaign for segr e ga ted education of immigrant
childr e n in the borough. They claim e d that Asi an
children t who we re 12; 5% of th e total school popul a tion,
were ge tting a dispropor t ionate amount of t e a che rs '
attention and the En glish children wer e being held back.
Sir Edward Boyl e , th e then Mini s ter of Education , rushed
to the sc e ne, and came out firmly ag a in s t a ny proposals
for segre ga tion. A sub - committee was appointed and it
was later announc e d that the load of immigrant children
should in future be spread more evenly and that no
school would have more than one third immigrant c hildren.
The Department of Education and Science Circular No.7
of 1965 later recommended this figure to be adopted
nationally. One does not know how the magic figure of
one third was arrived at, nor did the circular make any
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distinction between immigrant children with language
difficulties and immigrant children whose only difference from English children was the colour of their
skin. Circular 7/65 analysed the social aspect of the
limmigrant problem l and arrived at a conclusion that
IIIn the last resort it "is the attitude of individuals
that matters most; only if this is based on knowledge
and understanding on both sides will it be possible
to build one integrated societyll. It has been widely
understood that the Circular 7/65 was issued more to
allay British parents l fears than either to help the
immigrant child or to assess the overall situation,
in the country.
The Plowden Report (1967) devoted a chapter to the
IChildren of Immigrantsl. It recommended provision of
addit"ional facilities for train "ing in teaching of
English as a foreign language~ research on development
of suitable teaching techniques and teaching aids for
immigrant children~ and induction courses for immigrant
teachers. It suggested that schools with a high proportion of immigrant children should be gen e rously staffed
and that dispersal of immigrant children if necessary,
should be done on the basis of language and other
difficulties.
The Hunt Report (1967) was the first official
publication which gave some detailed statistics of
immigrant children in British schools. It made a general
survey of the social environment of coloured children
and young adults in England and Wales. It supported
the view that the limmigrant problem l is primarily a
question of attitudes and if England is to avoid racial
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riots in future, the time to act is now. It noticed a
reluctance in Britain to draw lessons from other
countries on the grounds that \lit couldn't happen here".
The report strongly emphasised" the urgent need for open
discussion of the problem and to tackle the problems
before they arise. Contrary to popular belief, the
report found considerable evidence of racial discrimination against coloured youngsters. It concluded "vle
believe that prejudice against our coloured citizens,
although not so strong at present~ is fairly widespread and only thinly overlaid. We received evidence
of antipathy against coloured youngsters among white
youth in London, and we noted the signs of belligerence
among second generation West Indians in the face of
prejudice in Sparkbrook ------. The second and succeeding generation of coloured Britishers, fully educated
in this country, will rightly expect to be accepted on
equal terms, and to have the same opportunities as the
rest of us. Within ten years there will be enough of
them to make their voices heard. Will each one be
accepted on his own intrinsic merits, as one of us? This
is the crux of the matter".
The London Head Teachers Association (1965) studied
the problem of immigrant children and made 37 recommendations. The Harringay Teachers Association (1966)
set up a sub-committee to study the education of the
immigrant child in Harringay which reported in 1966.
Its eminently sensible suggestions included lithe only
hope of preparing them (immigrant children) for adult
life, where they will undoubtedly encounter strong
racial feeling and deeply-rooted prejudices, lies in
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bringing all the matters concerned into the open in the
secondary school, in private and class discussion and in
all possible ways creating soundly based attitudes which
it is hoped will provide the basis for weathering any
future storms.
This appears to require at its foundation a belief
in the truly multi-racial society, and this, in turn,
involves the school in meeting without compromise the
duty of educating all the children who present themselves for admission, without any attempt to control
the percentage of particular racial groups.
If, as a result of this policy, difficulties such
as backwardness, anti-social behaviour and a low standard of written or spoken English are encountered, these
difficulties should be tackled by an increase of staff
until the decreased size of classes enables appropriate
progress to be made.
The particular difficulties should clearly be
treated, notas a matter of race, or of immigrant
behaviour, but as a purely technical educational problem".
The Birmingham Association of Schoolmasters (1967)
set up a sub-committee to study the educational problems
of imm"igrants. It recommended that immigrant children
should be sent to a reception centre for the first few
months, where they should be medically examined and
given social training. No school should have more
than 25% immigrant children and special salary
arrangements should be made for schools with an 'immigrant problem ' . The report prophesied that, unless
something was done, in a few years time city centre
immigrants will begin to agitate about the unfair
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provision of educational facilities for their children.
The action taken by,the local' education authorities
to combat the 'immigrant problem ' has been discussed
at length by Hawkes (1966) and Lee (1965). It could
be classified into three categories,
(a) Dispersal
(b) Special English tuition
(c) Laissez Faire
DISPERSAL
Some local authorities, for example, Southall,
arid Bradford have adopted the policy of fixing a
maximum limit on the proportion of immigrant children
in its schools. If the proportion in the catchment
area of a particular school rises beyond the prescribed
maximum, some immigrant children are sent to other
schools where the proportion is not so high. The system
has the backing of the Circular 7/65 which recommended
dispersal where immigrant children form more than 33%
of the total school population. It has a further advantage that it prevents a school from becoming overwhelmingly
immigrant and allows for the maximum 'rub off' effect of
both language and social customs. The Plowden Report
(1967) recommended the criteria used for dispersal should
be linguistic and other difficulties and not irrelevant
factors such as colour. The Circular 7/65 did not make
any distinction between immigrant children with no
special language or educational handicap and those with
serious language and educational problems. For that
matter, nor have the dispersal policies of Bradford
and Southall. Apart from the wisdom of forcing young
children to travel long distances, the policy in itself
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is not sufficient. It should~ at least be supplemented
by special instruction iri English. If the immigrant
problem is primarily a question of attitudes, dispersal
alone would prove to be ineffective. Furthermore, in
the long run, this policy would result in not only
immigrant children being moved out but white children
being brought in. A much louder protest would be
heard from middle class white parents if their children
were moved from suburban middle class schools into city
centre mainly working class and high immigrant schpols.
For example, in New Yc"'k when the schools were 'integrated
and children were sent to other neighbourhoods by buses.
a strong protest was lodged by parents of white children.
White children in increasing numbers were sent to private or parochial schools and there was a tendency for
parents to move out to suburbs where no such policy was
in operation (Times Educational Supplement 15th June,
1965). The policy of dispersal unless accompanied by
other measures is unlikely to solve much.
SPECIAL TEACHING
Some authorities have made provision for special
language teaching for immigrant children. This is done
either through a withdrawal or a reception class within
a school or a separate reception centre. Spring Grove
School is perhaps the most widely discussed example of
the usage of withdrawal and reception classes. All
immigrant children in Huddersfield were channelled
through this school. The children attended regular
classes and were withdrawn from time to time to be given
special coaching in English. The coaching was continued till the child was able to take his place in an
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ordinary classroom without any difficulty. By 1961
the number of non-English speaking children had
increased so much that a full-time reception class
had to be organised. In this class children were
taught English all the time and were sent back to
normal classes as soon as their English was adequate.
Children learn a language perhaps as much by mixing
with other children and having to speak the language
to other children as they do by formal education.
Withdrawa.l has the advantage that it allows for the
ma x i mum 1 rub 0 f fie f fee t . r~ 0 reo vern 0 n - Eng 1ish s pea k ing children still feel part of the social milieu of
the school and take part in all non-linguistic school
activities such as games, art, pottery or P,E, On the
other hand, such classes are uneconom'ic of staff if
the number of immigrant children in a school is small.
Given a kind sympathetic and trained teacher, withdrawal classes could be very useful, but in wrong hands,
they could prove to be more than useless. Even in the
best of circumstances, a child will take longer to
master the language in a withdrawal class than he would
if he were taught English full-time, but given bad
language teaching in a withdrawal class, the possibility
is that he will learn the language very slowly indeed.
Hawkes (1966) quotes an example where lIa Greek Cypriot
teacher was put in charge of a Ispec-ial Englishl class~
which was mostly Greek, but partly Turkish. He apparently lapsed frequently into Greek; Turkish resentment
was prevented from breaking out in an international
incident only by the arrival in the class of two
~1auritians, who exposed the situation: 1I
1
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Reception classes have the advantage of some 'rub
off' effect since they are part of a normal school.
Since children learn English all the time~ it could
enable the child reasonably quickly to rejoin normal
classes. There is a danger, however~ that in prejudiced or incompetent hands these classes might become
centres where immigrant children are allowed to get
on more or less by themselves without learning of any
kind.
Slough has organised reception centres for
immigrant children through which all new arrivals are
channelled. The children stay at the reception centre
untn they are ready to take their place in an ordinary
classroom. The reception centre is economical of staff
and equipment and could achieve results in a short space
of time. However~ with all immigrant children gathered
at one place, the need for learning English is reduced
and there 'is no 'rub off' effect. Since the immigrants
tend to congregate in national clusters, the reception
centres would have more in common with schools in India,
Pakistan or West Indies than they would with English
schools. The longer a child is left at a reception
centre the more difficult it is for him to adjust
socially to an English school. Segregated educational
facilities for immigrant children is only a short step
from the reception centre idea. In this connection it
would be worth remembering the United States Supreme
Court ruling that "Separateeducational facilities are
inherently unequal." It was noticed that on desegregation "when Negro pupils are first placed in competition
with whites in high school or the upper elementary
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grades, they are usually too far ~ehind to catch up.
If standards are not low e red to accommodate the poorly
prepared Negro students , more fail than would have
failed in al -I--Negro schools.1I (Broom & Glenn, 1965).
LAISSEZ FAIRE
Many authorities have taken no action of any kind
on the implicit assumption that as long as immigrant
children are treated on the same footing as English
children, the problem would s ort itself out. The
policy is that it is not a quest-jon of dev e loping'
integration as treating it a~ a fai t accompZ i from the
mom e nt immigrant childr e n set th e ir foot in schools.
Such a policy resul t s in a large number of immigrant
chi ldren being pl a ced in bottom stre ams mainly because
of their abil-ity or in a bility in English. The Young
Fab-jan ( -1 965) Groupls pam phlet S tr angers T¥i t h 1~n has
clearly point e d out th -js dang e r. 1I\~e believe that, if
a full investig a tion we re made many dark corn e r s would
be f 0 un din t he nat ion alp i c t u r e ~ vi her e -j mmig r a n t pup -j 1s
are thru s t un sc rupulously into th e remedial or ESN
classes , left unat t ended at the ba ck of ordinary class es
of which they understand nothing , and may even develop
a sort of Ideafn e ss l to English which will be almost
ins u per a b 1e i f t a c k 1e d 1ate r . II Tap per and _Stop pes
(1963) found , predictably, that about half the immigrants
\IJ ere -j nth e f 0 u r t h qua r til eat s c h 0 0 1.
The i mmig ran t
child cannot progress further in English than the
English children with whom he is vlorking. No doubt every
place has its schools with an all - white A stream, and
t~e C stream 50 % chocolate coloured.
If the English
children in a C class so composed are not being
II
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neglected the immigrant children ~re.1I (Robin 1965).
There is no evidenc~ to suggest that apart from
initial backwardness in English~ the educational
potential of an average immigrant child is any less
than that of an English child. Indeed Goldman (1967)
seems to think that since most immigrant parents have
taken the initiative of emigrating to U.K. when they
could, they are perhaps above-average in intelligence
and motivation. Their children, given suitable measuring instruments~ may well prove to be of above-average
i~telligence in the U.K.
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CHAPTER 3
PREVIOUS RESEARCHES INTO EDUCATION

AND SOCIAL HET-If\'rrONS OF
IMMIGRANT CHILDHEN

A limited amount of work has been done on the
problems of adjustment, education and social relations
of coloured and immigrant children in the United States.
There are many differences, however, between the social
climate and historical background of Britain and the
United States. In the former, mass immigration is· of
recent origin, is mainly from the Commonwealth) the
percentage of coloured immigrants is relatively small,
and attitudes towards coloured citizens are comparatively fluid.
In the United States, on the other hand,
there is a long history of slavery, political and
social discrimination. The ratio of coloured citizens
is much higher and attitudes of prejudice are not only
of long standing and hardened but are in some cases,
supported by the state. Even Puerto Ricans on the
East coast of America present a picture which is very
different from the problems faced by any of the
immigrant groups in Britain. Since review of the
researches, studies and literature about educational
problems and educational potential of coloured and
immigrant children in the U.S.A. has recently been
published by Goldman and Taylor (1966a) it is not
proposed to discuss the American studies here.
An increasing number of writings on education and
social relations of immigrant children in Britain have
been published by educationists, sociologists and
psychologists during the last ten years. Most of these
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writings have been based on subje~tive evaluations
but some could be described as studies of a descriptive or qualitative nature. Rigorously controlled
experiments or surveys using adequate sampling
techniques have virtually been non-existent.
Since it appears that language may be an important factor in the education of immigrants, the linguistic difficulties have quite naturally dominated the
scene. Alleyne (1962) studied the effects of bilingualism on intelligence and attainment test scores ~n
a'London school. B'ilinguals wel~e found to be consistently and significantly inferior to monoglots on both
intelligence and attainment tests. The discrepency was
found to be greater on verbal than on non-verbal tests.
Futther analysis of the bilingual group sho\'Jed that
those born outside the British Isles were most seriously
handicapped. Although these children showed least
handicap on non-verbal tests, even these were not
found to be suitable instruments for assessment of
educational potent'ial.
Goldman and Taylor (1966) classify the linguistic
limitations of immigrant children into three categories
(a) Total language deficiency - childten who speak
and write a foreign language only. Their
contact with English, prior to arrival in
England is almost nil.
(b) Partial language deficiency - children who
have limited command over spoken English but
a language other than English is mostly spoken
at home. The script of the child's mothertongue is sometimes, but not always, based on
the Roman alphabet.
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(c)

Dialect impediments - where the child's mothertongue is English, but the English is spoken
in a Creole dialect.
The Conference on Linguistic and Language Teaching
in a t·1u·ltiracial Society concluded liThe d'ialect or
Creole English is an immature language which is clearly
inadequate for expressing the complexities of presentday life, for complete understanding of human motivation
and behaviour." (Jones, 1965). It seems that partial
understanding of the language is a greater handicap in
learning standard English than a complete ignorance of
it.

Craig (1963) compared the written English of
Jamaican and English schoolchildren. One school from
a relatively privileged neighbourhood and one school
from a relatively deprived neighbourhood was selected
in each country. He found that the English sample was
superior to the Jamaican sample in its linguistic
ability. The superiority of English schools was even
more marked in those aspects of language which were
closely associated with general ability.
Other studies have also been done on linguistic
problems of immigrant children (Wallis, 1963; Baker,
1965; Cavage, 1965; Bell, 1966).
Saint (1963) analysed the educational problems
of one hundred Indian boys in secondary schools. 76%
of the boys studied had been living in England for
less than two years and 49% less than one year. Only
40% could attempt the tests. Almost all the boys
tested showed a lack of aural-oral skill in English,
were retarded in Arithmetic and even more so in English.
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The avel~age I.Q. of the sample was 15 points below
the national mean. Saint argues that this should not
be taken as an evidence of inferior educational potential of these children since the tests employed were
culture-biased. The study found interesting positive
correlations between intelligence test scores and
length of residence and schooling in England. Houghton
(1966) found little difference between the mean intelligence test scores of Jamaican and English infants.
Taken together these two studies show remarkable similarity to the results obtained in a study of canal boat
children in England by Gordon (1923) and in Brazil by
Wei 1. Gordon found that the scores of canal boat
children on the Binet test I'Jere average up to the age
of six. After this their mental age did not progress
at an adequate rate. Six seems to be about the age
at wh'ich the l'ingu"ist'ic factoY' begin to be increas-jngly
dominant in intelligence and attainment tests. If
indeed immigrant children suffer from ·culture induced
backwardness· they would be expected to have average
intelligence scores up to the age of six and thereafter show a progressive decline.
There is a general belief amongst educationists
in Britain that young children do not have any attitudes
of prejudice~ that given an opportunity to study together
children, both black and white~ will grow up to be
tolerant adults. Williams (1966) in her study at
Spa rk b roo k f 0 un d t hat tea c he l~ s 9e n era 1 1y saw the i r
roles as socializing~ anglicizing and integrating agents,
by IIputting over a certain set of values (Christ'ian),
code of behaviour (middle-class) and a set of academic
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and job aspirations in which white-collar jobs have a
higher prestige than manual, clean jobs higher than
dirty (shop work is higher on the scale than the
factory floor), and interesting, responsible jobs are
higher than just 'good money' jobs (Rex and Moore, 1967).
The teachers expected immigrant children to conform to
the En g Zi 8 h way 0 f 1 i f e and bel i eve d t hat pre sen t
educational policies would achieve integration at
school which would carryover to the adult life.
Williams found that there was rarely any racial incident at school but when interviewed outside, children
revealed a considerable degree of racial prejudice.
She thinks that this is due to the development of a
norm amongst children that the school is not a place to
show one's feelings of racial antagonism.
The optimism of the teaching profession, that
given racially mixed schools in which the percentage
of immigrant children is not allowed to rise too high,
the present educational policies would lead to racial
harmony in future~ has, unfortunately~ not been supported
by research evidence.
Kawwa (1963) studied ethnic attitudes of 777
secondary schoolchildren, mainly English, in London and
Lowestoft. The school in London was multiracial in
character while the one in Lowestoft had only English
children. It was found that the London boys and girls
showed a preference in their friendship choices for
members of their own ethnic groups. A fair degree of
prejudice was found among children in London. The
schoolchildren in Lowestoft, a town with virtually no
immigrants, were by comparison, far more tolerant of
ll
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coloured people and Cypriots.
Kawwa (1965) studied the interaction bet0een
immigrant and English children 1n a primary and a
secondary school in London. Ov er 750 English, West
Indian and Cypriot ch il dren were tested. The age
range of the testees was 7- 17. He found evidence of
ethni c prejudice in children as young as seven. There
was considerable hostility between the various ethnic
groups. the group of coloured children being the most
ho st il e. He found a group among st immigrants which
identified i tse lf completely with the English, r es ulting in "intern a"li zat ion of Engl"ish va lue s, includ ing derogatory attitudes towards themselves, their
colour a nd their race. He also found that most child ren fell somewhere between strongly prejudiced and
neutral on a sca le ranging from ver y tolerant through
neutr a l to strong ly pr e judi ced. Surprisingly enough,
no difference in ethnic attitud es was found betw een
ch "ild re n vlho chose coloured children as the"ir friends
and those who did not.
Pu s hkin (1 967 ) tested 172 white and 10 Negro
children aged 3 to 7 years in nursery schools in three
are as of London. Two areas studied had a f a irly high
concentration of immigr ants of comparative rec e nt arrival
while the third area had very few immig ra nt s. Of the two
high immigration concentration areas, one was described
as 'exposed -te nse ' while the oth er as 'expo se d- harmonious
relations between ethnic groups in the form e r area
being tense and in the latter harmon ious. The third
are a VI a s des c r"i bed a s 1 un e x p0 sed I . 1'10 the r s 0 f chi 1d ren involved in the study were also interviewed and
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their ethnic attitudes assessed. The unfavourable
ethnic attitude towards -Negroes was found among
children as young as five and increased in intensity
with age. A low, insignificant but positive correlation
was found between the ethnic attitudes of mothers
and their children. However, mothers of children who
showed a highly unfavourable attitude towards Negroes,
had a very hostile attitude towards Negroes. Mothers
in the 'exposed-harmonious' area were significantly
less hostile than those in 'exposed-tension' area.,
No significant difference was found between the
mothers in 'exposed-harmonious' and 'unexposed' areas.
The attitude pattern among children was similar to
that of their mothers.
Hubbard (1965) found that not only children as
young as five or six are aware of differences in
pigmentation of skin, they are also aware of some of
the social disadvantages that follow from such pigmentation. No correlation was discovered in this study
between children's prejudice and parental attitude
towards childrearing or social attitudes. No relationship between sex, age, socia-economic class, or
academic ability and prejudice was found. No significant difference in attitude was discovered in an all
white as opposed to a mixed race school.
Akram (1964) studied moral judgments of Indian
and Pakistani schoolchildren. Intelligence and
social class was not found to be related to moral
judgments. The length of stay in Britain, education
of parents and authoritarianism at home were found to
be significantly related to moral judgments.
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CHART OF RELATED PREVIOUS STUDIES
MAIN .FINDINGS
ALLEYNE (1962)
Bilinguals were found to be significantly inferior to
monoglots on both intelligence and attainment tests.
CRAIG (1963)
English children were significantly superior to
Jamaican children on linguistic ability, especially
those aspects of linguistic ability which correlated
highly with Igl.
KAI~ IIJ A (1 9 6 3 )

,

Schoolchildren in high immigration area (London)
showed preference for their own ethnic group in their
friendship choices and were highly ethnocentric. (b)
Schoolchildren in no immigration area (lowestoft) were
more tolerant towards West Indians and Cypr i ots.
SAINT (1963)
( a ) I.Q. of immigrant chi"ldren \tJas found to be 15
points below the nat"ional mean. (b) Attainment of
immigrant children was very poor. (c) r.Q. show e d a
positive correlation with the length of residence in
the U.K.
AKRAr1 (1 964 )
( a) Intelligence and social clas s were not related
to moral judgments of Pakistani immigrant children.
(b) Length of res"idence in Britain, education of
parents and authoritarianism were related to moral
judgments of these children.
HUBBARD (1965)
( a ) Children at the age of five and six were not only
aware of the differences in the pigmentation of the
skin, but also of the social disadvantages that follow
from such pigmentation. (b) No relationship between
prejudice and socio-economic class, sex, age,
academic ability, and parents 1 social attitudes was
discovered.
KAWWA (1965)
fa) Strong ethnocentric attitude was found among
children as early as seven. (b) The degree of racial
(a)
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hostility among schoo"children VIas high, coloured
children being the most hostile. (c) No difference
between the ethnic attitudes of children who did
and did not choose coloured children as their friends
could be discovered.
HOUGHTON (1966)
Little difference VIas found between the mean I.Q. of
English and Jamaican infants.
REX AND MOORE (1967)
Teachers expected immigrant children to conform to
the English way of life and believed that the present
educational policies would achieve integration at
school which would carryover to the adult life.
(b) A social norm was discovered among schoolchildren
that school is not the place to show one's antagonism.
Although there were no racial incidents at the school,
children revealed a considerable degree of prejudice
when interviewed outside.
PUSHKIN (1967)
(a) Unfavourable attitudes towards Negroes were found
among children as young as five and increased in
intensity with age. (b) Mothers in areas with
harmonious race relations were significantly less
hostile towards Negtoes than mothers in areas I'/here
relations between the races were tense. (c) No
significant differences were found between the
attitude towards Negroes of mothers in areas with
harmonious race relations and areas with no
immigtation.
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THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
From the above dis~ussion, tt is obvious that
recent immigration from the tropical Commonwealth
has produced profound changes in the social structure
of contemporary Britain. In less than 20 years it
has become a multi-racial society. The changes are
felt, as dramatically as anywhere, in the classroom
where teachers are presented with the problems of
teaching children with vastly different social,
cultural, religious, educational and linguistic
backgrounds. A class of 13 year olds may well be
composed of children from pre-industrial as well
as highly industrial societies, children who speak
no English, those who use English only at school,
those who speak Creole English as well as those
whose mother-tongue is English.
The situation is made more complex by the fact
that the teachers, on the whole, were completely
unprepared for the task. They were trained to teach
English children. Little expert help is available
to deal with the new situation. It is only in the
three or four years that special courses for teachers
of immigrant children have been run. So far these
specially trained teachers have been far too few to
deal with an increasingly chaotic and potentially
explosive situation.
The literature in the field is growing rapidly.
Yet almost all the material consists of personal
experiences, hunches and conclusions based on them.
Research in the field of education of immigrant
children was practically non-existent until the middle
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60's. Indeed, until that time t~e subject as an
area of research was taboo with the education
authorities. Any attempt to discover facts was
interpreted as an atte mpt to 'stir things up' in
an otherwise calm atmosphere. Every effort was made
to minimi ze difficulties or even to plead 'no problems')
in case the very admission of their existence might
suggest intolerance. 'Hard r ese arch' even to-date, can
be counted on the fingers of one hand.
It is with this in mind that an attempt i s m ~ de
here to stud y the correlates of socio-personal a dju stment of two groups of immigr ant childr en in a London
sc hool. It is bel i e ved that it may have considerable
generality, but obviously confirmatory studies will
need to be made which take up the points of interest
in what i s believ ed to be a pioneering effo rt.
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CHAPTER 4
THE EXPERIMENrrAL DESIGN

THE AIMS
The aims of the study were twofold. Firstly it
was intended to compare the pattern of adjustment of
immigrant children with that of their English counterparts in order to discover the differences between
the adjustment of the two groups, and the difference s
between the adjustment patterns of various immigrant
sub - groups, if any. Secondly, it was hoped to study
the relationship between various f a ctors in the pe r sonal make - up of ,immigrant ch -i ldren and their home background with their socio-per s onal adjustment in
English schools .
VENUE
The research vias conducted at a secondary mod e rn
mi xed school in North London.
RESEAI~CH

PILOT WORK
As discussed in the last chapter, there is an
almost total lack of research evidence on the subject
under study in Britain and it was realised at the out set that in many ways this study would be exploratory
in nature.
As a first step, the investigator, an Indian by
nationality, made himself thoroughly familiar with the
four main immigrant groups in England, viz, West Indians,
Indians, Pakistanis and Cypriots. A large number of
pubs, clubs and places of religious worship frequented
by the various immigrant groups were visited. Usually
the investigator was accompanied to these places by
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friends, some of whom were members of these clubs or
religious bodies, and was introduced to various
people as a fellow immigrant. Acceptance was easily
and quickly achieved, especially when it was known
that the investigator was an educated person and a
school-teacher. An exchange of information about
life in Br"itain almost invariably followed on subsequent visits. For fear of putting people on their
guard, no notes were taken on the spot, nor was it
mentioned that the investigator was engaged in a
study concerning immigrants. Frequent visits to such
places where the investigator talked to a large number
of immigrants provided the background ~nformation.
Evidence from America and contact with immigrants
in this country has shown quite clearly that no valid
research on race relations using non-disguised
techniques could be carried out unless a strong
rapport is established with the subjects. In common
with other minority groups the immigrants tend to be
very touchy about race relations and would only reveal
their true feelings to a person they believed they
could trust. The Political and Economic Planning
(1967) survey has cited considerable evidence to the
effect that immigrants are not alone in this attitude.
It noticed considerable hesitation both on the parts
of immigrants and the English people to talk openly
about race relations. It was therefore evident that
establishing a strong rapport was the a priori condition for any research involving immigrant children.
With this in view, the. investigator applied for and
was accepted for a teaching post in a North London
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Secondary Modern Mixed School with a fairly high
proportion of immigrant children.
No good teaching is possible unless the teacher
has established good social relations with his pupils.
Rapport with both immigrant and English children was
established as a routine part of normal teaching
duties. Every opportunity to share games, sports and
extra-curricular activities was taken and every effort
was made to gain pupils' confidence.
No attempt was made to conduct any formal testing
or interviews until the investigator established himself as a teacher and was seen to be fully accepted by
pupils as a part and parcel of the school set up. It
was important that he should be perceived and categorised
primarily as a teacher and not as a member of a particuZar raciaZ group.
After about five terms at school
it was evident that the investigator had become 'colourless' and was being perceived by the pupils as just
another teacher.
For example, on three occasions
during lessons on 'human sexual reproduction' questions
were asked by the girls whether they should go out
"'lith a Coloul~ed boy; and by the boys that IIDoes marry·ing a coloured girl lead to sub··normal children being
born?1I As a part of normal teaching duties, the
investigator encouraged pupils to bl~ing their vie\,ls
about race relations into the open and to discuss them
amongst themselves, with him or with other teachers.
Only when sincere enquiries about other races, including some quite derogatory remarks about the investigator's own race, were being made and frankly discussed
it was felt that the investigator was becoming 'colourless'.
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The importance of rapport was later revealed
when during the interview, the pupils, especially
the immigrant pupils, asked again and again as to
why they were being asked these personal questions
and whether they 'had to answer'. They were told
that a study was be ing made to discover if pupils
in this school were facing any special difficulty
and to find out what children did after school
in their spare time. It was made clear that they
would not be forced to answer any question they did
hot wish to answer and they could opt out of the
testing and interview if they wished. Howev e r, if
they did participate in the testing programme it
would help the investigator and probably other
children as well. Many wanted to know if the results
would be seen by the headmaster or any other members
of the staff. It was then pointed out that teachers
would not be shown the answer - sheets, that results
would be analysed by an electronic computer) and
in any case no one could connect any particular
child with any answer - sheet. The explanation
seemed to satisfy most pupils. Only three English
children out of a total of about 600 pupils investigated refused to participate. No refusal was
received from any immigrant pupil.
SCHOOL
The London Secondary Modern Mixed School which
was the venue for the research had a total number of
pupils on the roll of just over 700. The area had a
large number of light industries but no heavy industry. Most of the leavers from the school worked in
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local industry. The area could be described as having a sUbstantial though not very large proportion of
immigrants and could be considered as fairly typical
of the areas where immigrants tend to settle. Relations between various ethnic groups were not relaxed
though no racial incidents had been reported.
The build-up of immigrant children at school had
been on the scale and pattern found in most high immigration areas. The school was first opened in 1956
when it had no immigrants on the roll. In 1962, it had
about 10% immigrant children and when in 1967 it was
reorganised into a comprehensive schoo1 the proportion
of immigrant children had risen to as high as 40%.
Immigrant children at the school were mainly
West Indian and Cypriot in origin with a few other
nationalities. Cypriots were mainly Greek but a few
were Turkish. West Indian children were drawn from
all parts of the catchment area of the school while
Cypriot children were recruited mainly from one section
of it. Until 1958 the school had no Cypriot children
when one Cypriot boy was transferred from another
school through lack of facilities for advanced work at
that school. The boy passed his examination~ word
went round the Cypriot community, and other Cypriot
children soon followed. Gradually this school became
the regular first choice of the Cypriot community in
the area. On the whole~ Cypriot children had to come
by bus or walk quite a distance to school while the
West Indians lived in the streets around.
The Head teacher had been at the school since it
was first formed in 1956 and could be described as
5
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having very liberal and tolerant views. He was very
aware of, and sympathetic towards, the problems of
immigrant children and went out of hi s way t o help
them. He had a keen awareness of, and an intellig ent
interest in, educational problems generally, and
frequently contribut e d to educational journ a l s,
lectured to various organisations on educational
policy, and ~"as a leading member of one of the l arge
teachers ' organisations.
The attitude of staff towards immigrant children
~ay be de scr ibed as fairly typical of a cross -sect ion
of the teaching profession as a whole . A few were
prejudiced an d I'J ere ready to ascribe all the evi 'l s of
the school to imm'igrant children. liThe th'ings were
fine tin they came". They could see little good in
immigrant pupils and reg a rd ed them as obstructive,
undisciplin ed, de st ructive and generally a nuisance
at school. On the other hand , a fevJ members of the
staff were very tolerant of, and took great pains
in helping immigrant children, s ometim es spending
several hours after school in doing so . The remaining
members of the staff had various shade s of opinion
between these two extremes. The school in recent
years always had a few immigrant teachers on its staff.
Out of a total staff of about forty, the number of
immigrant teachers, including temporary teachers, had
risen to seven at one stage, but four was the more
usual number. Of the five immigrant teachers at the
time of the survey, two were West Indian and three
Indians. The West Indian teachers in the past, with
a single exception, had failed to make effective
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contact with either the English or the West Indian
children and had not been successful teachers. The
failure rate of Indian teachers at the school had
also been very high but the headma ster claimed that
of the -immi grant teachets, those fl~om the Indi an
sub - continent had proved to be the most successful.
The problem of race relations was rarely discu sse d
in the staff-toom. None of the teachers admitted
having an unfavout a ble attitude towards immigtant
children . No objection to carrying out the ptesent
research was raised by any member of the staff on
the grounds that -i t mi ght aggra vate tensi ons . In
fact the survey did not encounter any opposition
from either staff", pupils or parents.
The school was organised into four 'hou ses ' ,
each of which was further sub - divided into eight
'registration groups'. Each 'registration group'
had children of the entire age-range and was the
administrative unit in place of the more usu a l oneage form. The school was run ne-ither along 'free
discipline' lines nor on an authoritatian model.
In discipl -ine matt ers it VJas fairly typical of the
schools in the borough. The headmaster and some
senior me mbers of the staff were allowed to use the
cane though it was employed infrequently and only as
a last resort. A school detention was organised
every week for persistent late arrivals.
An Indian teacher, whose standard of spoken
English was excellent, was em~loyed at the school to
give immigrant children special coaching in English
where necessary. The coaching was done on the
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'withdrawal' basis, the children being withdrawn from
normal classes for part of the day for language
instruction.
No complaints about immigrant children were
received by the headmaster from English parents nor
did any of the parents threat e n to withdraw the
children on .the grounds that immigrant children were
holding them back. The only exception to this were
two English families, both of whom were openly Fa sc i s t
in their political beliefs. There were some complaints
by the hous e holders in the neighbourhood of the
school about th e ch 'ildr' e n' s be havi our, but such com pl a ints were directed against both immigrant and
English children alike. The pa rk-keeper of a nearby
park once complained to the he adma ste r that he was
get ting very worried about gangs of coloured youth s
who roam ed in the park in the e ven ings bent upon
destruction. There was no in dication, ho we ver , that
the se youth s were from the school. Some immigrant
par e n t s we reo nth e c ollllll"i t tee 0 f the par e n t - tea c her
association and relations betw ee n these and the
English parents on that body were describ e d as 'c ordial'.
Pupils we re streamed in each year at schoo l
according to their ability. Thus there were six
stream s in the first three years which may be labelled
for the purpose of discussion as A to F, with A being
the brightest stream and F the remedial form. In
the fourth year all those pupils who expressed a wish
to stay on at school till the end of their fifth year
and were thought capable of benefiting by the extended
courses, were put in one form while other s were
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c 1ass i fie din t 0 f 0 ur s t rea msac cOY' din g t 0 a b i 0, i t Y •
No streaming was done in the fifth and the sixth
year.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the distribution of
immigrant children at the school. The survey was
conducted towards the end of Summer term and the
beginning of Autumn term 9 1966. By the autumn term
a fresh intake of first year children had been
enrolled at the school. Thus tvJO successive groups
of first year children participated in the testing
progY'amme. This accounts for the unusually large
number of immigrant children shown in the 11 - 12 years
age range. The two first years were grouped together.
TABLE 4.1
DIS TRIB UTI 0 N 0 F I ~1 t~ I GRAN T CHI LDREN
AT THE SCHOOL BY STREAMS
STREAf'1S

Year
1
2
3

A

B

C

D

E

5
6

13

13

7

22
11

3

3

7
9

15
6
8
3

3

4

8

8

-:----- - -

0'4

TOTAL
-

NOTE:

23

32

32

49

__ '---0

F

~ TOO~~

~ 92
13, 5a
14 .
13 '

45
27

~+-214 .

64

Since 4th year extended course, 5th and 6th
year pupils were not divided by ability rating, they are not included in this table.

A perusal of tables 4.1 and 4.2 would show that
113 out of 214 immigrant children (52.8%) classified
into streams by ability, were in the last third section
of the school. This is fairly typical of the situation
throughout the country.
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TABLE 4.2
DISTRIBUTION OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL BY AGE AND
ABILITY LEVEL
YEAR &
STREAt-1

i

AGE

~~EST INDIAN
Boys

I Girls

I

i

CYPRIOTS
I Boys I Girls I

I

2

1

i

2

2

I

4 I

2
2
4

56!

7

1

!

?

i

---'-2---+-1-:-'3-~!I'------'rl--"-_

"--1A---lI,-----l-l

I

1B

IC
10

lE

IF
2A

11 - i2

3,

11 - 12
11 - 12
11 - 12

55

11 - 12

12 - 13

~~

I

H
~~
H
~~h

~~ = ~~

H=H
~ ~ = ~:

1L 11
~~

=

~~

I
i 6 I
I - I
5

II

H~

I

I

14 - 1 5 '
14 - 15
14 - 15

an' d 1 5 + 1 4 - 1 5
TOTAL

i

!

1

9

~

!

I

2

_~

I

I
,I

1

I 1 I

2L!.::

I,

7

'

2_

~

i

j

~

I

i

I

~ I

I
~, ~ I
~ ~ I

~ ! ~_~
_1

3

II

I

~ II
-_

;! Ii i i I ~
I
I I
6

!

2

6

1,1

90

,

I

84

40

39

~Gi rls

! Boys- I

I i i ! 1112

(Extended c o u r s e ) !
4A
4B
4C

'I

6
Ll7~

II

OTHERS
-

I
I

3

i
I

Girls

2

I ~II ~

-

-

6,
9

-

-

1

-

-

-= II

-i
1
=
=

i
I

9
13

II

3'

3

-,

2

5

I

-

2

5

I

=
-

II

=

I

12

~

7

~

~

II

12

I
I

I

I

~

6

1

~

I 1 i ~ I ~
8
10

I
I

~ I

i

I

Boys

=

I

I,'

II:

TOTAL

1

'I

7

2
6

14

13

134

2

1

1

n

I

125

I

THE SAMPLE
The sample consisted of all West Indian and
Cypriot children at school. Two Cypriot boys and
one girl could not understand any English and could
not be tested. The number of other immigrant groups
at the school was small, therefore they were not
included in the study. A random selection of 100 of
each sex of English children who were also at the
same school was chosen as the contrul group. Each
English boy and girl at the school was given a code
number. Selection was then made by reference to the
random numbers table of the Lindley and Miller (1961)
Cambridge Elementary Statistical Tables.
In the first place Indian and Pakistani children
were not included in this study because there were
few children from the Indian sub-continent at the
school. The cultural background, mother-tongue and
social relations of Indian and Pakistani communities
in Britain are different from the West Indian and the
Cypriot communities. It is realised that Indian and
Pakistani children form the second largest ethnic
group of immigrant children in British schools, but
generalisations from groups of one type of racial
composition to another may be hazardous in any case
and such tentative conclusions as may be drawn from
groups of English, West Indians and Cypriots may not
be applicable to groups with different racial composition and groups which are more heterogeneous.
Replications of the research on groups including
Indian and Pakistani children, and groups which are
more heterogeneous in composition are, therefore,
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necessary before findin~could be said to apply to
all immigrant groups.
Secondly~ since the sampl~ was drawn from one
school only, the conclusions should not be generalised
to apply to the entire immigrant population of British
schools or indeed to the population of London or any
other 'population' that could be specified. It would
be difficult to say how far the results reflected
the general pattern of adjustment of immigrant
children throughout the country and how far they were
specific to the social relations, organisational setup, and educat"ional cl'jl11Clte at the schoo'l vlhere the
study was conducted. Although the school was fairly
typical of the schools attended by a large majority
o f i mmig ran t chi 1d r e n ~ n' 0 pre ten c e co u1 d be mad e t h Q t
the sample was in any way representative of the
national population. The question of norms could only
be answered by studying a representative sample of
immigrant children throughout the country. It is hoped
that the present investigation will arrive at some
tentative conclusions to help pave the way for a
national study later, which can be planned more economically and effectively in the light of the findings
of an exploratory study. Such a pilot study should
reveal background variables on which a national
sample should be stratified, and indeed, clarify our
knowledge of criterion variables related to adjustment worthy of study. A pilot study reveals affecting background variables by establishing correlations
between them and the criterion. Unfortunately some
objections to statistical inference may apply even
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when trying to establish such relationships in a
study of a single school. However, the statistical
magnitude of such relationshi~is less important in
designing new experiments than some knowledge that
they must be taken account of, and if the study on
a limited sample suggests relationships which are
fortuitous .the only effect of allowing for them in
future investigations would result in control for
an unimportant variable and would not vitiate the
results.
In support of a conjecture that some generalisations may be justified it should be mentioned that
the locality where the study was conducted was not
dissimilar to a very large majority of urban areas
where immigrants have settled. The school could also
be regarded as typical, in so far as any school could
be regarded as typical, of schools where a very large
proportion of West Indian and Cypriot children are
being educated.
It appears, then , that although the conclusions
of .the present study could only be tentative and
suggestive, such study, nevertheless, would produce
fruitful results and ideas for further research.
The next problem was to select the variables
that appeared worthy of investigation for their
correlation with ladjustment l , and formulation of
hypotheses to be tested. The selection of variables
would have been an easy task if a theoretical model
of children1s adjustment to an alien culture was
available. Unfortunately no such model has~ yet, been
suggested. Some may argue that in a field which has
5
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an extteme lack of hard Ifacts l , before constructing
a theoretical model and testing hypotheses based on
that model, it would be advisable for a social scientist to col'lect Ifactsl, In this context, it would
be worthwhile to temember Chatles Darwin1s famous
dictum. IIHow odd it is that anyone should not see
that all observations must be fat or against some
view, if it is to be of any service
Facts are
relevant only in so far as they ate interconnected
with other facts as part of a coherent theory. The
purpose of observation is to relate facts in a meaningful way from which could flow generalizations and
pred';ctions. Reseatch 'is an ac tivity a'imed at
increasing our power to understand, predict and control events of a given kind. ----- We would understand an event by tc'lating i t log'ically to othets
(Gage, 1963). Observations lead to formulation of
laws. A law is a formalised rule which expresses
regularity of behaviout. No prediction and hence
control~ is possible without such laws or generalizations. The notion that a survey may simply be a
method for collection of facts for scientific enquiry
is clearly untenable. Gage (1963) has put the
position very forcefully. "All men ---,-- ate theorists.
They differ not in whether they use theory, but in the
degree to which they ate aware of the theory they use.
The choice before the man in the street and tesearch
worker alike is not whether to theorize but whether
to atticulate his theory~ to make it explicit, to
get out in the open where he can examine itll. Skinner
deplores such an insistence on theory in the study
ll

•
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of the relatively young science of psychology. He
thinks that experimental design and statistical
analyses which must inevitably be required for testing hypotheses 5 are positive stumbling blocks in the
path of progress. "But 'it is time to insist that
science does not progress by carefully designed
lexperimentsl each of which has a well-defined beginning
and end. Science is a continuous and often a disorderly and accidental process. We shall not do the
young psychologist any favour if we agree to reconstruct our practices to fit the pattern demanded
by current scientific methodology. What the statistician means by the design of experiments is the
design which yields the kind of data to which his
techniques are applicable. He does not mean the
behaviour of the scientist in his laboratory devising
research for his own immediate and possibly inscrutable
purpose (SIc'inner, 1956). He thinks that since vJe
kno\ll so little about human behaviour, and ther'efore
little about how a scientist hits at the right solution, excessive formalisation of research technique
and utilization of experimental design is, to say
the least5 premature. IlIf \I/e are interested 'in perpetuating the practices responsible for the present
corpus of scientific knowledge, we must keep in
mind that some very important parts of the scientific
process do not now lend themselves to mathematical,
logica", or any other formal treatment. We do not
know enough about human behaviour to know how the
scientist does what he does. Although statisticians
and methodologists may seem to tell us, or at least
5
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imply~

how the mind works - how problems arise~ how
hypotheses are formed, deductions made, and crucial
experiments designed - we as psychologists are in
a position to remind them that they do not have
methods appropriate to empirical observation or
the functional analysis of such data. These are
aspects of human behaviour~ and no one knows
better than we how little can at the moment be said
about themll. (Skinner, '1956).
Skinner goes on to say how he stumbled upon
h 'i s m0 s tim par tan t d'i 5 c 0 ve r i est h r 0 ugh she e I' c han c e
of his apparatus breaking down! But surely, this
is an argument not against experimental design per se
but in favour of keeping one's eyes open for unexpected
as well as expected results and irregularities in
observed phenomena. The fact that Skinner chooses
to observe certain variables at the cost of others,
that he manipulates certa-in aspects of the environment
rather than others~ that he employs certain apparatus,
must mean that he does have a set of hypotheses, however ill-defined or unverbalised, at the back of his
mind before he conducts any of his experiments.
T.H. Huxley (1931) has reminded us that tvithout a
corresponding theoretical framework a collection of
facts do not contribute towards scientific advance.
A hypothesis, however tentative, must form the
basis of an experiment. "Those who refuse to go
beyond facts rarely get as far as fact. ---- Almost
every great step (in the history of science) has been
made by the 'ant"icipation of nature' that is, by
the invention of hypothesis which, though verifiable,
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often had very litt O
'e foundation to start w-ith".
Theories, even micro theories, cover a relatively
,large aspect of behaviour and, in most case s~ repr esent a life -ti me's work. A res ear ch worker
exploring a relatively unchartered territory is
unlikely to possess a theory which will he lp him in
designing hi s experi ments. He ha s to carry out many
exploratory studies before even the rudiments of a
theory begin to appear. This i s not in contradiction
to what has been said so fa r . Absence of a theory
do es not imply abse nce of conceptual framework~
s c he 111 a t c\, a mod e 0' 0 rap a I' a d °i gill.
Par adigms are graphical repr ese nt atio ns of
expected relationships between variables. The
paradigm of juv eni le delinquency~ for example, may
be r eprese nted as follows:[pe;sonalit y

facto~\,

to)' S

I=~~~~

act 1

( Fami ly rel ati onshi ps
Par ad igm s are not theories but they may develop
into theories. They derive their usefu lness from their
explicitness. They help research workers to clarify
their conceptual framework of the project in hand and
allow him to attack the problem in parts. Many
research workers would deny the usefulness of paradigms
in a relatively unexplored field such as the education
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of immigrants. However, the very fact that one
chooses a research strategy, and studies certain
yariables clearly indicates that one has an
implicit if not an explicit paradigm. Conducting
research without a paradigm thus becomes a logical
absurdity. Giv e n that a paradigm i s essential for
research, there is no po ss ible justification for
keeping it implicit. There is no virtue in ignorance. The variables in a paradigm may be cho se n
through 10gica "1 deductions~ empirical f "ind "ing s, or
s imp '1 y t h r 0 ugh per SOli a 1 hun c he s . The va ria b '1 e sma y
be cho sen just because one expects , intuitiv e ly , to
find a positiv e or negative correlation betwee n them .
In the pre sent study in addition to the experience gained in the pilot work, it was thought
desirable to conduct a survey of the opinion of the
teachers of imm'j ~Jrant chi 1 dren 'j n an attempt to
deve'lop a parad 'igm of 'adju st ment ' of immigrant
childr e n. The following letter was sent to 100
teachers in secondary schools with a sUbstantial
proportion of immigrant children.
No attempt was made at any sy ste matic sampling
of teachers. Since the object of this pilot survey
was simply to pool the experience of some of the
teachers of immigrant children, systematic sampling
techniques were considered unnecessary. No claim is
made here that the results of the pilot survey reflect the opinions of teachers "in general. The list
oft he tea c her s to be con t act e d vi a s com pi 1edt h r 0 ugh
a channel of formal and informal contacts, at the
school, teachers organizations, and the Institute of
8..1

Education, University of London. The letter was sent
by post. 56 of the 100 teachers contact e d replied.
Their replies are classified in table 4.3

I,

Dea r Sir,
The number of immigrant children in 8ritish
schools has increased r api dly during the l ast few
y ears. Some of these children hav e failed to set tle down at school and ha ve cau se d considerab l e
difficulti es while some have adjusted rapidly a nd
succe ssf ully , I hav e undertaken a study to dis cov er the patterns of adjustment of immigr ant
chi ., d r en. Sin c e you pas s e s s can sid e r a b -, e e x pe }' i e ne e a f d e a ·1 .j n 9 \·v-i t h the sec hi·' dr en, I a map pea ·1 ..
ing to you for help. I would be gratef ul if you
would pl ease send me a li s t of factors ( such as
int e llig ence, ab ility in s poken Engli s h a nd the
lik e ) , which in your opinion are conducive to
adjustment or maladjustment of th ese children.
The list may be as long or as short as you like.
Your co-operation would be very much
appreciated. A stamp e d-a ddressed envelope is
enclosed for your reply.
Yours fai thfully,

J. K. BHATNAGAR
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TABLE 4.3
ANALYSIS OF TEACHERS' REPLIES
ABOUT THE CORRELATES OF IMMIGRANT
CHILD RENS ' ADJUSTMENT
N

FACTOR:
Command over spoken English
Ski nCo " 0 u r
Sa cj all" e 1a t ion s \'I 'j t h wh"j t e chi 1 d r e n
Socia -ec onomic class
Achievement at school
Attitud e towards sc hool
' Length of r eside nce in Britain
Attit ud e towards integration
Extravers'j on
Degree of recogni zab ility as a
fore'j gner
Age of immigration to Britain
Intelligence
Attitude towards Authority
Fami 1y si ze
'Ch 'jp on the shoulder'
Interests
Fami ly re" a't'j onshi ps
Intention of returning hom e
Social relations of parents
Languag e normally spoken at home
Va cat "j a n a" asp ira t ion s
Parental attitude towards English
cul ture
Parental attitude towards Education
Hobbies
Religion
Presence of both parents
Nature of housing
Out of schoo'1 activities
District where the child lives
Whether parents are married

52
43
41
38
32

32
32
31
30
29
27
27
27
25
21
19
18
14
12
12
10
6
6

5
4

3
3
1
1
"'

The following paradigm was thus suggested.
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%
,-- - 92 .9
76.8
73.2
67.9
57 . 1
57.1
57 .1
55 . 4
53 . 6
5 1 .8

48.2
48.2
48.2
~,Ll, .6
37 . 5
33.9
32. '1
25.0
2" • 4
2" . 4
"'7 .9

10 .7
10.7
8.9
7.1
5.4
5.4
1 .8
1.8
1.8
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A line indicates an expected correlation.
Since the main purpose of the study is to investigate correlates of adjustment of immigrant children~
the intercorrelations between the variables have been
ignored for the purpose of the par~digm.
For the purpose of this investigation, 'adjustment' is being treated as the consequent variable
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while all others an antecedent variables. The
WOY'ds "fo\~ the purpose of this investigation" -in
the last sentence need stressing. Although the
teachers were obviously regarding 'adjustment '
as a consequent variable, social scientists are
aware of the extreme caution that must be exercised
before claiming to establish any causal connection
between two variables. Before i t could be claimed
that A causes 8, it would be essential to establish
that the occurrence of A is aZways followed by the
occurrence of B. The temporal sequence is of prime
importance. The antecedent variable must occur
prior in time to'the consequent variable. If this
study were to establish any causal connections, it
would be necessary to demonstrate that the change
in an antecedent variable is followed by a change
in the consequent variable, 'adjustment ' . A crosssectional study, like the present one, could at
best, discover the re1ationship between the main
variable under study, 'adjustment ' and various other
variables. Correlations do not establish causal
links. A significant positive correlation between
A and B, for example, simply means that if an individual scores high on variable A, he is also likely to
score high on B. It does not signify that either
A causes B or that B causes A. Causal links could
only be established through longitudinal studies.
Bearing the above qualification in mind, there
is no harm in treat-ing 'adjustment ' as a consequent
variable for the purpose of this study. Since the
main objective of the investigation is to find out how
j
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'adjustment' of immigrant children is related to the
various personality and environmental variable s, there
is no alternative but to tre at 'adjustment' as a
consequent variable for some computational purpo ses.
The obt a in e d correlations~ how eve r, would simply
show the relationship of 'adjustment' to other
variabl es und er study and not, what determines
'adjustm e nt' .
The parad igm outlined earlier could be tested
either t hrough stat istical or clinical techniqu es.
The former would have requir ed a survey e mploying
standardised measuri ng in str uments whil e the l at te r
a case hi stor y approach. Th e r e l a tiv e adv ant ages
and di sad vantages of the two met hod s of a naly s is
could be found in any standard t ex t - book of Social
Research a nd nee d not be di scussed here . How ever,
in an exploratory st udy lik e the pr e s ent one , there
are obviou s advantages in both methods of a nalysi s .
Statistical techniqu es woul d be useful in rigo ro us ly
te st ing hyp ot heses der ived fro m the parad igm b~t
case hi s tory met hod could be employ ed to gain fresh
insight s and to de ve lop new hy pot he ses about th e
problem which could later be tested by statistical
t ec hniqu es. Sinc e there were unequ al numb e rs of
subjects in each of the national group s tested, th e
int e ra ct ion effects of the antecedent var iabl es
could not be comput e d by employing an alysi s of
varianc e technique. It was hoped that the case
histories might show such int e raction effects. It
was, therefore decid e d to t est the par ad igm using
statistical tools of analysis and also to record
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the case histories of five most well-adjusted and
least well-adjusted West Indian and Cypriot children
each.
It may be claimed that any form of standardised
assessment technique is culture-biased and the results
obtained with one ethnic group are not comparable
with another. The findings of the study may be influenced
by the differential effects of the test situation upon
the performance of the different ethnic groups.
Although little research is available to throw light
on the subject~ the present investigation was done
on the assumption that the testing techniques will
not have any systematic effect upon the responses of
children of different cultural groups in English
schools. The matter is obviously important for
the validity of any results that may be obtained and
would be discussed again in chapter 7 when the
measuring instruments have been selected.
On the basis of the teachers ' survey, the pilot
work, the perusal of literature, and the paradigm,
the following variables were selected for the study
of their relationship with the 'adjustment' of
immigrant children. These could be regarded as
socia-cultural, cognitive, dispositional and background variables.
ABILITY AND ATTAINMENT
Academic achievement at school
Non-academic achievement at school
Fluency of spoken English
Intelligence test scores
Attainment in written English
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Vocabulary
SOCIAL RELATIONS
Social relations at school
Social relations at home
INTERESTS AND ATTITUDES
Interests
Attitude towards school
HOME BACKGROUND
Socia-economic class
Size of the family
Language normally spoken at home
Presence or absence of one or both parents
Nature of housing
Intention of returning to home country
Mother working
PERSONAL PARTICULARS
Age
Religion
Age at the time of emigration
Length of residence in the U.K.
Vocational aspirations
Vocational expectations
Out of school activities
Since considerable uncertainty exists about
the definition of some of the variables selected for
study here, it is proposed to enquire into the
psychological nature of the controversial variables
in the next two chapters so that the hypotheses to be
examined in this study could be formulated.
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CHAPTER 5
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NATURE OF
THE VARIABLES UNDER STUDY I:
ADJUSTMENT

Practically every text-book on Psychology uses
the phrase II we ll- a djusted personality", yet attempts
to define the term have been the exception rather
than the rule. The 1944 Education Act, for example,
-accepted 'maladjustment ' as a form of handicap
requiring special attention and treatment. Yet the
Ministry of Education rules define maladjusted pupils
as those who IIrequire special educational treatment
in order to effect their personal, social or educational readjustment
Defining'a maladjusted pupil
as the lone who requires readjustment ' is a circular
definition and hardly a satisfactory explanation.
In fact, it explains nothing. In view of the considerable uncertainty in the meanings assigned to
the term, perhaps it may be fruitful to look into
the origins of the term.
ll

•

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The term 'adjustment ' originated in Mechanics
implying 'harmonious arrangement l of the parts to the
whole and to each other in the sense of adjusting
the sparking plug or the spanner. During the late
nineteenth century, with the increased emphasis on
a mechanistic conception of life, the term was
borrowed by Biology. General acceptance of the
theory of evolution with its emphasis on the I sur vival of the fittest' encouraged many to argue that
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man1s superiority over other animals is solely due
to his greater capacity for adjustment to the environment. Extension of this principle to explain the
inter-racial differences was the next logical step.
r! n 1891 Mi va r t (1891 ) was wr i tin 9 - II 0 fall races of
men they are the mightiest and most noble who are,
or by self-adjustment can become, most fit for all
the new conditionsof existence in which by various
changes they may be placed
The term was adopted by psychologists from
biological literature. Herbert Spencer (1870) in his
PrincipZes of PsychoZogy proposed that IImental life
consists in con~inued adjustment of inner processes
to outer processes
Sully (1890) a contemporary
of Herbert Spencer, views adjustment in much the
same light. 1I~1ental development ll he says IImay be
viewed as a progressive adjustment of the individual
organism to its environment
It is only as such
adjustment is effected that the conditions of stable
life are realized
Wa t son use s I a djus tm e n t lin man y 0 f his wr i tin gs ,
almost entirely in relation to kinaesthetic motor responses
such as muscular adjustments while we walk, and
breathe. In his writings ladjustments l Iresponses l
and Ireaction l are employed almost interchangeably.
ll

•

ll

•

ll

•

ADJUSTMENT AS ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENT
Like biologists, psychologists, at first, viewed
ladjustment l in terms of passive attempts by the
individual to adapt himself to the environment. The
unique capacity of man for not just passively trying
to adapt himself to the environment, but actively
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changing the environment to suit himself, was almost
totally ignored. The point is ably raised by Briggs
and Hunt (1962). They argue that adjustment is not
merely passive adaptation to environment, it must
also include reshaping the environment to suit the
individual. It is, in fact, a b/o way process. The
individual engages in the active reordering of the
environment, the environment is reshaped, but in the
process the individual also undergoes modification.
Thus according to this view an adjusted immigrant
child will be the one who has not merely uncritically
accepted the limitations imposed by his new environment, but has also successfully engaged in the
process of reshaping his new environment to take
account of his abilities, interests and values.
Allport (1949) supports the above proposition.
"Adjustment must not be considered as merely r eactive
adaptation such as plants and animals are capable of.
The a djus tm e n t 0 f men con t a ins a g rea tam 0 un t 0 f
spontaneous, creative behaviour towards the environ ment. Adjustment to the physical world, as well as
to the imagined or the ideal world, both being factors
in 'behavioural environment' envolving mas tery as
vlell as passive adaptation".
'Adjustment' has also been regarded as the ability
to deal effectively with the physical and social
environment. In a study, the cooperative, happy
person who seemed to be dealing effectively with his
environment was counted well adjusted; the uncooperative, discontented, disorderly, estranged person
or one who seemed to be unable either to alter his
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environment or to adapt himself to it was counted
maladjusted (Kievet, 1965). Crow equates ladjustment l
with harmonious relation with the environment. IIAn
i n d i v i d ua 1 I sad jus tm e n tis a de qua t e, whole s 0 me 0 r
healthful to the extent that he has established a
harmonious relationship between himself and the
condition, situations and persons who comprise his
physical and social environment (Crow and Crow,
1956). Gould and William (1964) have also taken a
similar position. IIAdjustment denotes the process
whereby an organism, organ or individual entity
enters into a relationship of Iharmonyl or
lequilibriuml with its environment; and the condition of having attained such a relationship. The
antithesis, maladjustment denotes the absence of
such process and/or the inability to attain such a
condition
ll

ll

•

ADJUSTMENT AS A LIFE-LONG PROCESS
There seems to be a general agreement that
Itotal adjustment l is an ideal to strive for rather
than a goal to be attained. The process of adjustment goes on throughout life. Many writers
think of ladjustment l as the process through which
the organism strives to maintain the state of
homeostasis. Thus Tindall (1955) thinks of ladjustment l as a life long process operating at all levels
of Maslow1s hierarchy of needs. As soon as a need
arises, presumably through disturbance of the
homeostasis, the organism strives to adjust itself
through initiating behaviour which satisfies that need.
A lack of adjustment thus becomes essential to
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actiYity. Inactivity, on the other hand, would
indicate a period, however short, of complete
'adjustment ' . This point of view is open to objection on both the physiological and psychological
planes. Northrop (1948) argues that a living
organism could never achieve complete physiological
homeostasis. IIWhen a living system passes -----to a state of thermodynamical equilibrium, death
takes place ll (Northrop, 1948). On the psychological
level, the implication of Tindall's position appears
to be fallacious. If lack of activity is taken as
an indicator of 'adjustment ' , apathetic children
would score hig~ly on this variable when compared
with active children. Mental patients in hospitals
are hardly the most active people in the world~
It would seem that a certain lack of 'adjustment ' is
essential for the purpose of motivation but the
opposite is hardly true. Lack of motivation could
not be equated with udjustment.
The 1; fe-long process of I adj us tment I has been
well described by Samuel Butler (1932) in The Way of
all Flesh.
"All our lives long, everyday and every
hour, we are engaging in the process of accommodating
our changed and unchanged surroundings; living in
fact, is nothing else but this process of accommodation;
when we fail in it a little we are stupid, when we
fail flagrantly we are mad, when we suspend it temporarily we sleep, when we give up the attempt altogether we die". 'Adjustment ' , thus, is a process
which goes on throughout life.
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ADJUSTMENT IN NORMATIVE TERMS
'Adjustment ' has sometimes been seen in terms
of normal behaviour in the statistical sense. There
is always an implicit if not explicit standard often
vague, of what consti tutes 'normal adjustment'.
Statistical averages of behaviour or more qualitative
standards of social valuations have been used a.s the
norms of I adj ustment I . Such an approach has, wi th
some justification, received a sharp reprimand from
Jones (1942). He argues that if the concept of
statistically normal or average behaviour is equated
with 'adjustment ' , a highly misleading standard is
set up which has a most fallacious appearance of
scientific objectivity. Thus in a culture where
racial prejudice was an established norm, a person
holding liberal views would be classified as 'mal ad jus ted I , his mal ad jus tm en t s h0 I'd n g a h i g h po sit i ve
correlation with his tolerance. There is a considerable body of literature to show that this is absurd.
Allport has long been insisting that'adjustment '
of each individual is unique and could not be regarded
in normative terms. His famous de f inition of personality shows this point clearly . "Personality is the
dynamic organization within the individual of those
psycho - physical systems that determine the unique
ad jus tm en t to his en vir 0 nmen til. ( A11 po r t , 1949 ) .
Attempts to define 'adjustment ' in normative terms,
thus, appear to have been sterile and unsuccessful.
ADJUSTMENT AS CONFORMITY TO SOCIAL NORMS
Another way of looking at 'adjustment ' is through
acceptance or otherwise, of social norms . Thus where
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a child does not accept the social norms prevalant
at a particular time and place, he may be regarded
as 'maladjusted ' . Acceptance of social conventions,
therefore, \'Iould be of vital importance. "Adjustment
may thus be seen as a process of accommodating
individual idiosyncracies to these expectations,
difficult perhaps for some individuals with special
needs but relatively easy for most". (Tibble, 1959).
The deviation, however, must continue over a long
period of time and not be based on the observation
of individual action. "A child should be considered
'maladjusted ' only if his behaviour was difficult
or deviant more or less consistently over a considerable period of time; and that over-timidity and
withdrawn behaviour may as much be a symptom of
emotional disturbance as aggression and hostility"
( Pr i n g 1e and C1 iff 0 l~ d, 19 6 2 ). 111 a son (1 9 60) fin d s
adoption of social norms and gaining social acceptance
by themselves as insufficient criteria for 'adjustment ' . The individual must also feel happy. "A
successful person is one who lives and grows in such
a way that he is actively aware, relatively satisfied
and feels largely successful with his internal adjustment and as a result of this exhibits behaviour that
is generally approved by him and relatively accepta b 1e tot h e 0 u t sid e w0 r 1 d
~I a son, 19 6 0 ).
A
similar stand is taken by Boehm (1955) who considers
'adjustment ' as a "condition and level of social
functioning which is socially acceptable and personally satisfying". Jahoda (1961) places stress on
harmony l'Jith social environment. "Cultural patterns
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and the values and beliefs of an individual can, but
need not, coincide. Where they do not coincide, an
individual will experience a strain between his own
inclinations and what the culture of his group
requires. Where they do coincide, people will feel
at ease in their environment without the experience
of situational strains. When individuals manifest
this overall favourable reaction to a situation,
observers often remark that the man and the situation
seem to be made for each other. There seems to be
a natural fit
between some people and effective
culture pattern. Others are less well identified with
it, though their presence in the situation may be
as inevitable as that of the people at their ease:
the y don 0 t man i f est the fit II • Bur tan d H0 \II a r d (l 9 5 2 )
are also thinking in terms of environmental Ifitl
when they state "A maladjusted child may be defined
as one whose adjustment to the recurrent situations
of his everyday life are less adequate than might
reasonably be expected from a child of his mental
age, and whose conditions and circumstances therefore
require special study and treatmentl1. It is
important to note here that Jahoda is not suggesting
that mere conformity to the social norms would produce
ladjustment l . The Ifit l would be obtained only when
the inclinations of the individual coincide with
the demands of society. When conformity is the
natural consequence of the individual1s dispositions.

ADJUSTMENT AS FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY
Farnsworth (196l) has defined ladjustment l in
terms of freedom from anxiety. IIAdjustment l , according
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to him lIis a state of mind in Idhich one is able to
carryon his private life and his work without
crippling anxiety or other disabling manifestations
of emotional conflict --------- (it) entails freedom
with responsibility, flexibility, self-reliance and
A
a genuine concern for the common welfare
similar position is adopted by Combs (1949) who
states that lIa maladjusted personality is equivalent
to a threatened one. Conversely, a well-adjusted
personality seems to be one unthreatened by its
percepti ons I'.
The credit of linking 'adjustment' with perception, including self-perception, must go to Carl
Rogers. 1I\1hen all of the ways in which the individual
perceives himself - all perceptions of the qualities,
abilities, impulses, and attitudes of the person,
and all perceptions of himself in relation to others are accepted into an organized conscious concept of
the self, then his achievement is accompanied by
feelings of comfort and freedom from tension which
are experienced as psychological adjustment
(Rogers
19 4 7 ). Bar ron (1 9 5 5 ), h 0 Iv eve r, dis put est hat s elf a 1'/ are ne s sis e sse n t i a 1 for goo d 'a d jus tm en t '. He
seems to think that self-awareness, if anything is a
sign of 'maladjustment'. IIWe pay no attention to
ourselves when we are in the best of health. It
is when we are sick that the self comes to our
notice. A person just being himseZf is not consci 0 us. Self - con sci 0 usn e s s a r i s e s fro m mal fun c t ion 'I .
Mayman's idea of 'self-awareness' is similar
to the 'reality perception' of Rogers. IIAn intact
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sense of selfhood or self-determination indicates
a successful synthesis by the individual of all that
he has been and done, with all that he wants to be
and do, with all he should and is able to be and
do, without his disowning any major feelings,
impulses, capacities or goals i nth e i n te res t s 0 f
inner harmonyll (Mayman 1958). According to Snyder
and Com bs (1 9 49 ) I a djus tm e n t I is lIa dequa te to the
degree to which it is capable of accepting into
organisation any and all aspects of realityll.
Lecky (1945) has also argued in similar terms.
Lundberg et. al. (1952) emphasise the point that
while self-awareness is essential for adjustment the
'reality perception' must also include a valid
assessment of other people IS attitude towards us liTo
gauge correctly the attitude of others towards us,
and consequently the degree of objectivity towards
ourselves, is generally regarded as a mark of a
well-adjusted personality. Conversely, failure to
appraise with some accuracy the attitudes of others
towards us results in distorted notions of ourselves
which, when sufficiently aggravated, are a common
symptom of psychopathologyll.
PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL ACCOUNTS
Psycho-analytical schools of thought have also
dealt with 'adjustment ' at great length though the
term itself has rarely been employed. Thus Blatz's
'independent security' as a basis of 'a well-adjusted
personality', denotes the acceptance of the consequences
of one's actions. It is only when a person is welladjusted and mature, that he can begin to accept the
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consequences of his actions~ both good and bad.
Sullivan's 'non-parataxic inter-personal relations'
imply having clear ideas about other people. These
ideas must coincide with reality and must not be
coloured by past experience. In fact, the concept
appears to be very similar to the 'reality perception'
of Rogers. Adler's 'social feeling' means involvement
with mankind in general. Only when a personality is
'well-adjusted' can it strive to identify itself
with larger and larger groups. An extremely 'welladjusted' person~ according to Adler~ ~/ill cease to
strive for power as a compensation for inferiority
feelings. Feelings of adequacy lead to increased
identification with and love for others. Fromm's
'productive orientation' is achieved when a person
breaks away from feelings of loneliness, and joins
others in a loving productive way. When this is
attained, 'adjustment' results. Otto Rank's
'creativity' is acquired when a person accepts and
affirms his own individuality. The concept is similar
to the 'reality perception' but is not limited to
perception. The person must not be able to accept
his individuality, he must also assert it.
A MULTI-CRITERION APPROACH
Some authors argue that 'adjustment' must be
seen as a mUlti-dimensional concept and should be
assessed against a number of criteria. Some of these
cri teri a may well vary inversely wi th each other.
f~ e n n i ge r ~ for e x amp 1e, t hi n k s 0 f 'a d jus tm e nt' a san
ability to form relationships with other human beings
and adaptation to physical environment with maximum
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effectiveness and
happiness. IINot just efficiency,
or just contentment or the grace of obeying the rules
of the game cheerfully, it is all of these together.
It is the ability to maintain an even temper, an
alert intelligence, socially considerate behaviour,
and a happy dispositionll (~1enniger, 1945).
It would certainly seem that 'adjustment ' is
indeed a multi-dimensional concept and perhaps it
\r./ 0 u 1 d be w0 r t h \\1 hi 1 e to a p pro a c had jus till en t t h r 0 ugh
examining the characteristics of 'a well-adjusted '
person. Hilgard and Atkinson (1967) think that a
'well-adjusted' person would show
(a) Productivity and zest
(b) Ability to form affectionate relationships
(c) self-knowledge and self-acceptance
Whittaker (1966) feels that the essential
properties of a well-adjusted individual are
(a) self-knowledge
(b) self-esteem
( c ) ability to give and accept affection
satisfaction of bodily desires
( d)
(e) ability to be productive and happy; and
(f) absence of tension and hypersensitivity.
The definitions discussed above could be
classified into five groups~ those stressing the
importance of 'reality perception', 'dealing effectively with environment ' ~ 'absence of anxiety'
'socially acceptable behaviour' and 'personal satisfaction'. It appears that the five areas are not
mutually exclusive. Since there is considerable
overlap between the various factors emphasised by
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different psychologists, there is, in fact, more
agreement among them than may appear at first sight.
It is difficult to see how a person can be free from
anxiety unless he is socially accepted or personally
satisfied. A socially acceptable and happy person,
on the other hand, would generally be regarded as
one dealing effectively with his environment. There
again unless a person is able to view his environment ,
and himself, objectively, it would not be possible
to deal with it effectively. It would seem, there fore, that most writers have a more or less similar
stereotype of an 'adjusted' person but have laid
stress on diff~rent aspects of a host of similar
and possibly supplementary processes.
There is some empirical evidence to support this
point of view. Melman and Kaplan (1958) constructed
three tests to · reflect the self - actu a lization men
of Maslow, the autonomous men of Riesman and the more
usual approach of the MMPI, respectively. The
battery of tests was given to students at Kent State
University. A very high degree of correspondence
was found among the three tests. The same individual s
were shown as adjusted or maladjusted on all the
three tests.
Veroff, Felds and Gurin (1962) interviewed a
representative sample of the United States popul ation about their distress feelings in different
life areas, such as perception of the self, symptoms
of distress, adjustment in marriage, parenthood and
work. These indices were then intercorrelated and
factor analysed for men and women separately. Four
common factors emerged in both men and women.
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These were
Factor 1 - Psychological disturbance - (very
similar in description to 'anxiety'
as defined here.
Factor 2 - Unhappiness.
Factor 3 - Social inadequacy - (similar in
content to 'Social Acceptab'ility'
as defined here)
Factor 4 - Lack of identity - Heightened selfawareness and lack of self-acceptance.
Adjustment as a multi-dimensional concept appears
to offer the most fruitful approach to the present
problem. The study and measurement of adjustment
appears to be possible through assessing an individual
against a series of criteria which are positively
related to each other. Since adjustment is a life
long process, a goal to strive for rather than a
state to be achieved, it is useful to think of an
optimum rather than a maximum level of 'adjustment'.
At this stage i t may be worthwhile to offer a
vlorking definition of 'adjustment ' in an attempt to
extract something from all the theories and to relate
them explicitly to each other. It is postulated now
that a person may be caneel Ivlell-adjusted' if he is
able to deal effectively with his environment through
having an objective self-concept, is socially
accepted, is personally satisfied and is free from
anxiety.
It is p.ostulated~ thetefore that a \'lel1 adjusted
) \'1ould
petso l,a)
,
be soclally
acceptable
(b)
(c)

personally satisfied
have an objective self-concept; and

(d)

is free from anxiety.
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Discussion of the validity of the construct follows
for each dimension in turn.
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
Social acceptabilitymight be a criterion of
'adjustment'. Using 68 eighth grade students
Scandrette (1953) found that individuals with high
sociometric scores performed significantly better on
the California Test of Personality. It may well be
argued that many a genius was socially unacceptable
in the societies in which he lived. Could we brand
such people as 'maladjusted ' ? It must be mentioned
that 'adjustment-ma"ladjustment ' is looked upon as a
dimension. Anyone and (:,veryone is 'maladjusted '
(or adjusted) to a cey'tain degree. A person 'dho is
relatively unacceptable to his community would
certainly be regarded as maladjusted to that aspect
of life. The operative word here is community. A
person's community is the social group or groups
with which he generally interacts. Social acceptance
of a person would then be judged in terms of acceptance by his family, peer groups, work mates and the
1i ke .

Soc"ial acccptabil"ity at school is thus defined
as lithe degree of acceptance of the child by his
peers in situations involving voluntary social
interact"j on
As discussed in Chapter l, racial prejudice
appears a be a fairly common and widespread
phenomenon in England today, at least in areas with
a high immigrant population. Since children acquire
social attitudes from parents, peer groups and other
adult influences around them, it is hypothesised that
lIimmigrant children are less socially acceptable than
English children ll •
II.
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PERSONAL SATISFACTION
Personal satisfaction might be a necessary condition
for 'socio-personal adjustment ' , It is recognised
that complete personal satisfaction would not be
achieved by anyone and that some dissatisfaction is
e sse n t i a 1 for act i vi t Y, H0 \'1 eve r, a tan y 9 i ve 11
moment, one of the indicators of an individual's
'adjustment ' would surely be the amount of satisfaction he derives from his socia-personal
environment, his perception of himself and his
relationships with others. Personal sa"t"isfaction
would be gained only through self-acceptance,
acceptance of others and coming to terms with the"
circumstances over y,/h"ich one has little control.
Thus personal sat"isfact"ion is defined as lithe
degree of satisfaction an individual derives from
his perception of the self, his social environment
and his personal re"lationshipsll, Richardson (196"1)
found that satisfaction with life in the new country
was e sse n t; a 1 f 0 l~ the I ad jus till en t I 0 fBI" i tis h
immigrants in Austtal"ia. Taft (1961) found sim"ilat
results with Dutch immigrants in Australia. Campbell
and Ya r I' 0 ItJ (1 9 58) f 0 un d t hat II a djus t men tin the nevi
situation \v;11 be faci"'itated when personal attr"ibutes
and long standing aspects of the self-picture need
not be fully renounced denied or changed, but can
be put into the service of the new situation,
Functioning is impaired where prior positions must be
fully renounced or cannot be re-defined in ways that
are compatible v/ith situational values ll , Since many
aspects of the West Indian and Cypriot culture would
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not be looked upon favourably in England, the
immigrant child would need to alter his self-image,
value systems and social roles radically in an
attempt to adjust to his new environment. This is
a difficult task and many are likely to fail. The
new environment will possibly then be seen as
hostile and one in which the chances of success
for them are few. It is therefore, hypothesised
that "English childl~en are more personally satisfied
than immigrants ,"
OBJECTIVE SELF-CONCEPT
An 'adjusted ' individual perceives himself as
he really is. The 'objective self ' is defined here
as 'the self as perceived by others'. Thus the
difference between 'objective self ' and the Iperceived self ' becomes an indicator of the level of
'adjustment ' , Objectivity of the self-concept is
essential for dealing effectively with the
environment, both physical and social. Unless one
has self-knowledge, unless one is able to put oneself
in 'other peoples shoes ' and perceive oneself as one
is perceived by others, it is unlikely that one
would be able to command mastery over the social
environment. For example, if an individual
perceives himself as ugly and strong, but is not so
perceived by others around him, it is unlikely that
he would make appropriate responses in a situation
where these two characteristics are the focal point
of attention. The 'objectivity of self-concepti may
thus be defined as the degree of overlap between
the perceived self or the 'self as we see it' and the
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objective self or 'the self as others see it'.
Hickman (1959) divided a group of 185 American
college students into a vie 1 1 adjusted" and a "poorly
adjusted" group using MHPI and Harrov/er Multiple
choice Rorschach test. He found that the "welladjusted" group showed less discrepancies betv/een
the perceived self and the social self (the self
as others see it).
Since immigrant children have moved across
cultures, it is reasonable to expect that they will
be at a disadvantage in assessing the impression
they make on others. They may find it difficult
to pick and interpret the common behavioural
cues. It is therefore hypothesised that "English
children have a more objective self concept than
immigrant children".
II

FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY
Since the term 'anxiety' is rather ambiguous,
it is intended to examine the meaning attached to this
term by various authors in an attempt to arrive at a
satisfactory definition of this term.
Anxiety has many meanings. According to Cattell
(1957) the term has meant different things to
different minds. In these various interpretations,
clinical psychologists and learning theorists have
erected rather elaborate and ostentatious theories
about anxiety as a trait. Some consider anxiety
as the main source of human motivation, while others
see it as the chief disorganizer of motivation.
Some describe it as physiological disturbances of
the autonomic nervous system, as sources of the
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drive or energy that accounts for all problem
solving~ as instinctual~ as learned~ as a form of
behaviour~ as a reaction of the body~ as a conditioned instinctual drive~ as form of fear diluted by
remoteness and uncertainty of danger. Freud argued
that anxiety consisted of sexual drives 'transformed '
in the 'transference neurosis ' . Some have been
particularly critical of the concept of anxiety as
disorganised behaviour or as specific physiological
responses.
A psycho-analyst may prefer to define anxiety
depending on his theoretical framework as a symptom~
as a result, or as a signal of danger occurring as
a result of a repressed desire or unconscious wish
that is unacceptable to the ego or the super-ego~
seeking conscious expression or release from the
unconscious. Miller and Dollard (1941) speak of
anxiety as a secondary drive acquired as result of
the conditioned fear drive. They further explain
that maladjustive behaviour as well as some adjustive
behaviour patterns are learned and retained because
they serve to reduce anxiety. It appears, then for
drive-reduction theorists, anxiety is a concept to
account for such behaviour which results in the
reduction of the usual primary drive. Mowrer
(1950) who has used anxiety similarly to account
for all problem-solving behaviour, pointed out that
in his two-factor theory~ conditioned responses
learned on the basis of contiguity give rise to
anxiety when frustrated or blocked. New behaviour
patterns are then learned in order to reduce the
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anxiety. According to his view) conditioning is based
on contiguity and problem-solving reinforced by
reduction of anxiety.
Freud has in fact two opposing acc ounts of the
fundam enta l nature of anxiety. In 19 33, he put
forward the notion that frustrated libido was
transform ed into anx iety. He later r e jected this
view, a nd s ugge ste d inst ead that anxiety arises in
the ego as a signal to anticipated danger. During
the state of helplessnes s of the inf a nt from birth
onward s, his nervou s system i s too imm at ure to
enable him to deal with such stim uli as hunger pain
etc., so that the first anxious r eact ions are con. com ita 11 t wi t h the act ualp a i n f u 1 s ti III U 1 i. f3 ut a s
he g r 0 vi s 0 -, de r th -i s aut 0 In a tic res po n s e s om e h a \IV
becomes delayed a nd ins tead of being an imm ediate
reaction accompa nying response, it becomes a signalling device, und er the control of the ego ~ giving
warning that pai nful stimulation i s likely to occur
unless steps are taken to a void it. In the abse nce
of appropriate stim ul ation at the crucial period,
or where something has gone wrong with the individu a l's
maturation a l or l earn ing system, the signalling function
Illay not operate until relat-ively l ate -in th e child's
car ee r and immedi ate anxiety is experienced wherever
danger occurs. The defences agai nst this kind of
anxiety are usually maladaptive and beco me pathological symptoms.
There seems to be a general agreement about Freud's
second version of anxiety. Rosenzweig (1944) like wise considers that defences come into playas a
mea n s 0 f de ali n g \IJ i t h nee d f r us t rat ion and i tis
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only at this second-order level that anxiety can be
said to be functioning. Maier (1949) also makes a
similar point. According to him, anxiety is a
product of frustration and in this case anxiety is
Ifree floatingl and not goal directed. Maier,
however, seems to miss the point which Freud has
made in his second version that a theory based entirely
on frustration could not adequately explain why some,
but not other, stimuli in the environment are anxiety
provoking. If this Ifree-floating l anxiety is not
related to environmental stimuli, we are dealing
with some kind of psychotic state rather than with
normal or even neurotic anxiety.
Berg (1951, 1952) however, made an attempt to
reconcile Freud1s tvlO versions. Thus, IIAnxiety is
a state of tension that arises in an organism in
consequence of frustration of instinctual gratification and subsequently in anticipation of this.
It makes the interruption of the operation of the
pleasure principle and inauguration of the reality
principle (ego) ----- anxiety may be regarded as
basically an id-tension which can directly emerge
into consciousness and indirectly in a functional
somatic discharge ll • According to this view, the
development of anxiety is a form of learning.
Indeed Berg goes so far as to say that the
intellectual creativity of the Jews may well be
due to the heightened ego development as a result
of racial fear.
As regards the genetic origins of anxiety,
Freud (1948) states that anxiety has three
c h a r a c te r i s tic s :
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it is dependent upon u. previous trauma the prototype for all later anxious reaction being the birth trauma;
(b) it is determined by being related to
some object presumably in the immediate
situation;
(c) anxious reactions are biologically
expedient or rather, they were so in
man's original state.
In the present day society, flushes of adrenalin
through the system are more likely to produce
stomach ulcers than appropriate flight behaviour.
According to this view then, it appears that Freud
claims that all anxious reactions, when not strictly
biologically appropriate, are neurotic. The
distinction between normal and neurotic anxiety
appears to be only a statistical or quantitative one.
This view is regarded by many writers as highly
debateable. Mowrer (1950) in particular takes
Freud to task on this issue.
Some theorists consider anxiety as an exclusively undesirable and abnormal phenonmenon, others
as a frequently normal and useful one, or as both,
as in the distinction between normal and neurotic
anxiety shows. Anxiety may be relatively temporary
or permanent. There seems to be a general agreement
that anxiety is fairly wide spread in occurrence
in all societies. Many observers agree that it can
occur at all age levels. Adolescence is usually a
period of stormy maladjustment. Anxiety is high
during the adolescent period and declines as the
individual settles his problems of occupational
adjustment, marriage, and social interactions.
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Catten (1961) points out that there is a tendency
for anxiety to rise again somewhat in the middle
age, particularly in housewives. It may thus be
said that anxiety occurs in a larg e proportion of
individuals at any given age level. There are
many a nswers to the question as to what produces
anxiety . It is not always easy to discern th e
relationship between the vi ews of different writers.
Many accounts of anxiety re cognize that it is
deterrn"j ned more by economi c status and sod al accept a b"j 1 i t Y t han by d iff ere ne e s "j n fa mi "'y up b r "j n gin g 0 r
the i n fan t"j 1e 1'1e a n "j n 9 ~ t r a umae t c: ., abo u t \'1' h i c h
clinici a~s have woven fascinating t heories (C atte ll
and S c h e i e r, 1 9 6 "' ) . S 0 III e l~ ega nl con fl i c t, t h reo"t ,
repr ess ion somatic illne ss, unc e rt a inty, in suff ici e nt
education, isolation from the community and the lik e
as the s ources of anx "jety. An "impre ss "jon i s g"iven
that a nxiety i s an acquired phen omeno n or at least
that certain experiences a nd situations are precon d"j t ion s for "i t s dev e lop men t . Yet , the I' ea r e
also suggestions that constitut i onal factors a re
important.
Confusion also ari ses in conn ect ion with the
tend e ncy to consider anxiety as similar but pe rhaps
not id e ntical to variou s other concept s such as
insecur "jty, gui "' t, fear, ho stility, conflict,
neurot"icism etc.
~1 any \In"j t e r s h a ve con f use dan x i e t y \" i t h
neuroticism. Freud, for examp le, claimed that
anxiety is the "central problem of neurosis".
Eysenck (1957) considers "neuroticism as a unitary
1"11

trait in which manifest anxiety plays a significant role ll . Eysenck (1960) develops his point
further in a later pUblication. Anxiety is a
conditioned fear reaction which is particularly
characteristic of dysthymic neurotics, i.e. of
persons who are high on the factor of introversion
which is significantly correlated with conditionabi li ty. vJhereas neuroticism is an lIinherited
psycho - physical disposition, closely linked vlith
the ability of the autonomic nervous system, which
governs a person's emotional reactivity, and may
predispose him to the development of neurotic
disorders under su-itable cil~ cumstancesll. Anxiety,
according to Eysenck, therefore, is a mixed concept
being related both to neuroticism and to intro version.
According to ,the Hull i an theory, when there is
a conflict between primary drives and social training, then anxiety is aroused and it, by itself, may
become an important secondary drive which is believed
to play an important part in learning . If it is
too strong, however, it hinders learning. Taylor
and Spence point out that anxiety could be measured
as a personality trait by an inventory almost
simi lar in cont e nt wi th those used for measuring
neuroticism. Eysenck is very critical of this
approach but he is ready to accept that both
neuroticism and anxiety can act as a drive. His
followers (Lynn, 1959; Furneaux, 1962) interpret
neuroticism as one of the motivating forces behind
intellectual achievement.
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Cattell and Scheier (1961) on the other hand,
made a clear conceptual distinction between anxiety
and neuroticism. According to them, anxiety, is a
functionally unitary trait, with a host of identifying characteristics, from the totality of neurot icism. The most important theoretical difference
from the classical views, which often regard neuroticism simply as an anxiety expression, is in their
emphasis on anxiety's intrinsic freedom from pathology
and their insistence that anxiety factor scores can
be very high in normals for purely situational
reasons. High anxiety can exist with complete
absence of neurotici s m. They point out that
"anxiety in the broad range of everyday adjustments
of everyone is demonstrably very little correlated
with neuroticism, and over the normal per s onality
ranges the final association with neuroticism can be
slight".
In a series of investigations , Cattell and
Scheier have been able to show that neuroticism is
different from anxiety, in that both normal and
neurotics can scatter over a similar wide range of
anxiety. There is some tendency in general, for
neurotics to be more anxious but high anxiety does
not necessarily imply ne uroticism. High anxiety may
be either neuroticism or situational anxiety notably
anxiety to achieve. Low anxiety may be interpreted
either as good adjustment or as sheer lack of drive.
Scheier undertook to measure a great variety
of commonly accepted manifestations of anxiety,
together with behaviour theoretically expected to
1 13

be different notably stress response and various
dynamic drives such as sex, fear, assertion etc.
He found a clear single anxiety factor by factor
analysis. This factor was different from effort
s t res s res p0 n sea n d fl"o m ~v ell" k n 0 \II n d r i ve s . Sin ce
Eysenck (1963) appears to regard the main constituent
of neuroticism as an emotional sensitivity
VI hie h ma ke s 'j ts
p0 sse s s 0 r v u1n era b 1e tot hest re s s
of living , his neuroticism should correspond to
Cattell's second-order a nxiety factol~.
The me a nings attached to anxiety have bee n
man'jfold. But thete appears to be a gen era'i consensus
that anx i ety 'i s a majo r indep e lld en t factor in
virtu a lly every form of personality bre ak down but i s
a 1 s 0 f 0 un din the 'n 0 rill a lp e l~ so n a 'I 'j ty '. A1 tho ug II
a certain l e vel of anxiety is necess a ry for moti vat 'jonal purpo ses, a high degree of anxiety 'jnter feres with performance in sensory-motor, intellectual
and social fields. It would be worth remembe ring
t hat a d jus t me n tan d all 'j t s c r i t e r 'j a, inc 'I udin 9
anxiety, are being considered as haVing an optimum
rather than a maximum value. A high level of
anxiety is characteristic of mental patients,
neurotics and persons showing evidence of compulsive
behaviour. Anxiety can probably be adequately
con c e pt uali sed a s a f us 'j 0 n 0 f 10\'1 f ear \tJ i t h the
ant 'j c-j pat ion 0 f P0 s S 'j b 1e f ail u reo r pun 'j s h111 e n t .
Sometimes the source of the anxiety is not clear
to the individual. A well-adjusted person ,,/ould
have little anxiety even in situations he finds
repugnant or unbearable.
Bene (1961) found that "if people are exposed
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to considerable environmental stress~ they appear
to resemble neurotics in their emotional and
phantasy lives even if they do not resemble them
in their behaviour. ------- inability to adapt for
\./ hat eve r rea son ~ \'/ ill pro d u c e a n x i e t y
Sin c e
immigrant children are likely to be exposed to
considerably more environmental stress than English
children, 'it is hypothesised that "English children
are less anxious than immigrant children",
A 'y/ell adjusted ' person~ as conceptualised
above~ would need to be a paragon of virtue, but
it is emphasised that total and complete 'adjust ment is seen here as a goal to be aimed at rather
than a condi ti on to be achi eved, Every person yJoul d
lie somewhere on the 'adjustment-maladjustment '
continuum.
Since the definition proposed includes, "social
acceptance and "dealing effectively with environment"~ 'adjustment ' must necessarily be culture-·
linked. A person who could be regarded 'well-adjusted '
in say, the West Indies~ may well prove to be
'maladjusted ' to the English culture and social
situation. It is therefore hypothesised that
"Immigrant children are less 'well-adjusted ' than
English ch'ildren."
Since the validity of any measure of 'adjustment '
would be of crucial importance for this study~ it
is intended to examine briefly the procedure that
would be most appropriate for determin,ing validity
of the measure used in this study.
Cronbach and Meehl (1955) argue that there
1 15
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could be but only one type of validity, the
construct validity. The other types of validity face validity, content validity, predictive
validity, concurrent validity, and internal consistency - are all grist in the mill of the construct validity. They argue that the psychologist
is primarily interested in explaining and predictin;
human behaviour. This can only be done through
assuming certain intervening variables such as
lintelligence l , lanxietyl, Isociabilityl and the
like for which there is no satisfactory external
criterion. A psychological test is useful only
when it is based on an explicitly recognized and
well-defined theoretical construct. The psychologist should explicitly spell out his theory behind
the test and then examine all the implications that
flow from such theoretical framework. Empirical
examination of the implications should provide
the feedback which may result in modification and
reformulation of the construct. It is only through
this continuous feed-back that the psychologist
would be able to redefine his constructs and arrive
at a tentative theory of human behaviour.
Psychological testing would thus become a pure as
well as an applied science. The constructs would
be the basis of sound tests, and the test results
would help to reformulate and redefine the constructs. Such an approach is especially helpful
with disguised tests and projective techniques
where other methods of determining validity have
been found to be inappropriate.
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It is difficult to see how any form of validity

could be independent of the construct validity.
Face and content validity, for example, are meaningful only by reference to the theoretical construct
intended to be measured. The content or face
validity of a test of 'social acceptability' may
be examined only by a theoretical examination of
what is meant by the term 'social acceptability'.
Only when the construct of 'social acceptability'
has been defined and all its aspects discussed
could the test be examined to determine if it
measures all the relevant aspects of the construct
so defined. U~le s s it is clear what is meant by
'attainrne nt in ' English' or 'vocabulary' the content
or face validity of the test could not be determined.
Similarly, it appears that predictive, and
content validity a re also dependent on construct
validity. No prediction could be made and criterion
determined without l'eference to the construct
underlying the test. If the predictive validity
of an Intelligence test, for example, "is determined
employing academic achievement as the criterion,
an impl"j ci t assumpti on about the construct of
intelligence is made that it is the sole determinent
of academic performance. Predictive validity,
thus could only be determined by reference to the
construct validity, but is a useful tool for
examination and reformulation of theoretical
constructs. Suppose through some accident (of
the kind yet to happen in psychology) a test battery
was found to have an almost perfect correlation
I
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with performance on the criterion X. This would
have only a limited value. The battery would be
useful only for the purpose of predicting accurately
performance on the criterion X. and no more. Only
when the construct on which the test battery had
been based or could have been based, have been
examined~ their relationship with each other and
with the criterion postulated. that the prediction
about performance on other related criteria could
be predicted and tested. Good prediction could
only be made through a theoretical model of human
behavioul~.

The criticisms of predictive validity also
apply to concurrent validity. A test would be
use f u 1 not s 'j mply 'j f 'j t e mp'i r'j c (t 1 1y dis t'j n 9 ui S 1)(; S the
two groups but because an examinat"ion of the theor··
et"ical construct behind the test leads to a pl'ed i c t ion t hat the t VI 0 g r 0 ups \110 U 1 d cl iff e ron the
test performance and that such prediction is
empirically confirmed. Correlation with other
tests is of limited value. A high correlation
with other tests shows nothing more than that
the present test is an unnecessary and crude
duplication of an earlier test. A moderate correlation may show that the test is measuring similar
but not identical behaviour domain, that the
constructs measured by the two tests are similar
though not identical. Correlation I'/ith rat'ings
lead to a similar conclusion. A moderate correlation with rating shows thata test is measuring
the same behaviour domain as sampled by the ratings,
but probably more effectively. If a test shows
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high correlation with ratings, there is no point
in giving the test, ratings alone would do.
Int er nal con s isten cy of the test is sometimes
employed as evidence of it s va lidity . Factorial
a n a 1y s e sa n d cor I' e "' a t ion s 0 fin d i vi d ua"' i t ems I'J i t h
the tot a l sc ores are the mo st common proc e dure s
used. The intern al consistency method s simply
indi cate whether the test i s measuring a
uni dim e ns ion a l vari able . They do not tell what is
being me as ur ed. Int er nal con s i ste ncy met hod s
acquire meaning only thr ough refere nc e to constru ct
va l i d i ty . The y III a y bee mpl oy e d as t e c h n "j que s for
obtaining ev"idence abo ut construct va1id"ity.
The discussion so fa r l eads to a conclusion
th at construct va lidi ty is the only true meas ure
of t he va"'"i d"ity of a t es t. Ebe1 ("1961) objects
to the id ea on the grounds that a test s hould not
be conceived as measuring a pre -ex i s tin g person ality trai t rath er than an ope0ationally defined
con c e pt. He t h in ks t hat the va"' i d"j t Y 0 f a t est
should be look ed upon in a mu ch narro wer context.
Th e qu est.-ioll should not be Ill s this va lid for
mea su r i n g me c han i ca l apt i t ude?
but lsi t va l"j d
for pred "j c t -i ng the future performance of car
mech ani cs in a cert a"in town?1I Th e val "idity shou l d
be s ee n as limit e d and rel at iv e ly specific. Thi s
approach, it app ears, would l ea d into blind alleys.
vJh"ile it is recogn"jsed that the pred "jct "ive validity
of a test differs from situation to situation, this
recognitiioll alon e is not enough. Efforts must be
made to discover the factors which determine the
differences between the different situations. This
II
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could be done through formulating hypothetical
constructs which explain these differences and
testing the predictions in a variety of situations.
A teacher, for example, is not merely interested in
knowing the precise predictive validity of an
intelligence test for academic performance at
school, but also why the test gives different
predictions in different schools and why the
predictions in a given school are not perfect.
Evidence about the limitations of the test is just
as valuable as about its accurate prediction.
Psychology will advance only through such careful
synthesis of empirical evidence with theory. A
theory which attempts to explain not just what
happens to the majority but which also explains
the exceptions to the general rule is a good
theory. Why all under-achievers under-achieve?
Why all children from broken homes do not become
delinquent. A model of human behaviour based on
empirically tested psychological constructs would
perhaps in the far future supply the answers.
It has been argued so far that construct
validity is the most comprehensive and the 6nly
useful term for classifying test validity. This
is not to say that provided the construct is explicitly recognised, no empirical evidence need
be collected to show that the test is in fact
measuring what it is supposed to measure. A construct is a tentative hypothesis about an intervening variable. The test measuring the construct
is useful in so far as it enables an empirical
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examination of the relations of the construct with
other variables and observable events. The position
is put very clearly by Vernon (1964). IIWe can
follow the construct validity approach provided we
realize the need always to return ultimately to
external data of some kind. A valid test must give
meaningful results; that is, it must link up with
various kinds of observable behaviour which have been
predicted from the construct. Thus intelligence
tests are acceptable, not merely because they conform to a factorial model (useful as this is), but
because they do correlate with educational and
other kinds of achievements and with observers' judgements, in a logica'l wayll.
The construct of adjustment as defined here
predicts a moderate but not high correlation
between 'Social Acceptability' 'Personal Satisfa c t ion " '0 b j e c t i vi ty 0 f the s elf - con c e p t' and
'Freedom from anxiety'. If the test designed to
measure 'adjustment' does, in fact, show such correlations between the sub-test scores, it would be
considered as a useful evidence in favour of the
construct validity of the test. Additional data
in the form of correlations with observer ratings,
and observable behaviour predicted by the construct,
would also be very useful evidence.
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CHAPTER 6
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NATURE OF THE
VARIABLES UNDER STUDY II:
OTHER VARIABLES

This chapter examines the nature of variables that are being studied for their relationship with 'adjustment'.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Of the variables under consideration in this
chapter, academic achievement is perhaps the
easiest and the least controversial. Drever (1964)
defines achievement as "performance in a standardised series of tests usually educational". English
and English (1959) define academic or scholastic
achievement as lithe ability to perform at school
tasks".
In the present study, academic achievement was
taken to mean the testeels performance at school in
all his 'academic subjects'. By 'academic subject'
is meant any subject which is normally assessed by
means of written examinations. Thus Religious
Education, Mathematics, Science, Geography, and
History were included as 'academic subjects' but
Physical Education, Metalwork, and Art were not.
English was not included in the list of 'academic
subjects' here because it was studied as a separate
variable.
NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Success and recognition at tasks at school
which were not academic in nature were included in
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this heading. This included success in sports,
games, swimming and boxing.
INTELLIGENCE
With the exception of personality, the nature of
intelligence has perhaps provoked the largest amount
of discussion and controversy amongst psychologists.
Several books have been published (Thurstone, 1926;
Spea rm an, 1923; Kn i g h t, ., 943; Hun t, 1961) and a
number of symposia have been organised (Brit. J.
Psychol, 1910; J. educa. Psychol., 1921; Intel"n.
Congress of Psycho1., 1923) yet the field remains
controversial as ever. IIInte11igence ·is a \'Jord with
so many meanings that finally it has none (Spearman,
1927). Typical of those symposia VJas the one
organised by the Journal of Educational Psychology
in 1921 where 13 prominent psychologists put forward
13 different views about the nature of'intelligence'.
There have been suggestions, however, that these
differences may have been partly due to ambiguous
questions posed by the Editor or through the lack
of a general agreement about what constitutes a
definition (Burt, 1955, ~~iles, 1957). Vernon (1960)
after a thorough review of the various approaches
to the study of 'intelligence' feels that since the
war there has been some reapprochement between the
various conflicting views.
The biological approach to the study of
'intelligence' is the natural extension of the
theories of evolution into the realm of hUman
behaviour. Such definitions have equated
intelligent behaviour with adaptation to the
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environment and capacity to benefit by previous
experience. While the biological approa ch is
successful in explaining the differences between
intelligence of various species, it seems to be
an inadequate basis of expla nation of the hum an
intellect. The approach I'lould lead to a prediction
the most intelligent people would be extremely
Ivi ell - a d jus ted Ito the ire n vir 0 nmen t, apr 0 p 0 sit ion
which is known to be false.
IAdjustment l among
human beings seems to be primarily a function of
emotional rather than intellectual factors.
The psychological definitions of lint ell "jgence l
have been concerned with human cognitive functions
rather than evolution. These definitions have
generally been arrived at through comparison of what
is generally regarded as lintel"iigent l with Inot so-intelligent l behaviour. (The vJord lunint elligent l
has been deliberately a voided here as it would be
a 1m0 s tim po s sib 1e to say Iv hat i s I un i n tel 1'j 9en t I
behaviour). Thus Spearman explained the general
fa c tor 0 f lin tell i ge n c e lor I g I as the e d u c t'j 0 n
of relations and correlates ll . Knight (19 43 ) feels
that simp le eduction of relations and correlates
is insufficient. It should be goal - directed. He
t hi n ks 0 f lin tell i gen c e I a slit he cap a city 0 f
relational constructive thinking directed to the
attainment of some end ll . It appears that the above
definition is the implicit assumption behind all
intelligence testing.
Some writers have stressed the role of
application of acquired knowledge in problem
II
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solving as the criterion of 'intelligent behaviour ' .
Thus Anstey (1966) thinks of 'intelligence ' as
"capacity to utili ze past experience to solve new
problems. Ryle (1949) is also stressing utilization of knov.J1edge when he states that lito be
intelligent is not merely to satisfy criteria but
to apply them; to regulate one's action and not
mere'ly be regulated". Since relational thinking
could only be based on past experience~ 'capacity
to utili ze past experience to solve new prob1em s '
and ' re l a tiona1 thinking dir ected towards the
atta'inment of some end ' acquire very s'imi lar me an ing,
Burt (1955) i s of t he opinion that the pur pose
would be bett e r served if the definition of
'intel1ig ence ' was left broad a nd vague, He defjn es
'intell 'i gence ' as "innate general cognit"ive abilityll,
The concept"ion of 'inte11igenc e ' as inn ate has come
under serious criticism (Hun t, 1961) \r.J hi1e \'I orks of
Piaget (1947) and Hebb (1958) have shown the
intimate connection between the development of
'·intel·ligence.'
and early percept ual and emotional
.,
experience, " . These have emphasised the need tb take
notice of the distin ctio n drawn by Hebb (1949)
and Vernon (1955) between intelligences A, Band C.
Attempts have been made to defin~ 'intelligence '
in terms of intelligence test scores. "Intelligence
is what intelligence tests measure", Apart from
the apparent circularity of this approach the
various intelligence tests do not appear to be
measuring the same variable. Working with test
scores Spearman put forward the idea of 'a general
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factor of intellectual abi"j°ityl. The existence
of this general factor or Igl as Spearman named
it, was denied by Thurstone (1938), Thomson (19 56 )
and oth e rs. Using improv ed factor analytical
t e c hn i q ues Gu i 1 for d (1 9 6 6) has put for \'1a I~ dam 0 de 0'
of the structure of °i ntell ect whoich ha s 120
ind epe nd ent factors. He claims to hav e discovered
80 factor s a nd i s hopeful about the others. This
multiplic at ion of the factors has been criti ci zed
by Vernon (1965) on the grounds that the stat isti ca l
met hod e III p loy e d 1e a ve so pe 11 the p0 s s oj b oj 1 °i t Y 0 fan
infinite s ub - division of factors, that further
such divi s ion add s neither to the theoretical understanding of intellectual functions nor incre ases
prognastic capacity of succ ess at int el le ct ua l tasks.
McNemar (1 964 ) has ce nsured Guilford for ignorin g
the consiste ncy of po s itiv e corre l ation betw ee n
Byom oj t t i 11 g t hi s c e 11 t r a 1
d oj f fer e n t f act 0 r s .
fe at ure of the scene Guilford ha s truly cut the
Dan e from his production of Ham l et. If this i s
really th e best model (1965 sty le) which psychology
can off er of intellig e n ce and int e ll ect, then the
time seems to have come to retrace our steps;
something has gone very wrong inde ed : "(Ey senck,
1967).
The un ojversalojty of po s itive correlations
between an tests of cognitive ability has led to
a much wider acceptance of two factor theory with
a general factor, several group factors and
specific factors. Until recently the general ability
factor or 19 1 has genera.lly been treated as a single
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factor Cattell (1963) suggests that this general
ability factor is composed of not one but two
factors, the fluid and the crystallised general
ability. These tvlo factors have positive
loadings with most of the general ability primaries but have zero loadings outside the
intelligence field. Crystallised ability appears
to be related to abilities which require previous
1ear n i n g Iv h i 1e flu ida b 'j 1 i t y con t r 'j but e s m0 rei n
tests requiring adaptation to strange situations
and novel techniques. In a recent paper, Catten
has put h'js position clearly. "- - -- TI'/O broad
factors are distinguishable by one, called
crystallised intell 'igence, gc~ 'Ioad'jng most heavily
the cultur a lly acquir ed judgme nt skills, while the
o the r ~ calle d the flu 'j dab 'j 1 i ty, g f ' i s fa un d loa d ,.
ing insightful performances in individual dif fer e n c e s 'j n 1ear n 'j n 9 e x per i e n c e p 1a y 1itt 1epa r t
(Cattell, 1967).
Cattell has produced convincing evidence to
sup p 0 r t h 'j s the 0 r y 0 f tvl 0 ge n e l~ a 1 fa c tor s . The
theory could be regarded as a major breakthrough
in the fie'ld of cross '-cultural 'intelligence testing. For the first time a theory has been able to
put culture dependence of intelligence tests in a
theoretical framework , at the same time explaining
why intelligence tests have some prognostic value even
in the culture for which they were not intended.
An immigrant child who scored high on his
home-culture oriented test is also likely to
score high on an alien culture - related test, when
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compared with children of his own culture group.
He is, however, not likely to score as high on the
alien culture-related test as his alien counterpart. This, according to Cattell's theory, is due
to the fact that for an immigrant child a traditional
intelligence test is only measuring gf while for a
local child it is measuring both gf and gc'
INTEREST
The nature of 'interest ' has been under consideration by psychologists for a long time. During
the days of introspective psychology it was one of
the major fields of study. The discussions were
generally based on subjective experience and
'interest ' was held to be closely related to
feeling. The various meanings attached to the
term at various points of time have been discussed in
detail by 8erlyne (1949).
Some authors have gone to the extent of studying
personality entirely in terms of 'interest ' , Dubbs
(1943) ~'lrites liThe personality itself may be defined
as a set of dominant and subordinate interests and
associated mechanisms that motivate a particular
or g ani s mil. t,1 ur p hY (1 9 4 7) tho ugh r e 1 u c tan t t 0 de fin e
personality solely in terms of 'interests', neve)~
theless feels that they playa major role in personalityorganisation. "Interests also behave like
dominant conditioning. Data on the continuity of
interest, which show a rather high degree of instability during the second decades of life, indicate that
in young adults this set of symbols has taken on
(within ordinary rather than constant environment)
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almost the fixity - even the rigidity - of the
fundamental language habits themselves".
He continues "Interests - in work~ 'in hobbies,
in games~ in books, are overlearned responses in
this sense, and they stick, consequently they play
a huge role in personality consolidation".
Fryer (1931) has distinguished between subjective and objective 'interest ' , He defines
'subjective interest ' as concomitant feeling when
, a person is engaged with the object of his interest
while the 'objective interest ' is the activity
itself. In other words, they are the affective
and cona t ive aspects of interest.
'Subjective
interest ' could be tapped through self- ratings
or reports ~Jhile 'objective interest ' could be
measured through observation or record. It is
difficult to imagine~ however , that affective and
con a t i ve asp e c t s 0 fin t ere s t c 0 u1 d e x 'j s t wi tho ut
the corresponding cognitive side. In order to be
interested in politics one needs to und e rstand its
nature and function.
A person is unlikely to
be interested in mathematics if he does not under stand the first thing about it. This understanding
need not be precise, accurate or objective, but
the individual must have some cognitive map, how ever imprecise or inaccurate, of the object of
his 'interest ' before he has any feeling towards
it or str 'ives to do anything about it.
Fryer (1931) while discussing developments
in the measurement of interests has distinguished
between 'interest ' and 'emotion ' which he considers to be the driving force behind behaviour.
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liThe measurement of interests, however, is making
new distinctions. During the last ten years of
research subjective interest s have come to be
regarded as complex configuration of feeling
experience , and the driving force of the exper ience is no longer considered to be a part of the
interest factor being measured. The motivation
factor in e x perience is considered separately.
The criterion of interest is thought of as the
feeling".
Strong (1955) has reviewed the various mean ings att a ch e d to the concept of 'interest ' and ha s
attempt ed to distinguish it from other similar con cepts such as 'achi e vement ' , 'ability', 'attitu de ' ,
I h a bit I , Id e s ir e I , IvI ant I, I fe e 1 i n g I and the 1 ik e .
He cam e t o the conclusion th at the term 'inter es t '
ha s no s e pa r at e ps yc hological e ntity of its own but
merely r e pr e s e nts the area in which the various
aspects of hu ma n be haviour overlap.
Guilford (1959) def"ines 'interest ' in term s
of 'att e ntion ' . According to him lIan inter e st may
bed e fin e d a s an i n d i v i d ua 1 I S ge n era 1 i se d be h a v i 0 U )'
tend e ncy to be attracted to certain class of act ivities
A more compl"ehensive definition which in
addition to stressing the role of 'attention ' ,
also brings into focus , th~ close connection between
'interest ' and 'attitude ' is offered by Murphy (1947).
He thinks of 'interest ' as lithe attitude v-Jith \\Ihich
one attends to anything; the feeling accompanying
attention. Especially in the plural interests are
dispositions defined in terms of objects which one
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easily and freely attends to or which one regards as
making a difference to onese1f".
Seen in this light both "attitude" and "interest"
represent the same psycho1 ogi ca 1 process. "Whereas
'interests ' are classified according to the class of
the object to which a person has a n attitude, 'attitudes '
are cl ass ified according to the type of response".
(Bhatnagar, 1964). McIver (1937) has argued the
point convincingly in his Text Book of socioZogy.
Eysenck (1960) feels that 'int erests ' a re pos itive 'attitudes ' . He states "Int erests are att"itudes
having positive valences, or, to put it rather mor e
s imp 1y in t ere s t s a r e a t tit udes he 1 d \'1i t h r es pe c t t 0
object s or classes of objects towards which we feel a
certain att raction" . Thus according to Eysenck
'inter est ' in an object) institution or category of
people is identic a l with a positiv e 'attitud e ' towards
them. A closer examination teve a l s this argument to
be f a l"lacious. The Pl'esident of t he United States,
for example, may ha ve a keen 'in terest ' in the poli tical developm ents in the Kremlin but it does not
f 0 1 1 0 \'/ t hat h e has a f a V 0 U r a b 1e a t tit L! del tow a r d s
those deve"lopments. Fergu so n et. a1. (1941) ate of
the opinion that one may be inter ested in the things
one likes as well as in things one dislikes. Smythe
(1946) accepts that 'interest ' could be accompanied
by positive or negative feelings. He defines 'interest'
in school subjects as "an atti tude of acceptance of,
indifference to , or rejection of statements expressing liking or disliking for any subject".
Sandall (1960), on the other hand, draws a clear
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distinction between 'attitude' and 'interest'. "An
interest" he declares "is a generalized, long standing tendency to be attracted to a particular class
of activities. "An attitude" is a liking or aversion
in respect of a class of social or political activi ties, or in respect of types of activities, persons,
institutions, or concepts. The feelings involved in
acceptance - rej~ction and the like - dislike of such
classes is prominent in 'attitudes', whereas in case
of 'interests' the cognitive element is more notice a b 1e: the rei s 0 f ten cur -j 0 s oj t y and a des ire for -j n formation concerning the objects or other stimuli".
This clear cut distinction appears to be unwarranted since both 'attitude' and '-interest' have
cognitive, conative as well as affective elements.
Vernon (1954) holds the view that "Interests are very
much the same as attitudes though their definition
is also a matter of controversy. Their subject matter
is usually more concrete". The fact that' atti tUde'
and 'interest' have similar meanings can be fu~ther
demonstrated by the fact that instruments for measuring 'interests' and 'attitudes' have employed very
s i III i 1art e c h n -j que s . Af te r a t h 0 r 0 ugh sur ve y 0 f the
current '-jnterest' and 'attitude' tests, Anastasi
(1961) obs er ved "Although certain tests are specifically directed towards the measurem e nt of one or
other of these variables, the a vailable instruments
cannot be rigidly classified according to such discre te categories as interests, attitudes, values and
the like". It would thus appear that I'll1ile a
distinction between 'attitude' and 'interest' could
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mad e oj f 'i n tel' est' r e 1ate s t 0 con c ret e 0 b j e c t s ,
such differentiation could be upheld if the object
'interest' has a much wider degree of gener a lity
is abstract in nature.
Fleming (1960) provides a useful frame of refere n c e for the stu dy 0 f 'g e ne t ali sed ojn t ere s t s' i n
Cotswold Personality Inventory. She divided 'interest'
into three general areas , interest in people, interest
in idea s and interest in things. It is possible that
specific interest may be related to 'adjustment', but
it appe ared fl'uitful to study the relationship between
the dominant interest in things, people or ideas, and
I adj ustment' .
ATTITUDES
Social scientists have probably devoted more time
and energy to the discussion of the nature of 'attitude s '
than to any other topic. At present , one of the most
pressing problems facing humanity isthe mechanism
governing the change of 'attitudes'. While in some
countries the greatest social pl'oblem is I'acial,
ethnic, and religious prejudice, in othel's, i t is
unfavour a ble attitudes towards introduction of
technology (especially in agriculture), bil'th contl'ol
and the like which need to be changed. We would be
in a better position to ma nipulate the change in
this aspect of human behaviour if we understood its
nature. Commenting on the importance of the st udy of
'att oj tudes' Sherif and Sherif (1956) state liThe
problem of social attitudes whether treated under
this or some other heading is of central concern in
social psychology. During the last 40 years, much
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more has been published on various aspects of this
problem than on any other topic, both by psychologists
and by sociologists. Some authors have gone so far
as to equate social psychology with the study of
soc i a 1 a t tit udes
Des pi te the vas t 1 i te rat ureo n
this subj e ct, there is no generally agreed definition of the term ' attitude ' , not an unusual state of
affairs in psychology! Nelson (19 39) has discussed
twenty three diff e rent meanings assigned to the
term. According to Strauss (1 945 ) lithe conc e pt
(of attitude) desp ite its key positojon is marked by
cons i derable confusion " . Some have even suggested tha t
Ive 0 ugh t to a ban don the t e rm a 1 tog e t he r .
The
demis e of attitude in the far futur e will be a hap py
day for soc i a °1 sci e n c e, s oj nee t hat eve n t will s oj 9 n i f Y
the emergence of a more integrated and scientific
system of social be haviour" (D oob , °19 47 ) .
Th e definitions put forward by diff6rent a uthor s
may be classified under five heads.
II.

II

'A TTITUDE I1~ TERMS OF OPINION
Eys en ck (1 960a) describes attitudes as a collection of s imil ar and clo se ly interrelated opinions.
Ac cor din 9 t 0 him 1'1 hen ani n doj v i d ua 1 h old s con c ul~ rently a large number of ----- opinions on the same
issue which in combination define his attitude towards
t hat iss ue". A s 0 me vI hat s i mil a r p 0 sit ion VI ash e 1 d bY
Thurstone and Chave (19 29 ) in the now famous book The
Measupement of Attitude .
This assumption can be
observed behind nearly all attempts to measure
at t i tude through at t i tude s cal e s .
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2.

'ATTITUDE ' AND THE LEARNING THEORIES
At t e mp t s h a ve bee n mad e to I' e 1ate a t tit udel
to various concepts derived from the theories of
learning. Doob (1947) defines 'attitude ' as "an
implicit response which is both anticipatory and
mediating reference to patterns of overt respons es
and which is evoked by a variety of stimulus patterns
as a result of previous learning or gradients of
generali zat ion and discrimination which is it se lf
cue and drive producing and which is considered
soc i all y s i gn i f i can tin the ; n d i vi d u a 1 ISS 0 c i e ty
These attempts to describe 'att itudes in terms
of learnin g theo~ies appear to be prem at ure . At
present ) learning theories are at pa in s to expl ain
the relatively simple behaviour of a nim als and have
not reach e d a stage of development whereby they can
provide a model for the explanation of hum a n behav iour. This stage will one day, no doubt, be reached,
but that day is probably stin far avJay.
Que ener (194 9 ) also relates 'atti tudes to
learning. However , he refer s only to those aspects
of learning theory which are generally accepted and
thus avoids the controversies in the fi e ld of le arning theory. Attitude , according to him, is "(a) a
positive imitation of prestige persons and groups (b)
a negative imitation of non -p restige persons or
groups and (c) a form of aggression against frustra ting persons or groups".
I
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3.

'ATTITUDES ' AS EMOTIONAL CONCOMITANTS OF PSYCHOLO GICAL OBJECTS
In his later works Thurstone (1946) has defined
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'attitude' solely in terms of affect. He defines
'attitude' as li the intensity of posit-jve or negative
affect for or against a psychological object". By
psychological object is meant "any symbol, person,
phrase, slogan or idea towards which people can
di ffer as regards posi ti ve or nega t-i ve affect".
Ed 1" a r d s (1 95 7 a) fin d s t his de fin i t ion qui tea c c e pt able and goes on to show that it forms the basis of
most attitude tests. This definition, however,
ignores the cognitive or conative aspects of attitudes.
A d us tm an, for e x amp 1e, may ass 0 cia t e po sit i ve 0 r
neg a t i ve a f f e c t 1'/ i t h his c 0 un c i 1 's 'r e f use - colle c t ion
regulations', he may even associat e positive or
neg a t -j ve a f f e c t \-, i t hap 0 -, i t -j cal par t y, but he can not
be sClid to have an 'attitude' toward s , say, high e r
mathemat -ics , bec a use he does not understand the first
thing about it. Be fore he c a n have an attitude towards
higher ma thematics he must understand what it is all
about, and ho~" it affects his life. An 'att -itude',
therefore, must al s o have a cognitive part before it
develops its affective content.
More over, 'attitudes' are dyn amic organi zations.
They do not merely produce affect but also have
motivational qualities. They motivate the individual
to seek or avoid the stimulus. Thus 'attitudes' have
cognitive, conative as well as affective qualities.
V-iewed in this way ' attitUde ' is a multi dimensional concept. Fishbein (1965) is of the opinion
that the affective aspect or 'attitUde' .should be
distinguished from the cognitive component or 'belief'.
A 'beZief in ' an object refers to the belief in the
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existence of that object while a 'b elief about'
the object refers to the belief about the nature of
that object. One may have a ' belief in' God or the
fairy god - mother, but one has ' belief about ' the
laziness of the Negro. An 'attitud e ' mereiy indicates
one's position on the like-dislike continuum. Kl"ech
and Crutchfield (1948) think that one could have 'belief
about ' objects as long as one is neutral towards them.
But once one acquires affect towards the object,
the 'bel'jef' becomes a component of the 'attitu de '
tOI'Jards that object. "attitud es ' are 'belie fs ' with
a f f e c t 1,'1 h i 'I e bel i e f s are n e u t r a 1. Kat zan d Stot 1and
(1959) hold a similar view that a 'belief' is not an
' attitude ' unless accompanied by affect.
The three components of ' att i tud e ' appear to be
so closely interrelated that any attempt to isolate
them vloulddestlAoy t he val'jdity of the concept of
'attitud e'. A rigid distinction between 'attitud e '
and 'b e 1 'j e f 'j sun \II a r ran ted and un he 1 pf u 'I .
I

I

I

4.

'ATTITUDES' AS CONSISTENCY OF RESPONSE
Some psychologists hav e tried to describe
'attitud es' as latent factors responsible for consis tent social behaviour. According to Campbell (1950)
"a social attitude is (or is evidenced by) cOI1S'jS ten cyin res p0 n set a soc i a lob j e c t s
This de f 'j n i tion is rather vague . It does not throw any light
on the nature of 'attitud e ' itself. A consistent
response may show an 'attitude' but do we know what
this 'attitude' exactly is? What are its characteristics? Is it enduring or changeable? Is it acquired
or inherited? It is rather surprising that Sherif
II •
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and Sherif (1956) in their otherwise brilliant work
find Campbell's definition acceptable.
5.

ATTITUDES AS READINESS TO MAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS
Attempts to describe 'attitudes' in terms of
mental, neural and muscular sets or adjustments have
been popular. Thus according to Cantril (1935) an
'attitude' is a "more or less permanently enduring
state of readiness of mental organization which predisposes an individual to react in a characteristic
way to any object or situation with which it is
related", [~urphy (1947) defines 'attitudes' as
"readiness to act in one VJay rather than another".
He, however, goes on to say that careful analysis
seems to show that "it cons"ists at least in parts
of partial and f"iner symbolic acts".
'Attitude')
according to Guilford (1959) "is a "disposition a
person has to favour or not to favour a type of
soc i a lob j e c tor soc i a 1 act ion
An "j n d"j vi d II a"1 s
a t tit ude t 0 vJ a r d s s 0 met h i n 9 say s Ne VJ com b (1 9 5 2) i s
his predisposition to perforl11~ perceive, think. and
feel "in relation to it",
'I.
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I ATTl TUDEI ASAC 01\1 PRE HEN S I VEe 0 NCEPT
All the definitions discussed above have tried
to emphasise one aspect of 'attitude ' at the cost of
others. More comprehensive definitions covering
several aspects have been given by Nelson (1939) and
Allport (1935).
After discussing numerous definitions of
'attitude', Nelson (1939) defines 'attitude ' as "a
felt disposition arising from the integration of
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experience and innate tendencies with disposition
which modifies in a general way the responses to
psychological objects". Allport (1935) has given a
very comprehensive definition which has found wide
acceptance. He thinks of 'attitudes ' as a "mental
and neural state of readiness organized through
experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the ind"ividual's response to all objects
and s -j t ua t ion s \" i t h \'1 h i chi tis r e 1ate d" .
The definitions discussed above by no means
exhaust the vast literature on the subject. Only a
few representative examples have been picked here.
It would perhaps be a futile task to put forward a
definition of such a complex process. It does seem,
however, that the following features are common to
all definitions and may be regarded as 'generally acceptable ' properties of attitudes.
(a) 'Attitude ' is an intervening variable.
(b) Attitudes are learnt.
(c) Attitudes are more or less enduring but
are amenable to change.
(d) Attitudes have a reference point.
(e) Attitudes have a cognitive, affective as
well as a conative aspect.
(f) The referents of 'attitude ' have varying
degrees of generalizations.
Social attitudes are extremely important aspects
of an individual's personality and it is "likely that
several social attitudes are related to 'adjustment '
of immigrant children. The teachers claimed, however,
that 'attitude towards school is significantly
rel ated to I adjustment I of immi grant chi 1 dren. It
I
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is also an area where the home culture stands in
startling contrast with the host culture.
In the developing countries, possession of
a School Leaving Certificate could mean a tremendous
boost to one1s financial and social prospects.
Attainment at school is usually looked upon as the
route to success and consequently attitude towards
school is almost invariably favourable. It is
unlikely that the West Indies and Cyprus are the
exceptions to this general pattern. In Britain, on
the other hand, the school, especially the secondary
modern school, is looked upon, by many children, as
the place they are forced to attend, that it is
irrelevant to their future life and aspirations,
and that it is generally a nuisance to have to attend
school. This is evident from the large proportion of
children that leave secondary modern schools at the
earliest possible opportunity. Immigrant children
are likely to acquire two opposing sets of attitudes.
The home culture influences, mainly through the
parents and immigrant community, would lead them to
adopt a positive attitude, while the host culture
influences, mainly through their English peers, would
push them towards acquiring a negative attitude towards school. This would result in an increase in
cognitive dissonance and hence an increase in anxiety
among immigrant children.
There is another way in which the school would
present itself as an object of both like and dislike,
at the same time. It is obvious from the discussion
in Chapter 1 that the immigrant children are likely
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to perceive the English society as both hostile and
rejecting and would de~elop unfavourable attitude
towards it and its institutions. School as an instit ution of such society would naturally engender a
negative attitude. On the other hand, most schools
protect immigrant children against any explicit
demonstration of prejudice and discrimination. It
must be one of the few public places they feel least
discriminat ed against and as having an opportunity
for fair pl ay. This is evident from the number of
coloured 'pr efe cts' appointed in the schools, the
same children who later ·find it difficult to compete
with their English peers on eq ua l terms for jobs in
indu stry . This would probably result in a favourable
attitude towards school. The positive a nd negative
attitude towards the sc hool at one and the sa me time
would result in an incr ease in cognitive dissonance
and hence in anxi ety among immigrant children.
EXTRAVERSION - INTROVERSION
The popularisation of the terms 'extraversionintroversion ' is due to Jung. But as Eysenck (1964)
points out ·that lIit is a n error to think that he
(Jung) invented th ese terms, for they were in fact
current on the Continent for over two hundred years
before h-is time
Jordan (1890) appears to have been
the first psychologist to use the term. He postulated
two antithetical types, recognizing however, that
these types only represent the two extremes of a
single cont-inuum. He Ivrote IIThere are numberless
varieties of character ------ many divisions, conspicuous types, intervening gradations, equal or
140
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unequal developments, varying combinations. In
domestic and social life, intermediate characters
produce perhaps the most useful and happiest results,
but the progress of the world at large is mainly
due to the combined efforts of the supremely impassioned and reflective, and the supremely active
and unimpassioned temperaments
Jordan thus classified people into 'reflective '
and 'active ' types. A somewhat similar classification
into deep-narrow and shallow-broad types was proposed
by Gross (1909). The works of Jordan and Gross would
probably have been forgotten except for the writings
of Jung (1933). Starting from the works of Jordan and
Gross, Jung postulated that the main typological
d iff ere nee be tvl e e n lin t r 0 ve r t s and ext r a ve r t s lis
due to the tendency of libido to be either primarily
concerned with inner mental states or with the outer
world. Jung's position has been well summarised by
Hall and Lindzey (1957).
IIJung distinguishes tvlO major attitudes Ol~
orientations of personality, the attitude of extraversion and the attitude of introversion.
The extraverted attitude orients the person towards the external,
objective world; the introverted attitude orients
the person towards the inner, subjective world. Both
of these opposing attitudes are present in the personality but ordinarily one of them is dominant and
conscious while the other is subordinate and unconscious. If the ego is predominantly extraverted in
its relation to the world, the personal unconscious
\'1 ill be i n t r 0 ve r ted II .
ll
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Freud's conception of 'extraversion - introversion '
is different from that of Jung. Freud (1920) considers 'introvers"ion ' as "one of the invariable and
indispensable considerations in ~ !ery case of psycho neurosis - a substitution of actual objects by
phantasies of these objects". He tends to i denti fy
'introversion ' with incipient neuroticism. According to him "An introvert is not yet a neurotic but
he finds himself in a labile condition; he must
develop systems at the next dislocation of forces
if he does not find oth e r outlets for his pent up
l"ibido" (Freud, 1920). Thus ItJh "i le Jung appears
to have in mind two orthogonal factors, one representing the 'extraversion - introv ers ion continuum ,
the other 'norm a l - neurotic', Fteud seems to propose
'extraversion - introversion - ne uroticism ' all in one
continuum.
American psychologists have, on the whole,
treated'llextY'aversion - introversion ' as a tra"it in
terms of 'gregariousn ess and popularity vs. shy
I>J i t h d r a ,,.In i n t r 0 S Pe c t i veil (V ern 0 n 5 "I 964 ).
This a g a i n
is different from Jung' s idea of lextraversionintrovers"ion ' as a fund ame ntal aspect of persona"lity .
Guilford has factor analysed 36 items considered a
priori to be typically representative of extraversionintroversion, in order to arrive at more homogeneous
measures. Through successive studies Guilford (1959)
broke down the concept into five sub-factors. His
sub - factors, however, show considerable overlap.
Eysenck is the leading research worker on
'extraversion - introversion ' in Britain. He has
I
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proposed a hierarchical model of personality organi sation ( Eysenck, 1960 ) . At the lowest leve "' , in
his model, are the s pe cific re s ponses . These are
r e actions to s pecific s "i tuations and need never be
repeated . At the ne xt level we have t he habitual
responses whi ch tend to be repeated und e r simil a r
situ a tions . At th e next lev e l habitual respon ses
ge t organi se d into traits s uch as per s"i s t e nce,
s ociability , hones t y , pun ctu a lity a nd th e like.
Th e se tr a it s are arriv e d at through th e s tudy of
in te rcorr e l at ion s amo ngs t habitu a l re s pon se s a nd
may be con ce ived of as gr oup f a c tor ~ . At the hi ghest lev e l tr ai t s , get ol~ga ni sed in t o typ e s. Foll ovlin g Jung , Ey s e nck be li e ve s t hat th e r e are two bas ic
pe r s on a li ty ty pes , t he lex tr a ve rt s l a nd t he
'in t rov e rt s ' . Ey se nck des crib es typi ca l lextra ve rt s l
as "soci a bl e s l"ik es pa r t i es, has ma ny f l~ i e nd s, nee ds
to ha ve peop l e to ta lk to , or do es no t like r e adin g
or studyin g by him se lf . He cr a ve s exc i te me n t, ta kes
ch a nces s acts on th e spur of t he mom e nt , and i s
ge ne rally a n impul s iv e "individu a l . He i s f ond of
p r act i c a "' j 0 ke s , a 1Iva y s has ar e a dy a ns Ive r, and
ge nerally lik es ch a nge ; he i s ca r e fre e, e asy - going ,
opt"imistic a nd "lik e s ' l a ugh and be me rry ' . He
prefers to ke e p moving and doing thin gs, t e nds to be
aggressive and lo se s hi s temp e r quickly ; his feeling s
are not ke pt under tight control and he is not al Ivays a reliable person" ( Eys e nck, 196~" ).
A typical ' introvert ' is "quiet , retiring sort
of person, introspective, fond of books rather than
people; he is reserved and reticent except with
I
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intimate friends. He tends to plan ahead 'looks
before he leaps' and dis~rusts the impulse of the
moment. He does not like excitement, takes matters
of everyday life with proper seriousness~ and likes
a well ordered mode of life. He keeps his feelings
under close control, seldom behaves in an aggressive
manner, and does not lose his temper easily. He is
reliable, somewhat pessimistic, and plac es great
value on ethical standards" (Eysenck , 1964).
Eysenck points out that Ipur e l lextraverts l or
'introverts ' are unlikely to be found to exist.
The y are, a sit were, "j de ali zed cas e san d the r e "j s
no implication that everyone is either a typical
extr a vert Ol~ a typical introvert. Such id ea l cases
are often usef ul for stat ing a general rule or law ,
and use of them, of course, is mad e in Physics. The
first law of motion, for instance, as propounded by
Ne IIJ ton, s tat est hat abo dy 1'1 ill con t"j n ue i nit s pre sen t
motion unle ss acted upon by an external forc e, nev er
happ e ns; it is an id e~ case which is mer e ly put in th e
form of a law , in order to mak e the symbolic mani pulation of the data easier. It is in this way that
the definition of extreme extraversion and introversion
should be considered" (Eysenck, 1964).
In view of the above discussion, the definition
of extraversion - introversion put forward by Eysenck
are adopted for the purpose of this thesis. It seems
that 'extraversion ' is a fundamental personality
trait.
Some teachers claim that one of the reasons for
the maladjustment of immigrant children is their
144
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excessive lextraversion l . Teachers may not understand the construct of extraversion as defined here
and may be referring to attention gaining behaviour
which is a sign of distress. However, in this
study it was decided to explore the relationship of
th"j s cons truct wi th I adj us tment I •
Since no theoretical framevJork and the little
empirical evidence was available to offer guidance
for the formulation of the hypotheses, it was
decided to test the commonly expressed views of
the teachers and others concerned with education,
about adjustment of "immigrant children.
On the basis of experience, the pilot work,
teachers survey reported in Chapter 4, and little
empirical evidence that was available, it was
decided to test the paradigm through the following
hypotheses.
HYPOTHESES
1.
Immigrant children are less well-adjusted than
English children.
2.
Immigrant children are less socially acceptable
than English children.
3.
English children are more personally satisfied
than immi grants.
4. English children are less anxious than immigrant
children.
5. English children have a more objective selfconcept than immigrant children.
6. Chronological age is negatively related to
immigrant children1s adjustment.
7. Age at the time of emigration is ne~atively
related to adjustment in immigrant children.
8. Length of residence in Britain is positively
related to adjustment of immigrant children.
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9.
Immigrant children whose f amilies intend
returning hom e are significantly less well - adjust e d
than those who have settled permanently.
10. Immigrant children living with both parents
are significantly more well - adjusted than others.
1 1. I mm i g ran ts w0 r kin g mot her s h a vel e s s VJ ell a djus ted chi 'I d r en.
12. Adjustment of immigrant is negatively related
to the family size.
13. Middle class immigrant children are signifi cantly more well - adjusted than the working class
immigrant children.
14. Immigrant children have lower academic achieve ment than English children.
15. Academic achiev eme nt of immigrant children is
posit 'ively re 'l ated to their adjustment.
16. There is no difference be tween the non - academic
achievement of immigrant and English children.
17. Non-acad emic achievem~nt is positively related to
i mm i g ran t chi 1d r en sad jus tm en t .
18. English children , have higher attainment in
English than immigrants .
19. Attainment in English is positively related to
adjustment among irnrn 'igrant children.
20. Fluency of spoken English is positively related
to immigrant children ' s adjustm e nt.
21. Immigrant children have a less extensive English
vocabulary than English children.
22. Vocabulary is unrelated to adjustment of immig rants.
23. Adjustment of immigrant children is negatively
related to their mental age.
24 . I . Q. i spa s 'j t i vel y l~ e 1a te d to ad jus t men tam 0 n g
illlm'igrant cilildl"en.
25. Immigrant children are more extraverted than the
English children.
26. There is no rel a tionship between extraversion
and adjustment of immigrant chi'ldren.
I
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27. Immigrant children are more interested in
things than English children.
28. Interest in things is positively related to
adjustment of immigrant children.
29. English children are more interested in people
than immigrant ch"ildren.
30. Interest in people is negativ e ly related to the
adjustm e nt of immigrant children.
31. There is no difference in the extent to which
English and immigrant children are interested in ideas.
32. Int eres t in ideas i s unrelated to adjustment of
imm"igrants.
33 . I min i gr a n t c hi"' d r en h a v e a mol' e f a v 0 U)' a b"' eat t"i t u d e
towards sc hool than the English childr e n.
34. Attitude towa rds school and adjustment are
positively rel ated amongst immigrant children .
35. There is no difference in t he adjustment of
childr en who do and do not a s pire for a high - status
job.
36. Immigr ant children who expect to obtain a high statu s job are better adjusted than those who do not
have such expectations.
37. Immigrant children whose vocation a l aspirations
and expectations are s"imil a r are better adjusted than
those whose voc at ional aspirat ions and expectations
are di fferent.
38. Imm igra nt children living in mUlti - occupation
houses have lovler 'adjustm e nt ' than othel's.
39. Immigrant childl'en who nOl'mally speak English
at home are better 'adjusted ' than others.
40. Thel'e is no difference betwe e n the 'adjustme nt '
of immigrant children profes s ing different religious
faiths.
4 1. Fr i end s hip 'vI i t han En.g 1 ish chi 1dis P0 sit i vel y
related to 'adjustment ' of immigrant children.
42. Immigrant children whose families are on visit i n 9 t e r ms Iv i t h the Eng 1 ish are bet t e r I ad jus ted I t han
others.
147
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Chapter 7 discusses the various measuring instruments used in the survey to test these hypotheses.
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CHAPTER 7

TI-IE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The chart 7.1 shows how the variables in the
present study were assessed.
The details of the various techniques of assessment are discussed later in the chapter.
Since the research involved studying children
from different cultural backgrounds~ it would seem
useful to have a brief look at the problem of
validity of cross - cultural research.
The advent of psychologists into the field of
cross - cultural research is relativ e ly recent. The
field has long been dominated by anthropologists.
During the thirties, cross-cultural work by psychologists I·vas limited to the inter-racial comparison
of cognit'ive abi'lity.
The genel"al assumption of
the equivalence of test stimul'j fol' all races vias
h~ld by most investigators.
Thus, the varianc e of
the i n tel 1 i ge n c e t est s cor e s Iv a sac c a un t ed for by
the difference 'in the "intel'ligence ' of the various
races tested.
With the gradu a l acceptance of the idea that
there is no such thing as a IIcultur e- free testll the
myth of the equivalence of the te st stimuli was
exploded. Inter - l'acial comp a l'isons of intellig e nce
on the basis of the Western -type test fell into
disrepute. Cross - cultul'al studies were abandoned
by
psychologi s ts except for the investig at ions
of cross - cultural patterns of child rearing and
their effect on pers onality development .
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CHART 7.1
THE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
VARIABLE

IHOW ASSESSED

Adjustment

jSp ec i a lly Constructed
scale
I.Q.
/Rav e n Progressive Matrices
Vocabul ar y
t'1 ill Hill Vocabulary
scale
Extrave rs ion
IN ew Junior Maudsley
Persona'li t y Inventory
In t e re s t 5
I Cot S Iv old Per so n ali ty
Inventory
Attitude tOl-lard s schoo llC otswo ld Perso nal 'ity
Inventory
Age
Sc ho ol Records
Academi c Achievement
Sc hool Records
Non-acad emic ac hi eveSc hoo l Records
ment
Attainment in En gli s h
Sc hool Records
Age at the time of
Interview
Emigration
Pl ace of Birth
IInt erv iel-'J
Le ngth of residence in I I nterview
the U. K.
Intenti on of returni ng I Intervi e'yJ
home
Li vi n g vi i tho ne 0 r bot h I I n t e r v 'j e w
pa rent s
Working mother?
Interview
Family si ze
Intervie'yl
Social Class
Interview
Vocati ana 1 Aspi rati ons Interview
Vocati ana 'I Expectati ons Intervi ew
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Living conditions
IInterview
Language spoken at home Interview
Intervi ew
Religious faith
Intervievi
Social Relations
Rating by the investiFluency of spoken
ga tor
English
Psychologists have come under increasing criticism that their generalisations may apply only to the
behaviour of rats, American school children and undergraduates, on whom the vast majority of experiments
have been conducted. There is little evidence to
show that findings of modern psychology are applicable
to the general population in the Western societies,
let alone to the peoples of the non-industrial
cu"ltures. But "if psycholog"ists are interested in
studying human behaviour> cross-cultural studies
would have to playa crucial role in determining the
universal validity of any generalisation.
The last decade has seen a great upsurge in the
number of cross-cultural studies undertaken by
ps Yc h a "Iog"j s t s .
111 any 0 f the stu die s are ins"j 9 h t f u 1
rewarding as they are
as they are incomplete,
inadequate" (Anderson, 1967). The problem faced by
social psychologists engaged in such studies are
numerous and their solution is not yet in sight. The
general methodological and other problems of crosscultural research is dealt with elsewhere (Bhatnagar,
1967; Frijda and Jahoda, 1966; Wesley and Karr, 1966;
Berrien, 1967; Anderson, 1967). It is intended here
to discuss the comparability of the data obtained
II
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through employing equivalent procedures on children
of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds.

EQUIVALENCE OF ORAL INSTRUCTIONS AND TEST ITEMS
Non-equivalence of oral instructions and test
items to children of different cultural backgrounds
would have seriously jeopodised the results of this
study. It must be remembered, however, that all the
children tested were attending school in England where
English was the onZy medium of instruction. No
children were included in the study unless it was
evident from their responses that they understood the
instructions clearly. Any child who was unable to
comlnunicatc effectively in English was excluded from
the study. Most of the items in the interview referred
to factual information with little opportunity of misunderstanding. A child in an English school, provided
he has mastered enough English to take part in a normal
class, is hardly likely to misconstrue questions like
whether his mother goes out to work, or how many
brothers and sisters he has. And if he did, he must
have misunderstood many other instructions given to
him in the classroom - a fact unlikely to have gone
unnoticed by the investigator who taught in the school
for two years and was on the look out for such events.
The presumption of equivalence of oral instructions and interview, in this study, appears to be a
valid one.

EQUIVALENCE OF STANDARDISED PAPER AND PENCIL TESTS
It is now generally accepted that there is no
such thing as a "culture-free test. Even in a
li
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relatively straight forward matter of crosscultural comparisons of attainments is not a matter
of merely administering a set of standardised tasks
( Ha r a ria n d ~1 c 0a vi d ~ 1967). Pro j e c t i ve te c hn i que s, too,
are culture-linked. liThe use of projective techniques
in the cross-cultural testing situation does not
produce the equ"ivalence of stimuli" (Lindzey, 196"1).
If "culture- free" tests could not be devised, the
alternat-ive is to g"ive a "culture fair" test. This
is a test which does not give children of any particular culture any advantage over others.
The presumption behind a cu lture-fair li test "is
that all races have a similar spread of 'ability' ~
Itemperament ' , 'personal"ity traits I and 'attitudes I.
Any test which discriminates in favour of any cultural
group is unsuitable for use in a cross-cultural
situation. This presumption mayor may not be true,
we have no way of verifying it. But immigrant
children, in the present study, have arrived and will
continue to live in England. While in England, in
many ways, they are culturally handicapped. A culture
fair test which tends to overlook or compensate
for this cultural handicap would be invalid for this
investigation which studies their 'adjustment' in
En gl an d •
I mmig ran t chi 1 d r e n I s be h a v "j 0 u r , I a b"i 1 i tie s I ,
'aptitudes ' , 'att"itudes ' and 'interests ' will be
assessed, for probably the most significant decisions
of their lives, by reference to the norms of the
society in which they find themselves. Provided their
linguistic comprehension is adequate, a test which was
designed for and standardised on an English population
II
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is~

therefore, suitable for use with immigrant

children.
EQUIVALENCE OF TEST SITUATION
The test situation comprises two main elements,
the relationship between the experimenter and the
testee, and the attitudes, expectations and response
set of the testee to the test situation. Both are
closely interlinked and would be discussed together.
In a study of this kind rapport is of tremendous
significance. The experimenter must not only have
friendly relations with the subjects but also must
clearly not be seen to be identified with or sympathetic towards any particular racial group.
Biesheuvel (1958) feels that rapport is of greater
significance in this type of study than technical
or scaling requirements of measuring instruments.
The investigator taught in the school for a
considerable time before conducting any research.
Not until the investigator was accepted primarily
as a teacher and not as a member of any special
race, was any testing done. Only when children of
different races began to discuss their racial
attitudes freely and Ivithout hesitation, I'Jere they
put into any test situation. An opportunity was
given for anyone to opt out of the testing situation
if they so wished. Although a number of immigrant
children wanted to know the purpose of the test,
on being given an explanation that it was anonymous
and part of a scientific study, none withdrew.
It appears, therefore, that use of similar
measuring instruments for immigrant as well as
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English children is justified for the purpose of
this study.
The assessment of the variables under study in
the present investigation was done through paper and
pencil tests, ratings, and intervievL
The usefulness of the paper and pencil tests
for this type of study is obvious. Measurement of
'intenigence'~ 'vocabulary', 'interests ' , lexttavet'sion ' and 'adjustment ' could be done in a standatdised fashion only thtough papet and pencil tests.
In these areas self-tatings, tatings of peers and
teachers ate known to be less teliable than the
standardised tests. Ind'ividua', testing v!ould pro"
bably have been too time consuming and with the
exception of intelligence testing, would have added
little towards either reliability ot validity of
the measurements. The ever-present latent danger
in the use of paper and penci'l tests ltd til ch'i 1 dren
that they might not fully comptehend the instructions,
was always kept in mind. As a general tule, before
giving any test, instructions and practice items
were discussed. Only when every testee knew what
to do wete they allowed to proceed.
The interview was employed to obtain mainly
factual information.
ADJUSTMENT SCALE
The characteristics of an 'adjusted child '
as discussed in Chapter 5 ate that he must be)
(i) Socially acceptable
(ii) Petsonally satisfied
(iii) Have an objective self-concept; and
(iv) Free from anxiety.
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No test was available to mea s ure the construct
of 'adjustment' so descr"ibed. One or tvlO examples
would perhaps clarify the position. The Bristol
Socia"' Adjustment Gu id es ( Stott, 1956) study 'soci a l
adjustment' of school children through behavioural
observations by teachers and other adults . The
total adjustment score is made up of unforthcomingne ss,
depression, anxiety or uncertainity about adult
interest and affect "ion ~ hostility to adults, an
attitude of unconcern for adult approval, anxiety
for approval of and acc e ptance by other children~
host"ility to other children and restlessness. The
adju st ment qu est ionnair e (Buras, 1965) arrives at the
total personal adjustment score through a questionnaire
filled by the testees. The total score is made up
fl~om eleven sub-scol~es ". self-confidence, sense of
personal worth, sense of freedom, recognition, social
relationships, nervo~s symptoms, moral attitudes,
family relationsh "ips, and emotional"ity. Both the
tests quoted above are based on a different construct
of 'adjustment' than th e one emp"' oyed here. In the
same way the construct of other adjustment scales is
also dissimilar to the one adopted in Chapter 5 ( Buros
1965). It \"las, therefore dec"ided to develop a scale to
me~sure 'adjustm e nt' as conceptu a lised in Ch apte r 5.
The con s truction of the 'adju stment scale' is describ ed in detail in Appendi x B. The scale was composed of
four sub-sca l es to measur e the four aspects of 'adju stment' construct i.e. 'sod al acc e ptab"j 1 i ty', 'persona 1
sati sfacti on', 'object -i vi ty of sel f-concept' and
'fr eedom from anxiety '.
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SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY SCALE
ISocial acceptabilityl is defined as the degree
of acceptance of the child by his peers in situations
involving voluntary social interaction.
Every child rated and was rated by five of his
randomly chosen classmates, on a three point scale.
SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY SCALE
This is a test to measure how children
feel about each other. Please answer as quickly as
possible. Do not spend a lot of time thinking about
each question. Only your first impression is required. Put a tick if your answer is YES, a cross
if your answer is NO and an 0 if you are not sure.
Instructions:

Would you like ------------ to be
1.
In your school
2. In your class
3. In same house as you at school
4. In your registration group
5. Next door neighbour where you live
6. Your class monitor
7. Your house captain
8.
I~ prefect
9. Your games captain
10.
In your school football 0)" netball
team
11. You r be s t fr'i end
12.
In the seat next to you in the
c '\ as s ro om
13.
In your drama group
14. Thrown out of London
15.
Thrown out of England

-.-----~

- .--=~
-------------;

The items of the scale refer to the child1s acceptability in a number of social situation relevant to
schoolchildren. The situation may be classified into
(a) those involving a considerable degree of
i'ntet-personal inte)"action - items 4,5,11,12,13
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(b) formal situations where social interaction
may be kept to a minimum - items 1 ~2,3
(c) situations in which the testee is in a
position of authority over the rater - items
6,7,8,9
(d) situations in which the testee's activities
bring recognition to the school - item 10
(e) situations showing extreme rejection items 14,'15.
The yes, don't know and no responses on the
positive items were given a weighting of 2, 1 and 0
respectively. The scoring of the negative items was
reversed. The score of a child on this scale was
computed by summing the weights of the rating received
by him on all the items by fi,ve raters and dividing
the total by five. Thus social acceptability scores
represent the average rat'ings by five peers on th'js
scale.

PERSONAL SATISFACTION
'Personal Satisfaction ' is defined as the degree
of satisfaction an individual derives from his perception of the self, his social environment and his
personal relationships.
The personal satisfaction scale is based on
self-ratings.
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PERSONAL SATISFACTION SCALE
Instructions: This is a test to find out the way you

feel. Given belo'lJ are some statements VJh"ich mayor
may not be true of you. If the statement is true,
write T against the statement~ if it is not true
write F (for false). But if you are not sure write
O. Answer quickly and do not spend a lot of time
thinking about each question.
1. I am quite happy;n my c"lass
2. Our school is as good as any other
Secondary Modern School
3. I would like to change my house
at schoo"'
4. My father treats me well
5 . I like my friends at school
6 . I get on vlel1 Iv; th my mother
I get on well with teachers
7.
8.
I am unhappy with life
I l\louldn1t change places with any- --------9.
one else
10. It would be a good idea if our
family moved to another district
11. Teachers don It"' i ke me
12. I enjoy being in my registration
group
-------------------13. I wish I had more friends
14. I enjoy being at school
I don1t like living in this
i5.
country
"-------------

The scale is composed of items sampling satisfacti on v!i th
(a) the school - items 1,2,3,12,14
(b)
family relationships - items 4,6
( c ) peer-group relationships - items 5,13
( d) teacher-pupil relationships - items 7~11
( e ) the self - items 8~9
the neighbouthood - items 10,15
(f)
The yes, not sure and no responses on the positive
159
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items were scored as 2, 1 and 0 respectively. The
system of scoring on the negative items was reversed.
The individual's total score on this scale was obtained by summing the weightings of his responses on
all the items of this scale.

OBJECTIVITY OF SELF-CONCEPT SCALE
The 'objectivity of the self-concept' is defined
as the degree of overlap between the perceived self or
the 'self as we see it' and the objective self or the
'self as others see it'.
The'objectivity of the self-concept' was measured
by asking (a) the testee to assess himself on a series
of items about himself and (b) five of his randomly
selected peers to assess the testee on the same series
of items, and compute the difference between the two
sets of assessments.
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OBJECTIVITY OF THE SELF-CONCEPT SCALE
(SELF -RATING)
Instructions: This i s a tes t to find out the way you
feel.
Gi ven below are some s tat e men t s VI hie h may or
may not be true of you.
If the statement -j s true
o f you wr -j t eTa 9 a i nst it, i f i t i s not true of you
~'J rite F (f 0 r fa 1 s e ) aga-jnst -it .
But if you are not
sure write O. Answ er quick-'y a nd do not srend a lot
of time thinking ab out each que st ion.

l.
2.
3.

4.
I-

J •

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

n.

12 .
13.
14.

15 .
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am liked by my classmates
I al11 a fai lure
I usua ny 1 i ke pe 0 p 1 e
I am good at g ames
I am good at c 1 ass VI 0 r k
I am ' -iked by teachers
My book s are u, sua ny neilt
I am usua lly picked on ' by teac h ers
I a m u s II all y \lJ e ll-· behaved
I am u s ua -, -, y wel-' - dressed
I am -jnte-'-'ige nt
I am a hard \IJO rk e r
My t eachers tr ust me
I am he l pful
I am an iltt rac t -j ve person
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OBJECTIVITY OF THE SELF-CONCEPT SCALE
(PEER RATING)
Instructions: This is a test to find out how child-

ren feel about each other. Please answer as quickly as possible. Do not spend a lot of time thinking about each question. Put a tick if the answer
is YES, a cross if the answer is NO and a 0 if you
are not sure.
Do you think that ------------------i s liked by his classmates
l.
2 . i s a failul"e
3. Usually 1 ike s pe 0 p1e
4. is good at games
------is good at classwork
5.
----6 . i s liked by teachers
--7. i s in habit of keeping neat books
-------'
8 . i s usual"ly I poi cked on I by the
teachers
----------9 . i s usually well-behaved
-1
is usually well-dressed
10.
n. i s intelligent
-----12 . ish a r d- 1;/ 0 r ke r
i s trusted by teachers
13.
14-. i s helpful
-15.
is an attractive pe rs on

=-~j
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The item s on the sca l e r efer r e d to the teste e 's
(a) phy s ic a l appearance - items 10, 15
(b) performance - items 4,5,7
(c) r e l ati on s hip wi th teachers - item s 6 ,8, 13
(d) relationshoip \,y°i t h oth ers - it ems °1,3,9,°14
(e) abilities - it ems 11 , 12
(f)
overall success - it em 2
The it ems were scored +1 for a tru e or yes response,
- 1 f or a false or no r espo nse a nd 0 for a not sure
r espo nse . Th e self - r at ing scores on each it em wer e
th e n compared with the a ve rag e peer - rating score on
that item. Th e differ ence between the self an d the
peer ratin g, regard l ess of th e pos i t iv e or negative
sign, wa s taken as the sco re of the individual on
that item.Th e total scorewa.sthen ob ta ined by s umming
the sco re s on all the it ems of the scale. Since the
lower th e score th e hi gher t he objectivity of the
self -c onc e pt , the total sc or e was then subtracted f rom
the maximum possible sc or e of 30 to bring it in lin e
with ot her adjustment sub - sca l es. Thu s 3 0 minu s t he
total score gave the score on the 'obje ctivity of
self - concept' scale.

FREEDO M FROM ANXIETY SCALE
, An x i e t y' i s de f oj ned a san em 0 t oj 0 n a 1 s tat e ojn
which there i s a vagu e generalised feeling of fear.
The ability t o accept threatening statements about
on ese lf , which are most probably true, was employed
as a criterojon to assess 'anxiety'. Th e ju st i fica tion for using this crit eri on i s discu ssed in
Appendi x B which also descr ibes in de tail the constl~ ucti on of all these sub-sca les.
The items in the
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freedom from anxiety scale were chosen because they
are probably true of all children. True, not sure
and false response to the items were weighted 2, 1
and 0 respectively. The total freedom from anxiety
score was obtained by summing the weighting of all
the responses on the scale.

FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY SCALE
Instructions: This is a test to find out ho\" child-

ren in this school behave. Given below are some
statements which mayor may not apply to you. If
the statement is true of you write T against the
statement, "jf it is not ttue of you \lJrite F (fot
f a "I s e ),
[3 uti f y a LI are not s ute wr i teO .
An s V! e Y'
quickly and do not spend Q lot of time thinking
about each question.
I sometimes disobey my parents
l.
----2.
I sometimes s \lIe a l~
-------3 . I sometimes copy or cheat on
schoo"1 work
4. I am sometimes rude to 01 der people - - - - - - . ---~.---5 . I s orne t"j mes te "11 l"j e s
-----I sometimes pretend to forget
6.
things I am supposed to do
-----------1
I somet"imGs ten f"j bs to my
7.
class mates
--------8. I sometimes pretend to be sick to
get out of things
I am sometimes unkind to younger
9.
children
10. I sometimes am lazy and won't do
my work
11. I sometimes tell d i r ty j a ke s
12. I sometimes cheat in games
13 . I sometimes misbehave at school
I sometimes answer back to my
14.
mother
15 . I sometimes show off in front of
other chi 1 dren

J
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COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT
Composite ' adj ustment ' scores were obtained by
summing the scores on the four sub-sca le s. Since no
cl ear guidelines were available to suggest the relative contribution of the four measures towards an
i nd "i v i d ua 1 S a djus t men t
i t 1"/ a s te n tat i vel y dec ide d
to give the four sub - scales equal weightings. The
standard deviations of the four scales were very
similar, it was, therefore, considered unnecessary
to convert the raw scores on th e four sub-scales into
standard scores for the purpose of summ a tion . An
ind"iv "idua1 s ' adjustment score wa s thus arrived at
by add "in g hi s scores on social acc e ptabili t y , person a l
satis f action , obj e ctivity of self concept , and free dom from anxi e ty sca"ies .
I

I

I,

I

l

RELIABILITY OF THE SCALE
Table 7.1 gives the s plit half reli a bility of the
four sub - scal e s . The figures giv e n here have been
corrected by the Spearm an- Brown formula.
TABLE 7.1
RELIABILITIES OF THE ADJUSTMENT SCALES
Social Acceptability
Personal Satisfaction
Objecti vi ty of se l f - concept
Freedom from Anxiety

.82
.85
.78

.81

For a personality test, the reliab "ility figures
appear to be satisfactory.
VALIDITY OF THE ADJUSTMENT SCALE
1 65

(a)

CORRELATION BETWEEN SUB-SCALES
The adjustment construct as discussed in
Chapter 5 postulated that the four sub-scales viz
social acceptability~ personal satisfaction, freedom
from anxiety and objectivity of self-concept are
behaviour domains which though different are nevertheless overlapping. This led to a prediction
TABLE 7.2
INTERCORRELATIONS OF THE ADJUSTMENT SUB-SCALES
----------

VARIABLE

SA

ANX

PS

OS

-----

SA
PS
ANX
OS

.44
.44

.52
.58

.57
,/l8

.52

l.57

.58

.48
.46

.46

.---~--

SA
PS
ANX
OS

= Social Acceptability

= Personal Satisfaction
= Freedom from Anxiety

= Objectivity of self concept

All correlations are significant at 1%
level

that the sub-scales would show a moderately high
correlation but not very high correlation with each
other. The obtained intercorrelations of the four
sub-scales are reproduced in Table 7.2. The prediction was borne out.
The near equality of the correlations justifies
equal weightings if the composite scores are regarded
as the first principal components.
(b)

CORRELATION WITH TEACHERS RATINGS
Five teachers at the school where the research
was conducted were asked to rate 100 randomly selected children from the sample, on a five point
adjustment scale. Their instructions were as
fn'lnw~'

Dear Colleague,
I am conducting a research to study the 'adjustment' of children at this school. Your experience and knowledge of these children could be a
great hel p to me. I I'/oul d be grateful if you
Iv 0 u 1 d P 1 ace the chi 1 d Y' e n i nth eat t a c h e d °1 i s ton
a five-point scale ranging from extremely welladjusted to extremely maladjusted. A well-adjusted
person is defined as one who is
(a) socially acceptable to his peers,
(b) happy and satisfied,
(c) free from anxieties, and
(d) has a realistic appraisal of himself.
Please give your ratings using the following code.
Ex treme 1y \'/e 11- adj us ted
5
110 d era tel y I'i ell - a d jus ted
4
Neither I'lell-adjust8d nOl~ maladjusted
3
Moderately maladjusted
2
Extremely maladjusted
1
You r s f a oj t hf u1 1y ~
1

J.I<.

BHATNAGAR
-

The mean ratings received by the children were
correlated wi th their scores on the adjustment scale.
A correlation of +0.48 significant at 1% level of
confidence was obtained.

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY
Table 7.3 shows the internal consistency coefficients of the four sub-scales determined by the
Kuder-Richardson formula.
(c)
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TABLE 7.3
INTERNAL CONSISTENCY CO-EFFICIENTS
OF THE ADJUSTMENT SUB-SCALES
, IllfTnfN ALe 0 NSIS TE-N CY-

SUB-SCALE

CO-EFFICIENT- - - - - I

Social Acceptability
Personal Satisfaction
Freedom from Anxiety
Objectivity of self-concept

.54

.65
.52
.63

The internal-consistency figures were obtained
on 200 randomly selected subjects included in the
sample.
The intQrnal consistency figures are lower than
s p 1 i t - Ii iJ. 'I f r e 'I i a b i '\ i t Y c 0 - e f f i c i e n t s .

T his i s t 0 be

expected. The complexity of a test tends to artifi c i. all y red uc e the I< ude r - Ric hat d son In e a sur e (H e 1n1 stadter, 1966). In view of the fact that each subs cal e \\1 a s 111 e a sur -j n gar e 1a t i vel y com p1e x b e Ii a v i 0 u r
domain~ the inteY'na·l~cons-istency figures appeal~ to
be satisfactory. Each sUb-test was also examined
for its uni-dimensionality employing the Guttl11an
scalogram analysis. Since it was hoped that the
Guttman technique would be used to increase the
uni-dimensionality of the sub-scales~ the results
are discussed in Appendix B where the construction
of the adjustment scale is described.

(d)

ADDITIONAL VALIDITY DATA ABOUT THE SOCIAL
ACCEPTABILITY SCALE
The top and the bottom 50 children on the social
acceptability scale were chosen for the observation
of their friendly social interaction with other
children. Each child was studied for his friendly
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social contacts during one morning afternoon and
lunch breaks at school. The observations were conducted by the investigator in the playground without
the knO\'ll edge of the ch'i 1 d that VIas under observa ti on.
The number of friendly contacts between the child
under observation and other children were recorded.
No notes were taken on the spot but observations were
noted immediately after the termination of each break
period. Since observation in the playground was a
normal part of the investigator's duties as a schoolteacher. recording of social interaction was done
under complete'ly natural conditions,
Table 7.4 shows the number of friendly social
contacts of the two groups. A highly significant
difference in favour of the children high on social
acceptability scale was found.
5

TABLE 7.4
MEAN FRIENDLY SOCIAL CONTACTS

-------------I----111EAN

SD

--------.

Children hiqh on Soc'ial
4.68
1 .39
Acceptabiliiy Scale
Children 1 01'/ 0 n Soc i a 1
0.64
o . 31
Acceptability Scale
4.04
0.20
Diffef'ence
The difference was sign'if"icant at .001 level of
confidence
I

1----,

It appears that the Social Acceptability scale
discriminates considerably between thos~ who are and
who are not socially acceptable to other children in
behavioural terms.
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ADDITIONAL VALIDITY DATA ABOUT THE 'FREEDOM FROM
ANXIETY' SCALE
Since the 'Freedom from Anxiety' scales was of
a disguised nature~ it was thought advisable to
correlate it with the teacher~ ratings. Five teachers
in the school were asked to rate 100 randomly selected
testees on a five-point graphic scale for freedom from
anxiety. The graphic method of rating was discussed
with them and they were given the following definition
of anxiety.
"Anxiety 'is an emot'ional state of vague general··
ised feeling of fear. An anxious individual may show
any of these symptoms. He is tense, is unable to
relax~ blushes readily~ is apprehensive about future
events~ has continuous worries and self-doubts, or
bite s n ail s
The average teachers ratings correlated +0.48
with the 'freedom from anxiety' scale scores.
On the basis of the evidence cited above the
test appears to be measuring the construct of 'adjustment' as outlined in Chapter 5.
II

•

INTELLIGENCE
The testing of intelligence in a cross-cultural
situation raises the problem of the validity of
Western-type tests for assessing cognitive abilities
of children from non-Western cultures. Vernon (1966b)
suggests that lithe group of skills VJhich we refer to
as intelligence is a European and American middle
class invention: something which seems to be intimately
bound up with puritan'ical values, v/ith repression of
instinctual responses and emphasis on responsibility,
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initiative, petsistence, and efficient "-Iorkmanship.
It is a kind of intel"iigence which is especially
well adapted for scientific analysis, fat control
and exploitation of the physical world, fat large
scale and long term planning and cartying out
matetialistic objectives. It has also led to the
growth of complex social institutions such as nations,
arm'ies, industrial firms, school systems, and
univetsities. though it has been notably less
successful in working out solutions of group rivalries or providing harmonious petsonal adjustment
than have the inte'll'igences of S0l118 more pr-imitive
cultures. Other cultures have evolved intelligences
I!.J h 'i c h are bet tel" a d apt edt h il nOLI t s for cop i 11 9 \lJ i t h
pro b '1 e In s 0 f Ct 9 ric u1 t u r e all d t rib all -j v'j n 9 . The
aboriginal in the Austtalian desert and the Eskimo
in the far NOl'th have many schemata far more efficient than our own. Again sub-cultures such as our
own lower working class or rural groups, develop
rather different intell-igence
In anoth(~r paperVernon (1965) argues that since the developing
nations are st,~iving to ach'ieve the Hestetn-type
technological advancement, and that the Hestern-type
I n tel 1 i ge n c e t est s are kn 0 \!.J n to cor r e 1 ate VI i t h the
abilities needed for such technical achievement, the
use of the Western-type tests is entirely legitimate
for the purpose of prediction of abilities needed to
build up a viable technological civilization. In/in
(1966) reviewed the research tools for assessing
intelligence and attainment in Africa and came to the
conclusion that the Western frames of reference are
ll
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useful in analysing the test results of African
population. After using the Cattell Culture-free
test in Iraq, Alzobai (1964) concluded that objective type of tests were completely alien to Iraqi
children and the superiority of one group over another
on these tests represented nothing more than the
differences in the ability to handle this type of
test. Most children in the present study, however,
had been living in England and studying in an
English school for a period of time. It cannot,
therefore, be argued that they were new to the
objective type test. ~oreover. whether the Westerntype tests are valirl instruments for assessment of
immigrant ch-ildren's ability depends on the use that
is made of the test results. If the intelligence
tests are employed to study relationship of general
ability with other factors, or when they are used
"in a prognostic capacity, their use appears to be
legitimate. There is evidence to suggest that the
factorial pattef'11 of abilities, derived from test
scotes on the \'!estel~ll-type of intelligence test, is
similar in both Western and non-Western cultures
(Vernon, 1965a; Guthf'ie, 1963). But the use of
the Western-type test for the purpose of comparing
the average ability of one culture with another
appears to be invalid. Children from non-Western
cultures almost invariably do WOf'se on these tests
(Alleyn, 1962; Fef'ron, 1965). This is to be expected. The intelligence test represents sampling
of both 9f and g c for . the Western children while
for others it represents a sampling of gf' and de172

pending upon their contact with Western culture,
partial sampling of 9 c '
The comparison of English and immigrant childr en lsi n tell i 9 e n c e t est res u1 t s) the l" e for e, vi 0 u1 d
determine the extent of cultural depl"ivation that
the latter suffer. It would not indicate the
diffetence betl'/een the 'educational potential '
of the two gtOUps. It thus appears that the
use of \'iestern-type tests with immigrant children
is legitimate provided that the diffel"ence between
their performance is not taken as indicative of
the difference betv/een the 'educational potentia""
of the tl'IO groups,
Ferrall ("196~)) has CtlmE: to a
similar conclusion about the use of Western-type
of tests in Africa.
The non-verbal tests seerned to l"ecommend
thernselves for intelligence testing in this study.
Verbal tests put a very high premium on the verbal
ability which could be expected to be the largest
source of variance not only between the English and
immigrant children~ but between the two groups of
immigrants. The Cypriots do not have English as
their mother tongue. A non-verbal test is rnore
suitable for use with them. It is less likely to
discrirninate against the recently arrived irnmigl"ant
child, and was, therefore considered suitable for
t his stu dy .
The Raven Progressive Matrices (1960) is one
of the rnost extensively used non-verbal intelligence
tests in all parts of the globe. After discussing
various tests that could be employed to assess
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cognitive abilities in the African context,
Bieshuevel (1962) came to the conclusion that the
Raven Progressive Matrices is relatively free of
educational content and that it could most usefully
be employed with African children. Vernon (1965)
found the test to be one of the best general ability
predictors in the West Indian situation. Venables
(1963) found that the test correlated highly with
the examination results of the day release students
in Britain. McArthur and Elley (1963) tried nine
promising culture-reduced tests in an attempt to
measure the educational potential of Canadian Indian
chi 1 d r en. The y con c 1 u de u The i~ e s u1 t.s sup p0 r ted t 11(;":
hypothesis that it is possible to measure a broad
component of intellectual ability with significantly
less culture bias than is found in the conventional
intelligence test. Raven Progressive Matrices proved
the most useful test in battery since it showed high
'g' loading~ consistent and minimal relation with
socio-economic status, no evidence of culture-bias by
items and moderate cotrelatioll vJith school marks".
The Matrices has also been found to be efficient with
sub-notmal childten (Orme, 1961), hospital patients
(Bingham, et. al., 1966) and university students (Yates,
1964). Aftet reviewing the reseatches which have
employed the Raven Progressive Matrices, Orme (1961)
came to the conclusion "Over many years the standard
Matrices test has proved to be one of the most homogeneous measures of what is called 'g' factor, fluid
ability, non-verbal performance - and possibly Hebb's
i n te 1 1 i 9e n c e A". I n vie W 0 f t his dis c us s ion the
II
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Raven Progressive Matrices was employed in this
study.
The Raven Progressive Matrices consists of 60
items divided into five sets of 12 "items each. The
itenls in each set are progressively more difficult
and each set becomes progressively more difficult
than the preceding one. The figures in all items
are large and clear. The test manual reports testretest reliabilities ranging from 0.83 to 0.93 on
different age groups. Although the test manual
(Raven, 1960) does not provide any time limit, in
view of the practical difficulties, a maximum of 45
minutes was allowed for the administration of this
test. In actual fact, almost all chi"lclren had
finished the test before the 45 minutes were up.
The test scores were converted into percentiles
by reference to the test norms plAovided "in the test
manual, The percentiles were converted to I.Q.
scores by using the percentile-I.Q. conversion graph
(Vernon~ 1956 p.108),
VOCABUU\RY
The Mill Hill Vocabulary Scale, Form 1 Senior,
was used to assess this variable. This scale has
been extensively used in conjunction with the Raven
Progressive Matrices. The test consists of 68
stimulus words divided into two sets of 34 words
each. In Set A the testee is asked to write, in a few
words, the meaning of the stimulus word. In Set B
the testee selects the synonym of the stimUlUS word
from a list of six alternatives. The test guide
(Raven, 1962) quotes test-retest reliabilities rang175

ing from 0.87 to 0.98. Although the test manual
does not set any time limit~ in view of the practical
difficulties, a maximum of 30 minutes was allowed
for the completion of the test.
EXTRAVERSION
Since Eysenck's definition of 'extraversion ' has
been adopted for the purpose of this thesis, the New
J un i 0 r tli a ud s 1 e y Per son ali t y I 11 V e n tor y ( Fur n e a ux and
Gibson, 1966) which also employs that definition as
its basis, was used to assess 'extraversion ' . This
test consists of 64 items. The testee is asked to
"indicate v!hether he feels "sanw" or "diffel~ent" to
the feeling expressed in each item. Of these 64
items, 22 comprise the Extraversion Scale while the
others form part of the Neuroticism and Lie scales.
The scores on the latter two scales were disregarded.
At the time of its adoption in the present work,
the NJMPI was too recent for the publication of any
re1iabiOlity or valoidity f"igures. Hovlever, for th(~
J t~ PI, 0 f \J hie h the NJ ~1 PI; san imp r 0 ve d ve r s ion, t est retest reliabilities rang"ing from 0.74 to 0.88 have
been reported (Furneaux and Gibson, 1966). The splithalf reliability of the old test, calculated by the
Guttman method, was 0.80 (Furneaux and Gibson, 1966).
The internal consistency of the scale was reported as
ranging from 0.42 - 0.52 (Furneaux and Gibson, 1961;
Costello and Brachman, 1962). Nye (1962) found a
correlation of 0.90 between the JMPI and the EPI adult
extraversion scale. Williams (1963) found a correlation of 0.51 - 0.54 between the JMPI and the EPI.
ll6

Objections might be raised that the test may not
be measuring "extraversion" among immigrant children
because of their different cultural background. At
this point it may be worth stating the authorls basic
stand on this issue. All psychological t~aits~
measurements and predictions are culture-linked.
It
is wrong to ask "HOVI extraverted is A?". Instead,
the que s t ion 0 ugh t t 0 be" H0 VI ext r a vet ted -j s A i n
the con t ext 0 fag i v e n c u1 t ur e ?
I tis i n dee d
possible for an individual to be considered highly
extraverted relative to say, Indian culture but moderately introv8Y"teJ in context of English society.
An individual dues not possess a trait. A trait
s'illlply denotes a person sta.nding on a dimension of
feelings and behaviour which tend to be highly
correlated with each other. The NJMPI samples an area
of feeling and behaviour on the extraversionintroversion d-ill1ens·ion. The object of the present
investigation is to discover whether children of
different ethnic backgrounds differ with respect to
their standing on this dimension and if this area
of thought and action is in anyway related to their
ladjustment l in the context of English culture. The
use of NJMPI in this study, thus, appears to be
justified.
II •

INTERESTS AND ATTITUDE
In view of the discussion in Chapter 6, Cotswold
Personality Inventory PAl was employed for the assessment of 'interests l and lattitude towards school
The interest test consists of 66 items in all 22 referring to each type of interest. The testee is
I.
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asked to indicate his preference for each item on a
five point scale. The test manual (Fleming, 1960)
quotes split-half reliability co-efficient ranging
from 0.81 to 0.90 for the test. Follow-up studies
have shown that interest in things, as measured by
the test, correlates moderately with later technical
competence in Engineering drawing and proficiency in
Art while the interest in ideas shows a moderate
correlation with the learning of shorthand (Howard,
1945; Pasricha, 1949). The test has been found useful in selection at the age of 13+ for allocation
to technical. commercial and art schools (Fleming,
1960) .

The at'citude sea"le consists of 20 items
s e 1 e c ted t 11 rOll g h the Th u r s tOil G- Ch a vet e c hn "j que , The
testees are asked to state their preference for each
i t em 0 n a f i v e poi n t s c a "j e . 1,10 r 9 a n (1 9 5 1) f 0 un d il
sp"lit-hil"lf rel"iab"i"lity co-eff"iC"ient of 0.93 for the
attitude towards school scale.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
It was customary at the school where the study
was conducted, to rate each pupil on a five point
scale for each academic subject studied by him and
put this rating in his annual progress report. Thus
all pupils were rated on a five point scale by their
teachers. In the instruction issued to the staff
it was emphasised that the ratings should be given
bearing the standard of the whole age group in mind.
Thus the teachers' ratings were relative to the age
group at school and not to the streams to which
children were allocated. Many of the ratings were
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based on the written examination results.
Academic achievement was assessed by summing the
grades (ratings) received by the testees in five
school subjects, namely, Religious Education,
Mathematics, Science, Geography and History. The
choice of subjects included in the list was governed by the fact that these were th(:; only aCudemi c
subjects taken by most testees. A few pupils in the
4th, 5th and 6th years did not study all these subjects. Some, for example, were taking Physics and
Chemistry as separate subjects but were not studying
Geography. In such cases, the academic achievement
ViaS deter-mirwd by uS'ing tilt: following formu'la
Academic Achievement = Sum of rating roceived by
the testoe in all his
academic subjects
llfo:-- o:p-)\'c a-a (~lllTC-~-- x ::;
subjects taken
English was not included here because it was
studied as a separate variable.
r

ATTAINMENT IN ENGLISH
Attainment in English was assessed in the same
way as academic achievement. The teachers' ratings
on a five point scale were used as the attainment
in English score.
NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
The non-academic achievement was assessed by
summing the number of prizes won by the testee in
sports, swimming or boxing at school. If a pupil
was a member of any of his school teams, at any
time, i t was counted as a pri~e.
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FLUENCY OF SPOKEN ENGL.ISH
The testees were rated for their fluency of
spoken English, on a five point scale, by the investigator who knew them well.
THE INTERVIEVJ

A semi-structured interview was employed to get
the information about the socio-personal background
of the testees. The interview started with an
explanation that the investigator was conducting a
scientific research to find out more about children
and to see if they are facing any special difficulties
at school. The interviewees were told that their cooperation may be of help to themselves and to other
children. They were informed that the interview was
e n t ire 1yon a v 0 'I un tar y bas 'j san d the y c: a u 'I d 0 Pt
out if they so wished. They were then specifically
asked if they objected to being interviewed. None
of the. children, in fact; so objected, The interv'jel'J
schedule 'is reproduc(=:d in Appendix D. The questions
asked in the interview to assess various variables
are given on the following page. If the question
in the interview schedule did not elicit the
required inforlllation~ supplementary questions were
sometimes asked.
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
*In which town were you born? - (Place of Birth)
*When did you come to England? - (Age of emigration/
Length of residence in the U.K.)

Are both your parents here? (Living with
Are you living with both your parents? - both parents)
What does your father do for his living? - (Social
class)

*What did he do back home? - (Social class in the
home count2"Y)

Does your mother go out to work? - O<lorking mothey')
Have you any brothers or s'isters? How many? (Fandty s1:ze)

Do other famil es live in the same house as you? (Multi--occupat

hous'ing)
* D0 you t h ink t hat you 1'1 i '1 i gob a c k hom e, not jus t
for visit but for good? - (Intention of returning
home)
0/7

*What language do you generally speak at home? (Language spoken at home)

What is your religion? - (Religion)
Could you name the boys and girls you regard as
your friends? - (Social relations)
Who among these are your best friends? - (if any of
the children named as a friend or a best friend is
not at school ~ enquire about his details~ especially
nationality) - (Social relations)
*Do your parents ever visit an English family? (Social relations)

*Does any English family visit you? -(Social
relations)

What job you think you deserve to get when you leave
school? - (Vocational aspira~ions)
What job do you think you will actually get when
you leave school? - (Vocational expectation)
The questions marked * were asked from immigrant
children only.
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SOCIAL CLASS
The parental occupation was chosen as the basis
of the assessment of social class. Moser and Hall
(1954) Social Class Scale and not the census groupings
were used in the study. Their groups A~ Band C
(professional, managerial and clerical workers) were
classified as middle class and groups D and E (skilled
and semi-skilled workers) as working class.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS
(a) PAPER AND PENCIL TESTS
All paper and pencil tests were administered by
the investigator himself. Before the testing session
a brief introduction was given to the effect that
the investigator was engaged in a scientific study
to find out how children at school feel and behave.
Children were told that although they had to write
their names on the answer sheets, this was only to
identify all their tests because more than one testing session would be required. Considerable stress
was put on the declaration that under no circumstances
their parents~ the headmaster, or other teachers
would see the test results. Once all testing was
done every child would be given a code number and
even the investigator would not know which test result
belonged to which child. The explanation seemed to
satisfy most children. Although opportunity to opt
out was given to all children at all testing sessions,
in fact~ only three English children out of a total
of over 600 children tested chose to exercise that
option. None of the immigrant children refused to
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parti ci po. te. Needless to add, the procedure
of code numbering was actually carried out. Since
the entire school was test e d, the suspicion of the
immigrant children was not ar oused that they were
being subjected to any specia l study or testing .
In addition to the written instructions, the
procedure for taking each test was discussed orally
and examp l es explained on the blackboard. The
testees were told to ask if they did not un.derstand
or had difficulty with, any item. In case of re ported difficu"ty "lith "individu al item s, fu""
explanation wa s provided for a ll tests except the
intellig e nce and the voc abulary tests where general
procedure only wa s explained. Even when the testees
did not ask, care was taken to ensure that everyone
understood whatwa s to be done in each test by examining if all the testees had finished the non - cognitive
tests and had finished at least part of the cognitive
tests. The testees whose written English was known
to be poor, were questioned orally about one or two
item s in each test, and their oral and written
responses compared. In case of discrepancies) the
procedure was further explain e d and subjects retested.
Spotting those who say that they understand something
which they are, in fact, unsure about, is a normal
part of a schoolteacher's duty . Ensuring that everyone understood the test procedures was a rel ative ly
easy task for the investigator-schoolteacher.
Thorough familiarity vJith each child was of very
great ass istan ce here. On the whole, the testees
reported as having enjoyed the testing sessions.
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Of the six scales employed, only two, the
intelligence and attitude scales, had a theoretical
mean. The theoretical mean of the intelligence
scale in terms of the I.Q. vJas 100, The mean LQ.
of the English sample tested turned out to be
102.34.
It appears that the intell-igence scale scores
were in accordance with the expectations. The mean
attitude tOI'/ards school SCOl'(: for the entil~e sample,
on the 0 the r han d, \'/ a s f 0 un d t 0 bel. 8 5 s tan dar d
de v i a t -i 0 n s 1 01'1 e r t han the t Ii e 0 ret i cal mea n . ( The 0 r ..
etical mea.n 40.0, Obtained mean 25.0 SD 008.2). The
d iff ere rI CE: \'/ ass i 9 n -j fie ant a t 5 % ll~ vel 0 f con f -i den c e .
This too was to be expected. The Cotswold Persona -I i t yIn v e n t a [' y VI h'j c h -i 11 c -I 1I des the a t t i t u d e t 0 \,1 a nl s
school scale~ was standardised on a grammar and
t e c h n i cal s c h 0 0 1 pop u 1 a t'j 0 n .
The SOC'j a 1 s tat U S 0 f
the d iff e l' e n tty pes 0 f 5 clio 0 -I s -j s r a d -i cally d'j f -f ere nt,
A child passes to go to a grammar school or a techIli ca 1 school, the .fo1:Zu.peG come to the secolldary
modern school because they were not good enough for
the g ram mar s c h 0 01. The g r a mm at's c h 00 1 e due a t -Ion
opens the doors for entry into the universities and
the professions, the secondary modet'n school education
is usually a barrier to such entry. The attitude
towards school of secondary modern pupils could,
therefore, be expected to be significantly more unfavourable than grammar or technical school pupils.
$

(b)

THE INTERVIEW
The interview was normally conducted in a classt'oom during the school breaks, and either just before
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or after the school hours. No other person except
the interviewee and the investigator was present at
the time of the interview. The interview was usually
carried out as laid down by the interview schedule
but supplementary explanations were given when they
were asked by the interviewee or considered necessary by the investigator. Notes were taken on the
spot. An explanation similar to the one given at
the time of the testing sessions about the purpose
of the interview was provided. Opportunity to opt out
of the interview was given individually to each child
tested~ but none Vlithdrevl. As a part of the normal
duties, schoolteachers often ask similar questions in
order to becom0, famil<iar vrith the ch<jldren's background. The interview situation, therefore. was not
u n nat tJ. r a <, ., y art 'j f <j cia 1, !\ n e f for t \'1 a sma de t 0 k e e p
the interview appear as informal as possible and the
interview was conducted more as a friendly chat than
as a questioning session.
The next four chapters analyse the data obtained
by testing the children through using the instruments
outlined in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
ANALYSIS I:
THE ADJUSTMEN'r PATTERNS

This chapter analyses the 'adjustment ' scores
of the various groups in an attempt to study the
differences between the 'adjustment ' of English
chi ldren and the t\'IO immigrant groups. The 'adjustment l scores of the various groups tested are
set out in table 8.1.
Table 8.2 analyses the significance of the
di fferences between the mean adj us tmen tis cores
of the various groups. The English children were
found to be the most adjusted of the groups studied,
followed by the Cypriots, while the West Indians
obtained the lowest mean score. All the differences
between the three groups were significant. The
difference between the West Indian and the English
group was found to be large. The mean Cypriot score
fell between the mean score of the other two groups,
though it was much nearer to the West Indian than
the English position. When the scores of the three
groups were contrasted separately for boys and girls,
a similar pattern was obtained, except that the
differences between the Cypriots and the West Indians,
though in favour of the Cypriots, in both boys and
girls, fell beloltl the 5% level of significance.
Evidence was thus found to support the hypothesis
t hat I mm i g ran t chi 1 d r en are 1e ssw ell ad jus ted
than English children".
I

II
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TABLE 8.1
MEAN I ADJUSHIENT I SCORES
GROUP
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indians
Cypri at Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots
English Boys
English Girls
All Eng 1ish chi 1d re n
--

-

.

__ ._-

-

--

MEAN

SO

N

40.74
43.23
41 .94
47.33
47 . 19
47.26
61 .01
59.65
60.33

14.66
13.88
14.34
18.82
17 .81
18.32
19.44
21 .66
20.59

90
84
174
38
38
76
100
100
200

.... _ . _ - -

TABLE 8.2
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE ~1EAN I ADJUSTI~ENT I
SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE

SIGNIFICANCE

All Engl"ish vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
All English vs
All Cypriots
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
Cypri at Gi rl s vs
West Indian Girls

18.39

1%

20.27

1%

16.42

1%

13.07

1%

13.68

1%

12.46

1%

5.32

5%

6.59

NS

3.96

NS

"

~

J

The results reported above present a rather
alarming picture. The gap between the adjustment of
the immigrant and the English groups is distressingly
large. Unless some fairly drastic action is taken
swiftly, the schools in England seem to be in danger
of producing immigrant children, who as a group, are
far more maladjusted than their English counterparts.
The composite adjustment scores were then
analysed separately for each sub-scale.
SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY
Table 8.3 sets out the mean scores and the standard deviations of the various groups on the 'Social
Acceptability' scale.
TABLE 8.3
MEAN I SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY
GROUP
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indian Children
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriot Chi ldren
English Boys
English Girls
All English Children

I

SCORES
MEAN

SD

10.88

4.36
4.66
4.52
7.08
5.39
6.23
6.20
6.77
6.50

11 .29

11 . 08
13.35
13.78
13.56
15.18
14 .51
14.84
---~-

The differences between the groups are analysed
in table 8.4. The English group was found to be the
most acceptable, among the school children tested,
the Cypriots came second and the West Indian group
the least acceptable.
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TABLE 8.4
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MEAN ·SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY·
SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE

SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
1\11 West Indians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
All English vs
All Cypri ots
English Boys vs
Cypri at Boys
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
Cypri at Boys vs
West Indian Boys
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

3.76

1%

4.30

1%

3.22

1%

1. 28

NS

1. 83

NS

0.73

NS

2.48

1%

2.47

5%

2.49

5%

The differences between the West Indian and the other
two groups were found to be significant but not the
differences between the Cypriot and the English
groups. When scores for boys and girls were analysed
separately, a similar pattern of differences between
the three groups emerged.
Hypothesis No.2 was ··Immigrant children are less
socially acceptable than English children ll • Conclusive evidence was found in support of the
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hypothesis as far as the West Indian immigrant
children were concerned. The trend for Cypriot
children was also in the direction suggested by
the hypothesis but the evidence was inconclusive.
"Social acceptability", as measured in this
study, seems to run along national-racial lines
with English children probably viewed as the 'ingroup' and the immi grants as the 'out-group', the
Cypriots being not such a distant 'out-group' as
the West Indians.
PERSONAL SATISFACTION
Table 8.5 gives the mean scores and the standard deviations of the three groups on the "personal
satisfaction" scale. The differences between the
various groups are analysed in the table 8.6.
TABLE 8.5
MEAN 'PERSONAL SATISFACTION' SCORES
GROUP

~1

EA N

SD

West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypr"j at Gi l~ls
All Cypriots
English Boys
Engl"ish Girls
All English Children

12 .31
12.01
12. 17
11 .68
11 .58
1 1 .63
14.74
14.81
14.78

5.33
5.25
5.29
5.39
6.16
5.78
6.22
6.79
6.51
I

The English children tested proved to be far
more satisfied with life than either the West Indians
or the Cypriots. The differences between the mean
English and the two immigrant group scores were found
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to be highly significant. Of the two immigrant groups,
the West Indians were happier with life as they found
it. The difference between the two groups, however,
was not statistically reliable at the 5% level. A
similar pattern of differences was observed when the
scores of the sexes in each group were analysed
separately.
TABLE 8.6
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MEAN 'PERSONAL SATISFACTION '
SCORES
'--"

GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE ISIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
All English vs
All Cypriots
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
English Girls vs
Cypr"j ot Gi rls
All Cypriots vs
All ItJ est I nd ian s
Cypri ot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

2 .61

1%

2.43

1%

2.80

1%

3.15

1%

3.06

1%

3.23

1%

- 0.54

NS

-0.63

NS

-0.43

NS
- - _ .. _----

Conclusive evidence to support the hypothesis
No.3 was found. Hypothesis 3 was that "English
children are more personally satisfied than immigrant
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children " . It is difficult to explain why the West
Indians, though less socially acceptable, were more
personally satisfied than the Cypriots. The difference between the two groups of immigrant children,
however, was small and statistically non-significant.
It need not detain us here.
ANXIETY
Table 8.7 sets out the scores of the various
groups on the 'freedom from anxiety' scale. The
differences between the various groups are analysed
in table 8.8.
The West Indians proved to be the most anxiety
ridden of the three groups tested while the English
children showed the least amount of anxiety. The
Cypriot mean fell in a position between the English
and the West Indian means though it was somewhat nearer
to the West Indian than the English mean score. The
differences between the three groups were found to be
significant at 1% level. On separate analysis of each
sex, a similar pattern was obtained, except that
the difference between the West Indian and Cypriot
girls fell below the 5% level of significance.
Hypothesis No.4 that "English children are less anxious
than immigrant children" was thus confirmed.
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TABLE 8.7
MEAN 'FREEDOM FRO~1 ANXIETY
SCORES

MEAN

SD

8.40
10.79
9.55
11 .30
12 . 15
11 .73
15.06
14.99
15.03

4.59
4.91
4.75
5.35
5.99
5.69
6 .71
6.23
6.47

GROUP
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indi ans
Cypriot Boys
Cypr; ot Gi rl s
All Cypriots
English Boys
English Girls
All English Children
-

-

..... ---.-----~--".

------.-~--

.-~

SCALE

I

--

....

..

-

-

TABLE 8.8
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MEAN 'FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY '
SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
All ~vest Indians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
All English vs
All Cypri ots
English Boys vs
Cypl~i ot Boys
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls
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5.48

1%

6.66

1%

4.20

1%

3.30

1%

3.76

1%

2.84

5%

2. 18

1%

2.90

1%

1. 36

NS

I

I

OBJECTIVITY OF SELF-CONCEPT
The scores of the various groups on the scale
measuring 'objectivity of the self-concepti are set
out in table 8.9.
TABLE 8.9
MEAN 10BJECTIVITY OF SELF-CONCEPTI SCORES
GROUP

MEAN

SD

West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypri ots
English Boys
English Girls
All English children

9 . 15
9.14
9 . 15

3.80
3.63
3.72
4.65
4.42
4.58
6.20
5.84
6.03

11 .00

9.68
10.34
16.03
15.34
15.68

!

I

The differences between the mean scores of the
various groups are analysed in the Table 8.10. The
now familiar order of English, Cypriot and West Indian
mean scores with the West Indians at the lower end
was repeated on this variable. The Cypriot mean score
was much closer to the West Indian than the English
score, the differences between the various groups
being significant. When the results were analysed
for each sex separately, a similar pattern emerged,
except that the difference between West Indian and
Cypriot girls fell below 5% level of significance.
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TABLE 8.10
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MEAN 'OBJECTIVITY
OF THE SELF-CONCEPTI SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
All vJ est I n d ian s
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
All English vs
All Cypr"j ots
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
All Cypri ots vs
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls
-

--------------

------

_.. -

6.53

1%

6.88

1%

6.20

1%

5.34

1%

5.03

1%

5.66

1%

1. 19

5%

1.85

5%

0.54

NS

L..... _ _ _ .... _

.... _

Of all the scales from which the composit~ adjustment score was derived, the t-ratios of the
differences in the 'objectivity of the self-concepti,
were found to be the largest. It would appear that
the discrepancy betvJeen 'self as I see it ' and 'self
as others see it' was much greater among immigrant
children. They were unsure of their identity.
Evidence was found to support hypothesis No.5.
Hypothesis 5 stated that "English children have a more
objective self-concept than immigrant children". The
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results are hardly surprising. The cues employed in
the process of person perception in different cultures
are likely to be different. Having moved across
cultures, immigrant children are placed in a seriously
handicapped position when gauging reactions of
children from other cultures towards themselves. A
difference between Iperceived-selfl and Ireal self l
thus results.
SEX DIFFERENCES IN ADJUSTMENT
Table 8.11 analyses the sex differences in the
adjustment patterns of the various groups.
TABLE 8.11
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE ADJUSTMENT SCORES
OF BOYS AND GIRLS
--

VARIABLE
Composite adjustment
Social acceptability
Persona-I Satisfact-ion
Freedom from anxiety
Objectivity of selfconcept

CYPRIOT
BOYS
vs.
GIRLS

ENGLISH
BOYS
vs .
GIRLS

vi ES T I ND .
BOYS
vs.
GIRLS

0.14
-0.43
0.10
-0.85
1. 32

1. 36
0.67
-0.07
0.07
0.69

-2.49
-0.41
0.30

.39~~
o .01

-2

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
West Indian girls were found to be significantly
more anxious than West Indian boys. Apart from
this, no other significant sex differences emerged.
Adjustment appears to be related to variables other
than sex.
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SOCIAL RELATIONS

This chapter attempts to analyse some of the back ground fact ors and s ocial rel atio ns of immigr ant
childr e n and their famil 'je s, for their r e lat 'ion s hip
with 'adju stme nt ' .
AGE
No significant r e l at ion s hip betwee n chronological
age a nd ' ad ju stme nt ' , or any of it s sub-scales, was
f 0 un d 'j nth e t h r e e g r 0 up s stu d 'i e d . Th e cor r e 1 uti 0 n
ma trix ob ta in ed i s set out in table 9.1.
A low and in s ignific a nt correlation wa s obtained
in a ll the groups. On analysis of the correlations
according to eac h sub - sca les a fairly lo w, insignifi cant and nega tive co rr e lation was obtain ed between
cl11'onologic a'l ages and ' s ocia'i ac ce ptab 'i iity',
'p ersona l sat i sfaction ' , ' f l~ee dom from anxi e ty' and
'obj ect ivity of self - concept i in Cyprio t and English
boys and gir l s . Conclu s ive ev id e nce was not found
to s upport th e hypothe s 'js th at "chrono 'i ogical age 'i s
negati vely r e l ated to 'immigrant children ' s a dju stment " .
Although the e vidence dis c usse d here i s incon clu s ive the nega tive correlations obtained in the
sample are, nev e rth e le ss, in terest ing. Since this
study was conducted in a secondary modern school,
the negative correl at ions may be exp l ain ed by th e
hyp ot he s is that with in crease in age, children becom e
incre as ingly aware of the inferior status of the
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secondary modern school in society and inferior
career prospects for its pupils. This may lead to
an increase in anxiety and dissatisfaction all'
round among secondary modern pupils and hence a
gradual lowering of their adjustment. Since career
prospects become increasingly important as children
grow older, a negative correlation between chronological age and adjustment may be expected. It is
somewhat surprising that no such negative relationship is discernible among the West Indian Boys.
TABLE 9.1
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT
AND AGE IN THE VARIOUS GROUPS
--------------

GROUP
vlest Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All I,Jest Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypr'iot Girls
All Cypr'iots
Engl'ish Boys
English Girls
Al'] English

-"---

CA
15
00
07
-12
-10
-11

SA

PS

ANX

---

OS

----08 15
13 11
10 -14 -02
12
08 02
06 11
-07 -09 -16 -06
-04 -11 -10 -07
-06 -10 -14 -06

-16 -1"1 -15

··14 -11

-13 -12 -12
-14 -12 -13

-13 -03
-14 -07

CA = Composite Adjustment
SA = Social Acceptability
PS = Persona"1 Satisfaction
ANX = Freedom from Anxiety
OS = Objectivity of self-concept
All decimal points have been omitted from the table.
AGE OF EMIGRATION
87.33% of the West Indians and 72.06% of the
Cypriots
were born abroad, and emigrated to
England before attaining the secondary school age
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while 13.2 % of the Cypriots and 19.9 % of the West
Indians had come before the age of 5. Children
seem to have emigrated to England at all ages and
no significant pattern emerges.

I'
,

I;
I

TABLE 9.2
AGE OF EMIGRATION TO BRITAIN
LHST INOI7-\ N
CYP RIOT
GIRL S
BOYS
BOYS
GIRLS
1 2 ( 16 %) 18(23 . 7%) 3( 8.6 %) 6(18. 2%)
17(22.7 %) 8(10 . 5%) 3( 8.6 %) 2( 6.1 %)
14(18.7 %) 12(15.7 %) 4('1'1.4 %) 5(15.2 %)
5( 6.7 %) 7( 9.2 %) 6 ( 17 . 1%) 1( 3 . 0%)
10(13.3 %) 7( 9.2 %) 3( 8.6 %) 1( 3.0 %)
9(12.0 %) 6( 7 . 9%) 3( 8.6 %) 3( 9 . 1%)
3( 4 . 0%) 4( 5 .3% ) 5(1 4 .2 %) 4(1 2 .1 %)
1( 1.3 %) 5( 6.6 %) 1( 2.9 %) 4("12.1 %)
0
4( 5.3 %) 3( 8 . 6%) 2( 6.1 %)
l( 1.3 %) "I( 1 . 3%) 2( 5.7 %) 2( 6.1 %)
3( 4.0 %) 4( 5.3 %) 2( 5.7 %) 3 ( 9.1 %
1
35
33
75
76

AGE
Under 5
II
6
II
7
II
8
II
9
II 10
II 11
II 12
II 13
14
Over 14
TOTAL
II

'---~-

-

~.

- - -

-

---- -

-

- ----

--

- - - - - --

- -

-

---

- --

- -- - - - -

The age of arrival in England was correlated
with the Icomposite adjustmentl scores. A low
negative and insignificant correlation was obtained
in all the groups. The age of arrival of Cypriot girls
was found to have a moderate negative correlation
with the objec t ivity of self - conc e pt. With thi s
exception, no significant correlation was obtained
between the age of arrival and any of the four adjust ment sub-scales. Although the relationship was found
to be consistently negative, the correlations were
very small and insignificant. Hypoth es is No.7 which
stated that IIAge at the time of immigration is negatively related to adjustment in immigrant children
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must be rejected. It may be mentioned that as discussed in Chapter 1, the London Head Teachers Association (1965) had considered the full-range of
experience in the infant and junior school of crucial
importance in the adjustment of immigrant children.
This view would lead to a prediction that age at the
time of emigration is negatively related to adjustment.
The data gathered in this study does not support the
view.
TABLE 9.3
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AGE AT THE
TIME OF EMIGRATION AND ADJUSTMENT
GROUP
\4est Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
All West Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots

SA

PS

-02
-11
-06
-15
-11
-13

-08
07
- 01
-06
-20
- 13

ANX
01

-a1
- a1
-04
-09
-06

Tot a ·I-----"l
Adjust.
-04
-05
- 11
-04
-07
-04
·16
- 05
-42** -24
-14
- 13
OS

I

Decimal points have been omitted.
** Denotes significance at 1% level.
PLACE OF BIRTH
Table 9.4 analyses the place of birth of immigrants.
TABLE 9.4
IMMIGRANT CHILDREN BY COUNTRY OF BIRTH
GROUP
All West Indians
West Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys.
Cypriot Girls
All I mm i g ra n ts

BORN ABROAD:
N
%
151
86.8
83.3
75
90.5
76
89.5
68
35
92 . 1
33
86.8
219
87.6
200

BORN HERE:
N

23
15
8
8
3
5
31

%

13.2
16. 7
9.5
10.5
7.9
13.2
12.4
I

The number of immigrant children born in England
was too small for a statistical comparison of their
mea n ad jus t men tis cor e s . Ha we ve r , i n vie VI oft h e
finding that the age at the time of emigration is unre'lated to ladjustment l , it may be presum(~d that no
significant difference between the ladjustmentl of
il11m'igrant children born here and born abroad, exists.
I

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN BRITAIN
Table 9.5 analyses the length of IAesidence in
Britain of iml11igrant children at the til11e of study.
The length of residence was correlated with the
ladjustmentl scores; the matrix obtained is reproduced in table 9.6. No significant correlation
I'li th e'i ther the compos'j t8 adjustment scores or any
of the adjustment sub-scales was obtained. No evidence was found to support the hypothesis No.8 that
IILength of residence in Brita'in is positively related to adjustment of immigrant ch'j'ldren
It has generally been supposed that adjustl11ent
of immigrant chi"dren 'is a matter of thne. As
immigrant children live and grow in English society
and attend multi-racial schools in England, they
would acquire English norl11s and value patterns and
would generally become adjusted to English society.
The results of this study do not support such optimism,
they suggest that ladjustment l is unrelated to the
length of stay. A longer stay is just as likely to
result in deterioration as in improvement in ladjustment l of immigrant children. The conclusion points to
the utter futility of the 'laissez faire' approach
and highlights the urgent need for action.
ll

•
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TABLE 9.5
IMMIGRANT CHILDREN:
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN BRITAIN
GROUP

MEAN (IN YEARS)
5.81
6 .21
6.00
4.33
4.86
4.60

West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Ivest Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots
-_

...

--~

TABLE 9.5A
ALL

BOYS

%

Under 1
1 - 2
2 - 5
Over 5

i

%
% N
-r
2 5.3 3 7.9 14 5.6
8 21.1 6 15.8 28 1 1 . 2
1 6 42.1 13 34.2 87 34.8
12 31.6 16 42.1 121 48.4

%

N

N

5.6 4 4.8
7 7.8 7 8.3
26 28.9 32 38. 1
52 57.8 41 48.8
5

TABLE 9.6
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LENGTH OF
RESIDENCE IN BRITAIN AND ADJUSTMENT
GROU P
VJes t

Ind i an Boys
West Indian Girls
All ~~est Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypriots
-.-.~-.-

-

SA

PS

ANX

OS

-02
-06
-04
-09
08
- 01

-01
08
03
-08
08
-01

06
-09
00
12
02
06

-03
-09
-06
07
-12
-03

_._._ ..

---

~

---

L.~_

Decimal points have been omitted.
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Iota 1
Adjust.
00
-04
-02
-01
03
00
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INTENTION OF RETURNING HOME
A significant proportion of the parents of
immigrant children intended to return home at some
stage, though none were contemplating doing so in
the immediate future.
TABLE 9.7
INTENTION OF RETURNING HOME
,.---'

GROUP
West Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
All vJest Indians
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot G'ir'ls
All Cypriots
1\ 11 Immigrants

N

%

48
43
91
29
27
56
147

53.3
51. 2
52.3
76.3
71.1
73.7
58.8

73.7% of the Cypriots indicated that their
families desired to return home on a permanent basis
as against 52.3% of the West Indians who thought that
they would return to the West Indies. The difference
between the groups was significant at 1% level of
significance. Hypothesis No.9 stated "Immigrant
children whose families intend returning home are
significantly less well-adjusted than those who have
settled permanently". The hypothesis vIas based on
the assumption that those families who have decided
to stay in England for good would perhaps make more
attempt towards adapting themselves to English conditions and ways of life. This would result in their
children being more well-adjusted than others vlho see
their stay here as only temporary. The results clearly
do not support the hypothesis.
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TABLE 9.8
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT
SCORES OF CHILDREN INTENDING TO RETURN
HOME AND INTENDING TO STAY
GROUP
All West Indians
West Indian Boys
vJ est I n d "j a n Gi t "1s
All Cypriots
Cypri ot Boys
Cyptiot Girls

SA
-0.97
-0.67
- 1 .30
-0.22
1 .67
- 2 .10

PS

ANX

OSC

0.09 0 . 71 - 0 . 10
1 .35 0.84 - 1 .09
- 1 .26 0.57 0.96
- 2.61 * 0.02 0.41
- "I .06 0.68 0.43
- 4.161 1- 0.72 0.39

TA
-0.27
0.43
0.08
- 2.40
1 .72
-6.59

* Denotes significance at 5% level.
f Denotes significance at 1% level.
All differences shown in favour of children intending
to return.
It is interesting to note that 25 % of the teachers
of immigrant childten had thought that the intention of
retutning home was related to immigrant childrens ' adjustment in Britain. On analysis of the results,
howevet~ no significant differences were found in the
mean composite adjustment scores of children whose
families intended to return to theit formet homelands
and those who did not. The four scales comprising
the 'composite adjustment ' score were then studied
separately, only one significant diffetence emerged.
Cypriots who intended to stay, scored significantly
highet on the 'personal satisfaction ' scale than those
who intended to leave. The difference was significant
between girls but not between boys.
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LIVING WITH BOTH PARENTS
Table 9.9 shows the number and percentage of the
immigrant and the control group children living with
both parents.
TABLE 9.9
LIVING WITH BOTH PARENTS
GROUP
~I est I n d ian Boy s
West Indian Girls
All 14est Indians
Cypr"j ot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Cypri ots
English Boys
English Girls
All English

~

N

%

77
73
150
24
31
55
92
95
187

85.6
86.9
86.2
63.2
81.6
72.4
92.0
95.0
93.5

I

-

A much larger proportion of Cypriot children,
than children in other groups studied, were
living with only one parent. The missing parent in
all except two cases was the mother who was still
back in Cyprus. It appears that the probability of a
Cypriot girl living with both parents is much higher
than that of a boy.
A difference in the adjustment scores~ in favour
of the children living with both parents was found
in the immigrant as well as the English groups. Although the difference was significant only in the West
Indian groups, the results being statistically inconclusive in other groups, due to the small number of
subjects involved, it is nevertheless suggestive. The
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separation of parents, for whatever reason, appears
to lower the adjustment of all children, regardless
of their national origins or cultural background.
The two variables on which children living with
both parents seem to have advantage are, personal
satisfaction and freedom from anxiety. Hypothesis
1 0 \'J h i c h s tat e d I mlwi 9 ran t chi 1 d r e n 1 i v i n 9 wit h bot h
par e n t s are s i gn i f i can t 1Y m0 r e vi ell - a djus ted t han
others" vias confirmed. However, in view of the
similar differences between the immigrant and the
control groups, it appears that living with one
parent often results in maladjustment in English
children, equally as much as it does with immigrant
children.
TABLE 9.10
DIFFERENCE IN ADJUSTMENT SCORES
OF CHILDREN LIVING WITH BOTH AND
ONE PARENT
II

,--

GROUP
All West Indians
West Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
A-Il Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypri ot Gi rl s
All English
English Boys
English Girls

SA

PS

0.82
0.64
1. 02
0.28
0.68
- 0 . 12
0.53
-0.06
1.131

4.07
3.65
4.52
4.07/
3. 91 1
4.211
4.91
5. 61
4.21

ANX
2.781
2.89*
2.67*
0.82
0.65
1 .00
3.04
3 .21
2.86

OS

TA

1 . 1 5 8.821
1 .56 8.74*
0.67 8.88*
0.94 6.11
1. 38 6.62
0.50 5.59
1. 43 9 .91
1 .60 10 .36
1 .25 9.45

All differences shown are in favour of children living
with both parents.
*Denotes significance at 5% level.
IDenotes significance at 1% level.
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WORKING MOTHERS
Table 9.11 analyses the percentage of the
mothers~ of the children studi'ed, who went out to
work.
TABLE 9.11
\~ORI<ING

GROUP

~lOTHERS

N

%

-----

All \lJest Indians
t·Jest Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypr'j at Boys
Cypriot Girls
Al'j English
Engl'jsh Boys
Engl i sh G'i rl s

117
63
54
13
6
7
83
ItO

67.2
70.0

64.2
17.1
15.8
18.4
41.5
40.0
___._~3_._0_ _--,

j

43

It would appear that a large percentage of West
I n d 'i a n mot her s wen tau t taw ark \'" hi 'I e the per c e n tag e
i nth e Cy Prio t s \,1 a s the 1 0 VI est, wi t h the Eng 1 ish
occupying a position midway between the two. The
differences between the three national groups were
significant at the 1% level.
The adjustment scores of the children whose
mothers went out to work, were compared with others.
The results are classified in table 9.12. The differences shown are in favour of children whose mothers
did not go out to work. No significant differences
were observed between the two groups. No evidence was
f 0 U n d to sup p0 r t the hy pot he sis No. 1 1 I mmig ran t \,1 a I' k i n g mot her s h a vel e S s vI e 1 'I - a djus ted chi 1 dI' e nil.
Hot he l~
going out to work does not appear to be related to
the 'adjustment' of immigrant children in any \-/ay.
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TABLE 9.12
DIFFERENCE IN ADJUSTMENT OF CHILDREN
WHOSE MOTHER DO AND
DO NOT GO OU T TO WORK
'---"

SA

GROUPS
All l~est Ind"ians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Git1s
A"ll Cyptiots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
An English
Eng"lish Boys
English Girls

1. 15
1 . "16
1. 13
0.26
- 0.63
1 . 15
- 0.05
- 0.35
0.26
____ _ _ _

-

0-"

PS

ANX

OS

-0.4-7 0 . 69 - 0.55
0. 53 0.69 - 1 . 14
-1 .54 0.69 0.08
- 0 . 86 1 .25 0.50
-2.25 1 .56 0.940. 53 0.94 0.06
-0.06 - 0.25 - 0.33
1.50 - 1.32 - 0.59
- 1.62 0 .83 - 0 .06

CA
0.8 2 i
1 .24
0. 36 '
1 . "I 5 •
- 0.3 8
2 .68
- 0 .69 :
-0.76_
- 0 .59
I
I

1--"

All differenc es show n in favour of children of non working mother s .
FAMILY SIZE
Table 9.13 gives the average number of children
per family in eac h of the groups studied.
TABLE 9.13
AVERAGE NUr'~BER OF CHILDREN PER FM1ILY
GROUP

MEA N

A11 ~~e st Indian s
l,jest Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypl~ i at Boys
Cypriot Girls
A11 English
English Boys
Engl"ish Girls

2.74
2 .67
2.8 "1
2.64
2.83
2.442.04
1. 94
2 . 13

-

-- - - -

-

-

-- -

---

-----

The immigrant families, on the whole, were larger
than the Engli.sh families. The 'adjustment'scores were
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correlated with the number of chi "ldren per
the result i s reproduc ed in table 9.14.

family ~

TABLE 9.14
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT
AND FA MIL Y SIZE
GROUP

SA

A"I"' \dest Ind ian s
\tJest InC/ "ian Boys
vI est r n c/ ian Gi r 1s
All Cypr"iots
Cypri ot Boys
Cypri ot Gi r"1 s
All Ell g"lish
En gl"i s h Boys
Eng"l"ish Gil'°, s
-

- - - -- -

PS

- 03 - 281
04 - 2 3'~
-11 -30;
- 02 - '19
- 03 - 21
- 01 - °17
- 04 -241
- 0 °1 - 28f
-05 ." 2 "I *
----

-- - - -

-

--

- --

-

ANX

OS

CA

-3 11 - 14
-291 - 07

-34/
- 2 5-k
- 28
-22
"·25 /
-2 0*
-29 /

-2 5l
,. 18
- 2 2,'; "·31 f
- 19 -27*
- 20 - 2 'I
- 1 7 - "'8
- 02 - "17*
-03 - 16
--0 "' -18

~--

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
IDenote s significance at 1% level.
A low correlation which was cons i stently nega tive was obtained in a ll the groups. The correlation
co - efficient was significant in the West Indi an,
Cypriot and English group s . The cOl're l ations were
not high enough to be significant in boys' and girls
groups separately.
No s ignif "icant l"elat "ionsh "ip betltleen ' sociu l
acceptability' and family size was discern ibl e. With
the exception of a low and barely significant
con"e 1a t ion "i nth e ~"I est I n c!"i a n g i r 1s s nos tab 1ere 1 a t tionship was found between the family size and the
'obj ect"ivity of the self-concept i. On the other hand~
a consistently negative correlation between family
size and personal sat i sfact ion was found which was
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significant in the West Indian and the English groups.
A significant negative correlation between anxiety
and family size was found in the English, West Indian
and the Cypriot groups. The results suggest that the
child from a small family is likely to be more satisfied and less anxious than a child from a larger
family, regardless of the cultural background of the
family. All but one of the correlations obtained in
Table 9.14 were consistently negative. Although some
of the co-efficients were not large enough to be
significant at the 5% level, the probability of all
these correlations being consistently negative by
chance alone is less than 1%. Thus evidence was
found to support the hypothesis No.12 which stated
IlAdjustment of immigrants is negatively related to
fa mil y s i z e
This r e 1 at ion s hip, h 0 \'1 eve r, i s not
peculiar to immigrant children. A similar relationship was also found among the control group of
English children. Thus a small family, English,
Cypriot or West Indian, is more likely than a big
family, to produce a well-adjusted child.
II

•

ADJUSTMENT AND THE SOCIAL CLASS
It was hoped to study the differences between
the adjustment patterns of working class as against
middle class immigrant pupils. Unfortunately only
three out of 174 West Indians and four out of 76
Cypriots could be classified as having middle class
parents. Although the mean adjustment of middle
class children was considerably higher than others,
in view of the very small numbers of middle class
children invotved, the result could only be seen as
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tentative, suggestive and statistically unreliable.
TABLE 9.15
MEAN ADJUSTMENT SCORES ACCORDING TO
SOCIAL CLASS
GROUP
\Ilest Indians
Cypriots

[viIDDLE
CLASS
["1 EAN
N

[\1

(37. 18
62.84

4, 1 . 6 7
46.44

liaR KING-

3
4

CLASS
EAN IN

n1
72

DIFFERENCE
15.49
16.40

-

When the parental profession in the home country
was studied, only seven West Indians and five Cypriots
could be classified as middle class. Once again in
view of the small numbers of middle class children
involved, the results could only be suggestive and
statistically unreliable. Thus hypothesis No.13
1I~1iddle class immigrant children are significantly
more well-adjusted than the working class immigrant
ch'ildren" could not be tested.
TABLE 9.16
ADJUSTMENT AND SOCIAL CLASS IN THE HOME COUNTRY
GROUP
Vlest Indians
Cypriots

ivl I DDLE
CLASS
[" EAN
N

- - - - ;-0:-;------

54.93

64.68

7
5

1~0 'RRTffG
CL ASS
-['ljE/\ N

I

DIFFERENCE
N

41 . 40 1167
46. 03

71

13.53
18.65

An interesting supplementary observation could be
made here about the difference in the class membership
of the immigrant community. It has been suggested that
many immigrants who were holding white-collar jobs in
their home countries are doing manual jobs in Britain.
One can-not be certain what happens to the immigrant
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white-collar workers when they arrive here, but the
results of this study suggest that an overwhelming
majority of immigrant manual workers did similar jobs
in their own countries.

HOUSING
Table 9.17 shows the number of children who were
living in multi-occupation houses.
TABLE 9.17
CHILDREN LIVING IN MULTI-OCCUPATION HOUSES
GROUP

N

%

·-------11-

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

140

80.46

71

78.89

69
37

82.14
48.68

"16

42.11
55.26

21
12
5

7

6.00
5.00
7.00

A very large number of West Indians and a very small
proportion of English children were living in houses
occupied by several families. The proportion of such
Cypriot children was much larger than the English but
smaller than the West Indians. Table 9.18 shows the
significance of the differences between the mean adjustment scores of children who were and were not living
in mUlti-occupation houses.
No significant differences were found between the
tv/o groups. Hypothesis 38 IiImmigrant children living
in mUlti-occupation houses have a lower adjustment
than others ll \vas, therefore, rejected.
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TABLE 9.18
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
ADJUSTMENT SCORES OF CHILDREN WHO WERE AND
WERE NOT LIVING IN MULTI-OCCUPATION HOUSES
SA

GROUPS
All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

ANX

OS

0.03
-1 .39
1 . fj 6
- 1 . 10
-1 .86
-0.34
-1.09
-1.49
-0.68

0.56
1 .06
0.03
- 1 .09
-1.75
-0.42
O. 14
2 .15
-1 .87

PS

-0.38 0.63
- 1 .53 2. 16
0.86' - 1 .05
O. 19 ' - 0.03
1 .96 2 .13
-1.59,- 2 • 18
0.09 - 2.44
L 23'·' 2.45
-1.06'- 2.43

CA
0.84
0.30
l. 40
-2.03
0.48
-4.53
- 3.30
-0.56

I

-6.0_~J

All differences have been shown in favour of children
living in mUlti-occupation houses.
LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME
Table 9.19 show~ the number of children who
spoke English and other languages as their mothertongue at home.
TABLE 9.19
LANGUAGES SPOKEN AT HOME
GROUP

Language: __~LISH

I-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--II_~N_+_

West Indians
Cypriots
English

174
5
200

%

GREEI(
N

100.0
6.662
100.0
-

TU~I(I~J-I,

G

%

N

81.7
-

-

-

9

11.9

-

-

1--"

The split between English and non-English speakers
at home, is entirely along the national-racial lines.
English and West Indian children spoke English at
home while most of the Greek Cypriots spoke Greek, and
Turkish Cypriots Turkish. Since the differences
between the adjustment of those who did and did not
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speak English at home would be very similar to the
differences in the adjustment of the various national
groups~ it is not proposed to discuss it here.
The
differences between the adjustment scores of the
various national groups have already been discussed
earlier. Since hypothesis 39 "Immigrant children
who normally speak English at home are better ad justed than others" was concerned specifically \·,ith
the language spoken at home~ it could only be tested
by comparing the adjustment of Cypriots who normally
spoke English at home with Cypriots who did not. A
similar comparison for the West Indians would have
been nece s sary. Unfortunately, due to the nature
of the data available~ this hypothesis could not be
te s ted.
RELIGION
The religious faiths of the children included
in the survey are shown in the table 9.20
TABLE 9.20
RELIGIOUS FAITH
GROUP
Indians
Greek Cypriots
Turkish Cypriots
Eng 'lish

\~ e st

-

-

- -- - - - ----

RELIGIOU S FAITH
CHRISTIAN
[·1US LHl
%
N
%
N
100
174
100
66
10
100
100
200
----

The religious faith was also found to differ along
the national-racial lines. The number of non-Christian
children was too small for a statistical comparison of
the mean adjustment scores. In any case, the differ e nce
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if any, would reflect the difference between two
cultural groups and not just between children of hlo
different religious faiths. It is, therefore, not
proposed to discuss it here. For reasons similar
to those discussed with respect to testing of hypothe sis 39, hy pot he sis 40 vi h i c h s tat e d The rei s n 0
difference between the adjustment of immigrant
children professing diffe)~ent religious faiths"
could not be tested.
II

SOCIAL RELATIONS OF CHILDREN
Table 9.21 shows the number and proportion of
immigrant children who considered an English child
as their 'best friend'.
TABLE 9.21
NUMBER OF INMIGRANT CHILDREN WHO CHOSE AN
ENGLISH CHILD AS THEIR 'BEST FRIEND I
----,

I

GROUP

N

Al"1 West Indians
\~est Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypr-iot Girls

5
4
1
11
5
6

%

2.87
4.44
1. 1 9

14.47
13 • 16

15. 79

An examination of table 9.21 suggests a lack of
racial integration at school. The school was generally
regarded by teachers and others concerned as having
normal race relations. There had been no racial incident at the school, yet the friendship choices, of
the close kind at any rate~ had been very largely
confined to children's own racial-national groups.
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The proportion of Cypriot children describing an
English child as their 'best friend'was much higher
than West Indian children. The number of children
having an English child as their 'best friend ' was
too small for a statistical compari s on of their me an
adjustment scores with children who did not claim
such friendship.
Table 9.20 shows the number and proportion of
immigrant children who claimed an English child as
one of their friends.
TAGLE 9.20
NUMBER OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN CLAIMING
F RlEN DS HIP ~! I T HAN ENG LI S11 CHIL D
- ------

GROUP
All

I n d ian s
Ind-jan Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypr-j ot Gi rl s
~~est

~J est

N
%
~-------j---

39
24

22.41
26.67

15
58

76.32

27
31

17 .86
71 .05

81 .58

The proportion of Cypriot children claiming an
Engli s h child as their friend was much higher than the
West Indians. It would appear that there was more
friendship betw ee n Cypriots and the English than betw ee n
the English and the West Indians. The difference in
the friendship choices may have been one of the reasons
why the 'social acceptability' scores of the Cypriot
children were found to be significantly higher than
those of the West Indians.
Table 9.21 gives the significance of the
difference between the adjustment socres of immigrant
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children who did and did not claim an English child
as their friend.
TABLE 9.21
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
MEAN ADJUSTMENT SCORES OF CHILDREN WHO DID AND
DID NOT CLAIM AN ENGLISH CHILD AS THEIR FRIEND
SA

GROUP

PS

ANX

All vJest Indians 9.341 9.911 9.09l
West Indian Boys 8.53/ 10.231 6.791
West Indian
10.211 9.561 11.561
Girls
All Cypr"iots
9.801 9.401 6.831
Cypriot Boys
9.671 8.961 5.97l
Cypri at Gi rl s
9.931 9.83/ 7.69/

OS

CA

8.081

36.421
33.861
39.161
33.721
33.121
34.311

8.311

7.831
7.691
8.521
6.861

fDenotes significance at 1% level.
All differences are shown in favour of children who
claimed friendship of an English child.
The mean adjustment scores and the mean scores on
all the four adjustment sub-scales were found to be
significantly higher for those who had an English
friend as against those who did not. The results
suggest that adjustment of an immigrant child may
be helped by his friendship with English children.
Such friendship is related not only with ' soc ial accepta b i 1 i t Y but a 1 s 0 \v i t h va ria b 1e s s u c has per son a 1
satisfaction ' , 'freedom from anxiety' and 'object"ivity
of s elf - con c e p t
Hy pot he sis 4 1 Fr i end s hip wit han
English child is positively related to the adjustment
of immigl~ant children" vIas, therefol'e, confirmed by
the results of this study.
I

I

I.

II

SOCIAL RELATIONS OF THE FAMILY
Table 9.22 shows the number and proportion of
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immigrant children whose families visited or were
visited by an English family.
TABLE 9.22
IMMIGRANT CHILDREN WHOSE FAMILIES
VISITED OR WERE VISITED BY AN ENGLISH FAMILY
GROUP

N

5
3
2
10

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls

6
4

%

2.87
3.33
2.38
13 . 1 6
15.79
10.53

It would appear that there was very little
contact between the immigrants and the English
population at the family level. The percentage of
immigrant families being on visiting terms with the
English was higher among the Cypriots than the West
Indians.
Table 9.23 shows the significance of the difference between the mean adjustment scores of children whose family was and was not on visiting terms
with an English family.
The results are shown in favour of children
whose families were on visiting terms with the
English. The evidence produced here shows conclusively that the social relations of parents
are strongly related to the 'adjustment ' of their
children. An immigrant parent who is on visiting
terms with English families is likely to have an
'adjusted ' child. Hypothesis 42 "Immigrant child218

ren whose families are on visiting terms with the
English are better adjusted than others" vIas thus
confirmed.

TABLE 9.23
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
MEAN ADJUSTMENT SCORES OF CHILDREN WHOSE
FAMILIES WERE AND WERE NOT ON VISITING TERMS
WITH THE ENGLISH

------------------------------VARIABLE

DIFFERENCE ISIGNIFICANCE

Social Acceptability
Personal Satisfaction
Freedom from Anxiety
Objectivity of Self-concept
Composite Adjustment

12.46
10.95
14.63
5.94

L.g8

1%
1%
1%
5%
1%

All differences are shown in favour of children whose
families were on visiting terms with the English.
It is interesting to note that the biggest
difference between the groups was found not on
'social acceptability', but on 'freedom from
anxiety'. The 'adjLlstment' scores of children
whose families were on visiting terms with the
English were found to be significantly higher. The
results suggest that social relations of parents
may be of crucial importance to the adjustment of
the child.
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CHAPTER 10
ANALYSIS III:
AT TAINMENT ~ ABILITIES AND
PERSOI\fALITY FACTORS
The present chapter analyses the attainment,
abilities and 'extraversion' of immigrant children,
for their relationship with 'adjustment'.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Table 10.1 sh00s the mean 'academic achievement'
of the various groups studied.
Table 10.2 analyses the significance of the
differ ences between the means of the various groups.
There was no significant difference between the
'academi c achievement' of the two immigrant groups.
Immigr a nt children , on the other hand, had lower
achiev eme nt on the academic subjects than the
English sample, the differences being highly sign ificant. Thus evidence was found to support the
hypothesis 14 , Theh y pot he sis "' 4 stated "Immigrant
childr e n have a lower academic achievement than
Eng 1 "j s h chi 1 d re n " .
Th e results suggest that schools are in danger
o f pro du e i n g i mlll"i 9 ran t s c h 0 0 1 - 1e a ve r s Iv h 0 are not
only l ess well - adjusted but also have significantly
less aca dem ic achievement than their English counter parts. This would invariably lead to the immigrant
school - l eave r being offered low status jobs, culmina ting in evolution of a social class, below the working class on the social ladder and consisting overwhelmingly of foreign faces and accents.
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TABLE 10.1
MEAN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
GROUP
All West Indians
\~est Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls
---

MEAN

SD

9.43
9.20
9.67
9.46
9.23
9.70
15 . 17
15.34
15.00

4.52
4.03
4.97
5 .12
5. 19
5.11
8.11
8.29
7 .97

-.-

..

TABLE 10.2
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
MEAN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
DIR,FERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

GROUP
A'll English vs
All West Indians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypri ots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
14est Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
\4est Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

'5.74

1%

5 .71

1%

0.04

NS

6.14

1%

6 . 11

1%

0.025

NS

5.67

1%

5.64

1%

0.03

NS

I

I
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Table 10.3 gives the correlations between the
various measures of 'adjustment ' and academic success. A positive relationship, significant at 1%
level between composite 'adjustment ' scores and
'academic achievement ' was found in all the groups,
the correlations being significant at 5% level in
Cypriot girls. Hypothesis 15 stated IIAcademic
achievement of immigrant children is positively
related to their adjustment". The results obtained
support the hypothesis.
TABLE 10.3
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
GROUP

SA

PS

ANX

OS

TA

All ~~est Indians
\,1 est I n d ian Boy s
West Indian Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
Engl-ish Boys
English G-irls

241
331
17
32f
32*
32*
361
29/

301
26*
331
39f
411
38*
321
29/
34/

391
411
36f
381
44/
33*
401
35/
461

18*
301
09
26*
30
23
261
22*
301

361
411
31f
431
46f
40*
421
36/
481

431

L-_ _ _ _

SA
= Social Acceptability
PS
=
Personal Satisfaction
ANX = Freedom from Anxiety
OS
= Objectivity of self-concept
TA
= Composite adjustment scores
*Denotes significance at 5% level
fDenotes significance at 1% level
A positive correlation between 'academic achievement l and 'social acceptability' was observed, which
was significant in all groups except the West Indian
girls. The correlation was higher in the English
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groups than in the immigrant groups. A significant
positive correlation was obtained between 'academic
achievement' and 'personal satisfaction' in all
groups. Similarly, a positive correlation, significant at 5% level, was obtained between 'freedom
from anxiety' and 'academic achievement'. Of the
four scales th~t produced the composite 'adjustment' scores, correlation with 'academic achievement'
was higher with 'freedom from anxiety' than with the
other three scales. It appears that a lack of
'academic achievement' may be a major cause of
anxiety among school children.
NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Table 10.4 shows the mean 'non-academic achievement' of the various groups. The significance of
the differences between the various means is described in Table 10.5. West Indians scored significantly higher on this variable than both the
Cypriots and the English. The difference between the
latter two groups was small and insignificant.
When the scores of boys and girls were analysed
separately, a similar pattern to the one described
above was obtained. No significant sex differences
\;Jere found. The hypothesis 16 "There is no difference
between the non-academic achievement of immigrant
and Engl"j sh chi 1 dren" was not supported by evi dence.
The reasons for higher non-academic achievement of
the West Indians are perhaps two. Firstly, the
'academic achievement' of the West Indians, on the
whole, was the poorest of the three groups tested.
Having failed" in the cla~sroom, they may have felt
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TABLE 10.4
MEAN NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT SCORES
GROUP

MEAN

SD

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

2.22
2.25
2 . 19
1. 76
1 .69
1.84
1. 74
1 .64
1.83

0.63
0.65
0.64
0.88
0.85
0.92
1. 03
0.86
0.95

---

-

---- - - - -

!

-

--

TABLE 10.5
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
MEAN NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

GROUPS CONTRASTED
All Engl'ish vs
All 14est Indians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypri ots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
14est Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
vJest Indian Boys
English Girls vs
Wes.t Indian Girls
English G<itrls \!s
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Birls
---

---

---

-0.48

1%

-0.02

NS

-0.46

1%

-0.61

1%

-0.05

NS

-0.56

1%
I
I

-0.36

1%

I
I

I

_..-
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-0.01

NS

-0.35

5%

a strong urge to succeed on the playground. Secondly, there is a strong tradition of games and
sports in the West Indies. It is an area where
Negroes have traditionally excelled; the young
West Indian at school may well be living up to his
expected role of fine cricketer, athlete and boxer.
Table 10.6 sets out the correlations obtained
between lnon-academic achievement l and ladjustment l
scores. No significant correlation between the
two variables was found in any of the groups. It
appears that lnon-academic a.chievement l is not
r e 1ate d to a d jus tm e n t
The hy pot he sis 17 whie h
stated IINon-academic achievement ;s positive"iy
related to immigrant children1s adjustment l was
unsupported by the results of this study and
was, therefore rejected.
TAGLE 10.6
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND
NON-ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
I

I.

GROUP
All West Indians
\~est Indian
Boys
14est Ind"ian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Engl i sh
English Boys
English Girls

SA

PS

ANX

as

CA

00
-04
04
-"13

00
08
-07
-07
-09
-06
-01
07
-08

-09
-11
-03
-06
-10
-04
-00
-01
01

-01
-13
12
-01
-13
16
-07
- 11
-04

-03

-11

- 15
-06
- 11
-02
---

--

--

Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
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-05

!

00
- 09
-13 •
-04
-04
-05
-04
I

ATTAINMENT IN ENGLISH
Table 10.7 gives the mean scores and standard
deviations of the various groups on attainment in
En g 1ish.
Table 10.8 analyses the significance of the
difference between the means of the various groups.
As may be expected the English group was significantly superior to the immigrant groups on this
variable. Although the difference between the two
immigrant groups was not found to be significant,
the West Indians, on the whole, scored higher than
the Cypriots. When the scores of each sex were
analysed separately, West Indian girls were found to
have a higher mean score than the Cypriots, the
difference, however, was not significant at 5% level.
The difference between West Indian and Cypriot boys
was very small and insignificant. Hypothesis 18
IIEng'lisl1 children have a higher attainment in
English than immigrants was confirmed by the results
of this study.
The 'English attainment scores' were then
correlated with the adjustment scores, the obtained
correlation matrix is reproduced in Table 10.9.
A significant correlation between 'attainment in
English' and lIadjustment scores was found in all the
groups. On analysis of each sub-scale, a positive
relationship between 'attainment in English' and the
four 'adjustment' sub-scales was found. The coefficient
was significant in every case except two, where it
showed slightly less than the required 5% level of
significance. Ample evidence was found to support the
hypothesis 19 that IIAttainment in English is positively
related to adjustment among immigrant children".
ll

ll
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TABLE 10.7
MEAN 'ATTAINMENT IN ENGLISH' SCORES
GROUP
All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
A'I1 Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypri at Gi r1 s
All Eng'lish
English Boys
English Girls

MEAN

SO

1 .676
1 .702
1.648
1 .278
1 .708
0.848
3.164
3.545
2.783

2.84
2.92
2.79
3.16
3.22
3.07
3.30
3.36
3.22

--

TABLE 10.8
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MEAN ENGLISH ATTAINMENT SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
All 11est Ind'ians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All vJest Indians
English [3oys vs
IIJest Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
I~est Indian Boys
English Girls vs
Wes't Indiap Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypri at Gi rl s vs
West Indian Girls
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1 .488

1%

1 .886

1%

-0.398

NS

1 .843

1%

1 .837

1%

0.006

NS

1 . 1 35

5%

1. 935

1%

-0.800

NS

TABLE 10.9
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ENGLISH ATTAINMENT
AND ADJUSTMENT
GROUPS

SA

PS

ANX

OS

CA

All West Indians
~~est Indian Boys
West Indi an Gi rl s
All Cypr "iots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
A11 English
English Boys
English G"irls

341
361
321
351
29
431
391
411
371

261
351
17
371
431
32*
331
321
351

311
311
301
381
38*
34*
351
311
391

381
381
381
371
36*
38*
311
321
301

401 .
441 •
361
451
451
451
431
431
441

*Denotes significance at 5% level
fDenotes significance at 1% level
Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
The results would seem to suggest that attainment in English language is an important factor in
the adjustment of immigrant and English children alike.
FLUENCY OF SPOKEN ENGLISH
Table 10.10 sets out the mean 'fluency of spoken
English ' scores of the various groups.
TABLE 10.10
MEAN 'FLUENCY OF SPOKEN ENGLISH ' SCORES
GROUP

MEA N

SD

All vJest Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Engl"ish
English Boys
English Girls

3.06
3.73
2.34
2.66
2.46
2.87
4.63
4.53
4. 71

1.76
1. 57
1. 67
1 .42
1 .69
1. 05
0.79
0.76
0.82

-
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Table 10.11 analyses the significance of the
differences between the mean 'spoken English fluency
scores' of the various groups. As might be expected
the English obtained higher mean scores than the
immigrant groups, the differences being large and
highly significant. Of the two immigrant groups,
the West Indians ' score was found to be higher
than the Cypriot mean score but the difference was
not significant at 5% level. When the scores of
the two sexes were analysed separately, English boys
and girls were found to be significantly more fluent
in spoken English than their immigrant counterparts.
West Indian boys scored significantly higher than
Cypriot boys, but the difference between the girls
was reversed. Cypriot girls scored significantly
higher than the West Indian girls. It is difficult
to account for this sex difference in the 'English
fluency' scores of the immigrant groups. Since at
5% level of significance there is a probability of
5 out of 100 significant differences arising solely
through operation of chance factors, perhaps the
safest course is to assume that the case for the sex
difference is Inot proven ' , and worthy of further
investigation.
The 'fluency of spoken English' scores were then
correlated with the adjustment scores, the correlations obtained are reproduced in Table 10.12. With
the ~xception of the English girls' group, no significant relationship between the 'fluency of spoken
English' scores and 'adjustment ' or any of its sub229

TABLE 10.11
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
'FLUENCY OF SPOKEN ENGLISH' SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED
All English vs
All Hest Indians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All 'vJest Ind"ians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
'vJest Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls
-_

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE
1. 57

1%

1. 96

1%

-0.39

NS

0.81

1%

2.07

1%

-1 .26

1%

2.37

1%

1.85

1%

0.53

5%

.. _ - - - - _ ... _---

scales was found in any of the groups. A low
positive correlation which was significant at 5%
level was found behJeen 'anxiety' and 'fluency in
spoken English' in the English girls' group.
Hypothesis 20 stated "Fluency of spoken English is
po sit i vel y r e 1ate d to i mm i g ran t chi 1d r en's ad jus tment". No evi dence was found to support the
hypothesis and it was therefore~ rejected. It is
interesting to note that although attainment in
English (which was assessed through written work)
was related to adjustment scores of immigrant
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TABLE 10.12
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN IFLUENCY OF SPOKEN ENGLISH
AND ADJUSTMENT

01
-07
10
-08
-13
-04
12
02
21

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
~Jest Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
A11 English
English Boys
English Girls

ANX

PS

SA

GROUPS

01
15
-14
-17
.w 23
-10
13
06
19

08
13
02
-16
-26
-10
12
-02
23*

-

1

CAl

OS

I

15
17
12
-17
-28

-07
04
08
16

-1

07
12
02
-18
-27
-10
13
01
23*

I

_._-_ .. __ ._.. _-

*Denotes significance at 5% level
Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
children, fluency of spoken English was not. This
may well be due to the fact that ability in written
rather than spoken English is an important factor
in attainment at school.
VOCABULARY
The mean IvocabularY scores of the various
groups tested are given in Table 10.13.
TABLE 10.13
MEAN VOCABULARY SCORES
l

GROUP

MEAN

SO

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

21 .94
22.31
21 .54
20,26
20. 18
20.35
29.45
28.53
30.38

7.60
7.66
7.56
9.87
10.49
9.33
9.99
9.37
10.56
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Table 10.14 analyses the significance of the
differences between the mean ·vocabu1ary scores· of
the various groups.
TABLE 10.14
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
VOCABULARY SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED
All En g 1 ish vs
All West Indians
A11 En g 1 ish vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
11 est I nd ian Boy s
English Boys vs
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
11 est I nd ian Boy s
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypri ot Gi r1 s vs
West Indian Girls

DIFFERENCES

SIGNIFICANCE

7 . 51

1%

9.19

1%

-1 .68

NS

6.21

1%

8.35

1%

- 2. 14

NS

8.84

1%

10.03

1%

- 1 . 18

NS

'-_.

As might be expected, the English group scored
higher than both the immigrant groups on this
variable, the differences being large and highly
significant. The West Indians scored higher than
the Cypriots but the difference between the means
of the two groups was not statistically significant
at 5% level of significance. When the scores of
the two sexes were analysed separately, a similar
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pat t ern em erg e d . HYpot he sis 2 1 II I mm i g ran t chi 1 d r e n
have less extensive vocabulary than English children ll
was supported by the results of this study.
'Vocabulary scores' were then correlated with
the 'adjustment' scores, the set of correlations
obtained is reproduced in Table 10.15.
TABLE 10.15
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VOCABULARY AND ADJUSTMENT
GROUPS

PS

ANX

OS

CA

14
13
15
-06
-06
-05
-05
-12
02

-07
-16
03
05
08
02
11
11
10

- 11
-11
-11
-16
-1 5
-17
-15*
-03
-23*

00
-02
02
-02
01
-05
-0.4
-06
.,.02

SA
-- -

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
An Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
A11 English
English Boys
English Girls

00
05
-05
08
12
01
-06
-16
03

-~-.~

-_ ..

------

*Denotes significance at 5% level
Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
No significant correlation between 'vocabulary
scores' and 'adjustment' or any of its sub-scales
was found in any of the groups. There were,
however, two exceptions. A low, negative, but
significant correlation was obtained in the
English group between 'vocabulary scores' and
'objectivity of self-concept'. Among the English,
the .correlation was significant in girls but not in
boys. Two significant correlations out of 45 would,
in any case, be expected to reach 5% level of
significance by operation of chance factors alone,
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and thus, are of limited value. Hypothesis 22
"Vocabulary is unrelated to adjustment of immigrants"
was thus confirmed.
MENTAL AGE
Table 10.16 sets out the mean intelligence
test scores of the various groups.
TABLE 10.16
MEAN INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES
GROUP S

MEAN

SD

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
vJe s t Indian Girls
All Cypl'i ots
Cypri at Boys
Cyp ri at Girls
All Engl·ish
En g 1 i sh Boys
En 9 1i sh Girls

36. 15
36.56
35.'11
33.85
33.65
34.05
39.97
39.00
40.94

6.88
7.41
6.32
9 .61
9.98
9.36
9.60
9.02
10 . 1 1

-~-

Table 10.17 analyses the significance of the
differences between the mean intelligence test
scores.
The English children tested had a higher mean
intelligence test score than the immigrants, the
differences being significant at 1% level. Of the
immigrant groups, West Indians obtained a higher
mean score than the Cypriots, though the difference
between the two groups was significant at the 10%
level but not at the 5% level. This pattern was
repeated when the scores of the two sexes were
analysed separately.
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TABLE 10.17
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE

SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
All t~ est I n dian s
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All ItJest Indians
English Boys vs
ItJest Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
Engl"ish Girls vs
CypI'iot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

3.82

1%

6.12

1%

-2.30

NS

2.44

1%

5.35

1%

-2.91

NS

5.23

1%

6.89

1%

-1. 66

NS

Intelligence test scores were then correlated
with ladjustmentl scores and its sub-scales, the
correlations obtained are reproduced in Table 10.18.
No significant relationship between ladjustmentl
and intelligence test scores or any of its sub-scales
was found in any of the groups with the exception of
West Indian girls where a low negative relationship
was found with Isocial acceptabilityl.
It is worth remembering at this stage that
intelligence test scores were used as a measure of
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mental age. Thus the re s ults discussed he re indicate
no relationship between adjustment and ment a l age.
Hypothe s is 23 "Adjus tment of imlll'igr ant ch 'i'ldren 'is
negat-i ve'ly rel ate d to their menta " age " was, therefore, rejected.
TABLE 10.18
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND INTELLIGENCE
TEST SCORES
GROUPS

SA

PS

ANX

OS

CA

06
08
OIJ.
- 06
-07
- 04
- 02
00
- 04

- 02
07
-09
05

f - ' - - 1-- '

A1 'I ~.J est I n d 'j a ns
\IJest I n d i a n Boy s
West Indian Girls
An Cypr 'j ots
CYPIn 'i 0 t Boy s
Cypr'iot Gir l s
All English
Eng'l 'ish Boys
Engl'j sh Girls

- 13
- 04
- 23;\08
'14

00
-06
- 12
- 01

07
09
04
03
03
02
- 04
-07
-·01

- 02
08
- 11
09
20
02
- '/0
- 06
- 14

11

00
-07
-08
- 06

0 -

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
Decima l points have be en omitted from t he tab l e.
1. Q.

Table 10.19 shows the mean I.Q. scores of the
various group s studied.
Table 10.20 ana ly ses the significance of the
differ ence between the mean I.Q. scores of the
var'i ous groups. As ''lith menta l age, t he mean I.Q.
of the Eng li sh groups, both boys and gir l s, was
found to be significantly higher than the corresponding immigrant groups. No signifi ca nt difference
was found betw ee n the two im migrant groups.
The correlations obta in ed beth/een th e meas ur ed
I.Q. and 'adju stment ' scores is given in table 10. 21.
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TABLE 10.19
MEAN I.Qs.

--

GROUP

All West Indians
West Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypl~iots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

MEAN

SO

90.41
91 .15
89.25
84.65
84.15
85.15
102.34
101.56
103.12

15.63
16. 13
15. 14
23.88
24.60
23 .16
23.93
22.96
24.89

TABLE 10.20
SIGNIFICANCE OFf HE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
MEAN I.Qs.
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE

SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
A11 West Indi ans
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
\lJest Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

11 .93

1%

17.69

1%

-5.76

NS

10.4-'

1%

17 .41

1%

-7.00

NS

13.87

1%

17 .97

1%

4.10

NS
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A positive~ moderately high correlation between
all 'adjustment' scales and I.Q. was found in all
the groups. The correlation was higher among the
immigrant groups than in the English groups. The
evidence obtained confirmed the hypothesis 24 "I.Q.
is positively related to adjustment among immigrant
chi ldr e n" . The results of the study suggest that
a ch"ild who is above average in intel ligence is
also likely to have above average 'adjustment' ~
esp ec ially i f he happens to be an immigrant child.
In other words , the higher the level an immigrant
ch oild can attaoin on a l~este l'n -t ype intelligence
test, t he hi gher are hi s chances of adj usti ng to
Eng 1 -j s h soc i e ty .
TABLE 10.21
CORRELATION BETWEEN I.Q. AND ADJUSTMENT
GROUPS

SA

PS

ANX

OS

CA

All vJest Indians
West Indian Boys
VJest Indian Girls
All Cypr; ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All Eng li sh
English Boys
Ell g 1 ish Gi r 1 s

371
321
411
321
31*
33*
241
22*
261

331
30/
361
351
38 *
32*
20/
18
23*

36 7
361
361
321
33*
32*

321
311
321
381
39*
36*
341
381
301

431
4°11
46/
431
441
421
351
341
37/

--

--

- - - --

- - -- - -

__

I

-

-

--

-

35/
301

411
_

._-

-

I

-- -

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
fDenotes Significance at 1% level.
Decimal point s ha ve be en omitted from the table.
EXTRAVERSION
The mean 'extraversion' scores of the various
groups are set out in Table 10.22. The significance
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of the differences between the means is analysed
in Table 10.23.
Immigrant children were found to be significantly
more extravert than the English children. Hypothesis
25 IIImmigrant children are more extraverted than
English children was confirmed. Among the immigrants,
West Indians were found to be more extraverted than
the Cypriots, the difference between the two groups
being small and insignificant. A similar pattern
emerged when the scores of the two sexes were
analysed separately.
TABLE 10.22
MEAN EXTRAVERSION SCORES
ll

---------

GROUP

MEAN

All ltJest In dians
\~est Indian Boys
West Indian Gi r 1 s
All Cypriot s
Cypriot Boy s
Cypriot Gir 1s
All English
English Boy s
English G"ir 1 s

14.23
14.24
14 . 2 1
13.98
14.03
13.93
12. 19
12 .01
12.36

SO

2.74
2.56
2.92
2.61
2 .51
2.75
3.00
2 .91
3.09
-

The correlations between 'extraversion' and
'adjustment' scores are given in the Table 10.24.
A significant positive correlation between the
, a d jus tm e nt' s cor e san d 'e x t r a ve r s ion' \lJ a s f 0 u n din
all the groups. The results suggest that of the two
type~, the introverted child is less likely to be
well-adjusted. Hypothesis 26 IIThere is no relationship between extraversion and adjustment of immigrant
children \vas, therefore rejected.
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TABLE 10.23
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN
EXTRAVERSION SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED
All
A11

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

English vs
l~est Indi ans

-2.04

1%

All Engli s h vs
An Cypriot s

- 1 .79

1%

All CYP r 'j 0 t s v s
An l~est Indians
English Boys vs
l~ est. I n d ian Boy s
English Boys vs
Cypr 'j ot Boys

- 0.25

NS

- 2.23

1%

-2.0 1

1%

Cypriot Boys vs
t1est Indian Boys

- 0.21

NS

English Girls vs
t1 est Indian Girls

- 1 .85

Eng "'i s h Girls vs
Cypriot G"jrls

- 1 .56

1%

Cy Prio t G'j r 1 s v s
\tIe s t Indian G'jrls

-0.29

NS

"' %

A positive and significant correlation between
'extraversion ' and 'social acceptability', Ipersona"
sat i s f ac ti on I a nd
in all

I fr'eedo m from an x i e ty I vias found

the group s.
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TABLE 10.24
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EXTRAVERSION
AND ADJUSTMENT
GROUPS

SA

PS

ANX

OS

CA

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

311
381
25*
36f
36*
36*
31 f
291
321

34/
301
37/
421
471
36*
331
341
331

35/
431
26*
381
39*
38 ~,
37 f
371
37/

191
19
19

38/
411
361
41/
431
40*
381
391
381

-

-

----

..

-.--.---~--.--

-

----_ _-..

~

... _ - - - - -

---_ .. _ - -

-

11

12
11

201
23*
16

---

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
fDenotes si~nificance at 1% level.
Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
It thus appears that the concept lextraversion l
as measured by the New Junior Maudsley Personality
Inventory is related to all aspects of the concept
of adjustment as defined here, with the exception
of the 'objectivity of the self-concepti.
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CHAPTER 11
ANALYSIS IV:
INTERESTS. ATTITUDE AND
VOCA TIONA L ASPIRATIONS

The 'i nterests', ' atti tude towards school',
'vocation a l aspirations and expe ctations of the
sample studied are analysed in this chapter.
I

INTERESTS
INTEREST IN THINGS
Tab 1e 11. 1 9 i ve s the me an s c ore s of the va rio us
groups on 'interest in things' sca l e .
Tab ., e ll . 2 a. n a 1y s est he s -j gn i fie aile e 0 f the
difference s between the various means. As a group,
Cypriots VJere found to be the most 'interested in
things', the diff e r ence betwe e n Cypriots and
English being significant at 1% level but the
difference between the Cypriot and West Indian
groups failed to reach the 5% level of significance.
West Indi ans also scored significantly higher on
this variable than the English group. A similar
pattern to the one described above emerged when the
sco r es of the two sexes were a na ly sed se par ate ly.
Immigrant s, both We s t Indian s a nd Cypriots, were
significantly more 'interested in things' than the
Eng -, -j s h chi 1 d r en. The hy pot he sis No. 2 7 "I mm i g ran t
chil.dren are more interested in things than English
children" \,yas thus confirmed. This d-iff e rence between
the English and the immigrants may possibly be due to
the comparative lack of prosperity in the home
countries of the two groups of immigrants studied.
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Both Cyprus and the West Indies are developing
nations, with both low income per capita and
standard of living. It would be natural therefore
that these children should show more interest in
material goods, than their English schoolmates.
TABLE 11.1
~1 EAN I I NT ERE STIN THI NGSIS COR ES
GR OUP
A 1 IIJest Indians
vJ e st

Indi an Boys
vJe st Indian Gil~ls
/\ 1 Cypr·iots
Cy pri ot [30ys
Cy priot Girls
A 1 English
En glish Boys
En glish G·irls

MEAN

SD

61. 1 6
62.76
59.55
64.64
64.93
64.35
56.23
56.69
55.78

·/2.75
12.22
13. 14
14.63
14.26
15 . 16
11 .52
1 ., .02
12.07

The scores on this variable were correlated
with 'adjustment' scores, the obtained set of
correlations are reported in Table 11.3. A
negative correlation, which was significant in all
except the Cypriot girls group, was found between
adjustment and 'interest in things' in all the
groups. The correlation was lower in the English
than the immigrant groups. Similarly, a negative
correlation between 'interest in things' and all
the four sub-scales of adjustment was found in the
immigrant boys groups. The correlation, although
negative, was of lower magnitude in the English
boys group. Hypothesis 28 "Interest in things is
positively related to adjustment of immigrant
children vIas thus rejected. It appears that a
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child whose dominant interest is in things is
less likely to be well-adjusted.
TABLE 11.2
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
INTEREST IN THINGS SCORES
I

I

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

GROUPS CONTRASTED

--

-

All Engl ish vs
All ~lest Indians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypri ots vs
All vJest Indians
English Boys vs
vJ est I nd ian Boy s
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
\~est Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

-4.93

1%

-8.41

1%

3.48

--
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NS

-6.07

1%

-8.24

1%

2. 1 7

NS

-3.77

5%

-8.57

1%

4.80

NS

TABLE 11.3
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND
'INTEREST IN THINGS'
GROUP
An West Indians
West Indi an Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
Engli s h Boys
English Girls

SA

PS

-221
-301
- 16
-28 *
- 40*
- 16
-12
- 16

-22f
-271
- 17
-301
- 40*
-22
- 12
-21*
-04

.. "' 0

ANX
-26f
-331
-20*
-311
- 411
-22
- 21 f
-271
-"' 5

OS

CA

-15*
-21*
-10
-291
-31*
-27
-09
-04
-16

-27f
-351
- 20*
-371
-481
-27
- 181
-211
-13

:::
Social Accept a bility
PS ::: Personal Satisfaction
ANX ::: Freedom from Anxiety
OS ::: Objectivity of self-concept
CA ::: Composite adjustment scores
*Denot e s significance at 5% level
fDenotes significanc e at 1% level
Decimal points have been omitted from this table.
Sf...

INTEREST IN PEOPLE
Table 11.4 gives the mean 'interest in people'
scores of the various groups.
Table 11.5 ana ly ses the significance of the
differences between the mean 'interest in people'
scores of the groups studied. West Indians were
found to be the group most interested in people
while the Cypriots obtained the lowest mean score.
The .English mean score fell between these two,
though it was much nearer to the Cypriot than the
West Indian position. The difference between the
West Indian and the other two groups was found to be
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significant at 1% level while the difference between
the English and Cypriot groups was small and insignificant. When the scores of boys and girls were
analysed separately, both the vlest Indian boys but not the
Cypriot boys scored significantly higher than the
English boys, t he difference betvJcen the former
two groups being insignificant. English girls, on
the other hand, scored significantly higher than
the Cypriot girls, while the West Indian girls scored
significantly higher than both other groups of girls.
There was a significant difference between the
'interest in people ' score of the two immigrant
groups, one scoring higher and one lower than the
Eng'l ish.
The hy pot he sis 29 Eng 1 'i s h c h 'i 1 d r en a l~ e
more interested in people than immigrant children"
was not supported by evidence. It is difficult to
account for the sex difference in the scores of the
Cypriots. The result is rather baffling. It is
hard to imagine that in the Cypriot culture, boys
are socialised more than girls to take a greater'
interest .in people.
The lin t ere s tin p e 0 p1e s cor e s Vi ere cor r e 1 ate d
with 'adjustment ' scores. The set of obtained
cor r e 1 at ion sis r'e p l~ 0 d u c e din Tab 1ell . 6 . A po sit i ve
correlation between 'interest in people ' and adjustment and it s sub-scales was found in all the groups.
The correlation was significant in the immigrant but
not in the English group. Of the four sub-scales of
I a d jus t men t I ,
the cor r e 1a t ion b e tvl e e n lin t ere s tin
people ' and 'freedom from anxiety' was the highest.
It would appear that an interest in people increases
II

I
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the probability of the harmonious adjustment of
immigrant children. Hypothesis 30 IIInterest in
people is negatively related to the adjustment of
"immigrant children ll was not supported by the evidence
and was, therefore, rejected.
TABLE 11.4
~1 EAN I I NTERE S TIN PE0 PLEI SCOR ES
EA N

GROUP

~1

All vi est I n d ian s
~~est Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
An Cyp r"j 0 ts
Cypriot Goys
Cypriot Gir"ls
A11 Eng1 i sh
English Boys
English Girls

49.65
45.26
54.04
40.33
42 . 25
38.43
41 .86
38.79
44.94
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SO
11 .23

9.76
10.93
14.04
15 . 37
12.46
14.24
14.11
13.78

TABLE 11.5
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
'INTEREST IN PEOPLE' SCORES
GROUPS CONTRASTED

DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

All English vs
A'll West Indians
All English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
(iJest Indian Boys
English Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
West Indian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

-7.79
1. 53

1%
NS

-9.32

1%

-6.47

1%

-3.46

NS

-3.01

NS

- 9 . 10

1%

6.51

1%

-15.61

1%

I
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TABLE 11.6
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 'INTEREST IN PEOPLE'
AND 'A DJUS Tt~ ENT'
GROUPS

SA

PS

ANX

OS

CA

201
26*
15
25 *
20
29
18/
20 *
15

301
35125*
37 f
39 "(
3 6* .
08
08 i
09

-

All West Indians
~/est Indian Boys
West Indi an Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot G-irls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

221291
15
22
30
14- 08
-08
- 07

191
24*
15

341

35*
34*
09
05
13

33133/
32l
37/
37*
36'"
08
07
09

I

,

I
I
I

*Denotes signif ic ance at 5% level.
fDenotes significance a t 1% lev el.
Decimal points have been omit te d from this table.
INTEREST IN IDEAS
Table 11.7 shoVJS the mean 'inter est in id eas '
scores of the various groups.
TABLE 11.7
MEAN 'I NTERES TIN IDEAS' SCORES
r-----

GROUP

r~E AN

All We st Indians
IIJ est I n d -i a n Boy s
West Indi an Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
CYP rio t G-i r 1 s
All English
English Boys
English Girls

31 .49
30.74
32.24
29.23
29.68
28.78
35. 11
34.70
35.53

SO
12 . 1 6
13 .22
1 1 .0 2
12 . 1 5
1 -, .80
12.62
19.69
18.76
20.68

The significance of the differences between the
mean 'interest in ideas' scores of the various groups
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are discussed in the Table 11.8. English children
were found to be significantly more interested in
ideas than immigrants,
th~ difference being
signif"icant at the 5% level. The results thus
contradicted the predictions of hypothesis 31~
l>Jhi eh stated "There is no di fference in the extent
to which English and Immigrant children are
interested in ideas". The hypothesis was, therefore, rejected,

H\BLE 11.8
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN
INTEREST IN IDEAS SCORES
I

I

~ 0 IF FER [ _~ C~ S I GNI F I CAr~ CE

GROUPS CONTRASTED

An English vs
A"I 1 \11 est I 11 d ian s
A"ll English vs
All CY PY'"i 0 t s
All Cypri ots vs
All (,lest Ind"ians
English Boys vs
~~est Indian Boys
Eng-lish Boys vs
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
I~est Indian Boys
Eng"lish Girls vs
West Indian Girls
Eng 1 "i s h Gi \" 1s v s
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

3.62

5%

5.88

1%

-2.26

NS

3.96

5%

5.02

5%

··1 ,06

NS

3.29

NS

6.75

5%

-3.46

NS

---

West Indians, scored higher than Cypriots but the
difference was not statisticallysignifieant at the 5%
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level of significance. When the scores of the two
sexes were analysed separately, a similar pattern
of differences, with English, West Indians and
Cypriots in that order, emerged in both boys and
girls. However, with the exception of the
differences between English boys and boys of the
other two groups and English girls and Cypriot
girls, all other differences did not reach the
necessary 5% level of significance.
The correlations obtained between 'interest
in ideas ' and adjustment in various groups are
reported in Table 11.9. A significant negative
correlation between the 'interest in ideas and
adjustment and all its sub-scales was found in the
immigrant groups. The correlation in the English
groups was smaller but negative in all cases except
one. The correlations in the English groups did not
reach the 5% confidence level except in one case.
A low correlation which was barely significant at
5% level between .'freedom from anxiety' and 'interest
in ideas was found in the English girls' group.
The results suggest that an immigrant child who
is primarily interested in ideas is less likely to
be well-adjusted than the one who is chiefly
i n t ere s ted i n pe 0 p 1e . HYpot he sis 32 I n te t est i n
ideas is unrelated to adjustment of immigrants
was thus, rejected.
I

I

II

li
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TABLE 11.9
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 'INTEREST IN IDEAS'
AND ADJUSTMENT
r---

SA

GROUPS

PS

OS

ANX

CA
-------I

All vJest Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

-

-431 -39/
-421 -361
-43/ -43/
-381 -37/

- 46f
-26
-02
-01
-01

-39f
-37*
-03
-05
01

-491
-49/
-491
-40/
- 4- 2/
- 38;\"
-10
-0 -I
-20*

-331
-491
-21*
-321
-34*
-31*
-·05
-04
-12

'- 5 2/ :
-54l
- 51 f
-471
-511
-42l
-07
-03
-10

--

*Denotes significance at 5% level
/Denotes significance at 1% level
Decimal points have been omitted from this table.
ATTITUDE TOWARDS SCHOOL
The mean 'attitude towards school' scores of
the various groups are reported in Table 11.10.
TABLE 11.10
MEAN 'ATTITUDE TOWARDS SCHOOL' SCORES
GROUP

r~

EA N

SO

All v/est Indians
\.J est I n d ian Boy s
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

25.63
26.52
24.68
24.25
23.57
24.93
23.61
21 .59
25.63

8.15
8.54
7.59
7.76
8.43
6.93
8.70
8.68
8.49

The differences between the mean 'atti tude towards
school' scores of the various groups are analysed
i n ta b 1ell . 1 1 .
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TABLE 11. 11
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
IIATTITUDE TOWARDS SCHOOL II
DIFFERENCE SIGNIFICANCE

GROUPS CONTRASTED

---

A11 English vs
All West Indians
An English vs
All Cypriots
All Cypriots vs
All West Indians
English Boys vs
l~est Indian Boys
English Boys vs
CyplAiot Boys
Cypriot Boys vs
West Ind-ian Boys
English Girls vs
West Indian Girls
English Girls vs
Cypriot Girls
Cypriot Girls vs
West Indian Girls

-2.02

5%

-0.64

NS

-1 .38

NS

-4.93

1%

-1. 98

NS

-2.95

NS

0.95

NS

0.70

NS

0.25

NS

I

~-

West Indians were found to have the most and
English the least favourable attitude towards
school. The difference between West Indian and
English mean scores was significant~ while the
differences between the means of Cypriot and the
other two groups were insignificant at 5% level of
confidence.
When the scores of the two sexes were analysed
separately) a pattern similar to the one described
above emerged in the boys. Among the girls, however,
the English group obtained the highest mean score
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followed by the Cypriots while the West Indian girls
came last on this variable. The differences between
the three groups of girls were small and statistically
unreliable. Thus West Indian boys, but not the girls,
had a significantly more favourable attitude tow ar ds
school than children in other groups. Hypothesis 33
IIImmigrant children have a more favourable attitude
towards school than the Engli s h children" It/as thus
partially supported by evidence. In the West Indies,
a formal qualification is almost essential for a
white-collar job. A white - collar occup at ion offer s
both higher prestige and finan c i a l rew ards. School
in the We s t Indies is usually looked upon a s th e
route to bette r things, hence the more favourable
attitude of the West Indians. The pres sure for a
bright career prospect is felt to a gre a ter degree
by boys than girls. This may well explain the sex
differenc~ among the West Indian group in their
attitude toward school. The West Indian girls may
not attach any speci a l significance to attending
school. There would therefore be no significant
difference between them and the girls of the other
two groups, on this variable.
The att itude scores were then correlated with
t he 'adjustment' scores. Th e obtained cOl~ relations
are reproduced in Table 11.12.
A low positive correlation between 'attitude
t a Iva r d sse h 0 a l' and ' a d j LI S t men t' "" a s f 0 un din a 0' 1
the groups. The correlations were not significant
in the English groups.
'Social acceptability', and
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TAB LE 11. 12
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 'ATTITUDE TOWARDS SCHOOL '
AND ADJ USTlq EN T
GROUP

PS

SA

A NX

OS

CA

!

I

1

West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
Al"1 Cypriots
Cypr-iot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
Eng"lish Girls

fAll

211
21*
20
28*
26
29
09
13
06

201

22*
18
25*
26
26
14*
15
13

07
13
00
26*
29
27
08

26 7,
23 *
16
18
19

07

05
24*

09

251

13

22f I

26*
18

I
!

31 f
31 * I
3 2 ~( I
!

~rJ

16

*Denotes significance at 5% level
fDenotes significance at 1% level
Decimal points have been omitted from the table.
'personal satisfaction ' correlated positively with
the 'attitude towards school in the West Indian
and Cypriot groups but the correlations though of
similar magnitude, -were not high enough to be
significant when the two immigrant groups were subdivided by sex. Among West Indians, 'objectivity
of the self-concepti and among Cypriots, 'freedom
from anxiety' correlated positively and significantly
with the attitude scale scores. It appears that
an immigrant child who has a more favourable
attitude towards school is also likely to be welladjusted. Hypothesis 34 IIAttitude towards school
and adjustment are positively related among
immigrant children " \vas confirmed by the results of
this study.
I

VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS
Vocational aspirations are often associated
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with interest, and some interest tests are based on
vocational choice. The evidence about vocational
aspirations and expectations, therefore is included
in this chapter.
Table 11.13 shows the number of immigrant
children who thought that they were capable of
skilled, clerical or professional jobs. Their
responses are compared with the control group of
English children.

TABLE 11.13
CHILDREN ASPIRING TO SKILLED, CLERICAL OR
PROFESSIONAL JOBS
-------

~--_____r---~-,

GROUP

r----

All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

NU[\1BERI

%

153
81
72
65
36
29
170
86
84

87.93
90.00
85.71
85.53
94.74
76.32
85.00
86.00
84.00

A very large proportion of boys in the three
national'ity gt~OUps thought that they VJere capable
of, and deserved a skilled, clerical or professional
job. The proportion was somewhat smaller in the
girls. The difference between the vocational
aspirations of the three groups were relatively small.
Table 11.14 shol'IS the difference betvJeen the
adjustment of pupi ls who aspired to a ski lled or
professional job and those who thought that such a
position was beyond their capability. The differences
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are shown in favour of the former group.
TABLE 11.14
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES IN THE ADJUSTMENT
SCORES OF CHILDREN WHO DID AND DID NOT
ASPIRE TO A HIGH-STATUS JOB

------i

GROUPS

SA

PS

OS

ANX

CA

0.69
All West Indians\-0.19
1. 02 -1.10 0.42
~J est I nd oj a n Boy So 1. 5 4
2.86
1. 95 -1.63
1.64
West Indian
1. 63
0.03 -0.54 -0.89
1.25
Girls
All Cyprojots
0.39
0.58 -0.541-0.34 0.09
Cypriot Boys
2.10
0.93
0.46 -1.54 1 .95
Cypriot Girols
-01.32
0.23 -1.54 i 0.86 -1 ,77
All Enqlish
-0.78 1-0.03
1.631-0.52 0.30
Engolisfl Boys
-1.53 I-~ ,24
2.00 I 1.36 0.59 !
En g 1 oj s h Gi r 1 s
0 . O~~~_l_.~_~__~ 2 . 4 a o.~

I

0 __

All differences are shown in favour of children who
aspired to high status jobs.
No significant difference between the 'adjustment of children, who did and did not aspire to a
skilled, clerical or professional job, vIas found.
It appears that vocational aspiration is not related
to adjustment or any of its sub-scales. Hypothesis
35 "There is no diffet"ence in the adjustment of
children who do and do not aspire to a high-status
job" was supported by the evidence produced here.
l

VOCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS
Table 11.15 shows the number and proportion of
children who expected to get a skilled, clerical or
professional job.
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TABLE 11.15
EXPECTATIONS OF SKILLED, CLERICAL OR
PROFESSIONAL JOBS
NUr~

GROUP

BER

50
18
32
22
12

All West Indians
\I·Jest Indian Boys
\~est Ind-ian Girls
All Cypr-iots
Cypri ot Boys
Cypl~iot Girls
A11 Eng-lish
English Boys
English Girls

10

105
56
49

%

28.74
20.00
38.10
28.95
31 .58
26.32
52.50
56.00
49.00
-'-------

The proportion of -imm-ig)Aant chndren 1'/110 thought.
that they would actually obtain something better than
an unsk-illed, at semi-skilled job \lJas much sma"iler
when compated with the English sample. The propottion of those expecting to obtain a higher-status
job was much higher among West Indian girls than in
the boys. This may be due to the fact that nursing
is usually recognised as a profession which is not
colour-conscious, and a number of West Indian girls
did expect to enter the nursing ptofession. It appears
that the immigrant secondaty school children vJere
f u1 1y a 1'1 are oft Ii e dis a d van tag est II e y 1'1 ill h a vet 0
face in trying to get a higher-status position. They
did not appear to have much confidence about their
success at the task.
Table 11.16 analyses the significance of the
d iff ere n c e s b e tv; e e nth e mea n a djus till e n tis cor e s 0 f
childten in various groups who did and did not
expect to obtain a skilled, clerical or professional
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job. The differences are shown in favour of the
optimists.
No significant difference in the mean 'adjustl
ment scores or any of its sub-scales, was found
between the two groups. It seems that the fact
that a child expects or does not expect to obtain a
high-status job is unlikely to have an effect on
his adjustment. Hypothesis 36 "Imnl"ig\~ant ch"ildren
who expect to obtain a high-status job are better
adjusted than thos~ who do not have such expectations" was, therefore, not supported by the results.
TABLE 11.16
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHILDREN
WHO DID AND DID NOT EXPECT TO OBTAIN A
HI GH- SHi TU S JOB
GROUP
I------

All vJest Ind"ians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypri ots
Cypri ot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
Eng"lish Girls

--rsA
I

PS
---~

OS

I\NX

--

-0.98 0.97 0 .29
-0.46 0.89 0 .56
-1.53 1.06 0 .00
-0.22 0.35 0 .74
0.89 1.59-0 . 15
-1.32 -0.89 1 .63
-0.10 -0.04-0 . 19
-1.06 -1.71 1 .49
0.86 1.63 ··1 .86

I

CA
-

-0.63
-1 .89
0.73
-1 .17
-1 .56
-0.77
0.26
1 .38
-0.86

··0.35
··0.90
0.26
-0.30
0.77
-1 .35
-0.07
o .10
-0.23
--

All differences are shown in favour of children who
expected to get a higher-status job.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VOCATIONAL ASPIRATION AND
EXPECTATION
Table 11.17 shows the number of children who
thought that they were capable of, and deserved a
skilled, clerical or professional position but did not
expect to get such a job.
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TABLE 11.17
NUMBER OF CHILDREN WHOSE VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS
AND EXPECTATIONS WERE DIFFERENT
NUMBER

GROUPS
All West Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypriots
Cypriot Boys
Cypriot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

%

103
63
4-0
43
24
19
65
30

0.00

35

5.00

.20

0.00
7.62
6.58
3. -16

0.00
.50

The proportion was alarmingly large among the
immigrant population. A higher proportion of
immigrant boys than girls thought that they would
obtain jobs of an inferior kind than they deserved.
70% of the West Indian and 63% of the Cypriot boys
as against 48% of the West Indian and 50% of the
Cypriot girls envisaged obtaining an unskilled or
semi·-slcilled job vlh"ile they rated themselves capable
of something better.
Tab 1ell , 18 s h 0 VI S the d -i f f e }' e n c e s b e tv! e e nth e
adjustment scores of children whose vocational
aspirations and expectations were alike and different. The differences are s!1ovln in favour of the
former group.
The mean adjustment scores of children whose
vocational expectations were different from their
vocational aspirations~ were found to be Significantly
lower in all the groups. Their 'social acceptability'~
'personal satisfaction ' and 'freedom from anxiety'
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scores were significantly lower. The 'objectivity
of self-concepti score was also lower but the
differences were not significant at 5% level of
confidence. Ample evidence was found to support
Hypothesis 37 which stated "Immigrant children
whose vocational aspirations and expectations are
similar are better adjusted than those whose
vocational aspirations and expectations are
different".
TABLE 11.18
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT
SCORES OF CHILDREN WHOSE VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS
AND EXPECTATIONS WERE ALIKE AND DIFFERENT
----

~-

GROUP
All l~est Indians
West Indian Boys
West Indian Girls
All Cypl~iots
Cypriot Boys
Cypr-iot Girls
All English
English Boys
English Girls

PS

SA

OS

ANX

.--6.28f 12.331 1.58 12.05f
6.53/ 12.65f 1.16 11.94/
6.02/11.98/2.0312.16/
6.281 15.241 1.57 8.501
5.43* -16.92* 0.96 8. 65'c
7 . 13 7' 13.56* 2. 19 8.36'~
4.91/11.34/1.2511.681
4.891 10.26/0.7311.57/
4.931 12.411 "1,7611.79/
----

--

-

...

-

--

--

--

CA

32.24/
32.28/
32.191
31 .6 Of
31.96>~

3 -I .24 *
29.181
27.451
30.891

_.. -

*Denotes significance at 5% level.
fDenotes significance at 1% level.
All differences are shown in favour of children whose
vocational expectations and aspirations were similar.
The results suggest that a difference between
the vocational aspirations and expectations may be
a major factor in the adjustment of all children,
immigrants and English alike. The aspects of adjustment which seem to be most affected are
'personal satisfaction ' and 'freedom from anxiety'.
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MULTIPLE CORRELATION
At this stage, an attempt was made to develop a
multiple criterion predictor of the 'adjustment' of
immigrant children. Of the variables studied, four
were chosen for the purpose of computation of the
multiple correlation. Four was chosen as the number
of independent variables because taking a larger
number would significantly increase the amount of
computation, would add very little or nothing to the
multiple correlation and would increase the difficulty
of interpreting the correlation so obtained. The
reasons for selecting these variables were:(a) they were measured quantitatively,
(b) they showed high correlation with the
dependent variable, and
(c) they showed low correlation with each
other.
Academic achievement, I.Q., Extraversion and
'Interest in things' were employed as the independent
variables and a multiple correlation with adjustment,
the dependent variable was calculated. The results
obtained are shown in table 11.19.
TABLE·ll.19
MULTIPLE CORRELATION WITH ADJUSTMENT
~-----------------.--------

GROUP

West Indians
Cypriots
English

.~--

MULTIPLE
R
0.54921
0.59541
0.52531

IDenotes significance at 1% level.
The multiple correlations obtained are
moderately high.
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The obtained partial correlation coefficients
(Beta coefficients) of each variable with 'adjustmentl (with the other three variables partialled
out) are shown in ta b1e 11.20.
TABLE 11.20
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS WITH 'ADJUSTMENT '
---------

r12.345 r13.245 r14.235 r 15.234

GROUP
-

West Indians
Cypriots
English

---0.24951 0.1335

0.234l1 0.1329
0.20521- 0.1073

0.29181 - 0,16111
0.2576* - 0.2463;
0.2843f ., 0.1633/

1 :: Adjustment
2 == Academic achievement
3 =: 1. Q•
4 == Extraversion
5 ::: In te re s t ; n th i n g s
*Denotes significance at 5% level of confidence.
IDenotes significance at 1% level of confidence.
Acad~mic

achievement, Extraversion and 'interest
in things' were each found to be significantly
related to 'adjustment' in all the three groups tested
even when the effect of the other three variables
was partialled out. The partial correlation between
I.Q. and 'adjustment ' , on the other hand, fell below the
5% level of confidence, in an the three groups,
v/hen the effect of 'academic achievement ' , lextra··
version ' and 'interest ;n things' vias partialled out.
It appears that 1.Q. has little 1:ndependent relationship with 'adjustment ' . It thus seems possible
that the prediction about the future adjustment of
immigrant children could be made on a rough-andready basis if not accurately. In any case, it should
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be possi b le to pick out, with fair accuracy, the
immigran t children who are likely to fall in the lower
10% of t he adjustment scale, on the basis of the
four var ia bles studied here and other qualitative
measures used in the study which are found to be
signific a ntly related to 'adjustment ' .
CASE HIS. T'ORI ES
The case his t ories recorded are reported in
Appendi x A. There was some indication that if the
specific interest of an immigrant child brought
him in c l ose contact wi t h other English children,
he was l i kely to be 'well adjusted'. For example,
i f he s LJ Pp o r ted the 10 cal f 00 t ball c 1 uban d VI en t
to see t he m play accomp a nied by English children , he
was like l y to be above - average on th e 'adju s tment '
scale. S imilarly, if there was even one redeeming
feature i n his personality, such as outstanding
success i n sports, he was likely to be 'well - adjusted'.
Apa r t from these two indications) no con sistent pattern emerged from the cas e- histories.
The earl ie r hopes of studying inter a ction effects
of antec e dent variables through c as e - histories was
not fulf i lled.
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CHAP'rER 12
SUMMARY OF RESUL1"S

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ENGLISH AND IMMIGRANT CHILDREN
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
1 1.

12.
13.
14.
15.

English children were better adjusted than
immigrant children.
English children were more socially acceptable
than West Indians.
English children were more personally satisfied
than immigrant children.
English children were less anxious than immigrant
children.
English children had a more objective self-concept
than immigrants.
Academically, immigrant children achieved less
than Engl'ish childl~en.
West Indians had higher non-academic achievement
than Engl'ish children.
English children had a much higher attainment
in English than immigrant children.
The fluency of English children's spoken
English was much higher than that of immigrants.
Immigrant children had less extensive vocabulary
than English children.
I TI1m i g ran t chi 1 d r en IH\ d a 1 0 \'1 e r mea n non - ve r b a 1
intel'ligence test score than English chi'ldren.
Immigrants were more extraverted than English
children.
English children were less interested in things
than immigrant children.
English chi'ldren were less 'interested in people
than West Indians.
Immigrant children were less interested in ideas
than Engl i sh chi 1dren.
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16. West Indian boys had a more favourable attitude

towards school than English boys.
17. Far more immigrant children were living in
multiple-occupation houses than English
children.
NON-SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
1.

2.
3.
4- ,

No significant differences were found between the
Social acceptability of Cypriot and English
chi 1 dren.
Non-academic achievement of English and Cypriot
children.
Interest in people of English and Cypriot
dl"ildren; and
CY Prio tan dEn 9 1 'j she h i 1d r en' sat tit ude t 01'1 a r d s
schoo'1.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IMMIGRANTS
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cypriots were better adjusted than West Indians.
Cypriots were more socially acceptable than
West Indians.
West Indians were more anxious than Cypriots.
Cypriots had a more objective self-concept than
West Indians.
West Indians had higher non-academic achievement
than Cypriots.
West Indian boys' spoken English was more fluent
than that of Cypriot boys.
The spoken English of Cypriot girls was more
fluent than that of West Indian girls.
,West Indians showed more interest in people
than Cypriots.

NON-SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
No significant difference was found between the
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West Indians and Cypriots on the following variables.
1. Personal Satisfaction.
2. Academic Achievement.
3. Attainment in English.
4. Vocabulary.
5. Intelligence test scores.
6.
I . Q.
7. Extraversion.
8. Interest in things.
9. Interest in ideas.
10. Attitude towards school.

CORRELATES OF ADJUSTMENT
The following variables shovJ(~d a posit..ive and
significant correlation with adjustment scores.
1. Academic achievement.
2. English attainment.
3. Extraversion.
4. Interest in people.
5. Atti tude tOI'/ards school.
6. Having English friends.
7. Family being on visiting terms with English
families.
8. Middle-class (This finding is tentative as it
could not be tested statistically).
The following variables were found to be
negatively and significantly related to adjustment.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Family size.
Interest in things.
Interest in ideas (in all groups except English
boys) .
Difference in vocational aspiration and expectation.
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The following variables were not found to be
significantly related to adjustment.
1. Age.
2. Age at time of emigration.
3. Length of residence in the U.K.
4. Intention of returning home.
5. Living with one parent (Except in the West
Indian group~ where the children living with
both parents were found to be better adjusted).
6. Mother going out to work.
7. Nori-academic achievement.
8. Fluency of spoken English.
9. Vocabulary.
10. Intell"igence test scores.
11. English boysl interest in ideas.
12. Engl"ish chi"ldrenls att-itude tovJarcts school.
13. Living in multiple-occupation houses.
14. Expectation of high-status job.
15. Aspiration for high-status job.
16. I.Q.

CORRELATES OF SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY
The following variables were found to be positively and significantly related to social acceptability.
1. Academic achievement.
2. Attainment in English.
3.

1. Q.

4. Extraversion.
5. "Interest in people of vJest Indian children.
6 . I mm i g ran t chi 1 d re n sat t-i tude t 01'1 a r d s s c h 001
7. Friendship of English children.
8. Visits to and by English families.
I
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The following variables were found to be
negatively and significantly related to social
acceptability.
1. Immoigrant children's intel~est in things.
2. Immigrant children's interest in ideas.
3. Expectation of a low-status job while aspiring
for a high-status one.
The following variables showed no significant
correlation with social acceptability.
1.I\ge.
2. Age at time of emigration.
3. Length of residence in the U.K.
4. Intention of returning home.
5. Living with one or both parents.
6. Mother going out to work.
7 • F am i °1 Y s i z e .
8. Non-academic achievement.
9. Fluency of spoken English.
10. Vocabulary.
11. Intelligence test scores.
12. English ch"ildren's interest in things.
1 3. CYPrio t and Eng 1 ish chi ld r e n IS interest in people.
14. English children's interest in ideas.
15. English children's attitude towards school.
16. Expectation of a high-status job.
17. Aspiration for a high-status job.
18. Living in multip1e"occupation houses.
CORRELATES OF PERSONAL SATISFACTION
The variables shown below were found to be
positively and significantly related to Personal
satisfaction.
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2.

Academic achievement.
Attainment in English.

3.

1. Q.

1.

4.

Extraversion.
5.
Immigrant children's inter es t in people.
6.
Attitude towards sc hool.
7. Friendship with English childre n.
8.
Social relations of the family with English
families .
The following variables we re found to be negative ly
and significantly related to Personal satisfaction .
1 . Living with one Cypriot parent.
2.
\4 est Ind"i al1 and Engl "j s h chi "l dren's family si ze .
"3 •
I mmig ran t c h"j "I d r e n l si n t ere s t "j nth "j n 9 s •
4. Immigrant children's interest in id eas.
5. Expectation of a lo w- status job whil e aspir in g
for a hi gh - status job.
6 . Cypriot children's intention of returning hom e.
The variables li sted below were not found to be
significantly related to per sona l satisfaction.
1. Age.
2. Age at time of emigration.
3. Length of resid ence in the U. K.
4.
ItJe s t Indi an ch"j "ldr e n' s int. e nt -i on of r e turnin g
home.
5. Living with le ss than two English or West Indian
parent s.
6. Mother going out to work.
7. "Fa mily size of Cypriot children.
8. Non - academic achievement.
9. Fluency of spoken English.
10. Vocabulary.
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11. Non-verbal intelligence test scores.
12. English children's interest in th'ings, people
or ideas.
13. Expectation of a high-status job.
l~. Aspiration to a high-status job.
15. Living in multiple-occupation houses.
CORRELATES OF FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY
F~eedom

from anxiety was found to be positively
and significantly related to the following variables.
1. L i vi n 9 I'd t h bot h \~ est In d ian pare n t s .
2. Academic achievement.
3. Attainment in English.
4.

1. Q.

5.

Extraversion.
Cypriot children's attitude towards school.
Immigrant children's interest in people.
Friendship \t~ith English children.
Social relat'ions of falwily with English families.

6.

7.
8.
9.

The following variables were found to be
negatively and significantly related to freedom from
a nx i e ty.
1.
Cypriot children's intention of returning home.
2.
Family s'ize.
3. Interest in things.
4. Imlll"igrant chi"ldren and Engl'ish girls' interest in
ideas.
5. Expectation of a low-status job while aspiring
'for a high-status job.
The following variables did not show any significant correlation with freedom from anxiety.
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l.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.

Age.
Age at time of emigration.
Length at residence in the U.K.
Immigrant children's intention of returning home.
Living with one or both Cypriot or English
parents.
Mother going out to work.
Non -a cademic a chievem e nt.
Fluency of spoken English.
Voc a bu'lary .
Non - verbal in te 'l"i 'igence test scores.
English children' s int e r es t in peap 'le and ideas.
\~e s t Incl'ii1n and Engl 'i s h childt e n's att itud e
tovJards school.
Expectation of a high - status job.
Aspir atio n for a high- stat us job.
Liv 'ing 'in a l1lult'ipl e - oc c upation hou se.

CORRELATES OF HIE OBJECTIVITY OF SELF - CONCEPT
A P0 s it 'i ve and s i gn i f i can t cor tel a t ion VI a s f 0 un d
between the objectivity of se lf - concept and the
following variabl es .
1 . Acad e mic achievement.
2. Attainment in Eng li sh.
3.
I. Q.
4. Immigrant childre n' s ex travetsion.
5. Intet~ st in people.
6. West Indian children and English girls' attitude
t O\I! a r d s s c h 0

7.
8.

0

'I •

Fri ends hip v/'ith Engli s h children.
Social relations of fa mily with English families.

The following variables were found to be
negatively and significantly related to objectivity
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of self-concept.
1. Cypriot girls' age at time of emigration.
2. West Indian girls' family size.
3. Immigrant children's interest in things.
4. Immigrant children's intel~est 'in ideas.
No significant correlation was found between the
objectivity of self-concept and the following
variables.
1. Age.
2. Age at time of emigration (except in Cypriot
girls).
3. Length of residence in the U.K.
4. Intention of returning home.
5. Living with one or both parents.
6. Mother going out to work.
7. Family size (except in West Indian girls).
8. Non-academic adl"ievenlent.
9. Fluency of spoken English.
10. Vocabulary.
11. Non-verbal intelligence test scores.
12. English children's intel~est in things and ideas.
13. Cypriot and English boys' attitude towards school.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Expectation of a high-status job.
Aspiration for a high-status job.
Difference between job-aspiration and job-expectation.
Liv'ing in a multiple-occupat'ion house.
Extraversion among English children.

SUPPLEMENTARY FINDINGS
1.

87.9% of the West Indians aspired to a white-collar
or skilled job but only 28.7% expected to get one.
The comparative figures for Cypriots and English
children were 85.5%- 28.9% and 85.0%- 52.5%
respectively.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

80.5% of the West Indians as against 48.6% Cypriots
and 6.0% of the English children were living in a
house occupied by more than one family.
76.3% of the Cypriots but only 22.4% of the West
Indians claimed the friendship of even one
English child.
14.5% of the Cypriots and 2.9% of the West Indians
claimed an English child to be their 'best friend ' .
Only 13.2% of the Cypriot and 2.9% of the West
Indian families were on visiting terms with an
English family.
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THE MODIFIED PARADIGM
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The symbols are explained on the next page.
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Symbols used in the paradigm
1
2

==

'Adjustment'
Social Acceptability
Personal Satisfaction
Freedom 'from anxiety
Objectivity of the self-concept
Attitud e towards schoo l
Attainment in written English
Attainment in academic subjects
Attainment a t school

3

==

4
5

==

6
7
8

==

9

==

10

==

F am i "' Y s i z e

11
.12
13
14
15

==

Interests
Inter est in Things
Inter est in Ideas
Interest in People
Differ e nce between vocational expec tations and
aspirations
Social Rela tio ns
Social relations of the child
Social relations of the family

==

==

==
==

==
==
==
==

16

==

17

==

18

==

19

==

Extraversion
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THE MODIFIED PARADIGM
The paradigm outlined in the Chapter 4 was
modified as a consequence of the results reported
here. The modified paradigm is reproduced earlier.
It is interesting to note that the personal
particulars or home background factors such as
age the age at the time of emigration, intention
t
of returning home~ and the like were not found to
be related to the 'adjustment ' of immigrant
children. The only except"ion to this general
rule was the family size.
The next chapter discusses the theoretical
and the practical implications of these results.
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CHAPTER 13

CONC LUmONS
The findings of this study are, on the whole,
alarming. There appears to be a huge gap between
the adjustment of English and immigl~ant children.
Within a few years these children will be leaving
school badly equipped intellectually, emotionally
and socially, to cope with the rough and tumble of
life in the outside world. It seems likely that
they will be at the end of the employment queue.
A fee 'I 'j n g 0 f u t t e r soc i a 1, e con 0 mi can d e mot ion a 'I
rejection in an individual already over - anxious
could play havoc and produce quite unpredictable
results. The ingredients of a racial dilemma,
like that in America, appear to be present in
Britain. If this country is to avoid racial riots ,
burning, shooting, and general racial intolerance,
the time to act has long been overdue.
There seems to have been a general belief in
this country that given time, the l~aC'jal prob'lem s
would solve themselves, that bad race relations
are the product of "sensational press" reporting,
and the less the matter is subjected to scientific
investigation and discussion, the better, also that
it is not so much a matter of achieving integration
as treating it as an established fact, right from
the beginning. No such belief is supported by the
findings of this study. The adjustment of children
born here of immigrant parents was no better than that
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of those who emigrated to this country. The former
were no more socially acceptable, personally satisfied
with the situation in which they found themselves, or
less anxious than the latter. Nor is the length of
stay in this country related to any of these variables. The children who had lived in this country
for ten or more years were likely to be as
maladjusted as those who had been here two years or
less. The theory, lido nothing, take no not"ice, time
is a great healers all I'lill be wel1", finds no support whatever in this study.
Adjustment is a two-way process, a give and take
affair. Among other things, it involves acceptance
of the social situation into VJhich one "is thrust,
as well as acceptance of oneself by others in the
community. As far as the acceptance by others in
the communi ty is concerned$ the "immi grant chi ldren
appear to be at a serious disadvantage, West Indians
being the most handicapped. Two theories have been
advanced to account for the unacceptability of
immi grants. The class··cul tUl~e theory imp"! ies
that social acceptability in Britain is based on
the social class and cultural background of the
individual. This attitude is passed onto the children
through their parents~ other adults and socialising
agents. Immigrants are traditionally viewed as
members of an ex-colonial society and belong to a
social class below the British working class. The
members of the British working classes though lowest
in the social ladder in Britain are nevertheless,
nationals of a ruling country and hence superior to
those who were or are being ruled. The status of
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the indigenous British population is lowered by
associating with the immigrants and hence the
social rejection. The stranger theory is that in
a society with a norm of mild xenophobia, the
immigrants are seen as 'foreigners ' both in appearance, food habits, language and behaviour patterns.
Both theories appear to ignore external appearance
or colour of the skin as a major criterion of social
acceptance, and would predict that both Cypriots and
West Indians would be accepted or rejected almost
equally. In fact this is not the case. There was
no significant difference between the social acceptability of Cypriot and English children~ but West
Indian children were perceived as the lout-groupl
and rejected. It may be atgued that the Cypriots
have a less 'alien ' culture and behaviour pattern
than the West Indians. On examination this is
revealed to be untrue. In language, family relationships, religion and traditions,Cypriots, if anything,
have less in common with the English than the West
Indians. It is the West Indians and not the Cypriots
who treat "England as their mother country and try to
adhere closely to the English pattern of behaviour.
This leaves only one factor, external appearance or
the colour of the skin. There seems little doubt
that the colour is a major factor in social acceptance
of immigrant children. The sooner this fact is
accepted by all the better for all concerned.
In the area of social relations of immigrant
children and their families the results of this
study were c6mpletely unexpected. The borough where
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the research was conducted has had no racial incidents though the relations between the different
communities \;Jere not relaxed. The study revealed
liitle integration in the friendship patterns of
the children of different races. 135 out of a
total of 174 West Indian children could not claim
the friendship of even one English child, and only
five said that they considered an English child as
their Ibest friend l , The position of Cypriots was
a little better. Out of 76 children tested, 11
claimed an English chi ld as the-ir Ibest friend I and
58 had at least one English friend. Colour again
appears to have been a significant factor in the
friendship choices. The school did precious little
actively to encourage integration. No discrimination
of any kind was practised at the school and there
was no evidence that the teachers treated children
of different racial backgrounds differently. The
reason for non-action on the integration front was
the refusal to accept that there actually was so
little integration between the races in the school.
Aftel~ spending tvlO years at the school, the -investi-gator vJoul d not have pred-j cted, through subjecti ve
experience, the extent of non-integration discovered
by th-is study.
There is little doubt that the friendship pattern
at school reflects the general pattern of racial and
ethnic relations of the community. Of the 174 West
Indians only five reported that their families were on
visiting terms with an English family. Cypriots
were in a little better position. 10 of the 76
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Cypriots tested reported as having visits from and
paying visits to at least one English family. The
children who claimed the friendship of at least
one English child and children wh9se families were
on visiting terms with the English, were better
adjusted than others. In other words immigrant
children who maintained close social relations
with the English children had a much better chance
of making a satisfactory adjustment than others.
Integration is found therefore to be necessary if
ladjustment l is to be achieved.
The results of this study suggest that the
Isocial relations l of immigrants are one area in
which the social workers, community leaders and
teachers could make a substantial contribution. At
school the teachers might start by giving up the
pipe dream that integration is the inevitable result
of rubbing shoulders in the classroom. It obviously
is not. Integration can be achieved only through
deliberately planned policies aimed at this end.
It would be necessary for headmasters to raise this
topic in assemblies, and teachers would need to
discuss the matter in the classroom. Lack of racial
tension and racial incidents in a school need not
necessarily be an indication of racial integration.
Only racially integrated schools will produce citizens
capable of accepting the realities of a multi-racial
society without friction. The integration in schools
is required to be not merely physical but psychological.
In a society which seems to reject them, it is
only logical that the West Indians should be dis280

satisfied with the social situation in which they
find themselves. Cypriots~ on the other hand, who
appear to be more socially acceptable than the West
Indians, are nevertheless, not significantly less
personally satisfied. Their dissatisfaction with the
social situation is almost as great. Both groups
of immigrants show considerably more anxiety than
their Engloish counterparts. This appears to be
fundamentally due to the emotional and motivational
difficulties involved in the process of resocialisation
into the Western culture. The difficulties of moving
from one world to another almost overnight, of
living in two cultures simultaneously, one inside the
home and the other outside, of ac~uiring alien and
sometimes unobtainable status symbols, of coming to
t e r ms wi t has 0 ci e t y \\I hie h ma ke sun \'/ e 0\ com i n 9 gest ures ,
represent a struggle for existence which is comparable
to the biological struggle fOlA sU1Avival. Even those
who emerge successfully appear to be emotionally and
intellectually maimed for life. Unless steps are
taken to remedy the situation~ this tremendous stress
could produce a phenomenal increase in the rate of
severe behaviour disorders and juvenile delinquency
amongst immigrant children in this country.
Evidence was found in this study to support the
theory that immigrant children are unsure of their
identity. There was a huge gap between the way they
saw themselves and the way they were seen by others.
Man is a socius. The concept of the 'looking glass
self ' which has been put forward to explain the
development of self-concept postulates that we know
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ourselves only through others, through interpreting
the impressions we make on others. In every culture
there are cues which are employed to indicate how one
is reacting at a given moment. Moving across cultures,
would make detecting and interpreting these cues,
difficult.
As might be expected, the immigrants were lacking
in all aspects of.. verbal skills. Verbal sk'ill is
thought of here solely in terms of ability in the
language of the land, English. Their attainment in
written English, fluency of spoken English, and
vocabulary were all poor when compared with English
children. It seems t~at immigrant children are in
urgent need of special coaching in English. Not only
those who cannot fully understand their teachers and
are, the ref 0 l~ e, una b 1e to a t ten d nor mal c 1ass e s nee d
special coaching, but it appears that all immigrant
children could benefit by extra English coaching.
It is interesting to note that ability at
written English of the kind commonly taught and
examined at schools, and not spoken English, was
related to immigrant children's adjustment. It may
be that ability at written English is an important
factor in attainment in all school subjects and
hence its importance for the immigrant child. This
is an area where positive effort could be made. The
point seems worth stressing that ability at written
English seems relevant not only for the progress of an
immigrant child at school subjects, but also for his
general psychological well-being. "Every teachel' is
a teacher of English" should acquire a new significance
for the teachers of immigrant pupils. Although some
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effort has been made by schools to give immigrant
children some special coaching in English, this in
the past, has been limited to the children with no
or little English. The school where the present
survey was conducted, for example, gave special
instruction in English to some Cypriots and a
handful of West Indians whose standard of written
and spoken English was very inadequate. This study
has shown that there is a need for special coaching
in English to a very large section of immigrant
choildren.
Written English is an important factor in all
school subjects except Mathematics. If the att ainment
of immigr ant children was poor in English, it follows
that their attainment in other school subjects would
necessarily be poor . This was indeed the case. It
must be r eme mbered that the proportion of immigr a nt
children in Grammar and Public sc hools is very small
and that only the most able of the se conda ry mod e rn
pupils ma nage to get into prof essio nal or even 'white
collar' job s. The pos si biloity that the °immigr ant
school-leavers would be offered only the "left - over"
jobs appears real. Soince °immoigrant children are
likely to attain a lower standard at school subjects,
they are likely to hav e le ss favourable recommendations
from their teachers, and even given an unprejudiced
employer, if they acquire a job at all, it would
probably be of an inferior type. If no action is taken
it seems likely that a norm would soon emerge that
immigrant workers are considered suitable for only
certain kinds of jobs. To a certain extent it is
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already happening. The situation at the moment
appears to be fluid, but given a few more years of
laissez faire,the attitudes of both English and
immigrant communities may begin to harden, with
unsavoury consequences for all.
There seems to be no justification for schools
to produce immigrant children whose standard of
attainment is lower than that of their English
counterparts. The 1944 Education Act imposes a duty
upon the local education authorities to educate
chi 1 dren accordi ng to thei r "age, abil i ty and apti tude".
Schools seem to be failing in their duty with
respect to immigrant children. It may be argued by
some that this is because of the lower 'educational
potential I of immigrant children. The mean scores of
immigrant children on intelligence tests, including a
non-verbal test, are lov,Jer than those of English
children. The point has already been made in
Chapter 7 that there is no intelligence test, not
even a non-verbal one, which is "culture~free". A
non-verbal intelligence test is only measuring the
fluid general ability of immigrant children while it
is measuring the fluid as well as the crystallised
general ability of the English children. Any
comparison is therefore, meaningless. The mere
substitution of non-verbal in place of verbal tests
does not make evaluation of cognitive abilities free
of cultural influences (Jahoda, 1956). Crosscultural comparative studies of cognitive abilities
are only useful in measuring the limits of modifiability
of behaviour. They provide opportunities to study
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the effects of environmental influences upon the
development and structure of abilities (Guthrie, ·
1963). The use of cross - cultural studies for the
purpose of cross-cultural comparison is invalid
because itis impossible to equate the environmental
influences (Bieshuvel, 1958a). The only valid
conclusion one could draw from the differences
between the mean non-verbal intelligence scores of
the immigrant and English children is the extent
to which the immigrant group suffers from Icultural
deprivationl and hence needs special attention.
Many immigrant children arrive in Britain with
very di fferent educati ona "1 and soci a 1 backgrounds.
Some of them come from rural, preindustrial cultures
and move straight into the classroom in the middle
of the industrial Midlands. The point that they may
need different teaching me thods, educational aids,
and classroom organisation seems to have been
completely lost on their teachers. Few teachers have
been trained to cope with immigrant children. There
is virtually no research to show what kind of audiovisual aids could be usefully employed. It is hardly
surprising under the circumstances that their
attainment is poor.
American studies were not discussed earlier
because sociological and cultural backgrounds were
very d"iss"imilar from those in Britain. Results,
however, suggest that possibly universal psychological
mechanisms may account for findings in the U.S.A. and
Britain more than was conjectured. Among Ame)'-ican
studies those of Katz dealing with achievement
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motivation are relevant. According to Atkinson
(1964)the striving for success is a function of
(a) McClellandls n-aeh, (b) subjective probability
for success, and (c) incentive value of success.
Subjective probability of success is the assessment
by the individual of his chances of succeeding at
the task. The subjective probability of success
decreases as the difficulty of the task or its
incentive value increases. Hence the striving is
at its maximum when the subjective probability of
success is 0.5. Katz ("1964) has revievJed a number
of studies to suggest that the Negroes in the U.S.A.
tend to under-achieve in a predominantly white
class due to their lower subjective expectancy of
success. Katz (1967) asked fresh-men in a Southern
Negro college to perform a digital-symbol task.
The subjects were told that their performance would
be compared with predominantly white colleges.
Through false feedback, a third of the testees each
were told that they had a high, even or little chance
o f e qua 1 1 i n g vJ hit e per for man c e . At k °i n son 1st he 0 r y
would predict that in this situation testees with
even probability would perform better. The results
were in accordance with the prediction. A similar
mechanism may well be at work amongst immigrant
children in British schools.
Although the hypothesis of IIpoor educational
potentia 111 cannot be tested untoj 1 the immi grant
children have had a fair deal, it seems to be bypas sin 9 the imp 0 r tan t mot i vat ion a 1 f act 0 r san d vi 0 u1 d
offer only very inadequate explanation. Meanwhile,
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it is perhaps a wise policy to reject the hypothesis
a s b e 'j n 9 'u n t est a b 1e but un 1 i ke1 .y to bet rue' and
socially dangerous. Although it does not seem open
to experimental verification, the alternative
explanation of 'cultural deprivation' seems to be
both humane and forward-looking, as well as likely.
The cultural bias in the performance at school
is noticeable when one examines the non-academic
achievement at games, sports, swimming and boxing.
The West Indians and Negroes have acquired a reputation of being outstanding athletes, cricketers and
box e r s . The per form an ceo f the \lJ est In d ian chi 1 d l~ en
at school was superior to any other group. One
may again attempt to explain the difference in terms
of 'greater potent; all of West Indians for these
activities. The alternative explanation along the
'cultural norm' lines seems more plausible, however.
The young Nest Indian perhaps learns his expected
role early 'in life and endeavours to fulfill his
role-expectation. The investigator, walking in
the school playgrounds t noticed many times, a
disproportionate number of West Indians playing
cricket and practising at athletics, sometimes long
after school hours. Having succeeded at these
activities, these children continue to practice hard
and work for their moments of glory. There is
nothing which succeeds like success.
Once it is accepted that the non-academic
achievement of the West Indian is due to greater
motivation aroused through success leading to greater
effort put into perfecting the skill, it must also
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be conceded that a similar mechanism could also
operate for academic achievement. Once a proportion
of immigrant children have tasted success at
academic tasks) the process should become, to a large
extent) self-sustaining. It is now fairly well
established that all human abilities s including
cognitive abilities and sensory-motor skills, are
positively correlated (Vernon, 1956). If the West
Indoians have a higher non-academic achievement, it
i sun 0' oj k ely t hat the y VIa u 1 d h a ve an· i n fer i 0 r pot en t i a 1 •
for intellectual tasks.
Immigrant children·s more favourable attitude towards
school must be a great help to their teachers. This
i s a fa c t t Ii a t the te a c hf" r s co u1 d VI ell em r loy to
both his and his pupils· advantage. This attitude
was found to be positively related to adjustment.
So development of a favourable attitude towards
school, in the long run, may help in solving the
adjustment problems of immigrant children. But if
immigrant children should begin to feel that they
would come out of school far less able to cope with life
than theirEnglish counter-parts, that school stamps
them authoritciotively as 1I1 ess abole the relatively favoura
attitude could well be replaced by an unfavourable
one. The problem would then become far more difficult and troublesome to deal with. Thois is one more
reason that urgency should be the watchword in the
changes that must necessarily be brought about in the
education of immigrants in Britain.
The pattern of the int.erests of immigrant
children was found to be different from that of the
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English children. Coming from a relatively
impoverished environment in their countries of
origin, material possessions are their first priority.
Almost all immigrants come to Britain to enjoy a
better standard of living or to sav e enough money to
go back home and live in comfort. The immigrants
must, therefore, be very int e rested in things. This
pattern is refl ecte d in the intere sts of their
childr en. Such an interest , howev er, is negatively
relat ed to their adjustment.
The reason for such negative relationship seems
to lie 'in the vocation a l expectat'ions of immigrant
children. A very l a rge proportion of them thought
that they were capable of doing a sk illed or a
whi te - col" ar job but expected to obtai n an un ski lled
job. As a rule, unskilled jobs are less well pa id
than skilled on es. An individual in te r ested in
things is less likely to be happy with the prospects
of a low - paid job offering l ess opportunity to acquire
things .
It is in teresting to note that neither the
vocation a l aspirations nor the exp e ctations were
relat ed to adjustment. Only when a child's voc atio nal ~xpectations and as pir at ions were di ffer ent was
he more likely to be less well-adjusted than a child
whose voc ationa l asp ira tions and expectations were
alike. The former perhaps feels that he is unlikely
to get a fair dea l from the employers, and develops
a sense of res entment which undermines his adjustment. A child is unlikely to be well - adjusted in a
society which is perceiv ed as likely to discriminate
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against him and take away the prize he richly
deserves. In the light of the lower academic achievement of immigrant children, their vocational aspirations
certainly seem on the optimistic side. To obtain a
white-collar job in England, a certain level of
attainment at school is essential, a basic qualification many immigrant children lacked. Though many
of them stayed on at school after attaining the
school-leaving age, only a very small proportion
managed to get any 10 1 levels or even good marks at
the school examinations. The teachers could help
here. If the teachers are able to discuss the matter
frankly and help the immigrant children to arrive at
a more realistic assessment of their employment
potential, namely to convince these children that
colour prejudice is not the only reason why most
immigrant school-leavers get unskilled jobs~ a great
deal of heart burning might be saved, they might
bear less resentment and their adjustment might
improve.
The living conditions of immigrant children were
poorer when compared with the English children. A
much larger proportion of immigrant children were
living in houses occupied by more than one family.
Presumably the immigrant families had more restricted
living quarters with a common living room. The
children may have had no opportunity to do their
homework or studies in a quiet place. This might
have been a contributory factor towards the lower
academic achievement of immigrant children.
The study showed that teachers assessment of
l
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factors related to adjustment of immigrant children
is not always a reliable guide. About 93% of the
teachers thought that command over spoken English
was related to adjustment. This was not supported
by the evidence produced here. Among other variables suggested by the teachers as being of
significance to the adjustment of immigrant children
but found unrelated by the results of this study
were, length of residence in Britain, age at time of
emigration and intention of returning home. The
London Head Teachers Association (1965), for example,
suggested that receiving the full range of education
in this country contributes significantly towards
the solution of immigrant children's problems. On
commonsense grounds one would have predicted that
children who have lived in this country since birth
or for a long time, children who emigrated at an
early age and children whose parents do not intend
returning home would be better adjusted than others.
This was not found to be the case. Teachers ' assessments, therefore, are useful starting points for
research in this area but are hardly a substitute
of research. Results predicted by either commonsense
or experience grounds may not always be supported
by objective evidence. The education of immigrants,
an area full of emotive content, is desperately in
need of 'hard research ' to uncover objective
evidence.
One of the most interesting points to emerge
from this study was that, on the whole, the pattern
was very similar to the one found among English
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children. The immigrant children are perhaps placed
in a more socially cultural stressful situation and
hence are less adjusted than their English contemp ories. The methods to combat maladjustm e nt, there fore, need not be radically different for the
immigrant and the English group s. Immigr ant children
suffer from 'cul tural deprivation' as do many English
childr e n in the 'depriv e d areas I . Immigrant children
have helped to bring the probl ems of 'cultural "ly
depl~"jved' children, immigrant as well as English,
sharply into focus.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
The first priority in the fi e ld of ed uc a tion
of immigrant s today is an explicit recognition by
all concerned th at a serio us probl em exists~ that
an int eg rat ed cLlssroom does not a utom at'ica l "ly lead
to an integr ated friendship pattern outsid e the
cla ssroom, th at in act ion will l ead to an aggravation
rath er than towards the so lution of the problem. Unle ss
it is conceded that a problem exists, no attempt
is likely to be made towards de vising me a ns to over come that probl em. Th ere is an ur gent need to col "I e c t
s tat "j s t"j c s abo u t "j 111m "j 9 ran t chi "I d r en. At the
pre se n~ tim e, the stati st ics are both scarce and
incompl ete . The fear that one may be lab e ll e d
'r acialist ' just becau se one puts the English and
the immigrant children in differ e nt c atego ries for
statistical purposes, is as ground"less as it 'is
unconstructive. The education of immigrants will
not be helped by burying our he ads in the sand,
and a refusal to accept that a problem exists. The
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assumption that the immigrant and the English
children are alike in all respects and should
the ref 0 r e, r e c e i ve ide n t 'j cal t rea tm e \l tin the
classroom, though based on goodwill and worthy
intention~ is a positive stumbling block in the
path of a realistic assessment of the situation.
The teachers may help by bringing the problems of
race relations into open classroom discussion. A number
of racial myths held by both the English and the immigrants could thus be thrown open to discussion and systematicallyexploded. Integration between children of different ethnic backgrounds would not be achieved simply
t h r 0 ugh put t 'j n g t 1'IE'm un d e ron e roo fat s c h 001.
I t vl'i'l 1
come only through policies deliberately directed towards
that end
When immigrant children arrive in this country,
the teachers in many cases, will have to play the
role of the main socialising agency. The teacher
may bet h eon 1yEn 9 1 -j s had u 1 t VI i t h VI hom the c h"j 1 d
interacts extensive'ly and over a p8\"iod of time.
To be effective the teacher would not only need to
kn 0 vi the c u1 t u r alb a c k g r 0 und 0 f the chi 1 d but he
would also require an understanding of the problems
faced by a chi'ld in an al'ien l.and, climat.e, culture,
educational system, sometimes without familiarity with
the English language. Special courses for teachers
of immigrantch"i'ldren will have to be provided on a
far more extensive scale than they are now. Few
teachers have a realistic knowledge of the cultural
background of immigrant children, still fewer are
trained to teach English as a foreign language.
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Ab i 1 i ty atE n g 1 ish 1 an g uage of th e kin dna rm a 11 y
taught and examined at school, and academic achievement \1aS found to be positively related to adjustment.
Teachers could be of a great help here. The school
should place a great emphasis on tuition in written
English to all immigrants.
Teachers should advise children to adjust
their vocational aspirations to a more realistic
appraisal of their employment prospects. A discussion of the level of ability and attainment
required for the various types of jobs, of the
disadvantages a child from working class background
suffers in the employment field regardless of his
colour, could alleviate the problem a little. Many
immigrant children have a frame of reference with
regard to the employment prospects, which is of
little relevance in this country. In the West Indies,
for example, a boy who has stayed on at a school
until 16 would expect to obtain at least a clerical
pos'itiol1. The \lJest Ind'iansmay I'lel'l have a s'im'ilar
expectation here. And if the expectation is not
fulfilled, they may feel that it is as a result of
discrimination. This is not to say that there is no
discrimination against immigrants in employment. The
P.E.P. report (1967) collected strong evidence to
show that there was a considerable amount of discrimination against coloured immigrants by the
employers. Nevertheless, the immigrant children in
this study did seem to be over-optimistic about
their abilities and guidance in this field could be
very useful.
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Immigrant parents could make a contribution by
re~lising that academic achievement is of a great
importance to the wel fare of the chi ld. The chi ldren should be helped with their homework, allowed a
quiet place to study and generally encouraged to do
well at school. Vis "its to museums, places of
historical interest and activities aimed at enlarging their reservoir of experience should be encouraged.
Friendship with English children should be
promoted. The child is likely to be well-adjusted
if his family is socially accepted by all his
n e i g h b 0 u r s, Eng 1 -i s han d i III In i g ran tal ike . Soc °i a 1
apartheid, whether voluntary or otherwise, is injurious
to the adjustment of the immigrant child. Integration
of parents seems to be an essential condition of the
integrat"ion and adjustment of the children. Immigrant
pa rents should, therefore, make delib erate attempts
to be friendly with all race s in the community in
VJhich they live.
The problems of adjustment of immigrant children
are in many ways, a magnified version of the problems
of
culturally deprived English children. If we are
comlll"itted to givoing "e qu a l opportunities to all" \'Ie
will have to discriminate po s itively in favour of
cultul~a lly deprived chi"'dr en to give th em a fair
ch a nce. The problem could be overcome by providing
extra facilities in the way of extra teachers, equipment, training and buildings to all culturally
deprived children English and immigrant alike.
Plowden Report (1967) made some eminently sensible
suggestionsfor dealing with the 'deprived areas ' .
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The sooner the recommendations of that report are
implemented the better.
The social acceptability of immigrant children
appearsto be reflecting the general state of race
relations in the country. Schools by themselves,
may not succeed in producing integration. The
general state of race relations could be improved
by tackling the real sources of friction. If
English people and immigrant s have to compete for
inadequate facilities in the field of education,
housing and jobs, racial prejudice is the only
likely outcome. A progr amm e for be t te r educational
facili t i es , quicker slum clearance and reduced un employm e nt in the deprived areas would alone so lv e
th e soci a l probl em of prejudice in the long run.
In conclusion, it may be said t hat although
schools ha ve a contribution to mak e towards ach i ev ing
racial ha rmony, alone they a re inadequ ate for the
task. Racial harmony at sc hool could only be achieved
in a community where ethnic relation s were warm and
fri e ndly. Unl ess some urgent meas ures are taken,
Britain f aces the ugly pro spects of an almost certain
racial exp lo s ion in the next ten years. The tim e
is run ning out.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The pr esen t investigation was conducted in one
London secondary school. The most obvious need,
therefore, is to conduct a similar research on a
representative sample of the national population to
see if the results could be generalised about the
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whole immigrant population in the British Isles.
Such a study would be of immense value to the
educationists and administrator s faced with the
problem of immigrants at school. Such study could
also make an original contribution towards the
formulation of a theoretical mo del of the mec hanism
and c 0 l~ r e 1 ate s 0 fad jus tm en t to a n ali en c ul t ur e .
Britain today provid es a unique opportunity for
research in the field of resocialization. Immigrants
in Britain today includ e, whites whose moth e r tongue
is a languag e other than English, coloureds whose
moth er tongue is a lan guage oth er than English,
coloureds who se mother tongue is English) whites
from pre - industrial rural societies, coloureds from
pre-industrial rur a l societ i es, whites from urban
"industrial society, coloureds fl~ OIll urban industrial
society. It would be a pity ind eed if such an
opportunity was mis sed by social scie nti sts.
Th e nation al study would obviously require
con siderab l e effort and resources. In the meantime,
smaller st udi es carried out along similar lin es in
diff erent parts of the country could help to deter min e t he s pe c i f"i city and the gen era 1"j ty 0 f the
findin gs of the present r esearc h. Since the present
study did not inc "'ude children from the Indian subcontinent, there is a ne ed to replic ate the study
with Indian an d Pakistani children.
No caus a l inferen ces could be arrived at in the
present study. It merely discovered that certain
variables were or were not found to be related to
adjustment of immigrant children. To discover
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causal teO'ationships~ a longoitudinao, study would
be required. A longitudinal study of the adjustment
of i mmig rail t c h1"1 cI r e n vJi thE n 9 1 ish c h°i 1cI r e n a s
controls could make a significant contribution to
knoYJledge.
There is a latge group of immigrant workers in
this country. A study of the cotrelates of adjust ment of immigrant workers could make a conttibution
not only tovJards the social psychoOlogy of ethnoic
relations but also towards the general theoretical
framework of the psychology of migration and resociali sation, an ever increasing phenomenon in the modern
world.
As discussed in Chapter 3, research in the area
of education of °immigrants is almost nono-existent.
There are endless possibilities of research in the
fieold of attaoillm e nt, inteOlligence test performance,
oj n t e l~ est s, per son a 0, oj t y va l~ oj a b °1e san d the oj r r e 1 a t °i 0 n ships VJith the social structure of Btitain. These
studies might make valuable suggestions about actions
that should be taken in this field. They could also
extend the boundaries of our knowledge and understanding of human behaviour.
Las t °1 y, the rea rea 1a r 9e n u111 b e r 0 f ojmill i g ran t
teachers in this country. No evidence i s available
about factors which are responsible for their adjustmen t tot he 1 oj f e oj n Br ita i n i n ge ne l~ a 0' and tot h e
English educat ion system in particular. Research on
immigrant teachers has a va lu ab le part to play.
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APPENDIX A

CASE HISTORIES
In view of the exploratory nature of this
study, it was decided to examine the case histories
of five most well-adjusted West Indian and Cypriot
children. It was hoped that the case histories
might reveal some variables which are worthy of
further investigation for their relationship
with, or contribution towards the adjustment of
immigrant children.
In the interest of anonymity, all children are
labelled here A-X. Table A.l shows the position
on the adjustment scale of the children chosen.

TABLE A.l

__________~~_=~.1t~ ~ ~~ It~.tL;·=
l~e

s tIn d ian s
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I. ~-A

D~ ~~;.t'l.~.N T_
J

WEST INDIAN:
WELL-ADJUSTED
AJ a West Indian boy of 15 had emigrated to
EngZand from the Tiest Indies two years ago.
He
was Ziving with both his parents in a muZti-occupation
house shared by three other West Indian famiZies.
His
father worked as a bus conductor on London Transport
buses and his mother as a semi-skiZZed worker in a
ZocaZ factory.
A had a younger sister who was stiZZ
in the West Indies~ as was A himseZf until. the age of
13.
In the West Indies A was looked after by his
grandparents.
Coming to England was a very big
occasion in his life.
He had heard some very encouraging stories about Zife in England J and was Zooking
forward to meeting his parents whom he had not seen
since the age of 3.
A had ZittZe recoZlection of his
parents before arriving in England. lie was accompanied
on the j oU1~ney by an adu lot immigl~an t fl~om his own
home town and was met at the airport by his parents.
Life in England seemed very strange for the first few
months.
Everything~ including his parents J turned out
to be so different from what he had imagined.
He
fow1d that although he had aZways spoken English as his
mother-tongue J communication with EngZish peopZe was
difficult. The English schools turned out to be very
diffel~ent from those he 1;)aS used -to in -the lieat Indies.
A found progress at academic subjects in school very
difficuZt.
He d(1)oted a lot of -time to 7-ds hobbYJ
boxing~ at which he won many major prizes.
A had many
EngZish and West Indian friends including an English
gil~l fl~iend 1;)hom he l~egQ1~ded as his 'best fl~iend (.
He
was happy with Zife in Eng land and aQU) considerable
prospect for him as a professional. boxer.
He did
not intend returning home.
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WEST INDIAN:
WELL-ADJUSTED
B> a West Indian girl of l3 was born in
England of immigrant parents.
She went to a local
primary school and just missed getting into a grammar
schoo l. She spoke Eng lis h wi th a per fec t loca l accen t
and had many English and /;;est Indian friends.
Her
famiZy was on visiting terms with other English
famiZies in the neighbourhood.
Her father worked
as a skilled mechanic in a local garage but her
mother did not go out to work. They lived in a flat
in a semi-detached house. Several other West Indian
families lived in the same house. B sometimes found
the schoolwork interesting and her academic achievement was high.
She was a member of her house netball
team and had won several prizes at school sports.
She wanted to become a nurse when she grew up and was
not intending to leave school until 18. B had two
elder brothers both of whom were working in Zocal
factories and wel~e l'l:v1:ng at home.
Hel° family had no
intention of returning home though B wanted to go
back to the West Indies for a holiday. Although she
was interested in any neWs about the West Indies s she
thought England was her home.
B Nas always weZl
dressed and was regarded by her teachers as wellmannered.
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WEST INDIAN:
WELL - ADJU STED
C .. a fl es t I Ndian boy of 1 3 had arrived 1:n England
fr om J amaica at the age of 5.
His parents came a
year earlier than he did.
C had only vague but
p l easant memories of Jamaica and he wanted to go back
t here for a holiday.
He attended a primary school
in another part of London and had moved to this ar ea
only a year ago. C ' s father worked as a clerk in
the Civil Service while hi s mother worked as a nurse
in a local hospital. C ' s academic achievement at
school was above average but he had not won any
prizes at sports or games . He liked attending dr ama
classes at school and hoped to be an actor when he
grew up . C thought that the probability of his actually
becoming a well-known actor was high.
C had several
English and We st Dzdian fri ends but he did not think
that any of his English fl~iend8 uJ ere among his I best
fr i ends r • C l1:ved in a t el~l~aced hous e wh i c h 1.<)a s
occupied by his family only.
His family was on visit ing terms with other English and West Indian families
in the neighbourhood. C had two brothers both of
whom were attending local primary schools.
He was
often accompanied to exhibitions and museums by his
parents and younger brothel~s .
His pal~ents also took
a keen interest in his progress at school.
Neither
C' s parents nor C himself intended returning home.
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~nST

INDIAN:
WELL-ADJUSTED

D~ a West Indian girl of 11~ had arrived in
England along with her mother from the West Indies
at the age of 9. Her father came to England two
years earlier.
Before coming to England she had
a fairly realistic account of life in England
through her mother.
She found English climate a
little better than she had been ~ed to believe!
D attended a mission primary school in the West
Indies and a local primary school in England.
She spoke English with a perfect local accent.
Her academic achievement at school was high and
she was well liked by her teachers. D had mostly
English friends at school but her family was not
on visiting terms with any of the EngZish families
in the neighbourhood. V's father worked as a train
driver with London Transport and her mother worked
in a local factory.
D hoped to become a secretary
when she gre'U) up and 'UJaS think-ing of s"taying on cd~
school until she was 17 or 18 years old. Her parents
had talked about returning to the West Indies for
good~ bu"t 1:-t l.Jas far fJ'om ce:r>tain. D IS hobbies
were) reading~ writing to pen friends abroad) and
cycling.
She was a very quiet and shy girZ and the
only chiZd in her family.
D thought that the English
schools compared very favourably with the West Indian
ones. She thought that children in England were
very lucky and that they were treated very niceZy
by teachers.
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WEST INDIAN:
\~ELL-ADJUSTED

E~ a West Indian boy of 13 had arrived in
England at the age of 4.
He had only vague memories
of his childhood in the West Indies.
E attended
primary school in the Midlands and in another part
of London before moving to the present school. He
spoke English with a perfect local accent and his
academic achievement at school was above average.
His father worked in the Engineering trade and his
mother worked as a nUl~se in a local hosp'ital.
He
had three brothers~ one older and two younger. The
younger brothers were at a local primary school
while the older brother was working as an apprentice
in a local electrical firm.
E wanted to be an
electronic engineer when he grew ups an unlikely
event judging from his academic achievement. E had
many f 1?iends> both English and Tlest Indian. An
English boy LVas 1:ncluded 1:11. his list of 'beEd; fl~'I:ends'.
E lived in a house shared by three other West Indian
families.
His family was not on visiting terms with
any of the English families in the neighbourhood.
E was an excellent cricketer and was a member of
school cricket and football teams.
He had won several
pJ.~izes at, school sports. E was very hn~erested 1:n
football and went to see a local first division club
wheneveJ." they ulel"C playing af; home.
He was accompanied
to the football ground by several West Indian and
English peers.
E was considered as well-disciplined
by his teachers and was admired for his prowess
at cric7wt by his peel"s.
Ncithel" E nO.r h1:s fami ly
were can temp lat;ing l~e tUl~ning home.
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CYPRIOT:
WELL-ADJUSTED
F ~ a Cypriot gi1~l of 14 had arrived in England
a t the age of 7 fr am Cyprus.
She a'f; tended one
primary school in Nicosia and one in the same
locality where she was attending the secondary
school.
Before coming to England~ she only met
her father every two or three years when he went
to Cyprus on holidays.
She emigrated to England
at the same time as her mother. At first~ she
found great difficulty in communicating with teachers
and children at school because she could neither
speak nor understand English.
The language problem
did not last long.
She found life in England very
secure~ a welcome relief from what she remembered as
rather dangerous living in Cyprus.
She had two
sistex·.':J and tu)O bro·thel's.
Her fathe1" oumed a ga.poge
whi c h she he Z. p edt a 1~ ~m . 11 e 1 mot h e 1 1;) 770 spa k e
little English3 did not go out to work. F shared
the house where she lived with two other Cypriot
and one Indian family.
F's academic achievement
at school was average and she had won no prizes
at school SP01"1';S.
Hel" ,family was on v1:siting terms
lu1>th seve.pal Engl1:sh and Cypl°·iot !am1:I-ies 1>1. ·the
ne1:ghbou:d7Ood. At scho07, F had several floiends of
all l"aCeS though he)O list of 'bes·t fY'1:cmds I d1:d not
include anyone bu'!; CYP:(liots.
She nOl>mcdly spoke
Greek at home and ate Greek food.
F wanted to become
an air-hostess on leaving Bchool. Although F's
parents intended returning home in the distant
future 3 F was not thinking of going back to Cyprus
to live.
0
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CYPRIOT:
vJELL - ADJUSTED
G~ a Cypriot girZ of 14 had arrived in England
a"1; th e age of 9 from Cyprus where she u)as living in
a j oint family with he r mother~ grand-parents and
several aunts and uncles.
Her fath e r had emigrated
to England seven years before her.
England did not
l ive up to her expectations when she first arrived
from CYP1~US~ "I;he unfl~ 'iendly climate and neighbours
who made no attempt to speak to her~ were the unfortun ate experiences which stuck in her memory.
G spoke little English before her arrival in England
but language was not a problem any more.
Her
father worked as a long distance lorry driver and
her moth e r worked as a dress-maker at home.
They
normally spoke Greek at home as he r moth er spoke
littl e Engl ish.
She had thrlJe youn(jel~ bro"thel~s
and th e ch i Zdren IwNrlal ly spoke in English "{;o each
other.
Her academi c achievement was high and she
had u)on one pl~iz e at school spor"ts.
liel~ friends
at school inclu ded both Cypl~iot and EngZ-ish ch ildren
and tlJO of her ' best fr1:e nds I were Eng lish.
Hel~
family was not on vi sit in g t erms with any English
fami ly 1:n Hie n e i ghboul~hood ", thoug h th ey had CYIJl~io"1;
visitors almos t everyday.
G wanted to become a
school - teacher and was thinking of staying on at
school as long as she could.
G was living in a semid etached house which was shared by thr ee other Cypriot
:rami lie s . Swinml1:ng and co ll e ct-ing s i;am ps lJ)ere he r
hob b ie s . Ne 1: thel~ G nor he 2~ par-en t s I;j e l? e in t en di ng
"I; 0 l~ e "I;ur n home.
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CYPRIOT:
\.! ELL - ADJUS TED
H~ a Cypriot boy of 16 was born in England.
He
lived in a detached house with his parents and a
younger sister who was at the same school as H.
His
father lJas a company dil~ector l.uhile his mothel~ did
not do any paid work.
She did undertake 3 however~ a
variety of voluntary work. The academic achievement
of H was very high.
He in fact~ ended up with? '0'
levels~ including two grade 1s> an exceptional
performance for a pupil at a secondary modern school.
H wanted to become a research scientist after
completing a degree in Physics. He was transferred
to a local gramma1~ sehool after his '0 r level l~esults,
H was a member of the school football team and had
won three prizes at school sports.
He was appointed
a 'prefect' at school and was well liked by his
·l;eache1's. lIe had sw!)el~al Cyprio·t; and English fp1:ends.,
1:ncludillg an EngZ1:sh g1:1~l fr'l:enrZ ,(ifwlf1 he Y'egay'ded
as his Ibest friend I , lHs f'am1:Zy 1;)aS 011 v1:siting
terms with a number of Cypriot and English famiZies
in the toe a tit Y • En g l1: s h 1;) a s -I; h eon l y l an guo. 9 c
s po ken a·f; hom e . He s p 0 keEn g l1: s 7z 1;) i."/;lz ape)~ f e (;: t
local accent and by appearance~ it was d1:fficndt to
d'istinguish him from EngZ'i.sh boys,
E had vis1:-ted
Cyprus on several occasions but regarded England
as his home.
Neither he nor his family were contemplating returning home.
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CYPRIOT:
WELL-ADJUSTED
J> a Cypriot girl of 15 was born in England.
Her father owned a caf& which she and her mother
helped to run, J had three brothers all of whom
were married and were living in the same house
with her.
Both English and Oreek were spoken at
home luith about equal floequency.
ors family vJas
on visiting terms with other English and Cypriot
families in the neighbourhood. 0 attended a local
primary school before coming to her present school.
Her academic achievement was above average but she
did not win any prizes at school sports nor was
she particularly good at any game.
J was highly
religious and thought that religion was the most
imp 01° tant influence in hel life.
She luao9 an active member of the church youth group and had helped
-to Ologan1:se sevcloal char-ity ,ual/{!3,
Flall<-z:nu.>
..
reading~ and listening to records were her hobbies.
She had man y :FY'i end s 0 f a l t rae e A a t; S C h 0 0 l.
TVJ 0
of her English friends were included in her list
of 'bes!; .fr'iends I . J lrJan-ted to become a iHirEn:ng
•
.
a
miss-I~-oncuoy luhen she 7,eft
school and was ))7,ann1:no
to stay at school until she could train as a nurse.
J was regarded as a very tidy.> unobtrusive and
disciplined girl by her teachers.
Her parents were
planning to return to Cyprus at a future date~ but J
herself wanted to go to either Africa or China to
serve as a nursing missionary.
O
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CYPRIOT:
WELL-ADJUSTED
K> a Cypriot girl of 12 had arrived in England
only a year ago f1"om Cyprus.
In Cyprus she was
living with her mother in a joint family.
Her
mother also emigrated with her. Her father worked
as a kitchen hand and her mother as a waitress in
a local caf~.
She had no brothers or sisters.
K
along with her parents lived in a two roomed flat
in a hous e s haloed by f01no othe 1~ fami lie s > two
Cyprio-t.> one Tlest Incl1:an and one English. Her
parents were on visiting terms with other English
and CypY'io t fami lies in the ne1:ghbouy,hood. At
school~ K was on friendly terms with children of
all l~aces though her l1:s"/; of 'best floiends I was
limi-{;ed to Cyp.l?1~-Ot ch-ildloen.
Hel academic achieve-ment was high and she had won several priaes at
school sports. K was always neatly dressed and
was of a little bigger build than average girls of
heJ' age,
At home s he on d h e2~ pa1~ (nd; s mOB i; ty sp oke
GJ"eek but her Bpoken E'ngl-iBh ((ias VC1"y fluen-t as
waB her achievement in w1"itten EngZish.
K wanted
to be a shop assistant 1;)7um she 113ft Bchool.
She
1;)aS planning to leave school at _16,
11el° hobb-/:es
(1)ere sudrml11:ng, loeading and luatch-z>ng televisl:on.
K found England a much better place than she had
expected.
Children's hour on television~ abundance of parks and libraries were the aspects of
English life and scene she found particularly
attractive.
She found her primary sch60l work
more interesting than work at secondary school.
Neither K nor her parents were intending to return
-to CYPl~U8.
O
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WEST INDIAN:
t~ALADJUSTED

L> a West Indian boy of 15 had arrived in
England from the West Indies at the age of 12.
He
attended a primary school in the West Indies and two
other secondary schools in London before joining his
present school.
His I.Q. was high but his academic
achievement was average.
L had an exceptionally low
score on the Personal Satisfaction scale. He seemed
to be obsessed with real or imagined acts of discrimination against him. lie was very unpopular with
teachers and chi ldpen of al l races,
His attendance
at school was irregular and even when at school~ he
did no-I; a-I;-tend all -(;718 lessons,
He had a remQ1~7(Qble
factual knowledge of the militant Negro movements
in the United States.
L lived with his mother who
worked as a cleaner in a local hospital. His father
had gone lJaek [.0 the Ilesc Indl:es. They llvecZ l:n a
room in a house occupied by six other West Indian
couples,
liis moi:hcno lJaS not on visith1g terms lJith
any except i:wo Wesi: Indian famiZies,
At school the
list of
L's
friends
was
short
and
consisted
exclusive.
,
ly of lies-t Indians.
L uJani:ed to take up the legal
profession~ a highly ambitious proposition in view
of his academic achievemen-t, His non~academl:c
achiwoemen-t was wi l~ he neiLhel~ u)on any plo-ize at
sports nor was he any good at games.
L was always
shabbily dressed and was often seen sitting alone and
staring into the air.
He had nostalgic memories of
his childhood in the West Indies and very much wanted
i:o go back.
He claimed tha-t his love fOl~ his mother
was the only factor keeping him in England.
L was
often in trouble with the teachers for indiscipline
and insubordination in the classroom. An attempt to
interest him in school activities by giving him
responsible jobs did not succeed in influencing him.
lie appeared to be completely alienated from the main
stream of school life.
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WEST INDIAN:
MALADJUSTED
M~ a West Indian boy of 13 had emigrated to
England from the West Indies at the age of 7.
In
t he West Indies he was looked after by some relatives
as his parents had emigrated several years before him.
M had two brothers and two sisters.
His father worked
as a machine inspector and his mother as a conductoress
on London Transport . They liv ed in a t erraced house
of which th ey were the sole occupiers except for a
male lodger.
M'S family was not on vi siting terms
with other English families in the neighbourhood.
At
school~ M had only West Indian friends.
Although M
was very small for his age J he was often fou nd fighting
in the playground z,)ith boys tZ()1:ce 771.:s size.
H1:S
academi c a c hi ev emen t Iva 8 'ueY' y p 00l~ he co u l d hard l y
write ~ as wa s his non -a cademic achievement .
M was
oft en in trouble with the tea chers for misbehaviour
in the classroom.
He was often shabbily dressed.
M
want ed to be c ome a doctors an extreme ly unlikely
proposition.
He was not given a key to his house
and had to wait outside until his pa~ents returned
fl~o m W01"7C
T711:s meant that on ce):'ta1:n days:. aftel"
schooZ ~ he could not get i n side the house and have
something to eat until about 7 . 00 p .m . One day in
the winter~ when the school closed early unexp e ctedly~
due to the failure of the centr al heating~ he was seen
trying to stay inside the school building because Of
the cold outside and his inability to get into his
oum home. M was often beaten a-t home~ quite sevey'ely
a-t times~ fOl~ tl"1:viaZ offences.
His pm"ents uJel"e
not thinking of returning home but M wanted to return
to the West l~dies after qualifying as a doctor.
3
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INDIAN:
MALADJUSTED
\~EST

N) a West Indian boy of 11 had arrived in
England from Jamaica at the age of 8~.
His father
had emigrated three years earlier but his mother
came to England at the same time as he did.
N
was living with his mothers his father was living
somewhere else (his parents were never legally
married). N did not attend school regularly while
he was in Jamaica.
In England he had gone to no
less than six primary schools in a period of less
than three years.
His mother worked as a cook in
a lac a I s c h 0 0 I . .7' hey I i v e d i. n a ]~ a 0 min a h 0 use
shm"ed by four othel~ ~lest Indian families.
N's
moUwr was not on Vis1>t-z:ng· ·te-:t>ms W1:UZ any English
families in the neighbourhood. At school~ N had
feZe) friends almost e,'Y;elusively Fes·t Ind-/ans.
No
EngZish chiZd I;)C!S incZuded in his list of floiends.
N's academic achievement as well as his non-academic
achievement was very poor.
N wanted to become a
mechan1:c IJhen he grcI,) up and l;)ast7dnkinq of leav1~ng
school as soon as he could,
N had nostalaic memopies
of 7n: s chi l die 0 a d hI. i; h e Tve s tIn die san d 1;) ~ n ·t e d ·t 0 return there at the earliest opportunity.
His
mother was aZso thinkina in terms o·f
back.
t-..goina
v
Although N was rarely in troubZe at school~ he was
regarded as lethargic and as having no zest for
life by his teachers.
l-'
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WEST INDIAN:
MALADJUSTED
o~ a West Indian girl of 13 had arrived in
England two years ago.
In the West Indies she
was looked after by her relatives until she could
join her mother and step-father in England.
Her
step-father worked as a porter on the British Rail
wldle her mother u)orked as a shop assistant.
They
lived in a two roomed flat in a house shared by one
other West Indian famiZy.
She did not have any
brothers or sisters.
a's family was not on visiting
terms with any English fand ly in ·the neighbourhood.
kt school> 0 cZa1:med to have just ·t/;)O fJ.oiends> both
Tv'es t Indian gir Is.> bu'!; no ' bes t flo iend I • Her
academic achievement was very poor and she had not
won any prige at sports or a place in a school or
house teams.
She was very withdrawn and rarely
talked to other children,
0'8 attendance at school
was very irregular and eVen when she attended school
she was persistently late. A visit by the School
Welfare Officer discovered that she was staying
away from schooZ without her mother's knowledge or
cons en t , She /;)((s s eVC1'e ly beaten by hex' ilia the.1" fm"
this offence.
O's spoken English was hardly comprehensible> she spoke very quietly and IJ)ith a vel°Y
heavy Ties t Ii-uH,Q/? acee n t.
She had no 1:dea 11)110 ,t she
wanted as a career.
Her hobby was watching television.
Apart floom school> she did not read any book> not
even a cldldloen's com1:c.
She had no toys Ol? dolls.
About six months after the recording of this case
history~ 0 along with her mother emigrated back to
Jamaica.
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WEST INDIAN:
MALADJUSTED
p> a West Indian girl of 16) had emigrated to
England from Trinidad at the age of 7.
She a-ttended
a -primary school) for the first time) in Birmingham
and later in London.
She lived with her mother who
wOl~ked in a fact01~y,
Her father was still in -the
She had one bl~othe1? and one sis tel?
Tvest Indies.
pIS
family was not on visiting terms with any
English family in the neighbourhood. At school
p had many friends 3 both English and West Indians
-though he}? l1~st of 'best fr1:ends I did no-t include
any English children.
Her academic achievement
was above average and she wac a member of the school
netball team.
P and her family Zived in- a two-roomed
flat in a house shared by three other West l~dian
fal7dlies,
Money luaG cOlistantly sh01?-!; and she had
to vJork ,in -tlw e7)81n:l1gs -{;o help her mother',
P vJan(;ed
to become a teacher and was intending to stay on at
schoo l un ti l s he (lias JR.
She c: la1:med Uw t s he had
many English friends when she was younger but as
she gy'ev) oldel?~ they des('1c,ted her one by one.
She
was appo-in-{~ed a 'prefect I at the school and uJa[]
C0l1s1>le1° ed N! sp ons i b le ~ we ll--manrw J.oed ~ an d d 1: s c 1>P 1 ,in ed
by her teache_ps,
Her hobbie s 1))e]Oe danchlg an d li s -t ....
crl1:11g to mUG 1: c,
P and hey' 1110 ther h7 te nded re -tzrr'n1:rig
home in a few years time. A year after the recording
of this case hi[]tory~ P committed suicide.
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CYPRIOT:
~~ALADJUSTED

Q" a Cypriot boy of 14 had emigl~ated fl~om Cyprus
three years ago.
He was living wi~h his older brother
and father" who worked in a butche~s shop.
His
mother was still in Cyprus.
The boys had to do most
of the cooking and household work. Q was a Muslim
and observed strict dietery and religious customs.
He lived in one room in a house occupied by two
other Italian families.
Q's family was not on visiting terms with any English families in the neighbourhood.
The medium of conversation at home was Turkish.
Q's
fluency of spoken English was poor as was his health>
academic and non-academic achievement.
Q's list of
fx'iends at; school (Jas limi-ted -to tl))O o-ther TUl,7dsh
Cypriots and three West Indians.
He did not consider
any of them to be 771:S 'best :f1'1:ends I , Q luanted to
beeomc an elec{;:eician and 1,)0,8 intend',:n(! to lecwe
schooZ~ at -tlw eco,l'z:est oppo:ptun1:-ty.
Q IS hobbies
IJe1~e cyeling and lNc!;chillg -[;cleV1:s1:011.
He did not
read any book other than those at Bchool. Q had a
very good attendance record at BchooZ~ he was rarely
absent and never late.
He hod an e;ccep-t:ionally high
'extl~avel~Bionf and 'intel'es'!; ~in ,t7iin(!s' SC01oe,
S1:nce
his arrivol in England Q had never gone to any seaside l~eSOr't and had been oui, of London on only two
occasions.
Neither he nor his father was intending
to re"tuY'n to Cyp1~US.
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CYPRIOT:

MALADJUSTED
R> a Cypriot boy of 12 had arrived in England
f2'om CYP2'lA.S a t the age of 4.
He a t·tended a loco.. l
primary school.
His father was working as a loader
in a local warehouse while his mother did not go
out to work.
He had no brothers or sisters. He
lived in a house shared by one Cypriot and one Irish
family.
His parents were not on visiting terms with
any English families in the neighbourhood. At school~
R's academic achievement was poor.
He had not won
any prizes at sports nor was he a member of any
school or house teams.
His list of friends was
confined to Greek Cypriots at school. R was considered
as a behaviow? problem by his -!;eachex's.
Greel< u)as
the language normally spoken at home~ but he spoke
Engl1:sh 1,)1:th considel'able fluency.
His a·!;tainmen·l~
in bo·Ul I voca }ni7-a]"y I and ru)1'1~i;1;(.:n Engl1:ch r was ve
poor. R intended to become an electrician on leav ng
school at 15,
Sl()'imming and wate121:ng foo·f:ball II)el'e
his hobbies and he went to watch football every
fortnight with his father.
His father had once
returned to Cyprus for about a year but decided
against staying there permanently. R and his mother
had never left England since their arrival and
did not in tend re{;w'ning home, R had neveJ.' gone on a
holiday nor had he been out of London.
He had never
gone South of the Thames nor had he ever been to a
museum or an exhibition.
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CYPRIOT:
MALADJUSTED

S> a Cypriot girl of 15 had arrived in England
from Cyprus at the age of 11. Her parents worked
in a grocery store which they owned. They lived
in a flat on top of the store.
She had one younger
b1~otheJ.~ who was at"l;ending a localpl~imal?y schoo Z.
Her family was not on visiting terms with any
English families in the area.
She was Muslim by
religion and strict religious and dietery customs were
observed at home. She did not adhere to such dietery customE
(without the knowledge of her parents) at school.
Turkish was normally spoken at home but her spoken
English was fluent.
Her list of friends included
several Cypriot and English children as did her
l·is t of I bes t fr"l:cnds r.
Hel? cwademl:c and non-academic
achievement was poor.
At home S was not allowed to
go out z,)ith anyone., even gil"l friends~ uJiUwut advJ[;
supervision.
She had to explain to her mother even
if she was a few minutes late getting home after
s c h 0 0 1 . She was not a 1 2Ole) e d ·t 0 goo nan y s c 71. 0 0 l
outings~ journeysJ or take part in any extracU}?l'ic1.dQl' ac·h:vitl:es.
The only young man she was
allowed to talk with at length~ was a Turkish Cypriot
boy who was chosen by their parents as her prospective
husband.
She was accompanied by hel' mo"!;/wl? even
when she went out with him. After leaving school
at the first opportunity~ she was told that she
would have to work in her parenis store although she
would have very much liked to be a sales assistant.
She u)as vex'?:! enV1:OUS of her English gh'l fl"iends
who were allowed very much more freedom and was
seething uJith resentment against hel~ pa2?ents.
S
Her
wan ted to leave home by any means she cou ld.
parents were planning to return to Cyprus to live.
J
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CYPRIOT:
MALADJUSTED
T~ a Cypriot hoy of 15 was horn in England.
He
attended primary schools in Bedford and London hefore
coming to the present school.
His father worked as a
kitchen assistant and his mother as a shop assistant.
They lived in a house which was not shared hy any
other family.
He had three hrothers and one sister.
Greek was normally spoken at home though the children
often spoke to each other in English.
The fluency of
T's spoken English l;JaS average hut his 'at-tainment
in English' and 'vocabulary' scores were very poor.
His family was on visiting terms with several Cypriot
and one English family in the neighbourhood. At
school., the list~ of :1"s fY'1:ends did not include an
English child.
His attendance record~ academic
achievement.> and n()n'-academ1~o achievement lJJeJ"C all
poor',
/311)"imm1:ng and eporte IJC1"e hie hobbies.
He
wanted to hecome an engineer~ an unlikely event3 in
V1:CV) of Ids poor academic Oelz"i:evement.
T was often
in tro~hle with his teachers for late arrival a~
school., non---eompteh:on of sc7wolv)o:ek and nrisbehavioul'
in the etassy1oom.
Neithel~ T nor his pcooents vJere
intencUng to y'e turn home.
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CYPRIOT:
MALADJUSTED
X~ a Cypriot boy of 14 was born in England.
He
attended six primary schools in different parts of the
coun tl~y before joining t he p2~e sen t schoo l.
Hi s fat hel
worked as a carpenter but his mother did not go out
to work.
She could speak very little English.
He had
one brother and one sister who were attending a local
primary school. They lived in a house which was not
shared hy any a the1° fami ly,
X IS fami ly was no t on
visiting terms with any English family in the neighbourhood.
Greek was spoken at home~ but the fluency of
X's spoken Engll:sh (<JaB ave.y'age,
lHs 7Jrit·ten English
and vocabuZary were very poor however. At school
X f s lis -t of friends inc luded s ever/a.l Eng l'is hand
Cy P ri 0 t boy s 2nd; his lis"!; 0 f r b e s -[; fri end s f was
limited to Cy iot boys only.
X was never in trouble
with his tea crs at school who regarded him as
,/;)1>t7uh'a7lm~ dI8C'Z>pZ-/:necZ., but; of l1:m1:I;ed academ·ic
ab1:l1>hj, Reac1.1:no ch1:Z en's COi?rz:cs 1;)as his only
hobby.
He ne-vcl""l?ead a book out;,c;i
schooL
X had
never been on a holiday nor had he been to a seasi
resor"!; except on one occasion 1;)hen he wen"!; camping
1;)ith 'cubs '.He was given generous pocket money
aZz,ov)ance but 71.1:;:; paJ'ent;s ncnJelo aacompanied 711:111 to
II1U8eUIl1S~ exhibitions s theatres
cinell1as~ or fairground8.
X was pZ,anning to take up a job 0.8 a cutter
in a local gla8s factory 1;)here his cousin was 1;)orking.
He was intending to leave schooZ, at the earliest
possible opportunity.
His parents had discussed
returning to Cyprus several times> they were certain
that -they ,/;)ouZ,d go back., but d1:d not kno,/;) when.
X
was az'so thinking of going back to Cyprus to live.
O

L
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APPENDIX B
CONSTRUCTION OF THE ADJU STMENT SCALE
The conc e pt of adjustm e nt as defined in Chapt e r
5 i s multi - dim e ns ion a l . For a pe r s on to be reg a rd ed
a s \lIe 1 1 - a d ju s te d, hem us t be
( a ) socially acc e ptab le,
(b)
pe rsonally sat -jsfied,
(c) ha ve an obj e ctive self - concept, a nd ,
(d) be free f r om anx i ety .
It was, therefore, de c i de d to c on struct four
s ub - sca l es to me as ur e ea c h of t he var i a bl e s . Th e
scot e s on ea ch of t he fouY' s ub- s cal e s cou old t hen be
nor ma l oj s e d Q n dad d e d t 0 9 °i ve t ho c 0 mp 0 sit e ad j lJ. S t m8nt SC ()l~ es .
,tJ. CC EP TFI GILJTY
Soc oj a 0oC c e. p toob i oj t Y 1# a s de fi ne d a s th e de 9 r e E:!
of ace e pt a nee 0 f t fl e c 11 n d by h ojs pee r sin s "it. ua t i Oil S
inv olvin g volunt a ry s ocia l in t e ra c tion. Items wer e
writ t e n to cover t he various asp e c t s of s uch soc i a l
int eraction be tw e e n schoo l childr e n in London. The
soc i a 1 sit u a t. i 0 11 5 III a y be c 1 ass oj f oje din t 0 f i ve
cat egol' °i es.
(a) Those involving considerable deg r ee of
social intel'action.
(b) Forillal situations wh e re social inter action may be kept to a Illinimum.
(c) Situations in which the testee is in a
position of authority ov e r other children.
(d) Situations in which th e testee's activities
bring recogniti on to the school.
(e) Situations showing extreme rejection.
Each testee was rated by five of his randomly
selected classmates on each item. Chart B.l shows
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the complete list of the test items and instructions.
The category of social interaction to which each item
belonged is given in brackets.
CHART B.l
INSTRUCTIONS

This is a test to measure how children feel about each
other. Please answer as quickly as possible. Do not
spend a lot of time thinking about each question.
Only your first impression is required. Put a tick if
your answer is yes, a cross if your answer is no, and
an 0 if you are not sure.
Would you like ----------- to be
1. In your school (8)
2.
III your c'liJ~;s (8)
3,
In sarn(~ huuse as you at schocd (B)
4. In yOUl' reg'istratioll group (f\)
5. Your dinner table companion (A)
6•

NC~ x t - cl a () )' n 0 i rJ h b 0 U \~

7.
8.

You r c" a ~; s rn 0 n 'j tor (C)
You rho usc; cap t a 'j n ( C)
You r ~J a \\w sea pta i n (C)
A prefect (C)
In your school football or Iwtball team (D)
111 your house footba'il or netba'I'1 tc~arn (D)
Your best friend (A)
In the Sl-;il.t next to you in the classl"oom (f\)
Par t n e)' \'J hen you 9 0 [) ute a III p'i n 9 (!\)
In your dralila group (A)
t,! i thy 0 u \1/ hen you are 0 n II 0 1 i di1 YS ( A)
Thrown out of England (E)
Thrown out of London (E)
In your family (A)

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
'16.

17 .
18.
19.
20.

VI her c

you 1 i v e (/\)

The yes, don't know and no responses on the
positive items were given a weighting of 2, 1 and 0
respectively. The scoring on the negative items was
reversed. The score of a testee on this scale was
computed by summing the weights of the ratings
received by him on all the items by five raters, and
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dividing the score by five. Thus the score represented
the average rating by five peers on this scale.
The scores of 200 randomly selected testees were
then subjected to an upper and lower thirds item
analysis. The results of the item analysis are given
in Table 8.1.
As a result of the item analysis, items 5, 12,
15, 17 and 20 were rejected.
The remaining items,
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,10,11, 13, 14, 'IG, 18, and
19 formed the social acceptability scale.
S'ince the test \'/as scored on a 3'point sCille,
the i t em a n (\ 1Y sis VI il S don e t \'! i c (; , 0 II C e, S cor e 2 and
'Ion eilch 'j tom vJas treated as il. P(l,SS, I'[h'i le the
sec 0 n d t 'irn e, the s cor' e 0 f (> 0 I'd Y \,1 i) S t rea to d iJ. S
pas S 'j n 9 e a c h 'j t e 111 • S'j In 'j 1 a r 'I y, the u p POt and 1 01'1 P r
thirds items analysis was done twice on all the
four adjustment sub-scales.
The sea'ie \'laS then subjected to Guttman
analysis for determ'in'ing sea'lilbility. Tile coefficient
of reproducibility was found to be 0.79. The analysis
showed that the scale was fairly uni-dimensional
and that the various items could be arranged in order.
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TABLE B.l
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY SCALE
r-1TEMTU+L
O-L
iP '" 2, 1
33
76
1
39
62
2
45
75
3
68
72
4'17
84
5
36
78
6
39
77
7
25
60
8
42
73
9
41
79
10
20
69
11
11
32
12
42
74
B
Cl

IT+I--u-I
{P

2}

::=

43
42

58
46

'fa

71

42
14

51

78
68

53
39

45
53

37

61
A. 7
62

A.

5
29
33

Whether accepted
Yes
Ye s
Ye s
Ye s
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

28

8

I~o

63

27
~5 6

Yes
Yes

69

'14

81

F,)

70

43
8

48

12

No

'16

57

48

46

3 !)

'17
'18

70
80

-12

60

4G

19

82

20

16

53
12

70
72
9

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

J

~

8
36
42
3

.---~~-----+--~------~--,--~--.,....---

PERSONAL SATISFACTION
Personal satisfaction was defined as the degree
of satisfaction an individua'i derives from his per'ception of the self, his social environment and his
personal relationships. Since personal satisfaction
is conceived in terms of the testee's perception of
self and his social environment, the test was based
on self-ratings. 28 items sampling satisfaction
\AJith the most significant aspect of a pupil's 1ife~
viz., the school, family relationships, the self~
peer group relations, teacher pupil relationship
and the neighbourhood were constructed. The items
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and the instructions to the testees are listed in
Chart B.2. The Yes, not sure and no responses on
the positive items were scored 2,
and 0 respect ively. The scoring on the negative items was reversed.
The test was then subjected to the upper and
lower third technique of 'item analys'js. The resu'lts
of the analysis are given in Table B.2. As a result
oft he 'j t e III a n a 1y s 'j s, i t ems 5, 8, 'I 0, 1 2, 1 3 ~ 1 4 ,
16, '1 7, 19,2'1,22,26 and 28 were rejected. The
rem a 'j n i n 9 i t ems con s tit ute d the per son a 1 sat i s f act ion
scale.
The co-efficient of reproducibi lity, computed
by employing the Guttman scalogram analysis, was
found to be 0.83. The scale appears to be fairly
un i - dim ens 'j 0 n a 'I ,
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CHART B.2
PERSONAL SATISFACTION SCALE ITEMS
-INSTRUCTIONS

This i s a t est to fin d 0 U t the \lJ ay you fee 1. Gi v e n
below are some statements which mayor may not be
true of you.
If the statement is true, write T against the statement, if it is not true, write F (for
fa 1 s e ). But i f you a re not sur e, \'/ r-i teO. An s \IV e r
quickly and do not spend a lot of time thinking
about each question.
I am quite happy in my class.
"' . Our school is as 900J as any other Secondary
2.
~10dern Schoo"1.
I would like to change my house at school.
3.
4 . fvly fathet trei1.ts me vieil.
I don't like going to my registration group.
5.

-.I

6.

7.
8.
9.

"' o.
n.

"12.

1 .)"

.

"4.
15 .
"16.

17 .
18.
19 .
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.

I ","j k e mV f r "i end sat ~: c h 0 0 1 .
I get 0 n' VI e 1"1 \,!"j t h rll y III 0 the i' .
I ","j k C 'j t V! II C! II \'1 e h a vet 0 d 0 V! 0 t k (\ t S c h 0 0 'I •
I get 0 n \,1 e 'I 'I \I"j til to. (), C her s .
I am h a, p py I'i 'i t h rn y f riG n ci sou t s "j des c h 0 0 'I .'

r am unhappy with life.
My brothers and sisters worry me.
Games should be stopped at school.
l·Je should get rno)"e hO"/'idays.
I would not change places with anyone else.
I wish I was better at my lessons.
I wish I was better at games.
It would be a good idea if our family moved
another district.
I don't like being in my class.
Teachers don't like me.
My friends are not fair to me.
I like my re'latives.
I enjoy being in my registration group.
I enjoy being at school.
I wish I had more friends.
I don't like living in this country.
I wish I was better looking.
I would like to live in a different town.
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TABLE B.2
PERSONAL SATISFACTION SCALE ITEM ANALYSIS
U+L

I T Er~

- - - iF
C-"

1

U-L
:=

59
66
81

2

3
45

60

2~

U-1-'---

U+L

1J

(P

--

42
35
33
31
17

:::

52
48
70
48
32
60
46

-

_2J_
47
29
39
33
14
48

48
76
64

30

21

8

1"1
12
"13
1It

75
74
62

51
21
32

28
"76
92

"I

15

78

38

54

') ')

16

ilL}

20

34-

12

7
45
4·

4472

7

59
"17

60

44

17
30
38
29
12
45
17

28
57
69
55
36
56
34

6

7
8
9
10

17

46

18

73
20
72
68
32
73
79
69
50
60
54

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

---

46

24
10

"17
63

68
51
14

'7
g

84

4

I

No

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

I}

No

....) ,)

16

Ye s
Yes
Yes
Ye s

33
11
33
17
6

46

Whether accepted

No

Yes

No
No

Ye s

No
No

3 ~i

Yes

7
34

Yes

No

No

10
15
26
30
36

Yes
Yes
Yes

10
32

Yes

8

No

No

No

OBJECTIVITY OF SELF-CONCEPT
The objectivity of self-concept was defined as
the degree of overlap between the perceived self
art he" s elf a S VI e see i t and the 0 bj e c t i ve S elf
or the s elf a sot her sse e i til. I t 1'/ a s dec ide d t 0
measure this variable by asking (a) the testee to
assess himself on a series of items about himself
II

II
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and (b) five of his randomly selected peers to
assess the testee on the same series of items,
and computing the difference between the two sets
of assessments. The more usual technique employed
in severa'j researches has been to COll1pal~e "perceived
self" with the "'ideal self", In other words attempts
are made to compar(~ "self as we see it" with "self
as we would like 'it. to be". The difference between
t.he two has often been employed as the indicator of
per son a 1 a d jus t III e n t ~ the sma 'I 1e r the gap, t h r. h 'j 9 her
the adjustment. Indeed Rogers (19~7) sees the reduction of the difference between the perceived and the
ideal self as the major goal of psycho-therapy.
In vi ew of tho theol"eti Co. 1 d'i scussi 01'1 about
the psychological nature of adjustment. objectivity
of self concept was regarded as an essential element
in an 'individual IS mastery over environment, both
physical and social. Objectivity of self concept was
regarded as one of the four but not the sale criterion
of adjustment. Objectivity of self concept was
con c e 'i v e d a s the d 'j f fer e nc e bet \'/ e e nth ells elf a s VI e
see it" and the "self as others see 'it", I-Ience the
most appropriate technique available to measure this
variable was to compare the self ratings of the
testees with the peer ratings about the various
aspects of the self. The smaller the deviation
between the two measures~ the higher the objectivity
of the self concept. The more usual technique of
comparing "perceived self" with "ideal self"~ apart
from being in variance with the theoretical framework of this thesis, appears to be unsuitable for
327

children as they find it extremely difficult to
envisage the lIideal selfll.
25 items covering the various aspects of the
self concept, physical appearance, performance,
relationship with teachers, relationship with
others, abilities and overall success, were written.
The items were scored +1 for a true or yes response,
-1 for a false or no response and 0 for a not sure
response. The self ratings on each item were then
compared with the average peer ratings score on that
item. The difference between the self and the peer
rating~ regardless of the positive or negative sign,
was taken as the score of the individual on that
item. The t.otal score Vlas then obt;:'ined by sUlTlming
the scores on all the items on the scale. Since
the 1 0 VI e In the s cor e the h 'j g her t 11 E~ 0 b j e c t 'j v i t Y 0 f
the self-concept, the total score was then subtracted
fro m the 111 a )( 'j mUIII P0 s S 'j b 1esc 0 reo f 30 to b r 'j n g i t
in line with other adjustment sub-scales. Thus 30
minus total score gave the score on the objectivity
of sGlf-concept scale. Chart B.3 gives the items
and the instructions for the self ratings as well
as for the peer ratings.
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CHART B.3a
OBJECTIVITY OF THE SELF CONCEPT SCALE
(SELF RATINGS)
I LV S TR UC'j'I ON S

--

---

-----,,---~

This is a test to find out the way you feel. Given
below are some statements which mayor may not be
true of you. If the statement is true of you write
T against 'it, if it 'is not true of you v/Y"ite F (for
false) against it. But if you are not sure write
O. Answer qu'ickly and do not spend a 'lot of time
thinking about each question.
1.
r am liked by my classmates.
2.
I hate myself.
3.
I am a fa'i 'Iun~,
4.
I usually 1'ike people.
S. Other people are happy with me.
6.
I am gooci at giJ.mc~s.
7.
I am 900d at cl assvlork.
=--~-.
8.
I f e \'?I hop (; 'I r:: s s ,
9.
I am worthless.
-10. I am liked by teachers.
1 '\. t~ Y boo ksen' e us U C1 'I 'I Y n (~o t.
--,
'/2.
I am usual'ly 'p'ickcd ani bS' thQ tc:achers.
'I 3 ,
'I 4. ,
'IS.

16 .
'I 7 .
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

I a m a b u 'I 1y .
I am
u sua 'I 'I Y

VI e 'I 1 bell a v r. d .
I am usua'ily "'Jell dressed,
I ami n t c: 'I 1 'j q t; n t .,
I a III a It a r d Vi 0 " k e r .
I am not as good as other boys and girls.

I am unreliable.
I ani I no good I .
Hy teachers trust me.
I am helpful.
My classmates like to play with me.
I am a responsible person.
I am an attractive person.
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CHART B.3b
OBJECTIVITY OF THE SELF CONCEPT SCALE
(PEER RATINGS)
--~-

IN8TRUC1'ION8

..

--------~-----

This is a test to find out how children feel about
each other. Please answer as quickly as possible.
Do not spend a lot of time thinking about each
question. Put a tick if the answer is yes, a
cross if the answer is no and an 0 if you are not
sure.
Do you think that --------------1.
Is liked by his classmates.
2.
Hates himself.
3.
Is a fai"lute.
4. Usually likes people.
5 . 0 the l~ pe 0 p "' ear e h(J PPy wi t h him.
6.

7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
"' 2 .
B.

14 .
"' 5 .
"' 6 .

17 .
"B.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

I s goo d a t 9 iJ \Iit-; s .

Is goo d ate 1ass \'10 r k ,
Feels hopeless.
Is worthless.
Is l"ikE!d by teachers.
Is in the habit of keeping neat books.
I sus u a "' "' yip i c ked 0 II by the teD c Ii 2 r s .
Is a bully.
I sus u a 1 "J Y IV lc 1"1 b e h a ve d .
Is u sua 1 "' Y 1'1 e "II dressed.
I s "j 11 t t~ 1 "' 'i c! e n t.
I s a ha r d It; 0 1" 1\(; r .
Is not as good as other boys and g"ir'ls,
Is unreliable.
Is Ino ~lood'.
Is trusted by teachers.
Is helpful.
Is liked by classmates to play with.
Is responsible.
Is attractive.
I

H

~~

The test was subjected to the upper and lower
thirds technique of item analysis. The results of
the analysis are set out in Table B.3. As a result
of the analysis~ items 2, 5, B, 9, 13, 18, 19, 20,
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23 and 24 were rejected. The remaining items constituted the objectivity of the self concept scale.
The co-efficient of reproducibility, computed by
Guttman method, was found to be 0.7B. This coefficient could not be further improved.
TABLE B.3
oBJ ECT I V IT Y 0 F TIi ESE LF CON CEPT - IT EIii ANAL YSIS
ITnl

-- U1- L .

1~~=-_.9 ,_L~.?~__ ,_(i_::",,_~_~ - _U______ ~ c c~Q_~le,!_____

'I

57

2
3

~

4
5

'UrT-- -U-tT------'-U~[[WneTFi (;1:;-

Ii

5
73
<)

~l

41
14

51
3 (f

4,5

43
7'1

S4
'17

6

73
70

37

7

73

40

28

8

8
9

'10

n

12
13
'14

15
16
1 '1
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

44

1 :5

7'1

38

63
62
82
59
72
6 'I

32
39
12

64
28
43

35
65

77

18
25
64

4·(,l

37

46
48
16
5
15
33
57
7
G

48

44
46

52
6
28
48
- 6
26

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

!) 4'18

~3

24
45

6

No
No

55

3J
34

Yes
Yes
Yes

64
58
60

8

I~o

42
34

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

52

10
2IJr

59

49

63

43

1B

7
9

23
30
52
58

16
lB
46

10
26
29
9
5
39

FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY SCALE

Of the four adjustment sub-scales, the Ifreedom
from anxietyl sub-scale proved to be the most
difficult to construct. A survey of the previous
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researches revealed that the attempt to measure
anxiety have been made through paper-and-pencil
tests, behavioural observations, and physiological
indices.
The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale or MAS
(Taylor, 1953) has been one of the most widely used
paper and pencil measures of manifest anxiety. The
test was constructed by selecting 200 items from the
1111'1 PI and ask -j n D f"j ve c 1 i n i cal p s y c h 0 log i s t s tor ate
the ext e nt to \'/ hi c h the i t ems i n d"i Cit te d mall'j f est
anxiety. 80% or better agreement was reached on
65 of the -items v!hich cOllstitut('d the origina"' scalc~.
Th-is vias later' reduced to 50 itelllS as a resu-It. of
'internal cons-istency 'item analysis (Bechto"lclt~ 1953).
The I'i AS was f 0 u11 d t 0 h a ve a t est - Y' etc s t nc 'I i i:l. b"j 1i t Y 0 f
. 8 0 aft e r t Ii r e ewe e k s, . 8 2 aft e r f"j ve m0 nth san d . 8 "I
over 9 to 17 months (Taylor, 19~J3).
Several attempts have been made to correlate
IIi ASs cor e s vri t h p hy s i 0 log·j cal rn e a sur e S 0 fan x "j e t y ,
Raphelson (1957) and Silverman (1957) tried to
relate the changes in the conductivity of the subjects' skin during anXiety producing experiments~
with the Taylor Manifest Anxiety scale scores, No
significant correlation was found. Similarly, no
relationship could be established between the changes
in the skin moisture and the verbal measures of
anxiety. (Jackson and Bloomberg, 1958). A very low
negative correlation was found between the MAS scores~
and the eye blinking rate in a stressful situation
(Jackson and Bloomberg, 1958). No s-ignificant
differences were found between the blood cholestrol
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level of the high and low scores on the MAS (Golding
and Harvey, 1964). It seems thus, that the
physiological measures of anxiety do not correlate
with the verbal ones. It has been suggested that
the two sets of measures may be assessing unrelated
sets of responses.
Clinical psychologists and psychiatrists have,
for long, employed certain behavioural observations
as indicative of anxiety. Nail biting, Knuckle
cracking, chain smoking, profuse perspiration, for
example, have been regarded as signs of a high
anxiety level. Buss et. a"l. (1955), found a high
correlation between these behavioural symptoms
of anxiety and the MAS scores. Moderate to high
correlations have been reported between the MAS
scores and counsellors ratings (Hoyt and Magoon,
1954) and psychologists ratings (Buss, 1955;
Lauterbach, 1958).
The strongest doubt on the validity of the MAS
was cast by Edwards (1957) .. He constructed a 39
item Social Desirability scale to measure that
variable. A correlation of -0.84 was found between
the Social Desirability and the MAS scores. It
appears that both scales are measuring similar
dimension of behaviour and that the responses to the
MAS items are strongly influenced by their social
desirability values. It seems that an undisguised
verbal test of anxiety would not be appropriate to
measure this variable. For it seems likely that
an anxious person would be less likely to reveal
his socially undesirable behaviour patterns.
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In Chapter 5 anxiety was conceived of as a
livague generalised feeling of fear", An anxious
individual thus feels threatened from an unknown
source. The more threatened a person feel s, the
less likely he will be to accept a damaging statement about himself. It was thus proposed to measure
freedom from anxiety through ability to accept
damaging statements about oneself.
A 'I 'j s t 0 f 2 0 i t ems VI a s com p 'j 1e d ~ ma i n 1y tin 0 ugh
borrowing the items from Taylor and Combs (1952). The
items consist of damaging statements about the
testee, The statf:~mcnts ClrE:' probab'ly truc:~ of ch'i 'Id'~
r en.
T h l? 'I °i s t 0 f °i t e 111 S \'1 ass h OVJ n t 0 S eve r ale x pel' ienced teachers \/hoagreed unctn'irnously that 0.'/']
ch'ildrell~ ilt one time; or Cl.Ilotilet:. comrn'it the m'is~
deeds listed. The testers were asked to indicate
if the items were true of them.
The degree of the
acceptance of the items was taken as an index of
the freedom fY'orn an;<iety of the testees. Chart
B . 4 1 'j s t s the i tel'll san din s t I~ U c t ion s . T rue) not
sure, and false response to the items were weighted
2, 1 and 0 respectively.
The total freedom from
anxiety score was obtained by summing the weightings
of all the responses on the scale.
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CHART B.4
FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY SCALE - ORIGINAL ITEMS
INSTRUCTIONS

This is a test to find out how children in this
school behave. Given below are some statements
which mayor may not be true of you. If the
statement is true of you vlr-ite T aga'jnst the
s tat e In e n t ~ 'j f 'j tis not t rue 0 f you \,1 \' i t e F (f a r
false). But if you are not sure, write O.
Answer quickly and do not spend a lot of time
think'ing about each questioil.
1.
I sometimes disobey my parents.
2. I sometimes swear.
3. I sometimes copy or cheat on schoolwork.
4.
I i:\ 111 S 0 III G t i III \' S \"' U d e too 'I d e r pe 0 p '1 e .
5.
I sometimes tc:""ll l"jes.
G,
I sOl1!et'irnr's Ifldkc fUll of my classli1at(~s.
7.
I sometimes pretend to forget things I am
supposed to do.
8.
I somet'imes stea'\ th'ins;s IdlGn I knol'J r I'dn
not be cauqht..
9 . Iso met 'j mesc 'L e ""I f 'j b s tom y c 1ass mat e s .
'I 0 • Iso met 'j 111 C S pre ten d tab e S 'j c k t 0 ~J e t 0 U t 0 f
t h 'j n 9;) ,

1'1.

'12.

13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19 .
20.

I sOn1et'imes (1m unk'j nei to younger chi 'I dron.
I sometimes a!l1lazy Mid \,HHllt do my \A/ork.
I sometimes tell d'itty jokes.
I sOll1et']mes cheat. in galTl(;s.
Iso met i 111 e s Ill'i s b e ha veat s c h 0 0 1 .
I sometimes do not wash my face on purpose.
I sOl11etimes answer back to my mother.
I am sometimes l11ean to animals.
Iso met 'j III e S VI a s t e my t 'j In e vi hen Ish 0 u 1 d be
wotl<ing.
I sometimes show off in front of other
ch'j 1dren.

The test was then subjected to the upper and
lower thirds item analysis technique. The results
obtained are set out in Table B.4. As a result of
the item analysis, items 6, 8, 16, 18 and 19 were
rejected. The remaining items constituted
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the freedom from anxiety scale. The Guttman
scalogram analysis showed a reproducibility coefficient of 0.76 which could not be improved
further.
It appears that the scale is fairly
uni-dimensional.

TABLE B.4
FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY SCALE - ITEM ANALYSIS
IT Elvl
1
2
3
4

,-

,)

6
7
8
9

"0

u-~[-

-lJ-::-Lr~--U ~-[I\v h e~ t -h C:~~Ac~-e p te

C~~ 2 ~ -.JJJ_L~__'~_____lJ___
75 -- IIG
59
38
72
75

70
56

~7

36
48
26

67
5 ~:i
56

28
8
48

52
35

74

59

'13

73

JL

14

6B
56

15

17

73

88
66

18

13

19

85
63

20
<------

") rJ

4!5
49
13

37
6
13

29

49
29
23
32
-10
29

55
20

b7

I

51

n

12

16

66
38

28

40
42
32

n

I

44

Ye s

37
27

Ye s
Yes

2

Yes

32
32

Ye s
Yes

37

Yes

9

No
Ye s
No
No

48
{~

27

8

No

No

70

53
5 IT
76
48

Yes
Yes
Ye s
Yes
Yo s

t'
.1

49
I~ 9

4

d---

_ _________________~_

Yes

'17
69
52
37
Ye s
----'------'------------------
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T h 'j sis a te s t to f -j n d 0 U t t h C' 1'1 a,)' .y 0 u fee -,.
Gi v (~Il
b e 'I 0 I'! a \' e S 0 rn est 0. t C me. n t S I'lf i 'j c h mil y 0 r rn a y not b e
t t u e 0 f you.
1ft It C' ' s tat e Iill? 1'i t i s t r II c; ~ \'! i" 'j t e T () 9 a ins t the s t 2. t c rilE:~ 11 t, 'j f i t i S 11 0 ttl" u e, \,1 tit e F (f 0 l'
f a 'I s C' ) •
But 'j f you a to not S l.! r e, VI r 'j t C' O. (\ n s \/ e r
q 1I i c k "y and cI () not S pC' Ii d a 'lot 0 f t 'j III e t h ink i n 9
about each que.sti on.
Tam q u 'i t (.2 hap py -i n my c 'I cl S S •
-I •
Our
school 'is as good (\::, any other' Secondo,tV
2.
/;'1 0 cl (; :' n S clio 0 'I .
1 Ii 0 U -I c! 'Ii \~ e i,. 0 c h ,t n ~! e ill V h 0 LI S e at s ell (l 0" •
J.
4. I,; V f il U 1(:; r t l"\: (\I~ S liI'_' I'H: 'I 'I .
I' don I t -, 'j ~: e 0 0 'i II f~ torn Sf r C' (j 'j s t r' i\ t 'i 0 n Sl I' 0 Up.
5,
'~'--]
G. I 1 'j i: eli! y f r' 'j C~ il d S i.1i: :; c: Ii 0 0" •
I. J ~I (' ten ;! C' 'I 1 I.,-j til I'ii Y Iii 0 t :1 ('; r .
f-'!1
I "-ike: 'it Iii!,,;) i'iC hil.VC' '(0 do l'/Di"I: cit schoo'i.
[3 •
()
1 CJ c t (l n \! c; II \1 -j 'l_ h
;) C ) I \~ \' S •
f:~~l
J (~, iii h -:t /i PY \, 'it h m.'Y' -r-)' 'j C II GS (J l!'e. S 'j d e ~; c h (1 0" ,
"0,
L--n. 1 (l1~1 U 1\ II (; l' :' Y \,,' i t h ',-j f (' .
l---,L! , iiy brol:i'::l':';, CJ.ilc! S'ist('fS l'/orl-'.\' inC'.
(; (l iii C ')
s:, 0 U -! cl b ('"; S to: J pr~ d (1, t S C :1 0 0" •
I.)
\':c: SflCll)'ici ~'!ct more ho'-idi','/s.
1 f: ,
J 1'10 u 'I d II () ':; c! J a. n Se P -I i:I C c:; II 'j t h cl n yon (~ (' -, S C ,
I
-I ~) ,
l._
I If 'j S II I I'i ash :,) t t era t ril y 'I c; ::; SOli S •
1 () ,
t-----_
I V! 'j ~) h r I" as bet t l:' \" a -l: ~; 01:1~; S •
17 .
It I'JOu'ic i be a ~!o(1ci idea 'jf OUI' fi1in'j'Iy l:l0VC'c!
1B ,
toi:~~.1
(l. not Ii c: r
c! 'i ~; t r -i ct.
I ci 0 11 't 1 'j k e b (; 'j n 9 'j n lilY C 1 ass .
-19.
Tc;ac!Jt';rs
don't '-ike Ir:r::.
20.
')

-"-~J
--

I

j

I

,

•

t~'

'I ':,

t

2l.
22.
23.
24 .
25.
26.
27.
28.

My friends ate not fair to mo.
I
I
I
I

'I 'j I~ e my l' 0 -I at i v e s .
enjoy bo'ing 'in my reg'jstrat'jon

gl~OUp.

enjoy bO'jng at scl1001.

wish I had more friends.
I don't like living in this country.
I I'li s h I 1'/ as bet to r 1 00 kin 0 •
I Vi 0 U 1 d 'I -j ke to 1 i ve ina d'i f f e ten t t
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IllSTRUCTIO,VS

This is a tost to find out the I'lay you fee'l.
G'jvcn
belol'l are some statr:m811ts I'lhich Illay or may not be:
t r 1I e 0 f you.
1ft h est ate 111 e II t i s t Y' U e 0 f you \'1)' 'j t e
T a ~l G, 'j n s t 'j t, i f i t 'j s not t nw 0 f you 1'1 r 'i t e F (f 0 rl
f i.1 'I s e) a ~Fj 'j n s t 'j t .
But 'j f Y0 1I are not sur e \'/ r 'i t l~

O.

Answer quickly and do not spend a lot of time

til'inking abol!t each question.
I a III 'I 'j k e c1 bY III Y c '/ iJ S S III ct t e:; ,
1.
I h a to Illy s e 'I f .
2.
3 , I a III Cl f a 'j 'I u t (; .
fj •
f'

::J.

G.
7.
[).

9.
'10.
'1'1 .

12.
'I :'l .
14.
Hi.
'I G.

n.

'18.
'19.

20.
2 'I.
22.

23.

24.
2 1'J.

Ius U (1, 'I 'i Y '/ ike pC~ 0 P'I 8

•

ot h (; l'

Peo p 'I (~ a r 8 h Ct P PY \'/ i til mG,
I a Il1 q C! 0 cl il t q d lil c: S •
1 a III ~I 0 U cJ i:1 t e l i:\ S ~; \,1 0 t k ,
I fo(''l hopc'i0SS.
J am Ii (1\' thi es s.
I a 111 'I'i k L~ d by t r. Ll. c: h ~.~ r s (
I~ Y h 0 0 k :-', (l l' C U S U Cl 'j 1 Y n c: (\ t ,
I Ct III 11:-; lu;1 'j yip 'j eke d 0 \I I b Y the t e iJ c II e 1" s .
I (t m c\ h L! 'II Y .
I (1m u s U 0, 1 'i Y 1,/ C 1 'I b c h ,1. V C (I ,
J il m U:; lJ. iJ 'I 1Y I'i C .I 'I u.1 res S l; Cl ,

~=l
---I

'--"j
~---

_. J

I

I alll

'jlitc:'I'li~JC'nt,

I a III a h (\ r cl \-! () )' I. c r ,
I a III n (I t a s ~J 0 0 (1 D, sot h (., )" b 0 )' S
I arn ul1l'c'liab'ic.

'
I l)O
. . ~JOO(II •
),al11
/'Iy teachers tY'ust me.
1 a 111 h e '\ Vi" u 1 .
My classmates like to play with
I alll a responsible person.
I alll an attract'ive petson.
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<1

n cl 9 'j r 'I s .

".3

mo.

~
___~__,,=J

------~-----

---~---

I NSTR i/ C' '1~I () lJ8

'----------------1

This is a test to find out how children feel about
each other. Please answer as quickly as possible.
Don 0 t s pen d a 'lot 0 f ti met h -i II k -j n gab 0 ute a c h
,.
p
L "tlC(1 IT
'r'I
. yes, a
ques~,on.
u~ a
tle
answer 15
cross if the answer is no and an 0 if you are not
sure.
Do you think that --------------Is liked by his classmates.
'I.
2.
')

J.

4.
~)

t

G.
7.

II a t c; s h -j n1 S elf.
I 5 u f a 'j -I u r c .
U~o LW 1 -I Y '/ -j k E' S Pt? 0 P 'I e ,
ot Ii 0 r p e. () p ': C il)' (~ h ii PPY

-]

1'/

'i 'l. Ii h i

In •

Is good at games.
I s goo d ate

'j ii S S \i 0

rk.

8.

Fee 'I s hop (' 1e s s .

9.
10.

Is I/orthlc:,s.
Js 'I'jked by tcachcts.
I s 'i nth e il il b 'j t err' kr:: (l fJ '\ n ~1 n(' () t boo k s .

'12.

Is usually Ip'ickcd

'13.

J~,

H.
-15.
-16.
17 .
18.
19.

I sus u a 'I -I Y 1'/ e 1 'I bell i"( Vc! cJ •
I S U 5 U i,t 1 'I Y I'J ('~ 1 "I (j r (~ sse c1.
I s 'j n t e 'I 1 'i CI (; n t .
Is a hard ~~rker.
Is not uS quod as othel' boys and girls.
Is unreliabole.
Is 1 1l0 9 0odl ,
__ s trusted by teachers.
T
Is helpfu'l.
Is liked by classmates to play with.
Is l~ e s p 0 n S 'j b 1e .
Is attl'active,

n.

20.
2l.
22.
23.

24.
25.

--0'1-.~-

01',1

by

the:

---I

J

'Lc~ctch(~rs.

~=I

a bu'lly.
1

__________
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Tll'is is a test to -r--ind out hOI'! c!l'i-Idl~en in th-is
schoo', behave.
Given b"lo\'i are some statements
which li1ay or ll1ay not be true of you,
If the
s tat C ::i C~ n t i s t t u (~ 0 f Y0 li \/ r i t eTa CJ a 'j 11 S t tile
s t D t \:.'! II :; n t) i f 'j t 'i s n 0 'i, i. rue 0 f you \/ r 'j t e F (f 0 r
f a 'Is (\ ),
B1I t 'j f you a)'(:: 11 0 t sur e > \'/ r 'j teO.
l".ns\'Io1" quick-'y iJI1d do not spend a 'lot of t'irne
t h 'i n :( 'i Ii (1 Ct b 0 ute (\ c h 0 U C :; t i 011 ,
_,

Iso In ~; ti 1(1 ~' ~; d -j sol) (:: j'

L

'i

1:1 Y

P(t r c. n ,[: s .

C)

c_ •

1

S 0 iii C t

3,

J

fl, ,

I
I

somct'il'12~: copy Of" cileat on s c h 0 0 'I \'/0 l" k
fl, Iii S 0 Iii i; i. i 1'1 i:; s r lJ. d (, too 1 d (: r people,
S !J 111 C t "j I:-j C~; t (~ '1"1
"I -i e::, ,
~_~ 0 Li e t -j )"Ii C :~~ 111 C1. !,~ e 'I U )'1 0 f rn .\' C 1 z";. :; :~ r:'] () t r~ s ,

I'

,)

,

'7 •

I
I

(j,

n

y,

9.

]

G,

'10.

J

!-:1 C S

'I 'I.
t

I 'I

').
)

~

'I

/t·

t

1 rJ.
16.
17.
18,

19.

20.

(l ( ,

rr: e';", 'j L"t (-.' ~', p r~: t (~~ n (~ t (} f () ;-. ~j 2 t t h -j n s] s
sup p () ~) (~c1 t 0 d (} .
sCJl:1et'il::c~;

t

bee (I

~;l;Crjl
! i ~; ! it,

S (I 1.1 c~'"L

Ii H~ ~~

S()111(~t

1;IC:~';

t Ii -j

"?

S \1 2

:~ 0

Il (\

11 ~J;; ,
SOlii,-~tjl!1C:~;

'lll'in~!s

\/1"1('1)

I

knOll

,

i}

"

r

II

1:1

I--

II'!'i'I'1

f"iL:s to PI,.\' c·l:lSS1~·I(ltCS~
p I' e to i: c: t () b c.' S 'j c kl' 0 q c t 0 u t

of

<:~1!1

r

•

]

1 sometimes sl1ol'/ off in front of other
ch'jldl"on.
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I

r-

1---1

t(~·ll

un!:,iiid to yOll!-I~;~:r cf;'i-Idl'cn.
Iso Ii1:; I. 'i mc ": (J !11 'I a ? Y (l n cl \'! 0 iI I l. ci 0 J:1 Y \'I (J t l: ,
I ~)Oi:lcti :,IC<; to -1 'I eli I"i-,y jokes .
I SOillc~t'il;!:_:S c:llcat ill Sli'ines.
Iso r;1 C t ~ i ,: ~_: S 111 -I s be:l : ~, \' (, () t sell \) (\ '! .
I
,
I
, SOl'll (:: -l. 'I Ji'! i..' S 00 n 0 'C, \'; ri. S Ii In y r (l ceo n pur po S C
Iso III Co t i no: (~S an S \'f e)' b a. c k to 111 y rrlo the l' .
I am S 0 In e t 'j J:1 e s I'll e C\ n to a II i Jl1 Ct 'I s .
Iso J~ (' t i III e s \'1 i,{ s t C lil Y t 'j rn C! \,1 Ii C 11 J s h 0 U 1 d b e
1'/ 0 l~ I: -j II 9 '

I

J

I

II
1-1
---I

1_,

1~

APPENDIX D

THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Age
Form
Name
1. Corne in ---------~. Please take a seat.
2. As you probably already know, I am conducting
a scientific research to find out more about
ch'i ldren and to see if they are facing any
s pe ci a 'I d iff i c u 1 t y a t s c h 0 0 1.

I

VI

i '1 1 ask

you a few questions - you don't have to
answer them if you don't want to. But if
Y() u d 0 a n s \'J t: r, i t rn a y hc 1 P you and p0 s s i I) 1Y
other ch'j'ldren. \'!ou'ld you millel i.H1SV/E'.)r'i119
a fev! quest'i ons?
3.* Which place were you born in? (If it is a
v'j'I1age ask the name: of the nearest tOI'1n).
4 ,* \tJ h (' 11 d 'j d Y 0 L!

C 0 IJ1 e

to[=: n 9 'j and ?

5.
6.

AI' e bot h you r paY' e n t s II e )A e ?
What does your father do for his living?
7,* What did he do back home?
8. Does your mother- go out to Vlork?
9. Have you any brotilel's or sistel'S? 110\'/ rnany?
10 , D0 0 t h(; r f aI'll 'i 'I i e s 1 i ve i nth e s a J:l (, II 0 use a s you?
1 1 . * D0 you t h 'j n k t h i.1 t you \'1 ill gob i:l c k h 0 III e ~ not
just fot a vis'it but fol' C)ooci?
1? .~, \lJ hat 'I a n 9 u a 9e d 0 you 9e n e \" a 'I 'I Y s pea kat h OIIW ?
13 .

14 hat

'j

s y 0 l! l' tel 'j 9 'j 0 n ?

14.

Could you name the boy~ and girls you regard as
your ftiends?
15. vJho alilong thr.se are youI' best friends?
(If any of the children named as a friend or
abe s t f r 'j end i s not a t S c h 0 ole 11 q u 'j rea b 0 ut
his detai'ls especiany national'jty).
16.* Do your parents ever visit an English family?
17.* Does any English family ever visit you?
18. What job do you think you deserve to get when
you leave school?
19. What job do you think you will actually get
when you leave school?
*Questions marked * were for immigtant children only.
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